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PERSPECTIVES

iConsent
M. Castillo, Editor-in-Chief

In medicine, a “consent form” is the legal instrument through

which we must give our patients sufficient information (posi-

tive, such as benefits, and negative, such as risks and complica-

tions) regarding any treatment or procedure they will receive. The

idea behind it is that an informed patient can accept or more

importantly decline a treatment (for personal and/or religious

reasons) even if the physician disagrees with this decision. The key

word here is “physician.” A consent form, under most circum-

stances, must be administered only by a full-fledged physician,

never a medical student, nurse, or technologist. The attending

physician can (and does in many academic centers) delegate ob-

taining consent to a resident or fellow (who already is an MD). In

the United States, minors cannot give consent and their parents or

legal guardians must give it.* Patients in extreme emergency sit-

uations and those with limited cognition are exceptions; and

when no family member or legal guardian is available, 1 or more

physicians may sign the patient’s consent form. As we get older

and move into specialized care institutions far away from our

families, the caregiver may consent to emergency treatments. The

Caregiver Consent Form must be prepared in advance; a lawyer is

not needed in the decision making process. For parentless chil-

dren, a similar form can be used. Consent forms from parents,

grandparents, and others are available in most large institutions.

The most common consent form used is, however, the generic

one. Regardless of their specifics, all consent forms must meet

certain minimum legal standards. Any impairment of reasoning

faculties and/or judgment (including previous sedation) makes it

impossible (and illegal) to administer the consent form, regard-

less of its type. Waivers of consent may also be obtained and are

not uncommonly used by large institutions such as the Army

when a treatment involves minimal risk, benefits the patient, ad-

vances medicine, and is carried out under laws established by the

US Food and Drug Administration.1 The need for consent is so

ever-present that there are commercial companies that specialize

in designing and administering these forms.

Access to the Internet and medical knowledge has consider-

ably changed many aspects of consent. Until a few decades ago,

medical treatment was administered following the concept that

“doctors know better.” This idea originated in Greece and follows

the precepts of the Hippocratic Oath.2 Many of us become irri-

tated when patients try to steer their treatments (coil emboliza-

tion versus clipping of intracranial aneurysms is a typical exam-

ple) on the basis of information found on the Internet because we

have been brought up to believe in the Hippocratic Oath (ie, we

know better). This concept did not really change until the 18th

century, when doctors began to believe that sharing as much in-

formation as possible with patients was beneficial, but in the end,

physicians always made the most important and final decisions.

The idea the “doctor knows better” has been called “benevolent

deception,” and it has been fought against since the mid-1800s. In

the United States, the most important aspect of consent is “what is

being said” rather than “who is saying it” and “where it is being

said” (this may not be the case in other cultures and countries).

As we now know it, the consent form is a recent invention and

stems from the consequences of various unethical (to say the

least) situations during and around World War II. After the war

trials against illegal human experiments by Nazi physicians, the

Council for War Crimes published the “Nuremberg Code.”3 This

set of rules defines legitimate medical research and is accepted by

the Declaration of Helsinki and the US Department of Health and

Human Services and is incorporated into the law in many states

and countries. One of the most important aspects of the “Nurem-

berg Code” is informed consent without coercion. Violations of

the Code continued after the War even in the United States. Per-

haps the best known is the “Tuskegee Syphilis Experiment.”4 This

experiment (if one can call it that) extended for 40 years (up to

1972) and was “administered” by the US Public Health Service in

Tuskegee, Alabama. In it, the natural progression of syphilis was

assessed while infected patients thought they were getting the ap-

propriate medical treatment. Six hundred poor African American

agricultural workers were recruited, and 400 who had syphilis

went untreated (they were given free burial insurance by the gov-

ernment). Remember that 15 years after the beginning of the “ex-

periment,” there was irrefutable scientific evidence that penicillin

(widely available by then) was the standard treatment for syphilis.

Although this is not the only occasion of human rights violations,

it is certainly the most infamous one, and in 1978, it led to the

“Belmont Report,” which sets the guidelines for the protection of

subjects in clinical and research trials in health care.5 The report

led to the creation of the Office for Human Research Protections

and Institutional Review Boards (IRBs) in medical schools, aca-

demic centers, and hospitals.

IRBs are decentralized committees that review and monitor

biomedical research in humans. IRBs themselves are overseen by

the Office for Human Research Protections. Before becoming an

IRB member at any institution, any conflict of interest (such as

working for the industry as a consultant) must be disclosed. IRBs

must comprise at least 5 experienced individuals (both male and

female), have representatives of different professions (scientists

versus nonscientists), and include community members.6 All re-

search projects and, in many institutions, all publications must be

granted permission by an IRB. These IRBs approve research proj-

ects only when bona fide consent will be obtained from all partic-

ipants. When the project is closed, most IRBs require notification

and summary of the results.

Most of us who have been (or are) involved in research know

how difficult and lengthy the process of IRB approval is. Many

blame the relative decline of US research on this while other coun-http://dx.doi.org/10.3174/ajnr.A3426
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tries with less complex approval processes are making headway in

research. To ease the process, many IRBs offer exemptions. In

medicine, the most common exemption is for research that in-

volves the analysis of already-existing data as long as the identities

of the subjects are protected. For this, some IRBs have special

shorter forms while others demand that their long forms be com-

pleted. For most exemptions, consent from individual subjects is

not required. The problem with IRBs is that data obtained from

patients are so closely guarded that access is not available to other

researchers who would benefit from them. Just try getting your

own data after participating in a research project that has been

completed. Even worse, try getting your own medical record re-

leased. The owner of the medical record is not the patient but the

health service provider who created it, and similarly, the owner of

data collected during research is the institution or company fund-

ing the project and not the subjects.

Research data are kept in “information silos” understandably

guarded from prying eyes but also fragmented. Similar to grain

silos that house one type of product, data collected are mined only

for proving or disproving a specific hypothesis, and all other in-

formation contained in the silo is not used. In this era of fast

computing, data transfer, and crowdsourcing and sharing, this

process may not be the best way to advance science. “Open

source” medicine and research are coming our way, and we need

to adapt more than our consent forms to take advantage of them.

Apple (Cupertino, California) and Google (Mountain View, Cal-

ifornia) already keep track of an enormous amount of personal

data; Microsoft (Bothell, Washington) keeps track of all data

transmitted by using their products such as Outlook for e-mail

and calendars. Very soon, science will not survive without data-

sharing, integration, and networking. It could be that the consent

form that was created to protect us is now, in its current form,

detrimental to science.

John Wilbanks has created the WeConsent.us Web site and

data base (http://weconsent.us/).7 Mr Wilbanks said, “All too

many observations lie isolated and forgotten on personal hard

drives and CDs, trapped by technical, legal and cultural barriers.”

A critical and innovative aspect of this idea is the use of a special

consent form that states that if kept anonymously, your (and my)

medical data (particularly health and genomics) can be used by

third parties as long as our identity remains protected. This con-

sent is called a “Portable Legal Consent” because you carry it with

you, and you attach it (thus its portability) to any data you want to

donate. Think about it as having a consent form in your iPhone

(Apple) and electronically transmitting it when you need. Person-

ally, I would not mind sharing my medical data if my identity is

protected, but I cannot do this because I do not own it! Mr Wil-

banks stated that we need to move from information silos to “in-

formation commons.”

Vanderbilt University (in collaboration with Northwestern

University) has started a DNA biorepository and combining it

with electronic medical records, an information commons ex-

pected to shed light on diabetes, Alzheimer disease, and heart

disease is being built.8 When asked, nearly 95% of patients state

that they would be willing to share their medical data.9 Applica-

tions for the iPhone (ie, MyMedical) that allow you to keep your

own medical record and share all or parts of it are available. The

Eatery application allows you to photograph what you eat and

share it (anonymously) with other users to try to improve your

eating habits. The goal of the WeConsent.us Web site is to get

100,000 individuals in its first year (and 1 million in 5 years) to

donate their medical data, which will then be available for analysis

by mathematicians and other scientists.

The future of medical research lies in its power, and its power

lies in numbers. However, this power can only be realized if we

own our data and we consent to share it. Data accumulated with

time do not have to wait to be uploaded and shared but should be

dynamically shared in real time. Imagine carrying your own con-

sent form in your mobile device and attaching it to newly available

data that you can share when you want to. This consent form

could be malleable and would adapt to different needs and situa-

tions, taking advantage of the incredible interaction possible on

the Web. I think that the time for the iConsent is here.

*In other countries (especially England), the Gillick standard states
that a child younger than 16 years of age may, under certain circum-
stances, be judged mature enough to consent.10
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REVIEW ARTICLE

Clinical Semiology and Neuroradiologic Correlates of Acute
Hypernatremic Osmotic Challenge in Adults:

A Literature Review
F.Y. Ismail, A. Szóllics, M. Szólics, N. Nagelkerke, and M. Ljubisavljevic

ABSTRACT

SUMMARY: The complex interplay between hypernatremic osmotic disturbances and cerebral lesions is yet to be clarified. In this review,
we discuss, on the basis of the reported data of hypernatremic CNS challenge in the adult population, the clinical and radiologic features
of the condition. Our search captured 20 case studies and 1 case series with 30 patients in total who acquired acute hypernatremia due to
different etiologies and developed CNS lesions. We explored the associations between premorbid conditions, clinical presentation,
hypernatremic state, correction rate, and radiologic appearance, including the localization of brain lesions and the outcomes. The results
revealed that altered mental status was the most commonly reported symptom and osmotic demyelination syndrome in the form of
extrapontine myelinolysis was the prevailing radiologic pattern. Finally, we contrasted, when appropriate, clinical and experimental
data related to hypernatremic and hyponatremic osmotic insults to aid the understanding of the pathophysiology of CNS osmotic brain
injury.

ABBREVIATIONS: BG � basal ganglia; CPM � central pontine myelinolysis; EPM � extrapontine myelinolysis; GCS � Glasgow Coma Scale; ODS � osmotic
demyelination syndrome

The associations between hyponatremic osmotic disturbances

and cerebral lesions are well-established and studied. Classi-

cally, the lesions were recognized to involve demyelination in the

pons.1 The term “central pontine myelinolysis” was devised to

delineate the character of pathologic insult. Subsequently, the

concept was extended with the recognition that lesions may occur

beyond the pons. Thus, the term “extrapontine myelinolysis ” was

coined. Although initially recognized to appear in the malnour-

ished and alcoholics,1 CPM/EPM has also been reported in adults

with a variety of serious illnesses, and a link between these disor-

ders and the rapid correction of sodium in patients with hypona-

tremia was eventually established. Finally, an umbrella “osmotic

demyelination syndrome” term, which included both CPM and

EPM, was coined. CPM and EPM are believed to be the same

disease, sharing the same pathology, associations, and time course

but differing in clinical manifestations. However, it has been in-

creasingly recognized that ODS can occur in the setting of other

osmotic challenges such as hyperglycemia2-5 and hypoglyce-

mia,6,7 as well as normonatremia8 and hypernatremia.9

Furthermore, experimental data suggest that different ana-

tomic locations in the brain may have different susceptibility to

osmotic stress, depending on their ionic, organic, and inorganic

makeup. These subtle variations of the CNS osmotic “ecosystem”

may influence the response and effectiveness of processes of ad-

aptation (during insult) and de-adaptation (during recovery) of

the brain.10

While hyponatremic insult has been widely examined and re-

ported, the hypernatremic osmotic insult, primarily due to its

comparative scarcity in adults, is relatively poorly described and

understood. Therefore, it is still unclear whether the vulnerability

of different brain regions to osmotic stress is similar in states of

hyponatremia and hypernatremia and whether they share similar

clinical and radiologic presentations.

OBJECTIVES
In this review, we discuss the clinical and neuroradiologic presen-

tations of acute hypernatremic CNS injury in the adult popula-

tion on the basis of the reported literature data. We also explore

the associations between premorbid conditions, clinical presen-

tation, hypernatremic state, correction, location of brain lesions,

and clinical outcomes. Finally we compare, when appropriate,

clinical and experimental data in the setting of hypo- and hyper-
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natremia with the aim of better understanding the pathophysiol-

ogy of CNS osmotic brain injury.

METHODOLOGY
We conducted PubMed and ScienceDirect database searches (un-

til June 3, 2012) by using the following keywords: hypernatremia

AND demyelination, hypernatremia AND myelinolysis, hyperna-

tremia AND CNS, hypernatremia AND cortical laminar necrosis,

hypernatremia AND edema, hypernatremia AND MR imaging,

hypernatremia AND imaging, hypernatremia AND CT, and hy-

pernatremia AND brain. This initial strategy yielded 697 articles

in PubMed and 242 articles in ScienceDirect, with significant

overlap. English and non-English articles were initially populated,

and reference lists in retrieved reports were examined. Five non-

English articles were not included (Japanese, Danish, French, and

2 in Spanish) because the original manuscripts were not available.

We included and further analyzed studies reporting clinical

and radiologic cases that fulfilled the following criteria: patients

older than 18 years of age, acute hypernatremia (sodium �145

mEql/L) developing within 48 hours, presence of abnormal neu-

rologic signs and symptoms, and documented neuroradiologic

investigation. Exclusion criteria included the following: presence

of a hyponatremic state (sodium �135 mEql/L) before the onset

of symptoms and presence of CNS pathology that might account

for or mask abnormal radiologic findings. When available, initial

and highest sodium ion (Na�) levels and the rate and duration of

the correction were also examined.

Descriptive analysis, linear regression, 2-sided Student t test,

Mann-Whitney and Fisher exact tests, linear-by-linear associa-

tion, and binary logistics were used to analyze categoric and con-

tinuous data. Statistical significance was defined as P � .05. To

further explore the associations among radiologic features, we

developed a demyelination score (0 – 6) that represents the sum of

the number of areas affected by demyelination: pons, white mat-

ter, corpus callosum, basal ganglia, cerebellum, and cortex.

RESULTS
A total of 20 case studies and 1 case series in English, Spanish, and

Japanese languages reporting 30 adult patients who developed

acute hypernatremia due to different etiologies with abnormal

clinical and neuroradiologic findings (Table) were eventually

included.

Clinical Characteristics
The age of patients ranged between 18 and 73 years (mean age,

36.93 � 16.9 years) (On-line Table). Twenty-four (80%) were

women.

The patients were clustered on the basis of morbid history into

4 groups: previously healthy individuals, patients with direct CNS

comorbidity, patients with indirect CNS comorbidity, and pa-

tients with non-CNS comorbidities. “Direct nervous system co-

morbidity” denotes the presence of CNS pathology (eg, tumor or

hydrocephalus), while “indirect CNS comorbidity” represents

conditions that have secondary pathologic effects on the CNS (eg,

liver failure and/or hepatic encephalopathy). The rationale be-

hind such clustering was to highlight conditions that might mask

the development of abnormal neuroradiologic findings and/or

render the brain more vulnerable to osmotic challenges.

Thirteen patients (43.3%) were previously healthy with no

pre- or comorbid conditions. Ten patients (33.3%) had non-CNS

comorbidities that were not etiologically related to acute hyper-

natremia per se, including hydatid cyst of the liver (n � 5), heart

disease (n � 1), gestational diabetes mellitus (n � 1), acute respi-

ratory distress syndrome (n � 1), chronic lithium therapy (n �

1), and chronic alcoholism (n � 1). Three patients had direct CNS

comorbidities (10%) in the form of suprasellar tumor (n � 1),

lymphocytic neuroinfundibulohypophysitis (n � 1), and pitu-

itary craniopharyngioma and hydrocephalus (n � 1), while 4 pa-

tients (13.3%) had indirect CNS comorbidity, including end-

stage liver disease and renal failure.

The etiologies of acute hypernatremia in the reported cases

were categorized from a pathophysiologic point of view into 2

main categories: exogenous sodium overload in 36.7% (n � 11),

and hypotonic volume depletion in 63.3% (n � 19) of patients. In

cases of exogenous sodium overload, we identified the following

factors: post–liver transplantation (n � 1), post– heart surgery

(n � 1), hydatid cyst lavage with hypertonic saline (n � 5), exces-

sive lactulose (n � 1), dialysis error (n � 1), sodium bicarbonate

therapy for end-stage liver disease (n � 1), and nonaccidental

sodium chloride ingestion (n � 1). The following predisposing

factors were reported in cases of volume depletion: central diabe-

tes insipidus (n � 5), nephrogenic diabetes insipidus (n � 1),

postpartum dehydration (n � 11), hunger strike (n � 1), and

anorexia (n � 1).

The presenting symptoms, reported in decreasing frequency,

were the following: altered mental status ranging from apathy,

inattention, and confusion to deep coma in 76.7% (n � 23); mo-

tor deficit mainly in the form of quadriparesis/plegia in 66.7%

(n � 20); myoclonic or secondary generalized tonic clonic sei-

zures in 43.3% (n � 13); and cranial nerve dysfunction, including

bulbar symptoms such as dysphagia and dysarthria, in 43.3% (n �

13) of patients. Glasgow Coma Scale scores on presentation

ranged from 3 to 14 (mean, 8.6 � 3.2). While the exact GCS score

was reported in 4 studies, in other studies the reported clinical

presentation was used to estimate the GCS score (13 studies). In 3

studies, the provided clinical description did not allow estimating

GCS.

The information about the presence and extent of concomi-

tant electrolyte abnormalities was incomplete. Therefore, we lim-

ited our comparison to changes in initial Na� and osmolality,

which were reported in all studies. The initial Na� level at the time

of presentation was 142–200 mEq/L (mean, 175.1 � 16.8 mEq/L).

Serum osmolality ranged between 314 and 459 mOsm/kg�l

(mean, 387.6 � 39.9 mOsm/kg�l).

Data for 18 subjects were not reported in detail, while in those

reported, the correction rate was variable. The duration of correction

was as rapid as 13 hours and as slow as 5 days. More specifically, Na�

was corrected within 24 hours in 4 patients (33.3%), within 48 hours

in 3 patients (25%), and in �48 hours in 5 patients (41.7%).

Neuroradiologic Findings
All patients underwent neuroimaging (CT and/or MR imaging) at

certain points in the course of their illnesses. Neuroradiologic
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findings were grouped into 4 patterns that are not mutually ex-

clusive: central pontine myelinolysis, extrapontine myelinolysis,

vascular changes, and cerebral and CSF volume changes. In 2

patients, the neuroimaging findings were normal (6.7%).11,12

Osmotic Demyelination Syndrome
ODS was found in 80% of patients (n � 24). CPM was evident as

an isolated pathology in 16.7% of patients (n � 5). Pontine de-

myelination was located either centrally or dorsolaterally with

hyperintense T2 signal.

On the other hand, “stand-alone” EPM was demonstrated in

33.3% of patients (n � 10). Nine patients (30%) developed CPM

and EPM simultaneously. Topographic distribution of extrapon-

tine lesions whether alone or in combination with CPM were as

follows: white matter (centrum semiovale), 41.4% (n � 12); cor-

pus callosum, 41.4% (n � 12); basal ganglia, 34.5% (n � 10);

hippocampus, 34.5% (n � 10); cerebellum, 34.5% (n � 10); and

cortex, 10.3% (n � 3). When we examined the topographic dis-

tribution of ODS lesions, 37.9% (n � 11) had both supra- and

infratentorial structure involvement, while 20.7% (n � 6) had

supratentorial involvement only and 20.7% (n � 6) had infraten-

torial involvement alone.

Vascular Changes
Seven patients (23.3%) had vascular events, including infarction

20% (n � 6) and subdural hematoma and sinus venous throm-

bosis (n � 1).

Brain and CSF Volume Changes
Seven patients (23.3%) had changes in cerebral volume that man-

ifested as cerebral edema in 16.7% (n � 5) and shrinkage in 6.7%

(n � 2). Two patients had changes in CSF volume (6.7%) in the

form of hydrocephalus (n � 1) and subdural effusion (n � 1).

After correction of Na�, 1 patient had reversibility of brain-vol-

ume shrinkage.13

Clinical Outcome and Follow-Up
The clinical outcome after acute hypernatremic challenge was

variable. Among reported cases, 8 patients achieved satisfactory

recovery (26.7%) with minimal neurologic deficits. On the other

hand, 17 patients sustained persistent neurologic deficits with sig-

nificant morbidities (56.7%), while 5 (16.7%) died between 12

hours and 3 weeks after presentation. Eight patients had fol-

low-up MR imaging between 2 weeks and 10 months after the

onset of osmotic insult. Radiologic findings were variable. Com-

plete neuroradiologic recovery was documented in 3 pa-

tients.12-14 Residual findings in the form of brain atrophy,23 de-

crease in ODS-related T2 signal intensities,26,27,30 and patchy

contrast enhancement23 were reported.

Correlations among Variables
Younger age was associated with white matter (P � .05, t test),

corpus callosum (P � .010, t test), and basal ganglia (P � .007,

t test) lesions but not with CPM, other EPM sites, or vascular

lesions. However, older age was associated with brain volume

changes, in the form of edema and shrinkage, compared with

younger age (P � .035, t test).

Clinical symptoms on presentation (altered mental status,

GCS score, seizures, cranial nerve dysfunction, and motor deficit)

had no association with radiologic patterns. The presence of sei-

zures was not associated with development of edema, and devel-

opment of edema was not related to initial Na� level, serum os-

molality, or correction rate. GCS and initial Na� level were not

associated with the severity of outcome (P � .05, linear

regression).

The mean demyelination score was 2.6 � 2, indicating that a

number of pontine and extrapontine areas were affected by de-

myelination. The spatial distribution of demyelinating lesions was

not the same across categories of comorbidities (P � .01, Mann-

Whitney). The presence of comorbidities was significantly asso-

ciated with EPM lesions, namely corpus callosum (P � .003, lin-

ear regression), WM (P � .039, linear regression), BG (P � .024,

linear regression), and hippocampus (P � .024, linear regres-

sion). Among patients with ODS, those with comorbidities had

lower Na� levels, while the presence of indirect CNS pathology

(hepatic or renal failure) predisposed to development of ODS at

lower levels of Na�. The clinical profile, symptoms, and Na�

levels did not predict the development of demyelinating lesions

on MR imaging (P � .05, linear regression). The presence of vas-

cular complications was not predicted by Na� level, osmolality,

and correction rate, and it was not related to age, comorbid his-

tory, etiology, or outcome (P � .05, linear regression).

Initial Na� level correlated with hippocampus involvement

(P � .003, linear regression) but not with other extrapontine le-

sions (WM, corpus callosum, BG, cerebellum, and cortex). Na�

correction rate was not associated with a pattern of radiologic

changes or severity of outcome (P � .05, linear-by-linear

association).

In general, older age was significantly associated with better

recovery (P � .036, linear regression). The presence of ODS le-

sions was associated with persistent neurologic dysfunction (P �

.027, Pearson �2), while the presence of EPM lesions reduced the

probability of full recovery (odds ratio � 0.118; 95% confidence

interval, 0.017– 0.802; P � .029, binary logistics).

Poor outcome, defined by the presence of long-term neuro-

logic deficits or death, was found to be significantly associated

with higher lesion load (P � .021, linear-by-linear association).

Most interesting, among patients with WM (P � .009, Fisher

exact test), BG (P � .027, Fisher exact test), and hippocampal

lesions (P � .027, Fisher exact test), none had achieved satisfac-

tory recovery. These results suggest that the absence of these le-

sions on MR imaging was in favor of better recovery. Conversely,

vascular complications and parenchymal volume changes were

not associated with the severity of outcome (P � .05, linear

regression).

DISCUSSION
In this review, to better delineate the impact of hypernatremic

challenge on the CNS, we analyzed the clinical and neuroradio-

logic profiles of 30 previously reported cases. The results show

that altered mental status was the most commonly reported

symptom and ODS was the prevailing radiologic pattern. In the

following sections, we discuss the spectrum of clinical and radio-

logic manifestations and their association with other factors in-
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cluding age, presence of pre- and comorbid conditions, the abso-

lute level of Na�, the magnitude of Na� change from baseline, the

duration of hypernatremic insult, and the potential effects of Na�

correction rate.

Clinical Characteristics of Patients with Hypernatremic
Challenge
The clinical symptoms of CNS injury ranged from subtle changes

of cognitive functions to life-threating autonomic and brain stem

dysfunction and death. This spectrum of clinical manifestations is

similar to that found in hyponatremia.31,32

In our review, clinical symptoms did not correlate with age,

presence of comorbid conditions, initial Na�, serum osmolality,

or Na� correction rate. This finding would suggest that neither

type of clinical symptom nor its severity is influenced by the se-

verity of osmotic challenge. However, in hyponatremia, some

studies reported no association between the degree of osmotic

derangement and the clinical situation,33,34 while some reported

that lower Na� level and more rapid Na� correction rates35 were

associated with a more severe clinical presentation. It appears that

the absolute level of Na�, whether abnormally high or low, does

not result in a specific set of symptoms and that the emerging

clinical presentation is shaped by different sets of factors and

mechanisms impacting various components of the neuronal ap-

paratus, including neurons, glia, blood-brain barrier, and CSF.

The presence of additional metabolic derangements like hypoka-

lemia36 and hyperglycemia2 is considered an independent risk

factor for ODS development, which is not covered in this review.

All patients included in this review endured acute hyperna-

tremia. While cases of chronic hypernatremia were not included,

the distinction between acute and chronic challenge is important

because different mechanisms of brain-volume regulation exhibit

differential dynamics in acute-versus-chronic osmotic challenge.

Data emerging from experimental animal studies indicate that

under extreme osmotic challenge, the engagement of organic

brain osmoles occurs later in the course of osmotic insult and

develops more slowly than the instant changes in inorganic ions,

potentially setting a course of different changes in brain tissue. In

acute hypernatremia, osmotic differences are actually subtle due

to rapid ionic and water shifts across the cell membrane with little

effect on cell volume but with significant effect on extracellular

space volume, which decreases significantly. In chronic hyperna-

tremia, organic osmoles seem to play a much more important role

in helping to maintain the osmotic gradient.37-40 The temporal

dissociation between these 2 adaptive osmoregulating mecha-

nisms, whether at the acute or chronic stage, could account, at

least in part, for the nature and severity of neurologic symptoms.

General clinical observations suggest that patients with acute hy-

pernatremia or hyponatremia develop a more clinically severe

condition and have worse outcomes that those with chronic

challenges.41

Neuroradiologic Features of Patients with Hypernatremic
Challenge
Examination in our study of neuroradiologic features of hyperna-

tremic challenge showed the prevailing appearance of ODS (CPM

or EPM or both) followed by cerebral volume changes (edema

and shrinkage) and vascular complications (hemorrhage and

infarction).

Osmotic Demyelination Syndrome
CPM and EPM (ODS) are classically described as clinical and

radiologic manifestations of osmotic myelinolysis, affecting dif-

ferent brain regions, confined to the pons in cases of CPM and

extrapontine sites in cases of EPM. The radiologic description of

CPM entails the presence of “trident-shaped” symmetric hypoin-

tense lesions on T1 and corresponding hyperintense lesions on

T2-weighted images located in the brain stem, and sparing of

other brain regions.42 In cases of EPM, the same features are noted

typically in sites such as the internal capsule, basal ganglia, cere-

bellum, and cerebrum.43

The neuroradiologic features of ODS lesions in the context of

hyponatremia are frequently reported not to match the severity of

clinical symptoms because the features might be absent despite

clinical abnormalities or at times may persist well beyond clinical

resolution.44,45 We observed similar clinical-radiologic dissocia-

tion in cases of hypernatremia. This may potentially be explained

by the variability of time intervals between the onset of symptoms

and radiologic imaging, the sensitivity of the radiologic technique

used, or the presence of gliosis-related abnormal signals that per-

sists well beyond clinical recovery.46

In reviewed data, other variables seemed to be more corre-

lated. The presence of an indirect CNS comorbid condition (he-

patic or renal failure) before hypernatremic challenge rendered

the brain more vulnerable to ODS even with mildly elevated Na�

levels in comparison with patients with no comorbid conditions.

More specifically, those patients presented with more corpus cal-

losum, WM, BG, and hippocampus lesions. Patients with liver

disease or those who had transplantation are more at risk for

developing CNS complications, including ODS, probably sec-

ondary to metabolic and cerebral hemodynamic derange-

ments47,48 that might render osmotic regulatory mechanisms

insufficient.

Hippocampal lesions were reported in more than one-third of

patients and were associated with higher initial Na� levels. The

high hippocampal involvement may be related to its high vulner-

ability to the neurotoxic effects of osmotic derangements49 and

systemic stresses in general.50,51

In reviewed cases, contrast enhancement associated with ODS

lesions was reported in 1 patient,23 which has also been reported

in some cases of hyponatremia.52 Although inconsistently found,

contrast enhancement is in agreement with the pathophysiologic

changes observed in experimental models of ODS, in which BBB

disruption occurs secondary to osmotic stress and is thought to be

one of the leading factors in pathogenesis of ODS. A disruption of

the BBB during the first 24 hours of hyponatremia was found to be

associated with a 70% risk of developing demyelination.53 By con-

trast, the risk of developing subsequent demyelination was only

8% when the BBB was intact.53 Furthermore, the use of dexa-

methasone, known to protect the BBB, was reported to decrease

the risk of ODS both in animal studies54 and case reports.55

Cortical laminar necrosis has been described occasionally in

patients with severe ODS that follows rapid correction of hypo-

natremia.56-59 In the present study, we identified 2 patients pre-
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senting with cortical laminar necrosis.23,24 These lesions may be

associated with hypoxia-ischemia, which may coexist with ODS,

or severe demyelination that subsequently triggers cortical neu-

ronal loss. It has been suggested that cortical lesions in the con-

text of ODS present more often with ischemia than with

demyelination.60

Topographic Distribution of ODS in Hypernatremia:
Relation to Region-Specific Vulnerability
In ODS, regardless of the etiology, CPM is consistently reported

to be more common than EPM or CPM/EPM combined.45,61

However, in a large case series of patients with hyponatremia and

ODS, the combined form was more common than EPM and CPM

alone.33 As we have already stated, the reviewed data of hyperna-

tremic osmotic challenge have revealed that EPM was more com-

mon than CPM or CPM/EPM combined. Whether this hints at a

possible predilection of a hypernatremic challenge for extrapon-

tine sites warrants further investigations.

Age appears to be an important factor in the topographic vul-

nerability to hyperosmotic conditions. Younger adults had differ-

ent topographic distributions than older adults, with the white

matter, corpus callosum, and basal ganglia particularly affected.

Unlike in the adult population, hypernatremic osmotic brain

injury is far more common in the pediatric population. Most

interesting, the neurologic manifestations of hypernatremia in

the pediatric population are strikingly similar to observations

made in adults, with some variation in severity and reversibility.

Both CPM62,63 and EPM presentations are frequently encoun-

tered in pediatric patients, with extrapontine lesions reported to

be thalamic,64,65 in the basal ganglia,66 and hippocampal.67 De-

spite similar distributions of lesions, pediatric patients have better

recovery and the associated MR imaging lesions are more revers-

ible,41,68 results that may be related to age-associated changes in

osmotic regulatory mechanisms. It has been shown that water,

electrolytes, and organic osmole (mainly taurine) content in the

brain of normonatremic rats decreases with age, implying that

young brains might have a greater capacity to counteract osmotic

perturbations.69

Furthermore, experimental data support the notion that dif-

ferent brain regions exhibit different “buffering capacities” to os-

molar stress, a feature depending largely on the individual com-

position of electrolytes and osmolytes. Sodium and chloride ions

were found to be highest in the medulla oblongata, while the

lowest values were found in the cerebellum and vice versa for

potassium.70 Organic osmoles were also found to significantly

differ among different gray and white matter regions. More spe-

cifically, the cortex and cerebellum had the highest concentration

of glutamate, glutamine, taurine, and betaine, whereas glycine

was predominantly present in the pons and medulla. However,

other organic osmoles, such as myo-inositol, creatine, glyceryl-

phosphorylcholine, and glycerylphosphorylethanolamine, were

found to be distributed evenly across all brain regions.71

Furthermore, different dynamics of changes in ionic and or-

ganic osmoles may also contribute to different susceptibility of

different brain regions to osmotic challenge. Animal studies

show upregulation of Na/myo-inositol co-transporters in the

early stages of acute hypernatremia72 and an absence of changes

in the concentration of brain organic osmoles. Most interesting,

during the de-adaptation (recovery) phase, all osmoles except

myo-inositol seem to return to a normal range. This may suggest

that myo-inositol may play a role either in the development of

cerebral edema accompanying correction of hypernatremia,71 or

alternatively, it may play a protective role as suggested by some

experimental studies, which demonstrated that it reduces cell loss

resulting from hypernatremia.73 Furthermore, myo-inositol is in-

volved in the maintenance of brain cell volume during severe

hypernatremia but not in hyponatremia.74 Thus, re-establish-

ment of organic osmoles in hyponatremia may differ among brain

regions, with the pons and midbrain exhibiting the least recovery

capacity and the cortex and cerebellum having greater potential to

regain lost organic osmoles.75 Therefore, it is conceivable that

brain response to osmotic challenges is influenced by the inherent

region-specific differences in inorganic and organic metabolic

makeup, preferential temporal and concentration-dependent in-

volvement of osmolytes, and morphologic and functional charac-

teristics of the adjacent BBB apparatus.

Another interesting difference emerging from these data is the

topographic distribution of EPM lesions. In reviewed data, white

matter and corpus callosum lesions were the most frequently re-

ported (41.4%), while cortex involvement was the least reported

(10.3%). In hyponatremic challenge, the cerebellum was the most

frequently reported site, while the caudate was the least reported

one.61 It would be relevant to explore whether the difference in

susceptibility to different osmotic challenges may be related to the

differential dynamics of response of various brain regions to os-

motic challenge as indicated earlier.

Cerebral Volume Changes
In reviewed cases, cerebral edema associated with hypernatremic

challenge correlated with older age but not with clinical symp-

toms, rise in the Na� level, correction rate, or severity of outcome.

In most studies, conventional CT or MR imaging was used to

delineate edema-related pathologies. Only 2 studies also used

DWI and ADC mapping.30,76 The potential advantage of using

DWI and ADC stems from the role of cytotoxic and vasogenic

edema in the development of lesions, especially in white matter

regions, given its highly compartmentalized structure. Using se-

rial ADC mapping at different time points after the onset of symp-

toms showed lower ADC values early after the onset of symptoms

and a gradual increase to normal or above-normal values there-

after.77 This finding corresponded to the emergence of cytotoxic

edema (lower ADC) and subsequent vasogenic edema (higher

ADC) at different time intervals. It appears that coupling of DWI

and ADC yields higher specificity for ODS lesions, in which lower

ADC values correlate better with ODS.76

Vascular Complications
Although less frequently reported in this cohort of patients, vas-

cular events (infarction and hemorrhage) were not uncommon.

Five patients had cerebral infarction, and 1 patient had cerebral

hemorrhage. Vascular complications were not significantly asso-

ciated with age, comorbid history, Na� level, osmolality, and cor-

rection rate, nor were they linked to outcome.

It is not clear whether these vascular complications in hyper-
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natremia are osmotically driven. Experimental data suggest that

cerebral blood flow may be affected by disruption of the BBB and

a concomitant widespread vascular endothelium reaction. Most

interesting, changes in CBF may be regionally distributed, varying

between cortical and subcortical regions depending on the dy-

namics of development and correction of hypernatremia,53 sug-

gesting a differential endothelium response and sensitivity to os-

motic stress. Whether CBF changes might account for cerebral

events (infarctions or hemorrhages) seen in patients with hyper-

natremic osmotic challenge would require further study.

Outcomes of Hypernatremic Osmotic Challenge
In reviewed cases, a slower Na� correction rate (�48 hours) was

not associated with the presence of radiologic changes or out-

come. However, the exact correction rate was not provided in

most of studies; this omission prevented statistical analysis.

In our review, satisfactory recovery was reported in 26.7% of

patients, persistent neurologic dysfunction, in 56.7%; and death,

in 16.7%. In reviews of ODS in the context of hyponatremia,

favorable recovery was seen in one-third33 and two-thirds,45

while mortality was reported in one-fifth of patients.33,45

In our review, the outcome was not correlated with the severity

of clinical presentation, Na� level, or correction rate, findings

compatible with previous observations in cases of hyponatre-

mia34 and ODS of different etiologies.45,78 However, we found

that younger adults had worse outcomes compared with older

adults. Moreover, the GCS score was not associated with the out-

come, probably due to under-reporting of actual GCS scores in

most studies. In a case series of 25 patients with hyponatremia and

ODS, older age, premorbid conditions, and pattern of ODS were

not found to be predictive of better outcome. However, higher

GCS scores, better scores in functional scales, less severe hypona-

tremia, and absence of hypokalemia predicted favorable outcome

after correction of a hyponatremic state.33

Finally, clinical outcome was better predicted by the presence,

load, and pattern of ODS lesions among reviewed cases. More

specifically, the presence of EPM lesions, mainly WM, BG, and

hippocampal lesions (but not CPM) reduced the probability of

full recovery. Similar associations between radiologic features

and outcome were not observed in ODS in the setting of

hyponatremia.33,45,79

CONCLUSIONS
The analysis of reviewed cases shows striking similarities between

the impact of hyper- and hyponatremic osmotic challenge on the

CNS. However, several differences have also emerged. The pri-

mary one seems to be related to the appearance and distribution

of CNS lesions. EPM lesions were prominent in hypernatremic

osmotic challenge; among them, corpus callosum lesions were the

most common. However, although most reviewed patients pre-

sented with neuroradiologic abnormalities, negative initial imag-

ing did not exclude ODS, suggesting that serial imaging with dif-

ferent modalities may be warranted for detecting subtle changes

associated with early cellular destruction and water-diffusion

anomalies. Although the lack of comprehensive clinical data re-

lated to the correction rate precludes specific conclusions, the

data suggest that adhering to clinical guidelines when correcting

hypernatremia may decrease the risk but does not necessarily pre-

vent ODS development. Finally, the data suggest that the absence

of EPM lesions, namely in the WM, BG, and hippocampus might

hold better prognostic value for outcome. The reviewed results

could have been potentially influenced by selection bias of pa-

tients introduced in the original studies, as well as other immedi-

ately nonapparent factors, necessitating further clinical observa-

tions to better understand the pathophysiology, impact, and

outcome of hypernatremic osmotic challenge.

Disclosures: Milos Ljubisavljevic—UNRELATED: Stock/Stock Options: Various stocks
not related to current submission or pharmaceutical or other relevant industries.
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RESEARCH PERSPECTIVES

Hot Topics in Functional Neuroradiology
S.H. Faro, F.B. Mohamed, J.A. Helpern, J.H. Jensen, K.R. Thulborn, I.C. Atkinson, H.I. Sair, and D.J. Mikulis

ABSTRACT

SUMMARY: Functional neuroradiology represents a relatively new and ever-growing subspecialty in the field of neuroradiology.
Neuroradiology has evolved beyond anatomy and basic tissue signal characteristics and strives to understand the underlying
physiologic processes of central nervous system disease. The American Society of Functional Neuroradiology sponsors a yearly
educational and scientific meeting, and the educational committee was asked to suggest a few cutting-edge functional neuroradi-
ology techniques (hot topics). The following is a review of several of these topics and includes “Diffusion Tensor Imaging of the
Pediatric Spinal Cord”; “Diffusional Kurtosis Imaging”; “From Standardization to Quantification: Beyond Biomarkers toward Bioscales
as Neuro MR Imaging Surrogates of Clinical End Points”; Resting-State Functional MR Imaging”; and “Current Use of Cerebrovascular
Reserve Imaging.”

ABBREVIATIONS: CVR � cerebrovascular reserve; DKI � diffusional kurtosis imaging; FA � fractional anisotropy; ISNSCI � Standards for Neurologic Classification
of Spinal Cord Injury; MD � mean diffusivity; rs-fMRI � resting-state fMRI; SCI � spinal cord injury

DIFFUSION TENSOR IMAGING OF THE PEDIATRIC
SPINAL CORD
Scott Faro, MD, and Feroze Mohamed, PhD; Department
of Radiology, Temple University School of Medicine,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Diffusion tensor imaging is a relatively new noninvasive MR im-

aging technique that quantifies the multidirectional diffusion of

water molecules. There are many applications of DTI in the brain,

and there is rising interest in exploring DTI applications in the

spine. The unique characteristic architecture of the spinal cord is

that its highly anisotropic nature may allow DTI to localize white

matter, separate white from gray matter, and assess structural

pathologic changes of the cord. Recent work has shown the clin-

ical utility of DTI in spinal cord compression and cervical my-

elopathy in adults.1,2 Pediatric DTI has also been explored re-

cently, and several advances have been made in the field of DTI of

pediatric spinal cord injury (SCI).3,4 A variety of DTI indices has

been explored, including fractional anisotropy (FA), mean diffu-

sivity (MD), radial diffusivity, and axial diffusivity. Spinal cord

injury occurs in both adults and children, with an estimated

11,000 cases occurring yearly in the United States. In this review,

we will specifically look at the importance of DTI in pediatric SCI.

Currently, the evaluation and classification of neurologic im-

pairment in adults and children with SCI are assessed by using the

International Standards for Neurologic Classification of Spinal

Cord Injury (ISNCSI). These standards involve testing of motor

and sensory functions of the limbs, trunk, rectum, and anorectal

area and are used to predict recovery of neurologic function, plan

treatment, and determine treatment effectiveness. The ISNSCI

have relatively low utility in the pediatric population and can lead

to unreliable assessment of neurologic abnormalities. An objec-

tive assessment of SCI may provide important information com-

plementary to conventional clinical and imaging evaluation and

may lead to a more accurate prognosis of recovery from SCI.

DTI of the spinal cord is technically limited by various factors.

Specifically in pediatric populations, the small cord volume (ap-

proximately 1 cm in diameter) leads to a low SNR. Cerebral spinal

fluid pulsation and blood flow can produce prominent ghosting

artifacts and degrade image quality. The spinal cord is also subject

to respiratory and cardiac movements, which cause image blur-

ring and increased or decreased signal intensity. Different tissue

interfaces (bone, soft tissue, or fluid) can create susceptibility ar-

tifacts. Swallowing or related motion artifacts are mostly seen

when imaging the cervical spinal cord. Finally, in pediatric imag-

ing especially, the possibility of increased subject motion makes

obtaining accurate and reproducible DTI parameter values diffi-

cult. Artifact-reducing techniques can be used to overcome some

of these issues. However, particularly in pediatric imaging, these

techniques are not without challenges. Cardiac gating and respi-

ratory compensation may increase acquisition time, and sedation
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is typically not desirable in children. Thus, fast, reliable, and high-

resolution imaging is needed to image pediatric subjects.

In Figs 1 and 2, we show the use of an inner FOV DTI imaging

based on 2D radiofrequency excitations of the pediatric cervical

spinal cord. Figure 1 shows an axial color FA map of a healthy

pediatric patient, which demonstrates very good gray/white mat-

ter differentiation and cord/CSF conspicuity. Figure 2 shows a

sagittal color FA map and a TSE T2 image of a pediatric patient

with a spinal cord injury, demonstrating a change in FA signal that

corresponds to a lower cervical injury. Figure 3 shows a graphic

representation of the DTI indices (FA, MD, radial diffusivity, and

axial diffusivity) through the cervical spine in a pediatric patient

with a focal C6 SCI. This graph shows, in addition to focal changes

in DTI indices in the lower cervical spine (decreased FA, increased

MD, radial diffusivity, and axial diffusivity), diffusion changes

throughout the cord above the level of injury compared with a

healthy control. The cervical cord above the injury did not dem-

onstrate any abnormal signal on the T2-weighted images. This

technique has been shown to be very useful in generating reliable

and repeatable DTI data from the pediatric spinal cord and is a

promising technique for quantification of SCI.

DTI will help our understanding of the pathophysiology of

SCI and may give added information related to the clinical care of

patients with SCI. Preliminary work has shown good correlation

of ISNSCI scoring with DTI indices in these patients.5 Research

related to pediatric patients can be translatable to adult patients

with SCI. Continued research by using DTI is needed to assess

neurologic damage after traumatic SCI and to improve care, treat-

ment, and rehabilitation methods.

DIFFUSIONAL KURTOSIS IMAGING
Joseph A. Helpern, PhD, and Jens H. Jensen, PhD;
Department of Radiology and Radiological Science,
Medical University of South Carolina, Charleston,
South Carolina
The nominal resolution of human brain MR imaging is typically no

more than a millimeter at best. This level of resolution provides ex-

cellent anatomic images, but the cellular microstructure, with char-

acteristic lengths of tens of microns, is essentially invisible. This is a

substantial limitation because disease processes often manifest them-

selves most clearly in terms of microstructural changes; this short-

coming is precisely the reason histopathology plays such a prominent

role in the diagnosis of numerous maladies.

A powerful and elegant MR imaging method for investigating

cellular microstructure is diffusion MR imaging. Diffusion MR

imaging yields information about cellular microstructure due, in

part, to a fortuitous matching of typical cellular sizes with the

water diffusion lengths in biologic tissues during the time when

the diffusion gradients are applied. Thus diffusing water is a nat-

ural reporter molecule for probing cellular microstructure.

To date, the leading MR imaging technique used to assess brain

tissue microarchitecture is diffusion tensor imaging. Although DTI is

powerful, it yields only a fraction of the potential information possi-

ble because it assumes that all water diffusion is Gaussian, even

though we know it is not. In fact, by neglecting diffusional non-

Gaussianity, DTI discards much of the microstructural information

that diffusion MR imaging is, in principle, capable of detecting.

To have a diffusion MR imaging method that maintains the

practical advantages of DTI (ease of implementation, time effi-

cient) but also allows diffusional non-Gaussianity to be quanti-

fied, our group has developed an extension of DTI called diffu-

FIG 1. Axial color FA map of a normal midcervical spine in a healthy
pediatric subject.

FIG 2. Color FA map of a patient with SCI (right) and a corresponding
T2-weighed sagittal image (left) demonstrating SCI at the C5 level
(arrow).
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sional kurtosis imaging (DKI).6-8 Kurtosis is a well-established

and widely used dimensionless statistical measure for quantifying

the non-Gaussianity of arbitrary probability distributions, like

that of diffusion. The significance of this approach is that diffu-

sional non-Gaussianity effects are natural indicators of tissue mi-

croarchitectural complexity (ie, integrity) and may be used to

improve tissue characterization, including changes associated

with disease processes.

Since its introduction in 2005, DKI has been used to investigate

several neuropathologies including brain cancer,9,10 prostate can-

cer,11 ischemic stroke,12,13 attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder,14

epilepsy,15 Huntington disease,16 brain trauma,17 and spondylotic

myelopathy.18 For brain cancer, 2 prior studies9,10 indicate that the

additional information provided by DKI may improve the sensitivity

and specificity for grading gliomas. For ischemic stroke,12,13 large

changes of 50%–100% in diffusional kurtosis may occur within isch-

emic lesions, suggesting profound changes in microstructural com-

plexity. In addition, mismatches in the regions with decreased diffu-

sivity and those with increased kurtosis are sometimes observed,

suggesting that the 2 metrics are quantifying distinct microstructural

changes. For brain trauma,17 diffusional kurtosis has demon-

strated sensitivity to microstructural damage exceeding that of

conventional diffusion metrics obtainable with DTI. Figure 4

shows the mean diffusivity and mean kurtosis maps of a patient

with subacute ischemic stroke. Notice the distinct ischemic

lesion signal heterogeneity on mean kurtosis, which is not ap-

parent on MD maps (red arrows).

With standard clinical scanners and pulse sequences, high-

quality, whole-brain DKI datasets may now be acquired within 7

minutes, making feasible its incorporation into many clinical and

FIG 3. Healthy control and a patient with SCI at the mid-C6 level displaying changes in various DTI indices (FA, MD, radial diffusivity, and axial
diffusivity) from C1 to C7.

FIG 4. Mean diffusivity and mean kurtosis maps of a patient with sub-
acute ischemic stroke. Notice the distinct ischemic lesion signal hetero-
geneity on mean kurtosis that is not apparent on MD maps (red arrows).
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research protocols. Moreover, the application of DKI obviates

DTI, because DKI provides all the metrics obtainable from DTI

and with improved accuracy. Thus, upgrading from DTI to DKI

only adds a few minutes of additional scanning time. In the near

future, the imaging times for diffusion MR imaging in general,

and DKI in particular, are likely to be substantially improved with

the advent of multiband echo-planar sequences. Thus, the acqui-

sition time will not be a significant obstacle for the widespread

adoption of DKI. The DKI sequence is now a work in progress of

Siemens Health Care (Erlangen, Germany) and is currently being

tested at several medical centers worldwide. To learn more about

DKI and to download free software for analysis, please go to

http://academicdepartments.musc.edu/cbi/dki/.

FROM STANDARDIZATION TO QUANTIFICATION:
BEYOND BIOMARKERS TOWARD BIOSCALES AS
NEURO MR IMAGING SURROGATES OF CLINICAL END
POINTS
Keith R. Thulborn and Ian C. Atkinson; Center for
Magnetic Resonance Research, University of Illinois at
Chicago, Chicago, Illinois
The term “biomarker” has been defined by the National Institutes

of Health as “a characteristic that is objectively measured and

evaluated as an indicator of normal biologic processes, patho-

genic processes, or pharmacologic responses to a therapeutic in-

tervention.” Biomarkers have conventionally been genes, gene

products, or metabolites that are obtained from bodily fluids, of-

ten remote from the site of disease and measured as concentra-

tions by using standard analytic techniques that have established

accuracies. The use of such nonimaging biomarkers as surrogates

for clinical end points (eg, high blood pressure is an early indica-

tor for cardiac disease) has a long history that is encapsulated

statistically in the controversies of the Prentice criterion.19 The

validation of a biomarker as equivalent to a true outcome is non-

trivial because that validity requires a full trial that makes the need

for the subsequent use of a biomarker questionable in some cir-

cumstances.20 In fact, the reality is that even the most highly cited

biomarkers introduced into medicine from single studies fail to

prove useful in subsequent meta-analyses.21 Despite these con-

cerns, the incentive for pursuing surrogate measures of a true

clinical end point is the possibility of shortening durations and

decreasing population sizes required for clinical trials.

Despite these controversial issues of biomarker validity, imag-

ing characteristics have been proposed as potential biomarkers.

Imaging parameters are typically arbitrary signal-intensity scales

that require the acquisition procedures to be quantified if the scale

is to be compared during a certain time or between patients.

“Quantification” is a term that contains the concept of accuracy

relative to a known standard and has dimensional units.

For imaging to provide a useful surrogate end point for clinical

trials, the imaging characteristic must be calibrated to establish its

distribution (mean, variance) in the normal population. Ideally,

the biologic variance should be small. Because the progression

from healthy to illness is usually continuous, any parameter mea-

suring this progression should also be continuous. A parameter

that continuously reflects normal to progressively worsening dis-

ease is unlikely to discriminate early disease unless it undergoes

changes that are large compared with the normal variance. This

possible outcome is an expression of the Prentice criterion,19 in

that the surrogate parameter must be related mechanistically to

the progression of the disease. This simple rationale suggests some

features that are needed for an imaging parameter to be useful as

a surrogate of a clinical end point (Table). Imaging potentially

offers sensitivity to early disease by having direct access to the site

of disease rather than being dependent on the release of bio-

marker molecules into bodily fluids that are only sampled re-

motely after dilution.

The signal intensity of clinical MR imaging is not only a reflection

of the concentration and nuclear properties of the hydrogen nuclei in

the patient but is highly dependent on acquisition parameters and

equipment performance. The nuclear properties of protons, express-

ing the nuclear and electronic dipolar interactions of the hydrogen

atoms in water and fat, as summarized by the longitudinal and trans-

verse relaxation parameters, only distantly reflect the biology of the

tissue. The MR signal from water reflects the tissue milieu rather than

metabolic reactions. However, high concentrations are required to

generate sufficient MR signal for spatial encoding into an image at a

relevant resolution in an acceptable acquisition time for patients.

This requirement limits metabolic observations. Although MR im-

aging is remarkably good at displaying anatomy, especially of the

brain, anatomy is not a useful surrogate of early disease because of its

wide biologic variance. For example, brain volume decreases with age

in cognitively healthy subjects and in patients with dementia. Al-

though, on average, patients with dementia have smaller brain vol-

umes than healthy subjects, brain volumes vary greatly and have con-

siderable overlap between these groups so that brain volume does not

allow an individual patient to be classified confidently into either

category. This example illustrates that useful surrogates must not

only be measured accurately but also have small biologic variance to

provide sensitivity for the detection of early disease and its progres-

sion. In contrast to the desirable diversity (ie, variance) of anatomy

that drives evolution, a small biologic variance suggests the need for a

parameter that is highly conserved and vital for biologic health.

Features for a bioscale that enable its role as a surrogate for a clinical end point beyond the NIH definition of a biomarker
No. Properties of a Bioscale Implications
1 Image-derived map of the disease site More sensitivity to earlier disease than diluted remote biomarkers
2 Spatially resolved quantitative parameter Precise and accurate measurement
3 Small biologic variance in the healthy population Sensitivity to early disease
4 Continuously and monotonically varying with

disease progression
Sensitivity to disease progression or response to treatment

5 Intrinsically related to the disease mechanism Highly conserved metabolic parameter, essential for use as a
surrogate of a clinical end point

Note:—NIH indicates National Institutes of Health.
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A pertinent example of a highly conserved metabolic process is

sodium ion homeostasis in the brain.22 This tightly regulated process

is controlled by systemic, tissue, and cellular events to ensure a stable

resting membrane potential across the neuron cell membrane that

fuels the action potentials of brain function. Sodium MR imaging can

quantify this homeostatic process by measuring the tissue sodium

concentration, TSC, and its derived equivalent of tissue cell fraction,

TCF.23 These parameters can be measured precisely with an experi-

mental error of approximately 5% after B0 and B1 corrections and

calibration in �30 minutes of patient time at 3T at a nominal isotro-

pic spatial resolution of 5 mm. The mean kurtosis parameter has a

narrow variance, as shown in Fig 5, and may be very sensitive to

hippocampal cell loss in mild cognitive impairment and probably

Alzheimer disease. Its independence of subject age in cognitively

healthy individuals, as shown in Fig 6, indicates the importance of cell

density for normal cognitive function. An operational definition of

cell viability is its ability to maintain the integrity of its cell mem-

brane. Examples of the sensitivity of tissue sodium concentration and

mean kurtosis measurements in the settings

of acute stroke and treatment response of

brain tumors have been published.24,25

Rather than use the term “imaging bio-

marker,” which refers to a descriptive risk

factor for predicting clinical outcomes, the

term “bioscale” has been coined to reflect

the features of an imaging-based parameter

needed to be a useful surrogate marker in

clinical states. A bioscale is a continuous

variable that is quantified against a standard

with a defined accuracy. The bioscale has a

small range (small variance) of normal val-

ues indicating its fundamental importance

for health. A bioscale should directly reflect

the cellular processes that are disrupted by

the disease, as required by the validity crite-

ria.20 Bioscale encompasses the concept of

noninvasive spatial quantification that is

available in an image of the site of the dis-

ease. As the imaging parameter is mechanis-

tically linked to the disease process, the va-

lidity criteria that underlie the concept of

surrogate markers are addressed. The statis-

tical requirements of surrogate markers of

clinical outcomes suggest that metabolic

imaging by using nuclei (sodium 23) other

than protons may have added value, espe-

cially now that there are solutions to the

lower intrinsic sensitivity of these nuclei at

higher field strengths.26

RESTING-STATE FUNCTIONAL MR
IMAGING
Haris Sair, MD; Department of
Radiology, Johns Hopkins School of
Medicine, Baltimore, Maryland
Resting-state functional MR imaging (rs-

fMRI) has emerged as a novel tool to sup-

plement task-based fMRI in the evalua-

tion of brain function. Spontaneous low-frequency fluctuations

in regional cerebral blood flow have been demonstrated with

blood oxygen level– dependent imaging, occuring at a frequency

of approximately 0.01– 0.1 Hz27; these spatially distinct, however

temporally synchronous, fluctuations constitute “functionally re-

lated” brain areas, whose regions form intrinsic brain net-

works.28,29 A relatively consistent set of reproducible brain net-

works has been demonstrated by various groups.30,31 Although a

universal set of intrinsic networks has not been agreed on, several

major networks have been investigated in detail, including the

motor network, language network (Fig 7), and the default mode

network, the most studied of the these networks.

There are several advantages of using rs-fMRI in contrast to

traditional task-based fMRI. First, these intrinsic low-frequency

fluctuations account for a large percentage of blood oxygen level–

dependent modulation, even in task-based fMRI experiments,

thereby allowing higher sensitivity in signal detection.32 Second, a

limitation of task-based fMRI is the necessity of designing a spe-

FIG 5. Distribution of tissue cell fraction measured in brain parenchyma for the whole brain,
including gray and white matter (blue, 0.81 � 0.014) for cognitively healthy individuals (n � 15).
The inset shows the individual measurements (vertical dashed lines) of each individual. The SD
of the distribution of cell attenuation in healthy subjects is �2% of the total range of possible
cell densities.

FIG 6. Tissue cell fraction as a function of age (years) in the cognitively healthy subjects in Fig 1.
The fitted line has a near-zero gradient, indicating that there is no age dependence for mean
kurtosis in the whole brain of cognitively healthy individuals.
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cific task paradigm to interrogate changes associated with a spe-

cific neurobehavioral response. No specific task is designated in

rs-fMRI (other than instructions on keeping the eyes either closed

or open, the latter either fixated on a cross-hair or allowing ran-

dom eye motion). Third, related to the second advantage is the

fact that in many situations, a subject may not be able to perform

the task adequately to elicit a reliable blood oxygen level– depen-

dent modulation response. This scenario can occur in various

circumstances, for example, in imaging children, debilitated pa-

tients, and those whose native language is different from the that

in the paradigm used. Last, rs-fMRI has the potential benefit of

allowing shorter imaging time to generate more information

compared with task fMRI. For example, in clinical presurgical

mapping in which motor and language tasks are used, there may

be a variety of paradigms used in task fMRI, with several of them

repeated to ensure reliability. Although the optimum scanning

time for reliable network mapping in individual subjects using

rs-fMRI is still being investigated, at the group level, approxi-

mately 6 –7 minutes of scanning time has been shown to be ade-

quate for reliable network detection.31 Furthermore, instead of

being able to generate only one specific domain such as language-

related brain areas, the benefit of rs-fMRI is that multiple brain

networks may be generated using a single run.

In analyzing functional connectivity at rest, several ap-

proaches are used, the most common being region of interest–

based correlations, as well as model-free analysis using inde-

pendent component analysis or clustering.33 In addition to

connectivity within the respective intrinsic brain networks, infor-

mation regarding between-network correlations also yields im-

portant clues in normal brain function and disruption of those

relationships in disease.34

Disruptions of brain networks have been demonstrated in vari-

ous diseases, including Alzheimer disease, major depression, and ep-

ilepsy, to name a few. Although the list of findings in rs-fMRI per-

taining to disease is extensive and beyond the scope of this article,

several categories of clinical rs-fMRI applications can be demon-

strated. First, rs-fMRI may serve as an adjunct tool for clinical or

preclinical diagnosis. As an example of patients with cognitive disor-

ders, a difference in default mode network connectivity was demon-

strated in patients with mild cognitive impairment who eventually

converted to Alzheimer disease compared with mild cognitive im-

pairment nonconverters.35 Rs-fMRI may also allow better subseg-

mentation of heterogeneous diseases such as schizophrenia or the

various dementias36 or identification of patients in whom pharma-

cologic intervention may or may not be successful on the basis of

intrinsic connectivity before treatment.37 Furthermore, rs-fMRI may

be used as a potential biomarker for outcome, for example, in the

setting of traumatic brain injury. An especially important use of rs-

fMRI, presurgical mapping, is emerging, in particular in epilepto-

genic localization38 or in brain tumors.39

Although the majority of rs-fMRI literature has focused on

group-level analyses, the challenge of rs-fMRI is to demonstrate util-

ity at the subject level. Preliminary studies of motor mapping in pre-

surgical mapping have yielded promising results,39 with motor-net-

work extraction possible, even with the patient under anesthesia.40

Specific challenges are encountered when attempting to analyze

rs-fMRI at the subject level. Mueller et al41 demonstrated that there is

high intersubject variability in intrinsic brain networks generated

from rs-fMRI, with differences in variability across cortical regions.

For networks that are inherently variable across subjects, it will,

therefore, be difficult to determine whether deviations from “known

normal” connectivity of a particular network in an individual are

related to that individual’s specific connectivity profile or whether

they are due to disease. In addition, functional connectivity may be

altered depending on a subject’s state, rather than trait. The optimum

scanning length and parameters for reliable subject-level brain map-

ping using rs-fMRI are yet to be established.

These differences in acquisition parameters and processing/anal-

ysis pipelines may also yield vastly different results in rs-fMRI data.

Head motion can introduce significant spurious functional correla-

tions.42 Nuisance removal, which also is not standardized, may in-

troduce errors.43 There is ongoing debate on the issue of instructing

the subject to keep his or her eyes open or closed. Further work is

necessary to determine a possible standardization, which would be

important for using rs-fMRI as a clinically viable tool.

CURRENT USE OF CVR IMAGING IN CLINICAL
NEURORADIOLOGY
David Mikulis, MD; Department of Medical Imaging,
University of Toronto, University Health Network,
Toronto Western Hospital, Toronto, Ontario, Canada
The high metabolic rate of the brain places significant demand on

energy resources, even at resting levels of activity.44 The demand

dramatically increases up to 3-fold during functional activation.45 If

the delivery of energy substrates, primarily oxygen and glucose, is not

matched to metabolic demand, even for brief periods of time, func-

tional impairment and even permanent injury can occur. A highly

regulated mechanism has therefore evolved to control blood flow to

match supply with demand. The flow-control mechanism achieves

this by modulating the diameter of all arteries ranging from large

arteries to arterioles. Most interesting, the capacity to dynamically

modulate resistance increases with decreasing arterial size.46 Blood

FIG 7. Language network extracted from resting-state fMRI by using
independent component analysis in a single healthy control demon-
strates Broca and Wernicke areas.
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flow to the microcirculation is, therefore, determined by 2 parame-

ters: blood pressure and the overall resistance to flow in the upstream

vasculature proximal to the capillary beds. The only caveats are the

ability of capillary pericytes to contract47 and the resistance present in

the venous vasculature.

Primary defects in the flow-control mechanism itself have not

been clearly established, though dysregulation of flow has been

implicated in diseases such as migraine, posterior reversible en-

cephalopathy syndrome, reversible cerebral vasospasm syn-

drome, and pseudotumor cerebri, to name a few. The most com-

mon clinical condition in which the flow-control mechanism

plays a key role is in cerebrovascular steno-occlusive disease most

commonly caused by transient cerebral arteriopathy of childhood

in the pediatric age group and by atherosclerosis in adults. The

presence of a stenosis or occlusion leads to compensatory vasodi-

lation in the arterial vasculature distal to the stenosis, preserving

resting cerebral blood flow at normal levels. Because the ability to

vasodilate is not infinite, the vasodilatory response to stenosis or

occlusion may exhaust itself in the attempt to maintain normal

resting CBF. Under these circumstances, increased neuronal ac-

tivity may not be met with increased blood flow. A mismatch

between blood supply and demand ensues, which, by definition,

represents ischemia unless it is matched by increased oxygen (and

possibly glucose) extraction. Note that this does not represent

failure of the flow-control mechanism per se. It simply indicates

exhaustion of an appropriate response by

a normal flow-control mechanism. Rest-

ing cerebral blood flow may be normal

even when autoregulation is exhausted,

indicating that detection of this condition

may not be achievable by using resting

blood flow measurement techniques such

as arterial spin-labeling. However, flow-

measurement techniques that use bolus

perfusion methods (perfusion CT and

perfusion MRI) can yield, in addition to

CBF, transit time and cerebral blood vol-

ume measures. Transit time and CBV will

be abnormal when vascular reserve is ex-

hausted, but they can also be abnormal

with little or no exhaustion of vascular re-

serve if excellent collateral circulation has

developed.

Exhaustion of vascular reserve can be

detected by using any of several different

modalities, including Doppler sonogra-

phy, SPECT, xenon CT, perfusion CT,

perfusion MRI, and blood oxygen level–

dependent MR imaging. Each requires

comparison of changes in blood flow be-

fore and after a vasodilatory stimulus. Is it

important, however, to take this measure-

ment if resting blood flow is normal? It is

if one considers that ischemia in patients

with exhausted reserve is a dynamic con-

dition occurring at a time when the brain

needs flow the most— during neuronal

activation. This concept of dynamic isch-

emia under conditions with normal CBF is not usually a clinical

consideration, though the potential consequences of this abnor-

mal flow physiology were first described by Fisher.48 He observed

progressive dementia in patients with bilateral carotid occlusions

in the absence of acute ischemic events. More recently, we ob-

served the effects of this condition on cortical thickness. Thinning

of the cerebral cortex was found in areas where the control mecha-

nism was exhausted.49 Most surprisingly, rethickening was ob-

served following revascularization.50 The implications are that the

chronic ischemic events occurring during neuronal activation (ie,

neurovascular uncoupling) lead to nonlethal injury to the neuro-

pil (possibly decreased dendritic arborization and decreased syn-

aptic density), which recovers following revascularization.

Although no pathologic studies have been performed to prove

this hypothesis, the concept has been further supported by evi-

dence of decreased N-acetylaspartate acid levels (a marker of

healthy neurons) in the cerebral cortex with exhausted vascular

reserve (D.M., unpublished data). It is also supported by the Ran-

domized Evaluation of Carotid Occlusion and Neurocognition

(RECON) I study.51 In this study, patients with carotid occlusion,

who were recruited for the Carotid Occlusion Surgery Study

(COSS),52 were randomized into 2 groups: those with and those

without an increased oxygen extraction fraction. A significant re-

duction in cognition was observed in the group with the increased

FIG 8. The results of CVR mapping by using a controlled elevation of arterial carbon dioxide during
blood oxygen level–dependent MR imaging in 2 different patients presenting with transient isch-
emic attacks. Both patients (A and C) have �90% carotid stenosis on MR angiography (red arrows).
Corresponding CVR maps are shown with red/orange/yellow indicating increased oxyhemoglobin
and therefore increased blood flow with CO2-induced vasodilation and blue indicating increased
deoxyhemoglobin and therefore decreased blood flow with CO2-induced vasodilation. In the first
patient, CVR is normal (B), indicating excellent collaterals, implying an embolic origin of symptoms. In
the second patient (D), the CVR map shows blue in the anterior circulation, indicating exhausted
vascular reserve and steal physiology, implying that the symptoms are secondary to hemodynamic
compromise. As opposed to the first patient, the second patient would not benefit from medical
management alone requiring a flow-restoration procedure (endarterectomy or stent placement) to
alleviate symptoms and stroke risk. Note that in both cases, findings of conventional perfusion
imaging with MR imaging or CT by using dynamic bolus techniques would be abnormal, showing
delays in transit time in the affected hemispheres.
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oxygen extraction fraction. A follow-up study in these patients has

not yet been reported, to our knowledge, but it is anticipated that

cognitive improvement would be observed in those with an in-

creased oxygen extraction fraction following extracranial-intra-

cranial bypass compared with those treated medically. This find-

ing could influence the direction of future research to more

thoroughly examine the relationship between cognitive decline

and cervicocerebral steno-occlusive disease. Measurement of vas-

cular reserve would obviously play a key role in this regard.

Exhaustion of cerebrovascular reserve (CVR) can also be associ-

ated with steal phenomenon. It is now well-established that para-

doxic reductions in blood flow can occur in tissues supplied by vessels

with stenoses or occlusions during a vasodilatory stimulus. Studies

have shown that steno-occlusive disease, when accompanied by steal

physiology, carries up to 5 times the risk of ischemic injury.53 Despite

this evidence, routine clinical application of CVR measurement is

lacking. The reason for this is that current standards of practice have

been based on trials (Asymptomatic Carotid Atherosclerosis Study

and Asymptomatic Carotid Surgery Trial)54,55 that advocate surgical

management for asymptomatic carotid stenosis in excess of 70%.

Under these conditions, further testing is unnecessary because the

added information would not alter management. Recent studies

such as the Stenting and Aggressive Medical Management for Pre-

venting Recurrent Stroke in Intracranial Stenosis (SAMMPRIS)

trial,56 however, are beginning to show that aggressive or maximal

medical management alone may match surgical outcomes. If under

these circumstances, invasive treatment is only applied following fail-

ure in conservative management, then measurement of blood flow

physiology remains moot.

So what is the clinical utility of CVR measurement? No prospec-

tive clinical trials have shown positive outcomes with measurement

of vascular reserve embedded in management algorithms. Neither

have there been positive clinical trials measuring resting blood flow

parameters. However, in the future, 3 factors are likely to play an

important role in proving the value of assessing flow physiology. The

first is that proper selection of surgical candidates is critical for opti-

mizing outcome. A criticism of the COSS study was that the oxygen

extraction fraction thresholds used for selecting surgical candidates

were too liberal so that the surgical group included a proportion of

patients with less than severe flow deficits.57 Future clinical trials are

needed to more fully elucidate this issue. The second factor is cost.

Conservative management is 3 to 8 times more cost-effective than

surgical management,58 again emphasizing the need for optimal se-

lection strategies for costly invasive procedures. The final factor is the

association of hemodynamic impairment with cognitive decline, es-

pecially if the decline can be shown to reverse after revascularization.

The motivation to preserve or potentially improve cognition would

clearly have profound effects on the standard of practice as it relates

to caring for patients with steno-occlusive disease. Examples of the

clinical use of CVR mapping are shown in Fig 8. These figures show

the results of CVR by using a controlled elevation of arterial carbon

dioxide during blood oxygen level–dependent MR imaging in 2 dif-

ferent patients presenting with transient ischemic attacks.

In summary, the importance of impaired blood flow control

and blood flow hemodynamics has not yet entered mainstream

management for patients with steno-occlusive diseases of the cer-

vicocerebral vasculature. However, economics may eventually

pressure the health care system into making more cost-effective

choices, especially when the high annual costs of endarterecto-

mies are considered. With 140,000 carotid endarterectomies per-

formed in the United States in 200959 and assuming $8000 cost

per operation,60 the cost to the health care system for endarterec-

tomies alone is on the order of is $1.1 billion annually. Consider-

able work toward finding optimal patient selection criteria is

needed without compromising health care. Measurement of

blood flow hemodynamics is a promising tool that could provide

the important information for achieving this goal.
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GENETICS VIGNETTE

Neurofibromatosis: Types 1 and 2
S. Borofsky and L.M. Levy

ABSTRACT

SUMMARY: Neurofibromatosis types 1 and 2 are a group of neurocutaneous syndromes resulting from disorders in cell regulation. Despite
sharing a common name, neurofibromatosis types 1 and 2 are quite distinct phakomatoses, both clinically and genetically.

ABBREVIATIONS: NF-1 � neurofibromatosis type 1; NF-2 � neurofibromatosis type 2; MAPK � ras/mitogen-activated protein kinase pathway

Neurofibromatosis type 1 is seen in 1 of 3000 –5000 people

across the world.1 This disease was first described in 1882 by

von Recklinghausen, leading to the initial name of the condition,

von Recklinghausen disease. The condition is manifested by a

constellation of neurocutaneous tumors and vasculitis. Neurofi-

bromatosis type 2 is a less common condition, seen in approxi-

mately 1 in 50,000 individuals and is characterized more often by

central nervous system tumors.2 The purpose of this vignette is to

compare and contrast the manifestations and genetic back-

grounds of these 2 entities.

WHAT ARE THE CLINICAL MANIFESTATIONS OF
NEUROFIBROMATOSIS TYPE 1?
Cutaneous neurofibromas are the most common manifestation

of NF-1 and are seen in nearly every adult with this condition.

Other common findings include plexiform tumors, optic gliomas,

Lisch nodules (hamartomatous nodules in the iris), and café au

lait macules. Additional manifestations can include learning dis-

abilities, attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder, and vasculopa-

thies. While cutaneous tumors related to this condition are most

often benign, malignant degeneration and vasculopathy can oc-

cur, leading to early death. Plexiform tumors have a higher risk of

degeneration, with malignancy occurring in approximately 10%

of tumors.3,4 Benign gliomas occur in 15% of patients with NF-1;

and though most follow an indolent course, larger lesions can

cause significant morbidity.5,6

WHAT ARE THE CLINICAL MANIFESTATIONS OF
NEUROFIBROMATOSIS TYPE 2?
The classic feature of neurofibromatosis type 2 is bilateral vestib-

ular schwannomas, which occur in up to 95% of patients with the

disorder. Schwannomas can involve other cranial nerves, most

frequently III and V.2 As such, the most common presenting clin-

ical symptoms include hearing loss, dizziness, headaches, diplo-

pia, and facial weakness. CNS tumors, including meningiomas

and gliomas, are frequent occurrences in patients with NF-2.

Multiple meningiomas are noted to occur in 50%– 60% of these

patients.7 Spinal tumors, most frequently ependymomas, are

other common manifestations involving approximately 90% of

patients with NF-2. One-third of patients with spinal ependymo-

mas are at risk for spinal cord compression.8 Patients with NF-2

can also have cutaneous neurofibromas, though to a much lesser

extent than in NF-1.

WHAT IS THE NORMAL FUNCTION OF THE NF1 GENE?
NF1 is a tumor-suppressor gene encoded by chromosome

17q11.2, extending 283 kilobases.9 Normally, the NF1 gene en-

codes the protein neurofibromin, which is an inhibitor of the

ras/mitogen-activated protein kinase pathway. This pathway is an

important regulator of cellular growth and differentiation. The

specific role of neurofibromin involves aiding the dephosphory-

lation of ras guanosine triphosphate.10

WHAT IS THE FUNCTION OF THE NF2 GENE?
NF2 also encodes a tumor-suppressor gene on chromosome

22q12.2, extending 110 kilobases. Normally, this gene codes for

the protein merlin, a regulator of cell growth, especially in

Schwann cells. Merlin is quite atypical for a tumor-suppressor

gene because it localizes to the cell membrane for regulation. Mer-

lin acts as a cytoskeletal linker, interacting with multiple mem-

brane proteins to regulate cell growth, motility, and remodelling.
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Normally, merlin inhibits multiple intracellular pathways, in-

cluding the MAPK signaling pathway (which is also involved in

NF1).4 A key method by which merlin inhibits cell growth is via

contact-dependent inhibition.7

HOW DOES AN NF1 MUTATION CAUSE DISEASE?
NF1 is thought to cause disease by following characteristics of the

“two-hit hypothesis,” first described by Alfred Knudson in 1971.

All patients with NF1 are heterozygous for the NF1 mutation, and

it is thought that somatic mutations lead to the development of

tumors by causing a loss of heterozygosity.11 The mutation most

often results in truncation of neurofibromin, though �500 types

of mutations have been described.5 While the precise mechanisms

are still being discovered, current hypotheses support the notion

that a somatic mutation results in a “second hit,” leading to a loss

in regulation of the cell cycle and resultant tumors. For instance,

melanocytes cultured from café au lait macules were found to

exhibit a somatic mutation in the NF1 cell, implying that a loss of

heterozygosity resulted in these lesions. However, the occurrence

of tumors in Schwann cells, fibroblasts, neurons, epithelial cells,

and perineural cells suggests that the condition may also originate

from NF1 mutations in multipotent precursor cells that give rise

to these elements.10

HOW DOES AN NF2 MUTATION CAUSE DISEASE?
Similar to those of NF1, NF2 mutations follow the “two-hit hy-

pothesis,” in which tumor formation begins when both alleles of

the gene are inactivated. The first hit is from a de novo or germline

mutation, and the second hit results in a loss of heterozygosity and

in truncation of merlin, leading to abnormal function. In patients

with abnormal merlin, Schwann cells cannot form stable adher-

ens junctions; this deficit leads to a loss of contact-dependent

inhibition. The loss of inhibition results in abnormal cell growth

via multiple unregulated intracellular pathways.

WHAT ARE THE GENETICS OF NF-1?
Neurofibromatosis type 1 exhibits autosomal dominant trans-

mission. Half of the patients with NF-1 inherit the mutation from

their parents, while the other half develop the mutation de novo.

The disease exhibits 100% penetrance, though the extent of symp-

toms varies widely among individuals.10

WHAT ARE THE GENETICS OF NF-2?
Neurofibromatosis type 2 also exhibits autosomal dominant

transmission. Patients either inherit the gene via autosomal dom-

inant transmission from their parents or develop the mutation de

novo. Like neurofibromatosis type 1, de novo mutations are com-

mon because many patients with the disease have no family his-

tory.12 Twenty to thirty percent of patients may exhibit mosa-

icism, resulting in mild disease or localized or unilateral tumors.8

WHAT IS THE ROLE OF RADIOLOGY IN THESE
CONDITIONS?
MR imaging findings of neurofibromatosis type 1 include identi-

fication of focal areas of T2 hyperintensity, often in the brain

stem, cerebellum, and basal ganglia. Pilocytic astrocytomas, brain

stem gliomas, plexiform neurofibromas, and orbital gliomas are

easily diagnosed and localized with the use of MR imaging. How-

ever, routine MR imaging screening for patients with clinically

diagnosed NF-1 remains controversial.5 Those in favor claim that

MR imaging can diagnose potentially debilitating tumors before

they become clinically evident. Those opposed argue that clinical

treatment is rarely affected and note the necessity of sedation for

some children and the high cost of MR imaging.

Conversely, routine MR imaging screening is always indicated

for patients with NF-2, given the high prevalence of CNS tumors.7

Contrast-enhanced MR imaging for NF-2 with gadolinium with

thin sections through the brain stem is optimal for the identifica-

tion of vestibular schwannomas. Cervical spine MR imaging is

also suggested for the evaluation of spinal tumors, most com-

monly ependymomas.
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T1 Gadolinium Enhancement of Intracranial Atherosclerotic
Plaques Associated with Symptomatic Ischemic Presentations

P. Vakil, J. Vranic, M.C. Hurley, R.A. Bernstein, A.W. Korutz, A. Habib, A. Shaibani, F.H. Dehkordi, T.J. Carroll, and S.A. Ansari

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Contrast enhancement of intracranial atherosclerotic plaques has recently been investigated using high
field and high resolution MR imaging as a risk factor in the development of ischemic stroke. We studied the reliability of conventional MR
imaging at 1.5T in evaluating intraplaque enhancement and its relationship with acute cerebrovascular ischemic presentations in patients
with severe intracranial atherosclerotic disease.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: We retrospectively identified and analyzed 19 patients with 22 high-grade intracranial atherosclerotic
disease plaques (�70% stenosis) in vessels cross-sectionally visualized by neuroanatomic MR imaging. Atherosclerotic plaques were
classified as asymptomatic or symptomatic. Two blinded neuroradiologists independently ranked each lesion for the presence of intra-
plaque enhancement by use of a 5-point scale (1–5). Furthermore, plaque enhancement was quantified as the relative change in T1WI
spin-echo signal intensity (postcontrast/precontrast) in the vessel wall at the site of each intracranial atherosclerotic disease lesion.

RESULTS: Intraplaque enhancement was observed in 7 of 10 (70%) symptomatic plaques, in contrast to 1 of 12 (8%) asymptomatic plaques.
Interobserver reliability correlated well for intraplaque enhancement (� � 0.82). The degree of relative plaque enhancement in symptom-
atic versus asymptomatic lesions (63% versus 23%) was statistically significant (P � .001, t test).

CONCLUSIONS: In this pilot study, we determined that intraplaque enhancement could be reliably evaluated with the use of cross-
sectional imaging and analysis of vessels/plaques by use of conventional neuroanatomic MR imaging protocols. In addition, we observed
a strong association between intraplaque enhancement in severe intracranial atherosclerotic disease lesions and ischemic events with the
use of conventional MR imaging. Our preliminary study suggests that T1 gadolinium-enhancing plaques may be an indicator of progressing
or symptomatic intracranial atherosclerotic disease.

ABBREVIATIONS: ICAD � intracranial atherosclerotic disease; IPE � intraplaque enhancement; T1w-SE � T1-weighted spin-echo; IPH � intraplaque hemorrhage;
ACA � anterior cerebral artery

Intracranial atherosclerotic disease (ICAD) is a significant cause

of stroke worldwide, accounting for 7–10% of acute ischemic

stroke cases.1 In symptomatic ICAD with high-grade stenoses

(�70%), the risk of stroke or death at 1 year is 12–22% with

medical therapy based on the WASID1 (Warfarin-Aspirin Symp-

tomatic Intracranial Disease) and SAMMPRIS2 (Stent placement

versus Aggressive Medical Management for Preventing Recurrent

Stroke in Intracranial Stenosis) trial.

The SAMMPRIS trial was designed to determine whether in-

tracranial angioplasty/stent placement as a primary treatment op-

tion could benefit patients with severe ICAD in reducing the risk

of stroke/death over aggressive medical management alone. How-

ever, patient recruitment in the SAMMPRIS trial was prematurely

terminated as mandated by the National Institutes of Health/Na-

tional Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke because of

unexpectedly high stroke/death rates with endovascular interven-

tion (14.7% at 30 days and 20% at 1 year) and better-than-ex-

pected outcomes with modern medical management (5.8% at 30

days and 12.2% at 1 year).2 Hence, the role of intracranial angio-

plasty/stent placement was again relegated to a subpopulation of
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patients with severe ICAD who would fail optimum medical ther-

apy. Although these patients remain at risk for recurrent TIAs or

strokes, we have yet to develop a stratification scheme to identify

this refractory subpopulation and perhaps alter their manage-

ment (medical and/or surgical) before an ischemic presentation.

Increasing evidence indicates the role of neovascularization

and intraplaque hemorrhage (IPH) in the progression and rup-

ture of carotid atherosclerotic plaques analogous to the coronary

literature.3,4 Inflammation, which is associated with neovascular-

ization and IPH, locally alters vascular endothelium permeability,

potentially allowing gadolinium contrast uptake and visualization

on T1WI. In fact, evidence of neovascularization and/or focal in-

flammation in the arterial wall of the cervical carotid arteries

through atherosclerotic plaque enhancement has been correlated

with a higher incidence of ipsilateral stroke secondary to extracra-

nial atherosclerotic lesions.3,5,6 Spagnoli et al7 recently reported

on the high-resolution MR imaging findings of both IPH and

adventitial enhancement (neovascularization and/or inflamma-

tion) as being independently associated with symptomatic carotid

stenoses and recent cerebrovascular ischemic events.

Inflammation may be an attractive imaging marker in the set-

ting of ICAD for risk stratification, though the diminutive nature

of intracranial vessels makes plaque evaluation challenging be-

cause of spatial resolution and signal-to-noise ratio concerns. Sev-

eral groups have attempted high-field, high–spatial resolution,

contrast-enhanced MR imaging of the intracranial vessel wall and

atherosclerotic plaques with the use of dark-blood sequences.8-13

Swartz et al9 identified the existence of intracranial atherosclerotic

plaque enhancement through the use of 3T high-resolution MR

imaging. More recently, this type of high-resolution MR imaging

assessment found strong enhancement in ICAD plaques in pa-

tients with acute ischemic stroke.14 In this pilot study, it was our

goal to determine whether postgadolinium T1 intracranial plaque

enhancement (IPE) could be reliably delineated through the use

of low-resolution, conventional neuroanatomic MR techniques

in patients with severe ICAD (�70% stenosis) and whether IPE

was associated with the occurrence of recent ischemic cerebrovas-

cular events.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
Institutional review board approval was obtained for a retrospec-

tive study to identify patients with severe ICAD causing �70%

stenosis, diagnosed with our institution’s MR imaging/MRA

stroke protocol between January 2008 and January 2011. A

PACS– based report search was performed on this cohort to iden-

tify subjects with severe ICAD. The following key word search

terms were used: “severe OR high-grade OR attenuation” AND

“plaque OR stenosis.” Patients with plaques that could be visual-

ized on 3D time-of-flight (TOF) MRA and axial pregadolinium

and postgadolinium contrast T1–weighted spin-echo (T1w-SE)

sequences were selected for the study.

Patient exclusion criteria included imaging artifacts secondary

to patient motion, metallic susceptibility from medical implants,

or complete vessel occlusion. Additionally, intracranial aneu-

rysms, multiple/tandem intracranial stenoses, or presence of

moderate to severe atherosclerotic disease in cervical vessels sup-

plying the same vascular distribution were also excluded to allow

clear association of symptoms with the corresponding intracra-

nial lesion. The retrospective nature of this study prevented pa-

tient-specific optimization of imaging parameters such as orien-

tation, section thickness, and coverage. At our institution, the

T1w-SE sequences in the MR imaging/MRA brain stroke protocol

are performed with the use of axial-oriented imaging and param-

eters optimized for maximum coverage of the neuroanatomy,

limiting vessel coverage to approximately 24 thick (5-mm) axial

sections with 1.5-mm gaps.

Although partial volume effects are a concern with 5-mm sec-

tion imaging, our preliminary studies indicated that cross-sec-

tionally visualized vessels could be successfully evaluated. Because

most neuroanatomic MR imaging protocols use axially oriented

imaging, vessels parallel to the imaging plane (ie, middle and pos-

terior cerebral arteries), which were more severely affected by par-

tial volume effects, were excluded. Hence, ICAD lesions evaluated

in this study were found within the intracranial V4 segment of the

vertebral arteries, the basilar artery, supraclinoid ICAs, or the A2

segment of the anterior cerebral artery (ACA). A total of 19 pa-

tients age 68.7 � 9.6 years (13 men, 6 women) fulfilled the stated

criteria and were thus evaluated.

Imaging Evaluation
Two experienced neuroradiologists (M.C.H. and S.A.A.) per-

formed independent qualitative grading of each ICAD lesion

while blinded to the study population: identity, symptoms, DWI

abnormalities, and outcomes. Both reviewers confirmed �70%

stenosis on 3D TOF and its cross-sectional visualization on pre-

contrast and postcontrast T1w-SE imaging. On the basis of the

T1w-SE precontrast and postcontrast imaging, the degree of IPE

caused by gadolinium uptake was determined qualitatively and

quantitatively by assessment of the degree of enhancement of the

plaque/vessel wall. For qualitative assessment, values of 1, 2, 3, 4,

or 5 were assigned to each lesion corresponding to “definite non-

enhancement,” “suspected nonenhancement,” “uncertain,” “sus-

pected enhancement,” and “definite enhancement,” respectively.

Scores rendered by each independent observer were averaged to

determine the final degree of plaque enhancement. A plaque with

an average score �3 was considered “enhancing” (eg, scores of

5/5, 5/4, 4/4, or 4/3), and a score �3 was considered nonenhanc-

ing (eg, scores of 3/2, 2/2, 2/1, or 1/1). In the event of interobserver

disagreement, (eg, a score of 4/2), a third independent observer

would be used to break the tie.

In a separate and independent evaluation conducted by both ob-

servers 1 month after qualitative evaluation, the degree of plaque

enhancement was quantified as the relative increase in lesion T1-

signal postcontrast. Circular ROIs were specifically localized to the

lumen of the stenosed vessel and the outer boundary of the vessel wall

at the site of the ICAD plaque. The outer wall area was defined and

calculated as the difference between the area within the boundary of

the vessel wall at the interface with the CSF and the area of the vessel

lumen as in Xu et al15 and Yuan et al16 and demonstrated in Fig 1. The

percent wall area was defined as the ratio of the outer wall area to the

total wall area multiplied by 100%. Percent wall area was used for

more meaningful comparison of plaque/vessel wall areas between

subgroups containing vessels of different origin and sizes. Quantita-
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tive plaque enhancement was defined as the mean T1 signal intensity

in the outer wall area on postcontrast T1w-SE images divided by its

precontrast T1 signal. All T1 signal intensity values in precontrast and

postcontrast images were normalized with the signal in the ventricle

to control for signal intensity differences between the 2 separate se-

quences. ROI analysis was conducted with the use of in-house soft-

ware developed in Matlab (MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts).

Clinical Evaluation
All patient neurologic histories, physical examinations, and DWI

findings, at the time of diagnostic MR imaging/MRA imaging, were

recorded by means of medical record and PACS imaging review. Of

the 19 patients, 16 received MR imaging within 24 hours of symp-

tomatic presentations with suspected TIAs or strokes. Routine fol-

low-up stroke protocol MR imaging was performed for an additional

3 patients with history of stroke; all 3 patients harbored severe intra-

cranial stenoses but were asymptomatic at the time of imaging. Pre-

sentations with acute ischemic symptoms were classified into ante-

rior or posterior circulation pathology.12 A symptomatic ICAD

plaque was defined as presenting with acute neurologic (ischemic)

symptoms and/or restricted DWI abnormalities (acute watershed,

thromboembolic, or perforator infarcts) corresponding to the vascu-

lar distribution of the intracranial stenosis. Asymptomatic patients

either presented for follow-up imaging because of history of stroke or

received first-time imaging in response to symptoms (typically TIAs)

that were not associated with the plaque of interest, that is, symptoms

that did not correlate to the vascular distribution of the intracranial

stenosis.12

MR Imaging
Patients referred to our institution who demonstrated symp-

toms of TIA or stroke, as determined from neurologic exami-

nation, received an MR imaging/MRA stroke imaging proto-

col. This included the following relevant sequences evaluated

in this study: precontrast 3D TOF, DWI, axial T1w-SE before

and after a single-dose (0.1 mmol/kg) injection of a gadolini-

um-based T1 shortening contrast agent (Magnevist; Bayer

HealthCare Pharmaceuticals, Wayne, New Jersey). All patients

received postcontrast T1 imaging within 20 minutes of con-

trast injection. MR imaging studies were performed on a 1.5T

scanner (Avanto/Espree; Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) with

the use of a receive-only head coil for signal reception. Typical

imaging parameters were as follows:

3D TOF. TR/TE 23 ms/5.1 ms, 25° flip angle, 320 � 284 matrix,

220 –240 mm FOV, voxel size 0.69 � 0.77 � 0.63 mm.

T1w-SE. TR/TE 663 ms/15 ms, 90° flip angle, 256 � 256 matrix

with 220 –240 mm FOV, section thickness � 5 mm, section gap �

1.5 mm, voxel size 0.9 � 0.9 � 5 mm.

DWI. TR/TE 4500/185 ms, 90° flip angle, 192 � 192 matrix,

220 –240 mm FOV, section gap 1.5 mm, voxel size 1.3 � 1.3 � 5

mm.

Statistical Analysis
The interobserver strength of agreement on qualitative grading of

ICAD plaque enhancement was determined by means of quadrat-

FIG 1. Symptomatic patient with MR DWI (A) demonstrating focal infarcts in the bilateral distributions (white arrows). TOF MR angiography MIP
(B) and source images (C) confirm severe stenosis in an A2 azygous ACA segment. Axial T1-weighted-pre (D) and T1-weighted-post contrast (E)
images identify enhancing ICAD plaque (inset) involving the azygous A2 ACA segment. Methodology of plaque/wall area measurements are
demonstrated (F), with solid black line delineating outer wall boundary and dotted line segmenting the vessel lumen denoted as “L.”
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ically weighted Cohen � statistic for categoric variables. Reliabili-

ties �0.4 were defined as poor; 0.4 – 0.75 as fair to good; and

�0.75 as excellent.13 Interobserver agreement on measurements

of plaque/vessel wall areas and quantitative T1 wall enhancement

was assessed by means of the Wilcoxon rank sum test for contin-

uous variables. With the use of a paired Student t test, the quan-

titative measure of T1 signal enhancement and percentage wall

area were compared between symptomatic and asymptomatic le-

sion cohorts. Logistic regression was used to evaluate IPE as a

predictor of ischemic symptoms. A value of P � .05 was defined as

statistically significant. All calculations were performed with the

use of in-house software written in Matlab.

RESULTS
Initially, 40 patients with severe (�70%) intracranial stenoses

(confirmed on TOF MRA by both reviewers) were identified for

this study. ICAD plaques in 21 patients were excluded for the

following reasons: MR imaging studies in 4 patients were nondi-

agnostic because of severe motion or susceptibility (metallic im-

plants) artifacts, 3 patients had total vessel occlusion, 1 patient

had a partially thrombosed fusiform aneurysm distal to the ste-

nosis, and 5 patients had various confounding stenoses in the

same vascular distribution. In addition, 8 patients presented with

intracranial stenoses involving the MCA or posterior cerebral ar-

tery preventing lesion evaluation with the standard 5-mm-thick

axial imaging as stated in the Materials and Methods section. All

remaining lesions were in the intracranial ICA, A2 ACA, basilar

artery, or V4 vertebral arteries, with the stenosis cross-sectionally

visualized in the axial plane.

A total of 22 severe ICAD plaques were evaluated independently

in 19 patients by 2 neuroradiologists blinded to each subject’s clinical

data. Table 1 and the On-line Table provide pertinent patient demo-

graphics, clinical history, ICAD risk factors, and qualitative and

quantitative results for each recruited subject and lesion. In our co-

hort of 22 ICAD plaques, 10 patients presented with 10 symptomatic

plaques and 9 patients harbored 12 asymptomatic plaques. Asymp-

tomatic plaques remained stable, with no attributed ischemic symp-

toms or acute infarcts on DWI for at least 3 months.

Within our symptomatic cohort, precontrast and postcontrast

T1w-SE imaging revealed qualitative contrast enhancement in 7

of 10 (70%) atherosclerotic plaques,

correlating with symptomatic presenta-

tions and/or acute infarcts on DWI.

Conversely, within our asymptomatic

cohort, 11 of 12 (92%) atherosclerotic

plaques were determined to be nonen-

hancing according to precontrast and

postcontrast T1w-SE imaging.

Vessels of symptomatic lesions did

not have a higher percentage plaque/

vessel wall area compared with asymp-

tomatic lesions at the site of the ICAD

plaque (89.7 � 4.0% versus 86.9 �

6.1%, respectively, P � .2 in Student t

test). Furthermore, the cross-sectional

areas of plaques in the symptomatic and

asymptomatic cohort were not signifi-

cantly different (12.8 � 5.9 mm2 versus

10.8 � 4.0 mm2, respectively, P � .4, Student t test). The mean

increase in quantitative enhancement in the outer wall of symp-

tomatic stenosed vessels at the site of the ICAD plaque was 63%

(precontrast to postcontrast relative signal change of 1.63 � 0.28)

compared with 23% in the outer wall of asymptomatic lesions

(1.23 � 0.18 relative signal change). A Student t test found this

difference to be significant (P � .001). In addition, a logistic re-

gression model found IPE to be significantly associated with isch-

emic symptoms or positive DWI findings, that is, IPE-demon-

strating plaques were 25 times more likely to be symptomatic (P �

.0095).

Interobserver agreement was excellent for determining quali-

tative plaque enhancement on T1w-SE imaging. A quadratic

weighted Cohen � value of 0.82 was found. Quantitative enhance-

ment scores and outer plaque/wall area measurements were also

found to be in agreement between both observers because the

Wilcoxon signed rank sum test showed insignificant differences

between independent measurements (P � .4 between separate

quantitative enhancement scores and P � .3 between separate

outer plaque/wall area measurements).

Illustrative Cases
Patient 2 is a 60-year-old man with history of stroke/TIAs, hyper-

lipidemia, and hypertension, presenting at the time of imaging

with acute lower-extremity weakness and acute infarcts on DWI

in the bilateral ACA distributions (Fig 1A). Hence, the ICAD

plaque was determined to be symptomatic. A severe intracranial

stenosis involving the azygous A2 branch of the ACA was con-

firmed on TOF MRA sagittal MIP (Fig 1B) and source images (Fig

1C). Postcontrast enhanced T1w-SE images (Fig 1E) visualizing

the ICAD plaque were graded to be “definitely enhancing”

(scored 5), relative to precontrast T1 imaging (Fig 1D), by both

observers. ROIs drawn (Fig 1F) around the vessel outer wall

boundary, segmenting out the lumen, demonstrated quantitative

enhancement of 78% between precontrast and postcontrast

images.

Patient 14 is a 75-year-old man with a history of hypertension,

hyperlipidemia, and prior vertebrobasilar TIAs/strokes in the

posterior circulation but with no active symptoms or acute in-

farcts on DWI, presenting for follow-up imaging evaluation of

Table 1: Patient demographics, clinical history, and imaging assessment
Patient Characteristics Symptomatic Asymptomatic

n 10 9
Age, y 66.7 (SD, 11.7; range, 46–83) 70.9 (SD, 6.7; range 60–81)
Sex 7 M; 3 F 6 M; 3 F
Active smoker 1 (10%) 1 (11%)
History of ischemic stroke 6 (60%) 0 (0%)
TIA 10 (100%) 1 (11%)a

Diabetes mellitus 5 (50%) 4 (44%)
Hypertension 10 (100%) 7 (78%)
Hyperlipidemia 9 (90%) 7 (78%)
Statin therapy 8 (80%) 5 (56%)
Antiplatelet therapy 6 (60%) 4 (44%)
Hypertension therapy 8 (80%) 5 (56%)
Atrial fibrillation 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
Anticoagulant therapy 2 (20%) 1 (11%)
IPE 7 (70%) 1 (11%)

a History of TIA.
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severe intracranial stenosis of the basilar artery. The patient’s

ICAD plaque, visualized on TOF MRA MIP (Fig 2A) and source

images (Fig 2B), was subsequently determined to be asymptom-

atic. Precontrast (Fig 2B) and postcontrast (Fig 2B) T1w-SE im-

aging demonstrated a nonenhancing atherosclerotic plaque, re-

ceiving scores of 2 from both reviewers, with quantitative

enhancement of 16%.

DISCUSSION
In this study of severe ICAD, we found that IPE was strongly

associated with symptomatic ischemic presentations. Further-

more, postgadolinium T1w-SE images with the use of conven-

tional, low-resolution MR imaging were capable of reliably de-

tecting IPE (high interobserver agreement; � � 0.82) when the

acquisition sections allowed cross-sectional visualization of the

vessels of interest. This may indicate that a more robust imple-

mentation of this protocol would require sagittal or oblique ac-

quisitions for assessing atherosclerotic disease in the middle cere-

bral arteries. Given the association between IPE in carotid

atherosclerotic disease, plaque destabilization, and thromboem-

bolic events, our study suggests that an analogous process may

occur in the intracranial vasculature in the setting of ICAD.

Prior MR imaging and histopatho-

logic studies have shown that vulnerable

carotid artery atherosclerotic plaques

are characterized by a ruptured fibrous

cap, a lipid-rich necrotic core, and

IPH.7,17 Furthermore, postgadolinium

T1 enhancement of symptomatic ca-

rotid plaques suggests plaque neovascu-

larization and/or inflammation may

predispose plaques to IPH or ischemic/

thromboembolic complications.13,18 In

fact, Kerwin et al19 introduced several

quantitative MR imaging parameters in-

cluding higher Ktrans measurements or

adventitial contrast uptake with the use

of dynamic contrast-enhanced MR im-

aging that correlated with macrophage

infiltration (inflammation) and neovas-

culature on subsequent histopathologic

analyses.20,21

Our study suggests that similar arterial

wall pathology in ICAD may be the incit-

ing factor for plaque progression and de-

stabilization. Although neovasculariza-

tion may be responsible for IPH as the

result of rupture of fragile adventitial

neovessels resulting in a thrombogenic

lipid core, both neovascularization and

IPH are associated with the recruitment of

inflammatory cells. Conversely, because

intracranial vessels usually lack the pres-

ence of vasa vasorum, atherosclerotic in-

flammation may promote a hypoxic envi-

ronment and stimulate pathologic

angiogenic factors such as vascular endo-

thelial growth factor to promote neovascularization, contributing to

plaque instability by means of edema, hemorrhage, and rupture.22

However, we recommend caution in interpreting our findings in the

absence of IPE as stable atherosclerotic lesions. Ischemic complica-

tions related to ICAD may also be precipitated through independent

mechanisms including thin or ruptured fibrous caps, a large lipid-

rich necrotic core, and/or IPH.

Previous studies have reported differences in plaque/wall

thickening between asymptomatic and symptomatic lesions.15,16

This could bias enhancement scores because larger lesions could

show greater enhancement. However, we observed no statistically

significant differences in total plaque area or percentage wall area

within the capacity of low-resolution 1.5T MR imaging tech-

niques. We therefore do not believe that greater enhancement in

the symptomatic group is attributable to differences in plaque/

wall area size or percentage alone.

A paucity of previous literature has studied ICAD IPE through

the use of high-resolution MR imaging techniques but with variable

correlations to symptomatic ischemic presentations.9 Klein et al10

studied 6 patients with MCA stenoses, but both asymptomatic and

symptomatic patients displayed plaque enhancement. Xu et al11 re-

cently characterized a large series of severe MCA stenoses (�70%

FIG 2. Asymptomatic patient with history of stroke receiving follow-up imaging. TOF MRA
reveals severe basilar stenosis in MIP (A) and source images (B). Axial T1WI precontrast (C) and
postcontrast (D) demonstrates nonenhancing ICAD plaque.
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occlusion) with high-resolution MR imaging and detected a signifi-

cantly increased rate of T1 hyperintensity indicative of IPH in symp-

tomatic versus asymptomatic plaques (19.6% versus 3.2%).

The progression and instability of ICAD plaques secondary to

neovascularization, IPH, and/or inflammation can present with ei-

ther symptomatic ischemic or thromboembolic complications. In

extracranial carotid atherosclerosis, end-stage hypoperfusion with

watershed infarcts to the distal intracranial circulation requires an

extensive plaque burden to achieve luminal stenosis. Conversely,

acute inflammation/edema or IPH of even moderate ICAD stenoses

could achieve significant percentage narrowing in small (diameter

�3 mm), fragile intracranial vessels that lack an external elastic lam-

ina and adventitial support, predisposing to watershed ischemia. Al-

ternatively, local IPH and thrombogenic plaque rupture may result

in adjacent small perforator occlusions or thromboembolic compli-

cations to the distal intracranial vasculature. These mechanisms may

be an explanation for the propensity of symptomatic intracranial

stenoses to present equivalently with ischemic watershed and throm-

boembolic infarcts.

Because inflammation is an integral component of atherosclero-

sis, it may be a transient or undulating process. Identification of ac-

tive inflammation and/or neovascularization (IPE) could serve as

future diagnostic imaging markers to characterize the susceptibility

of an ICAD plaque for symptomatic presentations. Furthermore,

there may be ramifications for treatment planning in ICAD whereby

angioplasty/stent placement could be advocated, delayed, or contra-

indicated in favor of antiplatelet, anticholesterolemic (statins), novel

anti-inflammatory, or anti-angiogenic medical therapies. In fact, st-

atins have been shown to reduce at intervals the quantitative Ktrans

measurements of adventitial contrast enhancement after 1 year of

therapy in cervical carotid atherosclerotic plaques.23

Our data suggest that identification of ICAD plaque neovas-

cularization and/or inflammation with postcontrast T1WI may

be used to assess lesion vulnerability for symptomatic ischemic or

thromboembolic presentations. Interestingly, the failure of the

SAMMPRIS trial has been attributed to high periprocedural risk

(14.7% mean adverse events in �30 days).2 The trial was designed

to initiate intracranial angioplasty/stent placement early after en-

rollment of patients presenting with TIAs/strokes (�30 days) to

maximize the potential clinical benefit of intervention, but this

strategy may be flawed. Early imprudent enrollment with angio-

plasty/stent placement in the acute setting could disrupt poten-

tially active, inflammatory, and/or thrombogenic atherosclerotic

plaques, possibly accounting for the high periprocedural compli-

cations (thromboembolism/stroke dissection and vessel wall rup-

ture/intracranial hemorrhage) in the trial.

We propose that future high-resolution and functional MR im-

aging will assist in better interpreting the vulnerability of ICAD

plaques and hence risk stratification of severe intracranial stenoses

for improved treatment planning. Future diagnostic imaging studies

in ICAD may include high-resolution intracranial plaque visualiza-

tion with symptomatic correlation, quantitative plaque T1/T2 inten-

sity and contrast enhancement, contrast permeability (Ktrans) mea-

surements, quantitative perfusion MR imaging, and oxygen

extraction fraction (PET/MR imaging) parameters to docu-

ment stage 2 hemodynamic failure and impaired cerebrovas-

cular reserve.

Wall enhancement can be related to vasculitis or inflamma-

tion associated with atherosclerotic disease, and we cannot defin-

itively exclude a vasculitic process in our patient cohort. However,

because of the advanced age and findings of multiple atheroscle-

rotic risk factors in the studied group as well as no demonstration

of clinical or imaging evidence of cerebral vasculitis, the likeli-

hood of a superimposed vasculitic etiology is small.

Our study posed several inherent limitations and challenges.

The small sample size limits the power of the statistical results,

and, as such, they should be interpreted with caution. Although

T1w-SE imaging is an inherently dark-blood technique, slow-

flow regions within small intracranial vessels adjacent to an ath-

erosclerotic lesion may produce hyperintense signal that could be

mistaken for wall enhancement, resulting in false-positive values

and reducing the technique’s specificity. Delineating boundaries

of the vessel lumen by use of an appropriate diffusion-prepared

dark-blood imaging technique24,25 may mitigate this issue. Ulti-

mately, high-resolution dark-blood imaging sequences, at high-

field strengths with improved SNR, should be used to direct im-

aging to specific vessel morphology and pathology.8,10,24

Because of the retrospective nature of this study, we were lim-

ited to standard neurovascular anatomic protocols on a 1.5T

scanner. The use of thick sections (5 mm) in the T1w-SE acquisi-

tions improved the SNR limitations of the lower field magnet but

could cause errors in plaque enhancement evaluation as a result of

partial volume averaging. In addition, this protocol did not allow

successful evaluation of vessels that projected parallel to the im-

aging plane, such as the MCAs, producing a selection bias of in-

tracranial plaques. Therefore, we do not advocate conventional

MR imaging protocols as sufficient or robust diagnostic tools for

intracranial vessel and plaque interrogation.

CONCLUSIONS
Standard low-resolution neuroanatomic MR imaging may provide

useful information for the evaluation of ICAD by demonstrating IPE

on precontrast and postcontrast T1w-SE imaging in severely stenotic

vessels visualized cross-sectionally in the imaging plane. In these ves-

sels, we found an association between IPE and ischemic/thrombo-

embolic events through the use of conventional MR imaging. How-

ever, assessment of the true sensitivity, specificity, and predictive

values of IPE in the setting of severe ICAD will require a large, pro-

spective, longitudinal study with the use of high-resolution plaque

MR imaging techniques and pathology correlation.
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Intracranial-Derived Atherosclerosis Assessment: An In Vitro
Comparison between Virtual Histology by Intravascular

Ultrasonography, 7T MRI, and Histopathologic
Findings

S. Majidi, J. Sein, M. Watanabe, A.E. Hassan, P.-F. Van de Moortele, M.F.K. Suri, H.B. Clark, and A.I. Qureshi

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Atherosclerotic plaque composition and structure contribute to the risk of plaque rupture and embo-
lization. Virtual histology by intravascular ultrasonography and high-resolution MR imaging are new imaging modalities that have been used
to characterize plaque morphology and composition in peripheral arteries.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: The objectives of this study were 1) to determine the correlation between virtual histology–intravascular
ultrasonography and histopathologic analysis (reference standard) and 2) to explore the comparative results of 7T MR imaging (versus
histopathologic analysis), both to be performed in vitro by use of intracranial arterial segments with atherosclerotic plaques. Thirty sets of
postmortem samples of intracranial circulation were prepared for the study. These samples included the middle cerebral artery (n � 20),
basilar artery (n � 8), and anterior cerebral artery (n � 2). Virtual histology–intravascular ultrasonography and 7T MR imaging were
performed in 34 and 10 points of interest, respectively. The formalin-fixed arteries underwent tissue processing and hematoxylin-eosin
staining. The plaques were independently categorized according to revised Stary classification after review of plaque morphology and
characteristics obtained from 3 modalities. The proportion of fibrous, fibrofatty, attenuated calcium, and necrotic components in the
plaques were determined in histology slides and compared with virtual histology–intravascular ultrasonography and MR imaging.

RESULTS: Of 34 points of interest in the vessels, 32 had atherosclerotic plaques under direct visualization. Plaques were visualized in
gray-scale intravascular ultrasonography as increased wall thickness, outer wall irregularity, and protrusion. The positive predictive value of
virtual histology–intravascular ultrasonography for identifying fibroatheroma was 80%. Overall, virtual histology–intravascular ultrasonog-
raphy accurately diagnosed the type of the plaque in 25 of 34 samples, and � agreement was 0.58 (moderate agreement). The sensitivity
and specificity of virtual histology–intravascular ultrasonography readings for fibroatheroma were 78.9% and 73.3%, respectively. The
overall sensitivity and specificity for virtual histology–intravascular ultrasonography were 73.5% and 96.6%, respectively. Plaques were
identified in 7T MR imaging as increased wall thickness, luminal stenosis, or outer wall protrusion. The positive predictive value of 7T MR
imaging for detecting fibrous and attenuated calcium deposits was 88% and 93%, respectively.

CONCLUSIONS: This in vitro study demonstrated that virtual histology–intravascular ultrasonography and high-resolution MR imaging
are reliable imaging tools to detect atherosclerotic plaques within the intracranial arterial wall, though both imaging modalities have some
limitations in accurate characterization of the plaque components. Further clinical studies are needed to determine the clinical utility of
plaque morphology and composition assessment by noninvasive tests.

ABBREVIATIONS: IVUS � intravascular ultrasonography; SPACE � sampling perfection with application-optimized contrasts by use of different flip angle
evolutions; VH � virtual histology

Intracranial atherosclerotic disease accounts for up to 10% of

ischemic strokes.1 Recent studies suggest that imaging of plaque

burden, composition, and morphology provides additional in-

sight regarding the risk of thrombo-embolism and response to

endovascular treatment in coronary and carotid artery plaques.2

The consensus conference on intracranial atherosclerotic disease

in 2009 identified plaque characterization as an important

method of identification for patients with intracranial atheroscle-

rotic disease who are at risk for ischemic events.3 Intravascular

ultrasonography (IVUS) and high-resolution MR imaging are

gaining prominence in the imaging of characteristics of athero-

sclerotic plaques.4-6 Despite numerous studies regarding the use

of these modalities in coronary and carotid arteries, such data are

lacking in intracranial arteries and atherosclerotic plaques. Intra-
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cranial arteries have unique features including a smaller wall-to-

lumen ratio, thinner wall thickness, and thinner intima compared

with coronary and carotid arteries.7,8

In this study, we evaluated the ability of virtual histology (VH) by

IVUS to identify intracranial plaque characteristics compared with

histopathologic analysis. Additional imaging data were collected on a

7T scanner in a subset of the samples to evaluate lesion detection

capability on the basis of very high spatial resolution MR images.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The study protocol was reviewed and approved by the Anatomy

Bequest Program at the University of Minnesota, Minneapolis.

Ten human cadaver brains were inspected for selection of intra-

cranial vessels with atherosclerotic plaques. A total of 30 different

vessels including 8 basilar and 20 middle and 2 anterior cerebral

arteries were selected for the study. The vessels were preserved in

formalin for 8 weeks before the study. Decalcification was not

performed before sectioning.

Virtual Histology by IVUS
The vessel specimens were pinned on a gel by use of metal needles

in a dissecting tray filled with normal saline at room temperature.

The proximal and distal ends of each vessel were connected to a 6F

catheter to allow flushing of the artery during the IVUS imaging.

The 20-MHz IVUS catheter (Eagle Eye Gold, 20 MHz Digital, 64

Bement, s5 Imaging System; Volcano Corporation, Rancho Cor-

dova, California) was then inserted into the vessel lumen and

advanced beyond the atherosclerotic portion of the vessel. The

IVUS signal derated intensity, spatial peak temporal average

(ISPTA.3), was 2.68 (mW/cm2), with a maximum scanning diam-

eter of the catheter of 20 mm (set at 10 mm during the experi-

ment) (Fig 1). An electrocardiogram simulator (60 beats per min-

ute) was connected to the system to enable the VH data

acquisition. The IVUS catheter was then slowly pulled back by use

of the catheter pullback device (Trak Back II; Volcano Corpora-

tion) at a speed of 0.5 mm/s. VH-IVUS data analysis was per-

formed by an independent expert blinded to the baseline lesion

characteristics. Percentages of the 4 different components of

plaques were identified within the color-coded map on VH-IVUS

as described below9:

1) Fibrous tissue: area of densely packed collagen (dark green

component).

2) Fibrofatty tissue: area of collagen fibers with high lipid ac-

cumulation (light green component).

3) Necrotic tissue: area with high content of lipid, foam cells,

and necrotic cells (red component).

4) Dense calcium: areas with com-

pact calcium deposit without presence

of necrosis (white component).

The plaques were also classified to 1

of the 6 categories of atherosclerotic

plaque on the basis of a previously pub-

lished classification10:

1) Pathologic intimal thickening: in-

tima media thickness �300 �m, fibro-

fatty component �10%, necrotic core

and calcium amount �10% of plaque

area; 2) fibroatheroma: necrotic core

�10% of plaque area; 3) calcified fibroatheroma: fibroatheroma

with areas of calcium deposition; 4) thin-cap fibroatheroma: ne-

crotic core confluent against the lumen with �10% of plaque

area; 5) calcified thin-cap fibroatheroma: areas of calcium depo-

sition in thin-cap fibroatheroma plaque; or 6) fibrocalcific: cal-

cium deposition �10% of plaque area; fibrofatty and necrotic

core comprise �10% of plaque.

High-Resolution 7T MR Imaging
First, vessel specimens were placed between 2 plastic plates with a

spacer between the plates immersed in a rectangular box (125 �

98 � 3 mm3) filled with Fomblin (perfluoropolyether; Ausimont,

Morristown, New Jersey). Fomblin does not have water protons;

thus, only signal from the specimen was measured in MR imag-

ing.11 The MR images were acquired on a 7T magnet (Magnex

Scientific, Oxford, United Kingdom) driven with a Magnetom 7T

console (Siemens Erlangen, Germany). A volume coverage head

coil (16 transceiver channels) was used for excitation and recep-

tion, as previously described.12 To improve signal-to-noise ratio,

signal was also received on a home-built preamplifier-decoupled

(Microwave Technology, Fremont, California) 2-loop receiver

coil (5 cm each) made of 12-gauge silver-plated copper wire on

which the sample box was directly positioned. In preliminary ex-

periments with multi-echo and multi-inversion-recovery time se-

quences, average relaxation time T2 and T1 values of the vessel

walls at 7T were estimated to be �35 ms and �1400 ms, respec-

tively. Ex vivo 3D images were obtained by means of the 3D sam-

pling perfection with application-optimized contrasts by use of

different flip angle evolutions (SPACE) sequence,13 with the fol-

lowing parameters: TR/TE � 3000/60 ms, FOV � 95 � 119 �

10.4 mm, echo-train length � 14, generalized autocalibrating

partially parallel acquisition acceleration factor � 2. Scan dura-

tion was 7 hours, 33 minutes; voxel size � 0.13 mm3. 3D SPACE

contrast is a combination of T1 and T2 contrast. The sequence

parameters were chosen to provide a mixed contrast of T1 and T2

weight, dominated by T1 weight.

Histopathology
Formalin-fixed arterial specimens were cut into 4-mm sections

and embedded in paraffin. Small sutures were placed in the arte-

rial wall by use of 4 – 0 Prolene polypropylene suture (Ethicon,

Somerville, New Jersey) and used as markers to enable matching

the points of interest in IVUS and MR imaging with correspond-

ing sections on histology. Subsequently, 6-�m sections were

taken from the tissue blocks and stained with hematoxylin-eosin.

FIG 1. Characteristics of Eagle Eye Gold IVUS imaging catheter.
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Histology slides were then reviewed by a neuropathologist who

was blinded to the VH-IVUS and MR imaging data. The plaques

were classified to one of the categories of atherosclerotic plaques

types, based on the classification mentioned above.

Finally, histology slides were photographed under the micro-

scope, and the area (mm2) of different components of the plaques

including fibrous, fibrofatty, attenuated calcium, and necrosis

were quantitatively measured with the use of the manual segmen-

tation tools of Analyze software (AnalyzeDirect, Overland Park,

Kansas) as described previously.14,15 For calculating the area by

use of Analyze software, the ROI was manually selected for each

component. The total amount of each component was then cal-

culated by summing all the ROIs for that component by use of the

“sample option” function.

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analyses were performed with the use of SAS software

version 9.1 (SAS Institute, Cary, North Carolina). Kappa agree-

ment, sensitivity and specificity, and positive and negative predic-

tive values for VH-IVUS to identify different types of plaques10

were calculated by use of classification on the basis of histologic

findings as the reference standard (plaque categorization analy-

sis). The positive and negative predictive values for VH-IVUS and

MR images in identifying different plaque categories and fibrous

and attenuated calcium components in the plaque were calculated

using quantification on the basis of histologic findings as the ref-

erence standard (individual plaque component analysis). The

correlation between areas (mm2) of various components mea-

sured by histology and by VH-IVUS images was also calculated.

Finally, the overall sensitivity and specificity for VH-IVUS read-

ing in accurately characterizing plaque type with the actual histo-

logic findings were calculated using the total numbers of true and

false identification with VH-IVUS. Spatially matched cross-sec-

tional MR images of the arteries with their corresponding histo-

logic sections and VH-IVUS images were studied to determine

positive and negative predictive values.

RESULTS
A total of 30 intracranial arterial segments (34 histologic sections)

were examined by both VH-IVUS and microscopy of histologic

sections. In exploratory analysis, 10 of the 30 intracranial arterial

segments were also examined by 7T MR imaging.

Correlation Between VH-IVUS and Histopathologic
Analysis
In the plaque categorization analysis, VH-IVUS was able to detect

the presence of atherosclerotic plaque in all specimens with mor-

phologically visible abnormalities and absence of plaque in 2 spec-

imens without atherosclerotic plaque by histology. VH-IVUS

identification of plaque type correlated with histology sections

analysis in 25 of 34 specimens (� agreement was 0.58). The most

frequent type of the plaques by histology was fibroatheroma, and

VH-IVUS identification correlated with histology analysis in 15 of

19 corresponding points of interest within arteries (positive and

negative predictive values of VH-IVUS were 78.9% and 73.3%,

respectively). The sensitivity and specificity of VH-IVUS readings

for fibroatheroma were 78.9% and 73.3%, respectively. As shown

in Table 1, the overall sensitivity and specificity for VH-IVUS

were 73.5% and 96.6%, respectively. Fig 2 demonstrates 2 samples

of histology slides with their corresponding VH-IVUS images.

In the individual plaque component analysis, positive and

negative predictive values of VH-IVUS to identify the presence of

calcium in atherosclerotic plaque were 50% and 100%, respec-

tively. Regarding the presence of necrosis, VH-IVUS had the pos-

itive and negative predictive values of 97% and 67%, respectively,

for identifying necrosis. The quantitative proportions of different

plaque components (fibrous, fibrofatty, necrosis, and attenuated

calcium) were also measured in histology sections and compared

with VH-IVUS images. Overall, fibrous component was the most

frequent component of the plaques both in histologic sections and

VH-IVUS imaging study. As shown in Table 2, the area of fibrous

component and attenuated calcium deposits had the highest rates

of correlation between histology and VH-IVUS images (Pearson

correlations of 0.66 and 0.64, respectively).

Correlation Between 7T MR Imaging and Histopathologic
Analysis
MR imaging was successfully performed in 10 different points of

interest including 3 basilar and 7 middle cerebral arterial seg-

ments. An increased wall thickness was detected by MR imaging

in all sites in which plaques were identified in histologic sections.

Table 1: Comparison of different types of atherosclerotic plaques between VH-IVUS and histologic sections (as reference standard)

Category of Plaque

Plaque Classification
by Histological

Analysis

Plaque Classification by VH-IVUS Analysis

True-
Positive

True-
Negative

False-
Positive

False-
Negative Sensitivity Specificity PPV NPV

No plaque 2 2 32 0 0 100 100 100 100
Pathologic intima thickening 6 3 28 0 3 50 100 100 90.3
Fibroatheroma 19 15 11 4 4 78.9 73.3 78.9 73.3
Calcified fibroatheromaa 0 0 33 1 0 0 97 0 100
Thin-cap fibroatheroma 3 2 30 1 1 66.6 96.7 66.6 96.7
Calcified thin-cap fibroatheroma 2 1 31 1 1 50 96.8 50 96.8
Fibrocalcific atheroma 2 2 32 0 0 100 100 100 100
Total 34 25 197 7 9 73.5 96.6 78.1 95.6

PPV indicates positive predictive value; NPV, negative predictive value.
a Number is small and requires cautious interpretation of false-positive or false-negative values.

Table 2: Area of 4 different components of plaque types in
histologic sections and VH-IVUS analyses

Histopathology,
% (SD)

VH-IVUS,
% (SD)

Pearson
Correlation

Fibrous 45.6 (18.7) 50.8 (17.1) 0.66
Fibrofatty 35.6 (14.1) 12.5 (12.1) 0.34
Dense calcium 7.1 (7.6) 9.1 (5.2) 0.64
Necrosis 5.1 (4.6) 20.9 (10.9) 0.23
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In a more detailed analysis of individual plaque components

within each lesion, the fibrotic components were identified as

areas of hyperintense signal in 3D SPACE MR images, whereas

areas of attenuated calcium deposition were identified as areas of

hypointense signal in the same image. Note that the SPACE MR

imaging sequence provided a mixed contrast, combining T1 and

T2 weights (Fig 3).

DISCUSSION
As a result of compensatory dilation (remodeling), vessel wall

thickening related to intracranial atherosclerosis may not cause

proportional luminal narrowing.16,17 Therefore, imaging modal-

ities such as conventional angiography and CT angiography,

which are based on detecting severity of luminal narrowing, may

underestimate the severity and subsequent risk of ischemic events

of intracranial atherosclerotic disease.

In this study focusing on intracranial arteries, VH-IVUS and

7T MR imaging were able to detect all of the atherosclerotic

plaques as increased wall thickness. Normal vessels were visual-

ized as vessels with no irregularity and/or thickness change in the

wall, in both VH-IVUS and MR imaging. There was a moderate

agreement (� agreement of 0.58) between VH-IVUS and actual

histologic evaluation in plaque categorization analysis. Consider-

ing all types of plaque, the overall sensitivity and specificity for

VH-IVUS were 73.5% and 96.6%, respectively. We also vali-

dated the accuracy of high-resolution

MR imaging and VH-IVUS for detect-

ing fibrous content and attenuated

calcium deposits. VH-IVUS had high

yield for detection and quantitation of

fibrous area and attenuated calcium

deposits.

However, VH-IVUS underestimated

the quantitative estimates of necrotic

core and fibrofatty areas, which are lim-

itations previously noted in analyses of

coronary arteries.18-20 The relative lack

of identification of necrotic core can be

partly explained by the different defini-

tions used in histologic analysis and VH-

IVUS.21 In histologic analysis, the ne-

crotic core is defined by areas with

lipid-rich cellular debris and lack of ex-

tracellular matrix22,23; VH-IVUS relies

on the presence of calcification to detect

the necrotic core.9,24 Moreover, the cur-

rent resolution of VH-IVUS (100 –200

mm) is not high enough to detect thin-

cap fibroatheroma and necrotic core.25

To obtain greater accuracy, the use of

contrast-enhanced ultrasonography, high-

resolution MR imaging, multidetector

CT, and concurrent VH-IVUS may be

required.2,26,27

VIVA (VH-IVUS in Vulnerable Ath-

erosclerosis)28 and PROSPECT (Pro-

viding Regional Observations to Study

Predictors of Events in the Coronary

Tree)29 are 2 prospective studies that demonstrated that VH-

IVUS can reliably identify the atherosclerotic plaques that are at

increased risk of major adverse cardiac events. The unique fea-

tures of intracranial vessels prevent extrapolation of current data

regarding plaque characterization by use of different imaging

modalities in extracranial vessels. Intracranial arteries have a

smaller wall-to-lumen ratio, thinner wall thickness, and thin-

ner intima compared with coronary and carotid arteries. In

comparison to extracranial vessels, the intracranial vessels

have a more prominent internal elastic layer and less advanced

adventitia and media.30 Only preliminary data regarding the

clinical application of plaque characterization are available.

Preliminary data suggest the existence of a nonatherosclerotic

variant involving the anterior circulation that may be prone to

high rates of restenosis after stent treatment.31,32 However,

angiography is unable to differentiate nonatherosclerotic from

atherosclerotic disease and assess the burden of fibrosis within

plaque. Therefore, plaque differentiation may be valuable in

assessing the risk-benefit ratio of medical and endovascular

treatment options.

The use of VH-IVUS is limited as an adjunct to an invasive

procedure such as cerebral angiogram, intracranial angioplasty,

or stent placement and is possible in selected proximal arteries

without excessive tortuosity. The new generations of VH-IVUS

FIG 2. Histopathologic sections with corresponding VH-IVUS images. A and B, Fibrous (arrows in
A) and fibrofatty (arrowheads in A) tissues in the histologic section are correlated with dark green
and light green areas in VH-IVUS, respectively. C and D, attenuated calcium and necrotic area
(arrows in C) and its corresponding area in VH-IVUS red (necrosis) and white (attenuated calcium)
areas.
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catheters are expected to be more flexible, with a smaller profile,

which would allow passage of these catheters through the tortu-

ous intracranial arteries; henceforth, such imaging is expected to

gain greater use in neuro-endovascular procedures.33

Regarding the MR imaging component of our experiment, we

aimed to study the value of high-resolution MR imaging as a

secondary or exploratory aim. Although the acquisition time of

these initial MR imaging results was far beyond any affordable in

vivo scan duration, we deliberately chose to benefit from the in

vitro nature of the study to first determine whether plaque lesions

could—at all— be imaged with the SPACE sequence at 7T MR

imaging by use of a very high spatial resolution (voxel size approx-

imately 500 times smaller than 1 mm3). The positive results re-

ported here provide a strong rationale to further optimize MR

acquisition protocols by use of lower spatial resolution, toward a

trade-off, providing acceptable acquisition time while preserving

plaque detectability. Further in vivo studies will also be necessary

to determine the sensitivity of such ac-

quisitions to physiologic motion.

The experimental MR imaging setup

(spatial extent of sensitivity of the coils

smaller than in vitro specimens) and the

length and alignment of arterial seg-

ments available for imaging prevented

us from acquiring adequate 7T MR im-

aging in all plaques. We acknowledge

that the relatively small sample size may

not allow an adequate quantitative anal-

ysis of the value of high-resolution MR

imaging in characterizing plague

categories.

Our study has several limitations.

First, VH-IVUS and MR imaging were

performed in in vitro settings with spec-

imens fixed in formalin. The tissue han-

dling and processing may induce some

artifact in the size and morphology of

the plaques. These changes may affect

the generalization of the results to prac-

tical clinical settings. In vitro settings are

appropriate for validation studies of

VH-IVUS before clinical applica-

tion.9,18 Our sample size for some types

of the plaques and negative sites (none

atherosclerotic vessel) was very small,

which requires cautious interpretation

of the estimates for each of the plaque

types separately.

CONCLUSIONS
This study demonstrated that VH-IVUS

and 7T MR imaging are reliable imaging

modalities to detect atherosclerotic

plaques and to quantify plaque burden

within the intracranial arterial wall.

Both imaging modalities have some lim-

itations in accurate classification of

plaque type and characterization of the plaque components. The

application of these imaging techniques may provide additional

risk stratification in regard to ischemic events and lesion progres-

sion in patients with intracranial atherosclerotic disease.
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REVIEW ARTICLE

Illustrated Review of the Embryology and Development of the
Facial Region, Part 1: Early Face and Lateral Nasal Cavities

P.M. Som and T.P. Naidich

ABSTRACT

SUMMARY: The early embryological development of the face has been reviewed. One repeating theme to note is the serial closing and
then the re-opening of a space. This is seen in the separation of the nasal and oral cavities, the nostrils, and in part 2 the developing eyelids
fusing and then re-opening. Part 2 will discuss the further facial development as well as the changes in facial bone appearance after birth.

Knowledge of the embryology of the facial region not only al-

lows one insight into how normal variations in facial struc-

ture arise but also provides an understanding of how congenital

deformities occur when normal facial development goes awry.

This embryology can be considered as an anatomic series of com-

plex, well-orchestrated changes in morphology or as a series of

complex biochemical events that actually orchestrate the ana-

tomic changes. The scope of this review (Part 1) is to present the

current understanding of the early morphologic formation of the

normal face. It will be presented in a highly illustrated format so that

the reader can better understand how the normal facial region comes

into being. Because many different areas develop virtually at the same

time, we will present the embryology with a focus on regional devel-

opment, making every attempt to clarify the sequential overlapping

changes that occur. In addition, how the facial morphology changes

during the transition from late fetal development to childhood and

then to adulthood will be discussed in Part 2. Because the subject is

complex, the literature reflects uncertainty about the timing of spe-

cific events and even the true nature of the events themselves. In this

review, we present the prevalent interpretations in the literature.1,2

Part 3 will address the molecular changes that coordinate and control

the morphologic development.

Overall Perspective: Where the Cells Come From
The major development of the facial region occurs between the

fourth and eighth embryonic weeks via a series of highly coordi-

nated and preprogrammed events. This process includes contribu-

tions from the head ectoderm, which will help form the face and oral

cavity, and the neural crest mesenchyme, which contributes to the

first branchial arch and its derivatives. This mesenchyme is derived

from the neural crest and prechordal plate. It appears that the future

frontonasal region has mesenchyme from 2 origins of neural crest

cells. The midbrain neural crest cells migrate between the area of the

future lens placode and the optic cup to reach the frontonasal region,

just beneath the nasal placode region where they form the lateral

nasal process. The forebrain neural crest cells appear destined to form

the medial nasal processes (Figs 1 and 2).3

Beginning
Shortly after the anterior neuropore closes in the late third to early

fourth week, the forebrain enlarges and pushes the overlying ec-

toderm forward and laterally, creating the frontonasal process

(Fig 3). The enlarging brain and frontonasal process contribute to

an ectodermally covered invagination, the stomodeum, which de-

velops below them in the early fourth week. The ectoderm over

the stomodeum comes to abut the endoderm of the developing

foregut to form the oropharyngeal membrane. In the fifth week,

the oropharyngeal membrane disintegrates, creating communi-

cation between the foregut and the outside (Fig 2). At the same

time, mesenchymal growth in the first branchial arch produces

first the maxillary process and then the faster growing mandibular

process on each side of the future face. The mandibular processes

rapidly extend to the facial midline and merge. The stomodeum is

now surrounded by the frontonasal process above, the paired

maxillary processes on either side, and the paired mandibular

processes below (future lower jaw) (Fig 3).1,2

Nasal (Olfactory) Placodes
The sensory placodes arise from a common “preplacodal field” at the

anterior neural crest border.4 They then differentiate to eventually

have individual developmental fates (this topic is more extensively
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discussed in Part 3). These placodes are ectodermal thickenings that

arise through cell division during neural tube formation (Fig 2A). By

the end of the fourth week, the nasal placodes (or olfactory placodes)

develop as well-defined epiblastic thickenings of 2–3 cell layers on

either side of the frontonasal process (Fig 1A). Each nasal placode

begins to deepen as a result of a combination of active growth of the

placodal epithelium and a proliferation of the mesenchyme deep to

the edges of the placode. As each nasal placode starts to sink below the

surface as a nasal groove, first the lateral nasal process develops in the

early fifth week; then the medial nasal process develops shortly there-

FIG 1. Anterior oblique drawing (A) of a 5-week embryo showing the appearance of the nasal (olfactory) placode. B, Drawing shows the
development of the medial and lateral nasal processes forming a downward-facing “horseshoe” around the sinking nasal placode, which forms
the nasal pit.

FIG 2. Anterior oblique drawing of an embryo in the late fourth week (A) shows the stomodeum with the oropharyngeal membrane surrounded
by the further development of the frontonasal process and the maxillary and mandibular processes. B, Drawing shows the breakdown of the
oropharyngeal membrane by the fifth week. The early appearance of the lens and otic placodes is also seen.

FIG 3. Drawing (A) of a ventral view of a 3- to 4-week embryo shows the anterior neuropore and the early formation of the maxillary processes.
Drawing (B) in the late fourth week shows closure of the anterior neuropore and the location of the future frontonasal process. (Modified with
permission from Netter’s Atlas of Human Embryology. Edited by Cochard, L.R., PhD. 2002. Icon Learning Systems, Teterboro, New Jersey, Figures
9.5. Netter Illustrations from www.netterimages.com, © Elsevier Inc, All rights reserved).
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FIG 4. Anterior oblique drawing of a 5-week embryo (A) shows the further growth of the medial and lateral nasal processes and the development of
the nasal sac. The bucconasal groove is shown. B, Anterior oblique drawing of a 6-week embryo shows closure of bucconasal groove completing the
floor of the nasal cavity and progressive flattening of the nasal sac openings, mainly as a result of ventrolateral growth of the medial nasal processes.
The nasal sacs are also pushed toward the midline as the maxillary processes grow. Anterior oblique drawing of a 7-week embryo (C) and a 10-week (D)
embryo shows the progressive medial movement of the nasal sacs and the resulting progressive pushing upwards of the frontonasal process.

FIG 5. Frontal drawings of 4- to 5-week (A) and 5- to 6-week (B) embryos illustrate the progressive displacement of the nasal sacs toward the
midline as a result of medial growth of the maxillary processes. Frontal view of a 6- to 7-week embryo (C) shows the nasolacrimal groove. Closure
of this groove establishes continuity between the side of the nose formed by the lateral nasal process and the cheek formed by the maxillary
process. (Modified with permission from Levine HL, Clemente MP, eds. Chapter 1, Surgical Anatomy of the Paranasal Sinus. China: 2005. Sinus
Surgery Endoscopic and Microscopic Approaches. Figures 1-2. Thieme Medical Publishers Inc., Georg Thieme Verlag Stuttgart).
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after. Together they form a downward-facing “horseshoe” with the

open end facing the stomodeum (Fig 3). As the medial and lateral

nasal processes develop and become more prominent, the nasal

grooves deepen and become the nasal pits. By the late fifth week, these

pits continue to actively deepen and are thrust back into the stomo-

deum, forming the nasal sacs (Fig 4). The medial nasal process is

more prominent than the lateral nasal process, extending farther

ventrally and caudally. Each medial nasal process has an enlarged

caudal end that is called the “globular process of His ” (Fig 4A).1,5

Olfactory Epithelium and Nerves
During the early fifth week, the ectoderm in the upper one-third

of each enlarging nasal sac becomes thickened and develops into

the olfactory epithelium. Some cells will become spindle-shaped

olfactory cells, while others will become supporting cells and basal

cells. The neural epithelium facing the olfactory epithelium be-

comes thickened with strands of cells oriented toward the olfac-

tory epithelium. By 5 weeks, the olfactory epithelium develops

cellular buds and an associated vascular network as well as cells

penetrating the basement membrane. These sensory epithelia

send out nerve processes that form arborescences around the neu-

ral cells of the outgrowing olfactory lobe on each side. These will

form the olfactory nerves. By late in the fifth week, a continuous

cellular/vascular strand appears between each nasal sac and the

olfactory field of the telencephalon.5 By the late seventh week, the

olfactory epithelium is confined to its “adult” location on the

upper lateral nasal wall and the nasal septum.1

Midfacial Development
During the fifth week, while the olfactory portions of the nasal

sacs are developing, the maxillary processes grow medially. This

medial growth results in medial displacement of the nasal sacs

(Figs 4 and 5). At the same time, there is also some ventrolateral

expansion of each medial nasal process, which causes compres-

sion of each nasal sac aperture into a slit-shaped opening (Fig 4B).

In the sixth week, the medial aspects of the 2 medial nasal pro-

cesses form a thickened mesodermal region anteriorly beneath

and between the early nasal sacs. This constitutes the intermaxil-

lary segment, and it may actually be formed by the joining of the

globular processes of His (Fig 6). This will be discussed further

when the development of the palate is discussed in Part 2.1,2

Closing Off the Nasal Cavity
On each side of the developing face, the bucconasal groove is the

groove between the maxillary process and the medial nasal pro-

cess (Fig 4A). Fusion across this groove occurs in the fifth week as

a result of medial growth of the maxillary process (Fig 7). Anteri-

orly, the fusion of the medial nasal and maxillary processes forms

FIG 6. Drawing from below of a 6-week fetus showing the emer-
gence of the intermaxillary segment below the medial nasal pro-
cesses. This segment may actually arise from the globular processes
of His. Also shown is the maxillary process and, arising from its medial
surface, the lateral palatine process, which will form the secondary
palate. (Modified with permission from Levine HL, Clemente MP, eds.
Chapter 1, Surgical Anatomy of the Paranasal Sinus. China: 2005. Sinus
Surgery Endoscopic and Microscopic Approaches. Figures 1-3. Thieme
Medical Publishers Inc., Georg Thieme Verlag Stuttgart).

FIG 7. Drawings of the inferior view of an embryo from the sixth (A)
to seventh weeks (C) show the bucconasal groove starting to close
because of medial growth of the maxillary processes (A). B, There is
fusion along most of the course of the bucconasal groove and mem-
branous closure posteriorly by the bucconasal membrane. C, The
oronasal membrane (thinned bucconasal membrane) has ruptured,
creating an opening for communication between the primitive nasal
and oral cavities (posterior choana).
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the lower nostril region (Fig 4B, -C). More posteriorly adjacent to

the intermaxillary segment, the fusion across this bucconasal

groove closes the floor of the nasal sac. At the most posterior

margin of the groove, the closure across the bucconasal groove is

not by fusion but by the growth of an epithelial membrane, the

bucconasal membrane. The overall fusion across the bucconasal

groove is often referred to as the nasal fin, and it separates the

primitive nasal cavity from the primitive oral cavity. Before the

closure of the bucconasal groove, the primitive nasal cavity and

oral cavity were a common cavity. The dorsal epithelial mem-

brane quickly begins to thin, and by the sixth week, it is just a

2-layered epithelium called the oronasal membrane. By the mid-

sixth week, the oronasal membrane ruptures to form the primi-

tive posterior choana. With the dissolution of the oronasal mem-

brane, the primitive nasal cavity and posterior primitive oral

cavity once more freely communicate (Fig 7). They will eventually

again be separated by the development of the palate. Anteriorly

the future nostril is complete and separated from the developing

oral cavity. Thus, by the seventh week, each nasal cavity opens to

the outside through a nostril and communicates posteriorly with

the pharynx via the primitive choana. If the oronasal membrane is

not ruptured, the posterior choana is obstructed and congenital

choanal atresia develops.1,2

Nasal Plugs
Paralleling these changes, a broadening of the head occurs behind

the nasal pits, resulting in a shifting of the nasal pits from a lateral

to a more ventromedial location, approaching the midline (Fig 5).

By the mid-seventh week, the anterior lumen of each primitive

nasal cavity becomes tightly filled by a proliferation of epithelial

cells that form an epithelial plug (Fig 8A). By the 13th to 15th

week, this plug dissolves, and by the mid-16th week, the nasal

passages are complete and open (Fig 8B). The region occupied by

the plug will become the nasal vestibule and the future limen

FIG 8. Drawings from below of a 7-week embryo (A) and a 13- to 15-week fetus (B) show epithelial plugs closing the nostrils (A) and then dissolving
(B). If a plug does not dissolve, there will be atresia of the nostril. Lateral drawing of the anterior nose (C) shows the nasal vestibule and limen nasi.
These areas mark the location of the nasal epithelial plugs.

FIG 9. Frontal drawings of the upper lip region in embryos at 5 (A) , 6 (B) and 7 (C) weeks show the progressive medial growth of the maxillary
processes toward the midline. However, the actual midline of the upper lip (the philtrum) is formed by the medial nasal processes. (Modified
with permission from Levine HL, Clemente MP, eds. Chapter 1, Surgical Anatomy of the Paranasal Sinus. China: 2005. Sinus Surgery Endoscopic
and Microscopic Approaches. Figures 1-3. Thieme Medical Publishers Inc., Georg Thieme Verlag Stuttgart).
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nasi, which is a ridge separating the nasal cavity proper from

the vestibule of the nose (Fig 8C). As a consequence, the nasal

vestibule consists of skin and adnexa derived from ectoderm. If

this epithelial plug does not disintegrate, atresia of the nostril

will occur.6

Forming the Upper Lip
Ventrally, the fusion of the medial nasal processes with the max-

illary processes will form most of the upper lip and upper jaw on

both sides. The 2 merged medial nasal processes then form the

philtrum and columella and complete the upper lip (Fig 9). The

fusion of the 2 medial nasal processes displaces the frontonasal

process superiorly and posteriorly (Figs 4C and 5C). As a result,

although the frontonasal process formed the upper border of the

stomodeum, it does not contribute to the definitive upper lip, jaw,

or nasal tip. The medial migration of the maxillary processes

forms not only the lateral upper lip but the upper cheek regions,

resulting in continuity of the upper jaw and lip (Fig 4D).1,2

Lateral Nose and Nasolacrimal Duct
By the end of the sixth week, the lateral nasal processes begin to merge

with the maxillary processes to form the ala nasi or lateral nose and

the lateral border of the nostril on both sides (Fig 4D). On each side of

the face, along the junction between the maxillary and lateral nasal

processes is the nasolacrimal groove (naso-optic furrow) (Fig 5C).

The nasolacrimal groove extends between the developing lower lat-

eral nose and the medial orbit. The ectoderm along the floor of each

groove thickens to form a solid epithelial cord, which then detaches

from the groove and canalizes to form the nasolacrimal duct and

lacrimal sac. By the late fetal period, the nasolacrimal duct on

each side extends from the medial corner of the orbit to the

inferior meatus in the lateral wall of the nasal cavity. These

ducts usually become completely patent only after birth. Clo-

sure of the nasolacrimal groove establishes continuity between

the side of the nose formed by the lateral nasal process and the

cheek formed by the maxillary process.1,2

FIG 10. Lateral drawings of the developing lateral nasal wall showing the appearance of the nasal turbinals and their eventual development into
the nasal turbinates and meati.
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Nasal Septum and Turbinates
The last part of the chondrocranium to become cartilaginous is

the nasal capsule. Condensation of the mesenchyme within the

frontonasal process forms the precartilaginous nasal septum in

the upper midline of the primitive nasal cavity (Fig 6). Cartilage

from the body of the developing sphenoid bone then extends

forward into the nasal septum, forming the primary cartilage of

the nasal septum by the mid-sixth week. The roof of the capsule is

formed by the coalescence of cartilage from the nasal septum and

from extensions of cartilage from the ventral surface of the sphe-

noid and secondary centers in the lateral wall of the capsule. The

cartilage is at first open on either side of the nasal septum to allow

passage of the olfactory fasciculi. During the third month, carti-

lage fills in the capsule around these nerves, forming the cribri-

form plates. Lateral strips of cartilage then extend back to unite

with the face of the sphenoid.

The cartilaginous nasal capsule develops as 2 separate masses

around the forming nasal cavities and the developing nasal septum.

While the median mass will become the progenitor of the nasal sep-

tum, the lateral masses will become the lateral nasal wall structures.

By the third month, the nasal capsule is well-defined cartilage.

All of the turbinates and the paranasal sinuses arise from the

cartilaginous nasal capsule. Several soft-tissue folds appear on the

lateral wall of each nasal cavity, the preturbinals, which are first

supported by cartilage and then by bone. The maxilloturbinal

develops first and then is followed by 5 ethmoturbinals (in men,

the first ethmoturbinal disappears). An additional rudimentary

nasoturbinal arises anteriorly, appearing later as a slight elevation,

the agger nasi (Fig 10). By the eighth week, the inferior and middle

turbinate anlagen forms, followed by the superior turbinate anla-

gen. They develop by proliferation of mesenchymal cells and hy-

pertrophy of the overlying epithelium. During the seventh

month, the maxilloturbinal separates from the lateral wall and

becomes an independent bone in the adult.

By the eighth week, the lateral nasal wall is well-developed. The

length of the lower 3 turbinates increases progressively and pro-

portionally in uterine life, while the supreme turbinate remains at

an average length of 5 mm from the 14th to 36th week and is

present in only 65% of fetuses. The outpouchings of the nasal

mucous membranes that will become the paranasal sinuses are

thought to be a secondary phenomenon rather than a primary

force in sinonasal development.7,8

The uncinate process arises from the cartilaginous capsule at

10 weeks. An air channel then progressively develops lateral to the

uncinate process. This will be the primitive infundibulum by

10 –11 weeks. The embryonic woven bone of the maxilla can be

seen between 9 and 10 weeks, and it then enlarges relative to the

nasal cavity. By 13–14 weeks, the expanding maxilla now forms

the lateral wall of the inferior meatus as the cartilaginous capsule

regresses.9 By the 16th week, the primitive maxillary sinus starts to

develop from the inferior margin of the infundibulum.10

In order to be concise and for future reference for Part 2, the

Table summarizes the morphologic changes described in both

Parts 1 and 2 of these reviews. One repeating theme is the serial

closing and then the reopening of a space. This is seen in the

separation of the nasal and oral cavities, the nostrils, and the de-

veloping eyelids fusing and then reopening in Part 2.
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
BRAIN

Automated White Matter Total Lesion Volume
Segmentation in Diabetes

J.A. Maldjian, C.T. Whitlow, B.N. Saha, G. Kota, C. Vandergriff, E.M. Davenport, J. Divers, B.I. Freedman, and D.W. Bowden

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: WM lesion segmentation is often performed with the use of subjective rating scales because manual
methods are laborious and tedious; however, automated methods are now available. We compared the performance of total lesion
volume grading computed by use of an automated WM lesion segmentation algorithm with that of subjective rating scales and expert
manual segmentation in a cohort of subjects with type 2 diabetes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Structural T1 and FLAIR MR imaging data from 50 subjects with diabetes (age, 67.7 � 7.2 years) and 50
nondiabetic sibling pairs (age, 67.5 � 9.4 years) were evaluated in an institutional review board–approved study. WM lesion segmentation
maps and total lesion volume were generated for each subject by means of the Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM8) Lesion Segmentation
Toolbox. Subjective WM lesion grade was determined by means of a 0 –9 rating scale by 2 readers. Ground-truth total lesion volume was
determined by means of manual segmentation by experienced readers. Correlation analyses compared manual segmentation total lesion
volume with automated and subjective evaluation methods.

RESULTS: Correlation between average lesion segmentation and ground-truth total lesion volume was 0.84. Maximum correlation be-
tween the Lesion Segmentation Toolbox and ground-truth total lesion volume (� � 0.87) occurred at the segmentation threshold of k �

0.25, whereas maximum correlation between subjective lesion segmentation and the Lesion Segmentation Toolbox (� � 0.73) occurred at
k � 0.15. The difference between the 2 correlation estimates with ground-truth was not statistically significant. The lower segmentation
threshold (0.15 versus 0.25) suggests that subjective raters overestimate WM lesion burden.

CONCLUSIONS: We validate the Lesion Segmentation Toolbox for determining total lesion volume in diabetes-enriched populations
and compare it with a common subjective WM lesion rating scale. The Lesion Segmentation Toolbox is a readily available substitute for
subjective WM lesion scoring in studies of diabetes and other populations with changes of leukoaraiosis.

ABBREVIATIONS: DM � type 2 diabetes mellitus; LST � Lesion Segmentation Toolbox; SPM8 � Statistical Parametric Mapping; TLV � total lesion volume; GT �
ground-truth

Leukoariaosis is a common WM pathologic lesion in older

adults, characterized histologically by demyelination, loss of

oligodendrocytes, and vacuolization resulting from small-vessel

ischemia of the WM.1 On brain MR imaging, these lesions are

commonly termed WM hyperintensities and appear as regions of

increased signal on T2-weighted and FLAIR sequences. Increases

in WM disease burden have been associated with risk factors, such

as hypertension, type 2 diabetes mellitus (DM), and tobacco use.2

Quantifying WM disease burden in the brain is important because

it is an accurate and sensitive predictor of future stroke, dementia,

and cognitive decline.3-6

Clinical evaluation of WM disease has been limited to subjec-

tive interpretation of disease burden, with typical modifiers in-

cluding “few scattered lesions” and “mild,” “moderate,” or “se-

vere” applied in radiologic reporting. This is because of the

onerous and time-consuming task of manual delineation of WM

lesion burden and the lack of robust automated tools for quanti-

tative WM lesion grading. A semi-quantitative visual rating

scheme was developed for use with large epidemiologic studies
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involving brain MR imaging. This WM hyperintensity grading

scale is commonly used for research studies and is based on visual

assessment by an experienced reader with the use of a semi-quan-

titative 10-point (0 –9) scale with predefined methodology.7,8

A variety of automated methods for WM lesion quantification,

involving combinations of thresholding, segmentation, prior in-

formation, lesion growing algorithms, and, most recently, ma-

chine learning algorithms, have been used in research studies of

multiple sclerosis. It is beyond the scope of this work to describe

all the developments in WM lesion segmentation. Rather, we focus

on a recently described software tool for automated WM lesion seg-

mentation, the Lesion Segmentation Toolbox (LST); it was devel-

oped for use in the Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM8) environ-

ment, which is familiar to most neuroimaging researchers, is freely

distributed open source code written in Matlab (MathWorks,

Natick, Massachusetts), and is easily implemented/fully automated.

Additionally, the LST uses widely available structural T1-weighted

and FLAIR images for performing WM lesion segmentation. The

LST was developed for use in multiple sclerosis and originally evalu-

ated in a group of 52 subjects with multiple sclerosis and 18 control

subjects, achieving excellent agreement with manual tracing (R2 val-

ues of 0.93).9 A critical user-determined parameter in the LST pro-

cedure is the k-threshold, which was determined to be 0.3 in a mul-

tiple sclerosis population.

The purpose of our study is to compare the performance of

total lesion volume (TLV) grading computed by means of the LST

automated WM lesion segmentation algorithm to expert manual

segmentation in a cohort of subjects with DM and to determine

the optimum k-threshold in this population. A secondary objec-

tive is to compare the LST TLV with semi-quantitative subjective

rating scales. Our hypothesis is that TLV computed with the LST

will perform at least as well as subjective rating scales when com-

pared with ground-truth (GT) TLV in DM. This report answers

the important question of whether an automated toolbox devel-

oped for use in multiple sclerosis can be used reliably for grading

WM lesion burden in populations with a different pathophysio-

logic mechanism for development of WM disease.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects
The Diabetes Heart Study is a genetic and epidemiologic study of

1443 European American and African American participants from

564 families with multiple cases of DM.10,11 The Diabetes Heart

Study–Mind is an extension of the Diabetes Heart Study family of

studies and examines the genetic and brain imaging contributors to

cognitive changes associated with DM. The study includes diabetes-

and nondiabetes-affected siblings. All subjects provided written in-

formed consent, and study protocols were approved by the blinded

institutional review board. MR imaging studies from 100 subjects

were randomly selected from the Diabetes Heart Study-Mind. These

included 50 subjects with DM (27 women, 23 men), 52% smokers,

mean � standard deviation (SD) age of 67.7 � 7.2 (age range, 52–84

years), body mass index of 32.3 � 7.1, and hemoglobin A1C of 7.6 �

1.48; and 50 siblings without DM (35 women, 15 men), 46% smok-

ers, mean�SD age of 67.5 �9.4 (age range, 43–89 years), body mass

index of 28.5 � 6.5, and hemoglobin A1C of 5.9 � 0.31.

MR Imaging
Participants from the Diabetes Heart Study-Mind were scanned

on a 1.5T scanner with twin-speed gradients, with the use of an

8-channel neurovascular head coil Twin Speed EXCITE; GE

Healthcare, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. High-resolution T1 anatomic

images were obtained by means of a 3D spoiled gradient-echo se-

quence (matrix, 256 � 256; field of view, 20 cm; section thickness, 1.5

mm with no gap; number of sections, 124; in-plane resolution,

0.781 � 0.781 mm) aligned parallel to the anterior/posterior com-

missures (anterior/posterior commisure line). FLAIR images were

acquired in the axial plane for the purpose of evaluating WM hyper-

intensities (TR�8002, TE�108.5, TI�2000, flip angle�90, 24 cm

FOV, matrix size � 256 � 256 [0.94 � 0.94 mm], 3-mm section

thickness).

Semi-Quantitative WM Rating Scale
WM hyperintensity signal changes of each individual were as-

sessed independently by 2 board-certified neuroradiologists by

means of a semi-quantitative 10-point (0 –9) scale with pre-

defined methodology.7,8 WM hyperintensity burden was esti-

mated as the total extent of periventricular and subcortical white

matter FLAIR signal hyperintensity that successively increases

from no or barely detectable changes (grades 0 and 1, respectively)

to almost all WM involved (grade 9). This scale has an inter-

reader reliability agreement within 1 grade of 85.7%, with relaxed

� of 0.8, and intrareader reliability for agreement within 1 grade of

96.9%, with relaxed � of 0.96.8

Image Preprocessing
The structural T1-weighted images were segmented into gray

matter, WM, and CSF, normalized to Montreal Neurological In-

stitute imaging space, and modulated with the Jacobian determi-

nants of the normalization procedure to obtain tissue volume

maps by use of the Dartel high-dimensional warping and the

SPM8 (Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, Lon-

don, UK)12 new segment procedure, as implemented in the

VBM8 toolbox (http://dbm.neuro.uni-jena.de/vbm.html). In ad-

dition to normalized images in Montreal Neurological Institute

imaging space, the procedure outputs native space segmentations

and a native space partial volume estimate label image of the most

likely tissue class for each voxel. The quality of the segmentation

and normalization for all subjects was confirmed by visual

inspection.

WM Lesion Segmentation
WM lesion segmentation and TLV maps were generated by use of

the LST9 for SPM8 at 20 thresholds (k), ranging from 0 –1 at 0.05

increments. The algorithm operates in native space and initially

coregisters the FLAIR images to the space of the native T1. Each

voxel in the T1 image is assigned to 1 of 3 classes (gray matter,

WM, CSF) by use of the VBM8 toolbox as described above (partial

volume estimate label map in native space). The FLAIR intensity

distribution is calculated for each of the 3 classes to determine

outliers, weighted according to the spatial probability of being

WM, resulting in 3 classes of belief maps, and summed to

generate a single belief map. A binarized version of the gray

matter lesion map is used to seed a region growing algorithm
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with the summed belief map as the target. The user-selected

k-threshold is used as the cutoff to generate the initial gray

matter seed binarized belief map. The algorithm outputs WM

lesion segmentations for each k threshold, as well as a table of

total lesion volume (20 TLV values corresponding to each of

the 20 k-thresholds).

GT Segmentation
A multi-tiered approach was used to generate the reference GT

lesion volume segmentation. All stages involved expert manual

segmentation by board-certified neuroradiologists. Two raters

(each with 1–2 years of neuroradiology experience) initially man-

ually segmented all the white matter lesions independently by use

of in-house software. This generated 2 independent lesion volume

datasets. The 2 datasets were merged by use of a binary union

procedure to generate a single dataset representing the combina-

tion of all lesions identified by both raters. Two highly experi-

enced neuroradiologists (with �15 years and �3 years of experi-

ence, respectively) then together performed a consensus reading,

reviewing all lesions in the combination dataset. The consensus

reading session was performed by use of MRIcron (http://

www.sph.sc.edu/comd/rorden/mricro.html)13 with direct over-

lay onto the original FLAIR images and included the ability to

manually add, remove, and edit the borders of all lesions. This

final consensus lesion volume dataset served as the GT for the

study.

Statistical Analysis
Correlation and regression analyses were performed for 3 main

comparisons: subjective WM lesion scores versus GT, LST versus

GT for each k-threshold, and subjective WM lesion scores versus

LST for each k threshold. These analyses were repeated by use of

log (TLV) to account for nonlinearity in the relationship between

TLV and subjective scores. The optimum k-threshold was deter-

mined as that providing the maximum correlation value com-

pared with manual segmentation. Between-group and inter-

reader comparisons were also performed for the subjective WM

scores and correlations with GT. Fisher r-to-z transformation14

was used to test whether observed correlations were statistically

different from zero. Steiger Z-test of correlated correlations15 was

used to determine if there was a significant difference in correla-

tion values between subjective rating with GT and LST with GT.

Bland-Altman plots were also computed between LST versus GT

and LST versus subjective WM lesion scores to determine the

mean difference between methods.

RESULTS
Subjective WM Lesion Scores
Mean WM score for the group was 2.0, with an SD of 1.5. The

distribution of WM scores ranged from 0 –7, with most values

falling in the lower range of 0 –3 (On-line Fig 1). Between-reader

agreement was 88% within 1 grade, similar to that reported in the

literature for this method.8 There was no statistically significant

difference in subjective WM scores between groups, with mean �

SD of 2.0 � 1.3 for DM-affected and 2.0 � 1.6 for non-DM

groups.

Subjective WM Lesion Scores Versus GT
The Pearson correlation between average WM scores and GT was

0.84, with reader 1 having a correlation of 0.79 and reader 2 a

correlation of 0.82. The correlation between average WM scores

and GT was 0.82 and 0.85 for DM-affected and non-DM

groups, respectively. With the use of the logarithm of GT, the

correlations with average WM scores improved to 0.85 for the

entire cohort (0.77 for reader 1 and 0.86 for reader 2) and 0.845

for the DM-affected group and 0.86 for the non-DM group. All

reported correlation values were statistically significant (P �

.0001).

LST Versus GT
On-line Fig 2 is a graph of the LST k-threshold versus correlation

with GT for the entire cohort. Correlation values ranged from

0.62– 0.81 for the thresholds considered. Maximum correlation

for the full sample was 0.87, corresponding to k � 0.25. For the

non-DM group, maximum correlation was 0.94 observed at k �

0.15. For the DM-affected group, the maximum correlation was

0.83, corresponding to k � 0.25. The GT correlation performance

of the LST was not significantly different from subjective WM

scores (Steiger Z � 0.8, P � .4 for raw GT and Z � 1.4, P � .15 for

the log-transformed data).

LST Versus Subjective WM Lesion Scores
Correlation values ranged from 0.59 – 0.65 for the threshold val-

ues considered. Maximum correlation was 0.74, which was ob-

served when k � 0.15 in the full sample (On-line Fig 2). For the

non-DM group, maximum correlation was 0.76, which was ob-

served at the same threshold of k � 0.15. For the DM-affected

group, maximum correlation was 0.74, corresponding to a

k-threshold of 0.2. The threshold value of 0.25 provided correla-

tions of 0.73, 0.74, and 0.74 for the full sample, the non-DM

group, and the DM-affected group, respectively. Correlation val-

ues were similar with the use of log-transformed values.

GT Manual Segmentation
Paired Spearman correlation between manual segmentation rat-

ers, the final consensus GT volume, and the LST were all very high

(� � 0.91 between first and second rater, � � 0.96 between first

rater and GT, � � 0.98 between second rater and GT, � � 0.92

between first rater and LST, � � 0.8 between second rater and

LST, and � � 0.87 between GT and LST), with P � .001 for all

comparisons. Although the inter-rater correlations for manual

segmentation were high, mean � SD (median) of lesion volumes

reported in units of milliliters were more widely spaced between

raters: GT and LST with 2.43 � 3.97 (0.86) for rater 1, 3.65 � 5.69

(1.2) for rater 2, 4.47 � 6.48 (1.83) for GT, and 2.45 � 4.59 (0.38)

for the LST, which suggests high inter-rater variability. The GT

mean � SD TLV for the full sample was 4.47 � 6.48. The distri-

bution of WM TLV was heavily skewed toward values �1 mL

(On-line Fig 3), with a minor secondary peak at 10 mL. The

mean � SD TLV for the DM-affected group was 4.42 � 4.62.

Mean � SD TLV for the non-DM group was 4.52 � 7.13. There

was no statistically significant difference in TLV between groups.

On-line Fig 4 is a plot of GT TLV versus LST TLV at a k-threshold

of 0.25, demonstrating a strong linear relationship (R2 � 0.76).
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On-line Fig 5 is a plot of GT TLV versus average WM scores

demonstrating a nonlinear relationship for the subjective scale.

To perform nonlinear fitting of these data, the WM scores were

remapped from 0 –9 to 1–10, and 2 data points with zero GT TLV

were excluded. Logarithmic, polynomial, and power law relation-

ships all provided better fits than a linear fit. The highest R2 (0.72)

was provided by a logarithmic fit. Plotting WM scores versus

log(GT TLV) demonstrated a strong linear relationship (R2 �

0.73).

DISCUSSION
The LST was originally developed and evaluated for multiple scle-

rosis. Here, we validate its use for TLV measurement in subjects

with DM, relative to subjective rating scales. The pathophysio-

logic mechanisms leading to visible MR imaging WM changes in

DM are very different from those in multiple sclerosis. In multiple

sclerosis, the prototypic hallmark is focal demyelination with

varying degrees of gliosis and inflammation.16 The MR imaging

FLAIR appearance is typically that of focal well-demarcated

round or ovoid lesions. In contrast, WM lesions in the elderly, or

leukoaraiosis, tend to be more diffuse, with pathophysiology re-

lated to endothelial dysfunction and development of small-vessel

ischemia.1,17-19 In this regard, diabetic populations provide an

important validation of the LST methodology that can potentially

be extended to other populations in which WM lesion burden

relates to microvascular disease. Additionally, we examined a rel-

atively large cohort of non-DM siblings, providing a validation in

a normal elderly population.

LST Versus Subjective WM Lesion Scores
We demonstrate the LST to be comparable to subjective WM

scores for determining severity of WM lesion load in a population

with DM. A high degree of correlation was observed between TLV

computed by use of the LST and GT manual segmentation. LST

achieved a maximum correlation of 0.87, corresponding to a k-

threshold of 0.25, and appeared robust in its segmentation per-

formance, within a range of k-thresholds from 0.2– 0.4, all dem-

onstrating similar correlations. In comparison, the subjective

WM scoring demonstrated slightly weaker correlation with GT,

achieving a 0.84 correlation. This improved slightly to 0.85 by use

of the log of the GT TLV. Additionally, the subjective WM scores

demonstrated a nonlinear relationship to GT TLV. This is not

surprising because the amount of visible WM disease increases

substantially over the range of scores. That is, near total involve-

ment of the brain WM for a grade of 9 is much greater in volume

than 10 times the few lesions identified for a grade of 1. The use of

a logarithmic transformation of the GT TLV provided a clear

linear relationship to the subjective WM lesion scores. This find-

ing has important implications for studies that use the subjective

WM lesion rating scale. Studies that use the subjective WM lesion

rating scale with standard statistical regression models violate as-

sumptions of linearity and potentially affect the validity or signif-

icance of the results. The assumptions required for use of para-

metric testing (eg, Pearson correlation analysis) in this evaluation

were fulfilled through log transform of the data. Alternatively,

nonparametric testing can be used when these assumptions are

not met. Repeating these analyses by use of the Spearman rank

correlation test and Kendall � again demonstrated higher values

for the LST than subjective WM scores, but the differences did not

achieve significance. The Pearson correlation, however, provides

a more complete assessment of the associations between variables

when the underlying assumptions are attained.

The k-threshold corresponding to the maximum correlation

between subjective scoring and LST was lower than that for LST

and GT (0.15 versus 0.25). The lower k value in the LST corre-

sponds to a more relaxed threshold for detection of WM lesions.

This suggests that subjective ratings overestimate the true degree

of WM disease. The degree of reader bias toward overestimation

may be greater at the lower disease burden range, which was typ-

ical of our sample.

LST Versus GT
LST achieved a maximum R2 of 0.69 at a k-threshold of 0.25 in the

sample with DM. In contrast, the LST achieved a maximum R2 of

0.94 and optimum k-threshold of 0.3 in the recent evaluation of

multiple sclerosis.9 The performance difference between DM

and multiple sclerosis probably is an effect of disease severity. In

the multiple sclerosis evaluation, there was greater disease bur-

den, with TLV extending to �50 mL, compared with �35 mL

for our DM population. More importantly, the performance in

the multiple sclerosis population improved with increasing le-

sion volume, ranging from a mean Dice coefficient of 0.67 for

lesion volumes �5 mL to 0.85 for lesions volume �15 mL. The

multiple sclerosis evaluation did not appear to have a signifi-

cant number of subjects with TLV �1 mL (if any), whereas for

our population, most subjects had TLV �1 mL. Thus, the dif-

ference in performance for our group probably reflects disease

severity, with the LST performing less optimally at low disease

burdens, rather than a difference in lesion detectability be-

tween populations.

Automated Segmentation in Diabetes
Although automated WM lesion detection is an area of active

investigation, there have been very few studies validating tools in

a diabetic population. Jongen et al20 described a k-nearest neigh-

boring clustering algorithm used in a study of subjects with dia-

betes. de Bresser et al21 used the same algorithm in a separate study of

subjects with diabetes and white matter lesion load. Tiehuis et al22

also used the same algorithm in a study of cognitive function,

vascular disease and diabetes, and, in another study, showed that

it performs favorably compared with subjective rating scales with

reference to cognitive assessments.23 For all of these studies, per-

formance of the described algorithm was previously evaluated by

using a leave-on-out cross-validation procedure, achieving a sim-

ilarity index of 0.8.24 This validation, however, was performed

only on 10 elderly subjects with a history of vascular disease and

not specifically on patients with diabetes. A recently described

method with the use of support vector machines was evaluated

on a subset of 45 subjects from a larger study on the treatment

of diabetes.25 A single rater was used as the reference standard,

with 10 subjects used for training and the remaining 35 for

testing. This method demonstrated a high sensitivity (�0.9)

and a specificity of �0.85. Interestingly, this study had a sec-

ond manual rater but only used the first rater as the reference
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standard, possibly because of their reported large inter-rater

variability. In comparison to these studies, our study provides

a more direct evaluation of lesion segmentation in diabetes,

including a large sample size, and a more rigorous approach to

ground-truth determination.

WM Disease and Diabetes
The LST performance was very similar between DM-affected and

unaffected individuals, achieving similar maximum correlations

and optimum k-thresholds. There was no significant difference in

degree of WM lesion load between affected and unaffected

groups, by use of any of the metrics (WM scores, LST, or GT).

Whereas there is a convincing relationship between DM and la-

cunar infarcts and brain atrophy, the association with WM hyper-

intensities on conventional MR imaging is less clear.26 There has

been recent evidence suggesting that DM is an independent risk

factor for deep WM lesions in the elderly.27 Additionally, voxel-

wise analyses of diffusion tensor imaging and fractional anisot-

ropy have demonstrated early changes in white matter micro-

structural properties that were associated with diabetes

duration.28 Our sample may not have been large enough to detect

a between-group difference. Alternatively, the effects of aging may

be a greater contributor to the presence of visible WM disease

than DM. It should be noted that our DM population had very few

subjects with WM scores �5, and none were �7. We drew a

random sample from the Diabetes Heart Study, with WM disease

burdens probably reflecting the distribution of WM disease in the

general DM population. Conclusions about diabetes and WM

disease should not be made on the basis of this study because we

did not control for a variety of confounding effects, including

disease duration, co-morbidities, and medications.

Limitations
No subject had WM scores �7 or TLV �35 mL. This limits eval-

uation at the extreme end of disease burden. Also, our population

was skewed toward the lower end of disease burdens, with most

having TLV �1 mL. Although this is a limitation in terms of

disease distribution, it is also probably reflective of the true disease

burden and incidence of WM disease in the general population.

One critical limitation is generic to all studies of WM disease

burden, which is that there is no accepted reference standard.

Manual delineation by experienced readers comes closest to what

most would accept as a reference standard. The laborious nature

of manual WM segmentation makes it generally impractical to

have multiple raters. Semi-automated methodologies to facilitate

the procedure can introduce bias through predetermination of

potential lesion borders. Even with multiple readers, some readers

are typically more accurate (or meticulous). These limitations

may be mitigated by machine learning approaches that can weight

more accurate readers more heavily in the determination of GT.

We attempted to address these potential biases in GT segmenta-

tion with the use of a multi-tiered manual segmentation approach

with the final consensus manual segmentation performed by ex-

perienced neuroradiologists. This is a time-intensive and labori-

ous approach but allows confidence in the quality of the GT

determination.

CONCLUSIONS
We validate the use of the LST for determination of TLV in a

diabetic population and demonstrate that it performs as well

compared with GT as a widely used subjective WM lesion rating

scale. Additionally, we identify an optimal k-threshold of 0.25,

with robust performance between 0.2– 0.4 in this population. The

LST is a readily available substitute for subjective WM lesion scor-

ing in studies of diabetes and other populations prone to leu-

koaraiosis. Studies that use subjective WM lesion scores should be

cognizant of violations in assumptions of linearity for standard

statistical models with the use of this scale.
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Potential Role of Preoperative Conventional MRI Including
Diffusion Measurements in Assessing Epidermal Growth Factor

Receptor Gene Amplification Status in Patients
with Glioblastoma
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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Epidermal growth factor receptor amplification is a common molecular event in glioblastomas. The
purpose of this study was to examine the potential usefulness of morphologic and diffusion MR imaging signs in the prediction of
epidermal growth factor receptor gene amplification status in patients with glioblastoma.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: We analyzed pretreatment MR imaging scans from 147 consecutive patients with newly diagnosed glioblas-
toma and correlated MR imaging features with tumor epidermal growth factor receptor amplification status. The following morphologic
tumor MR imaging features were qualitatively assessed: 1) border sharpness, 2) cystic/necrotic change, 3) hemorrhage, 4) T2-isointense
signal, 5) restricted water diffusion, 6) nodular enhancement, 7) subependymal enhancement, and 8) multifocal discontinuous enhance-
ment. A total of 142 patients had DWI available for quantitative analysis. ADC maps were calculated, and the ADCmean, ADCmin, ADCmax,
ADCROI, and ADCratio were measured.

RESULTS: Epidermal growth factor receptor amplification was present in 60 patients (40.8%) and absent in 87 patients (59.2%). Restricted
water diffusion correlated with epidermal growth factor receptor amplification (P � .04), whereas the other 7 morphologic MR imaging
signs did not (P � .12). Quantitative DWI analysis found that all ADC measurements correlated with epidermal growth factor receptor
amplification, with the highest correlations found with ADCROI (P � .0003) and ADCmean (P � .0007).

CONCLUSIONS: Our results suggest a role for diffusion MR imaging in the determination of epidermal growth factor receptor amplifi-
cation status in glioblastoma. Additional work is necessary to confirm these results and isolate new imaging biomarkers capable of
noninvasively characterizing the molecular status of these tumors.

ABBREVIATIONS: EGFR � epidermal growth factor receptor; GRE � gradient recalled-echo

The prognosis of patients with glioblastoma, the most common

primary brain tumor, remains dismal, with a median overall

survival duration of 16 –17 months.1 Significant advances have

recently been made toward a better understanding of the molec-

ular mechanisms underlying gliomagenesis, however, with the ul-

timate goal of improving outcomes. Glioblastoma was the first

human cancer sequenced by The Cancer Genome Atlas network

effort,2 resulting in a comprehensive characterization of the mu-

tational spectrum of this type of tumor. On the basis of integrated

genomic analysis, molecular classifications have been proposed

with the intent of providing more uniform tumor subclasses from

a biologic standpoint.3,4 Continued genomic sequencing efforts

are expected to have expanding roles in the selection of patients

for clinical trials and the development of more individualized and

specific targeted therapies.

Activation of the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR)

pathway is one of the most frequent molecular events in glioblas-

tomas, with EGFR overexpression or amplification observed in up

to 50% of patients.5-7 The EGFR gene is located on chromosome

7p12 and is more commonly amplified in primary glioblastoma

than in secondary glioblastoma.8 Activation of EGFR pathways is

associated with increased motility, adhesion, invasion, and pro-

liferation of tumor cells, as well as inhibition of apoptosis and

induction of angiogenesis.9,10 High-level EGFR amplification is a

hallmark of the so-called Classical glioblastoma subtype, found in

up to 97% of patients in that subgroup.3

DWI has correlated with cellular attenuation and gained in-

creasing use in the evaluation of brain tumors, including glioblas-

toma.11-20 The role of DWI in the prediction of EGFR amplifica-
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tion status, however, has not been previously investigated. We

hypothesized that the increased tumor cell proliferation and sur-

vival mediated by EGFR amplification will be measurable by DWI

as restricted water diffusion. The purpose of this study was to

investigate the potential role of morphologic and diffusion MR

imaging features in the prediction of EGFR amplification status in

patients newly diagnosed with glioblastoma.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Standard Protocol Approvals, Registrations,
and Patient Consents
This retrospective study was granted a Waiver of Informed Con-

sent by the local institutional review board. The study was ap-

proved by the hospital privacy board and was compliant with

Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act regulations.

Patients
We retrospectively searched a hospital data base for patients

newly diagnosed with glioblastoma with known EGFR amplifica-

tion status treated between September 1, 2008, and October 31,

2011. As summarized in Fig 1, we determined the main patient

cohort of 147 consecutive patients after applying the following

inclusion criteria: 1) known EGFR amplification status; 2) patho-

logic diagnosis of glioblastoma according to revised World Health

Organization criteria after biopsy, subtotal resection, or gross to-

tal resection; and 3) preoperative conventional brain MR imag-

ing. Charts were reviewed to determine overall survival.

Conventional MR Imaging Parameters
MR imaging was performed with 1.5T (Signa Excite, HDx; GE

Healthcare, Milwaukee, Wisconsin) and 3T magnets (Discovery 750;

GE Healthcare). We acquired all images by using 5-mm section

thickness and no intersection gap. The standard preoperative imag-

ing protocol consisted of sagittal and axial T1-weighted images; axial

T2-weighted images; axial gradient recalled-echo (GRE) or SWI; ax-

ial DWI with ADC maps; and contrast coronal, sagittal, and axial

T1-weighted images. DWI was performed with single-shot echo-pla-

nar imaging by use of acquisitions at b-value � 0 s/mm2 and

b-value � 1000 s/mm2. Gadopentetate dimeglumine (Magnevist;

Bayer HealthCare Pharmaceuticals, Wayne, New Jersey) was injected

though a peripheral venous catheter (18–21 gauge) at doses stan-

dardized by patient body weight (0.2 mL/kg body weight, to a max-

imum of 20 mL). The same dose of contrast was administered for

both 1.5T and 3T scans.

Morphologic MR Imaging Signs
Two board-certified radiologists (one with 7 years of experience, and

the other with 13 years of experience and holding a Certificate of

Added Qualification in neuroradiology) independently analyzed the

FIG 1. Main patient cohort.
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MR imaging scans while blinded to the EGFR amplification status.

The readers scored 8 different MR imaging signs and resolved dis-

agreements by consensus. Each conventional MR imaging was

scored in a binary fashion according to the presence or absence of the

following morphologic signs: 1) border sharpness, 2) cystic/necrotic

change, 3) hemorrhage, 4) T2-isointense signal, 5) restricted water

diffusion, 6) nodular enhancement, 7) subependymal enhancement,

and 8) multifocal discontinuous enhancement. Border sharpness

was visually determined by inspection of the enhancing margins of

the tumor on contrast T1-weighted images. We evaluated the pres-

ence of hemorrhage by inspecting SWI (n�74); GRE (n�31); or, if

neither available, by inspecting the b-value � 0 DWI (n�42). The

hemorrhage-sensitive GRE and SWI sequences were being incorpo-

rated into our standard imaging protocols during the study period,

withSWIacquiredinallcasessinceearly2011.Restrictedwaterdiffusion

was determined by assessment of hyperintense areas on b-value � 1000

s/mm2 DWI that were confirmed as hypointense on ADC images, for

exclusion of studies where hemorrhage, T2 shinethrough effects, or arti-

facts might mimic restricted water diffusion. To replicate the usual clin-

ical practice, we qualitatively reviewed all studies at a standard 5-panel

PACS station (Centricity Radiology, GE Healthcare).

Quantitative DWI Analysis
The quantitative DWI analysis and ADC measurements were per-

formed by a trained operator (with 6 months of experience) under

the direct supervision of a board-certified radiologist with a Certifi-

cate of Added Qualification in neuroradiology (with 13 years of ex-

perience), who verified the ROIs in all patients. The quantitative

analyses were performed while blinded to the patient EGFR amplifi-

cation status and the recorded morphologic MR imaging signs (in-

cluding visual assessments of restricted water diffusion). Each scan

was transferred to an off-line commercially available workstation

and processed by use of commercially available software (FuncTools

4.6 on Advantage Workstation; GE Healthcare) to calculate ADC

images from the DWI. The contrast T1-weighted images were se-

lected as the underlay for the ADC images, and the section containing

the maximal contrast-enhancing portion of the tumor was chosen.

An ROI was manually drawn around the entire contrast-enhancing

tumor while deliberately excluding blood vessels and areas of cystic,

necrotic, and hemorrhagic change that might affect ADC values. The

ROI was then mapped to the corresponding ADC images, and mea-

surements of ADCmean, ADCmin, and ADCmax from that ROI were

recorded. In addition, �4 small circular ROIs (50–75 mm2) were

manually placed over solid areas of the enhancing tumor that also

displayed restricted water diffusion to select the maximal ADC hy-

pointensity, and the minimal value was recorded as ADCROI. This is

a standard technique that has been described as highly reliable and

reproducible for ROI measurements.21,22 We also obtained ADCra-

tios by dividing ADCROI by ADCnormal placed in the normal con-

tralateral brain. Quantitative DWI analyses were performed in 142

scans; 5 scans (all in patients without EGFR amplification) were dis-

carded because of technical errors in measurement of ADC, though

qualitative analyses were performed.

EGFR Analysis
EGFR amplification status was determined by interphase/nuclear

fluorescence in situ hybridization techniques on paraffin sections.

Per tissue sample, a total of 200 cells were analyzed and the results

reported as the highest level of EGFR amplification in chromosome

copies per cell. EGFR amplification was defined as �10 copies per cell.

Statistical Analysis
Univariate analysis by the �2test or the Fisher exact test was per-

formed to determine the relative usefulness of the morphologic

MR imaging signs in the prediction of EGFR amplification status.

The Wilcoxon rank sum test was performed to evaluate the quan-

titative ADC values. Significance was set to P � .05.

RESULTS
Demographic and patient information for the 147 main cohort par-

ticipants are summarized in Table 1. A total of 60 patients (40.8%)

were determined to have high levels of EGFR amplification, whereas

87 (59.2%) did not. The median interval between the MR imaging

scan and surgery was 4 days (standard deviation, 10 days).

Morphologic MR Imaging Signs
The morphologic MR imaging results are summarized in Table 2.

All patients in the cohort had preoperative morphologic MR im-

aging available for qualitative analysis. Restricted water diffusion

Table 1: Characteristics of patients
Total

No. of patients 147
Median age, y (age range) 65.1 (13.8–83.4)
Sex (%)

Female 66 (44.9)
Male 81 (55.1)

Extent of subsequent surgery (%)
Biopsy 19 (12.9)
Subtotal resection 84 (57.1)
Gross total resection 44 (29.9)

Table 2: Qualitative analysis of morphologic MR imaging signs
(n�147)

MR Imaging Sign

EGFR Status*

P Value
Not Amplified

(n=87)
Amplified

(n=60)
Sharp borders .23

Absent 45 (52) 37 (62)
Present 42 (48) 23 (38)

Cystic and/or necrotic .12
Absent 2 (2) 5 (8)
Present 85 (98) 55 (92)

T2 isointense .38
Absent 74 (85) 54 (90)
Present 13 (15) 6 (10)

Diffusion restricted .04
Absent 68 (79) 38 (63)
Present 18 (21) 22 (37)

Hemorrhage .87
Absent 36 (41) 24 (40)
Present 51 (59) 36 (60)

Subependymal enhancement .58
Absent 74 (85) 49 (82)
Present 13 (15) 11 (18)

Multifocal .52
Absent 58 (67) 43 (72)
Present 29 (33) 17 (28)

* Reported as n (%) with P values derived from the �2 test or the Fisher exact test.
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occurred in 37% of patients with EGFR amplification and in 21% of

patients without EGFR amplification (P � .04). A representative case

is shown in Fig 2. The related sensitivity (36.7%; 95% CI, 24.9%–

50.2%) and specificity (79.1; 95% CI, 68.7%–86.8%), however, were

moderate with area under the curve for the receiver operating char-

acteristic curve � 0.579. The remaining 7 morphologic MR imaging

signs were not significant (P � .12).

Quantitative DWI Analysis
Lower ADC values were found in EGFR-amplified tumors with all

metrics showing P � .01, as summarized in Table 3. The highest

correlations were found for ADCROI (P � .0003) and ADCmean

(P � .0007). The predictive power was moderate, with the re-

ceiver operating characteristic analysis showing a maximal area

under the curve for ADCROI � 0.680.

DISCUSSION
The use of MR imaging–based parameters for noninvasive tumor

molecular characterization is an emerging field in neuroimag-

ing.23-30 By providing information about the molecular status of

tumors when tissue is not available for

analysis, molecular characterization

may have direct implications for man-

agement and potentially provide thera-

peutic value. Imaging parameters may

also provide insights into the biologic

behavior of tumors and information on

hypoxia, cell attenuation, and angiogen-

esis, as related to different tumor molec-

ular subtypes. In this study, we focused

on EGFR amplification, one of the most

common molecular alterations in glio-

blastomas and a hallmark of the classic

glioblastoma subtype. Approximately

40% of our patients demonstrated

EGFR amplification, which is in line

with a previous study reporting EGFR

amplification in up to 50% of patients

with glioblastoma.31 We found that re-

stricted water diffusion correlated with

EGFR amplification as assessed by quanti-

tative analysis at a dedicated postprocess-

ing workstation (P � .01 to .0003), as well

as qualitative visual analysis at a clinical

PACS reading station (P � .04). These

data suggest a potential role for diffusion

analysis in the prediction of EGFR ampli-

fication status in glioblastoma. Aside from

restricted water diffusion, we did not find

other commonly reported imaging char-

acteristics to be useful in predicting EGFR

amplification.

The quantitative ADC values corre-

lated more highly (P � .01 to P � .0003)

than the qualitative visual inspection of

DWI and ADC images (P � .04). The

ADC measurements confirmed that re-

stricted water diffusion correlated with

EGFR amplification. Selection of the

single maximal abnormality (ADCROI) after placement of multi-

ple small ROIs outperformed a normalized ratio (ADCratio) and

segmentation of the enhancing tumor (ADCmean, ADCmin,

ADCmax). We did not detect any significant correlations between

the morphologic MR imaging tumor characteristics and EGFR

amplification. Previous studies,23,32 which have used sophisti-

cated texture analysis methods at dedicated postprocessing work-

stations, have been able to correlate some morphologic MR im-

aging metrics. For example, Aghi et al32 concluded that that the

ratio of T2-bright volume to T1-enhancing volume and T1 and T2

border sharpness coefficients were useful predictors for EGFR

amplification status. In a similar fashion, Diehn et al23 reported

on the usefulness of a ratio of contrast-enhancing tumor to ne-

crotic tumor in the prediction of EGFR overexpression. The pur-

pose of our morphologic MR imaging analysis was to isolate im-

aging features that are commonly described in radiology reports

for usual clinical practice after visual analysis at a PACS worksta-

tion without any additional postprocessing steps.

FIG 2. Representative example of restricted water diffusion in an EGFR-amplified tumor. Axial
T2-weighted (A) and contrast T1-weighted (B) images show a heterogeneously enhancing glioblas-
toma in the left posterior corona radiata. DWI (C) shows hyperintense peripheral restricted water
diffusion that is confirmed on the ADC image (D) with a hypointense signal, and corresponds to
the enhancing fraction seen in (B). ADCmean measurement of the enhancing fraction was 0.13 �
10�3 mm2/s. Fluorescence in situ hybridization analysis revealed high-level EGFR amplification
with 98% of 200 analyzed cells showing � 20 signals for EGFR.
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Increased EGFR amplification has been associated with in-

creasing levels of tumor proliferation, angiogenesis, and invasive-

ness.5,33 The mechanisms for restricted water diffusion are com-

plex, with increased cellularity such as in lymphoma suggested to

be the most important factor.34 Restricted water diffusion has also

been well correlated with ischemia and cytotoxic edema; it is un-

clear if restricted water diffusion occurs because of increases in

tumor cellularity or ischemia, or both.15,35,36 Many tumors in-

cluding glioblastoma overexpress hypoxia-inducible transcrip-

tion factor-2 alpha, a powerful driver of oncogenesis that helps

modulate the downstream EGFR-signaling pathway.36-38 The re-

lationship between EGFR and tumor ischemia is further compli-

cated by studies suggesting a protective effect of EGFR inhibition

on hypoxic tumor cells that has limited the efficacy of the EGFR

inhibitors in clinical trials.39,40 The patients in the current study

all had untreated glioblastoma, which precludes treatment-re-

lated confounders such as radiation, antiangiogenic therapy, and

EGFR inhibitor therapy on diffusion characteristics. Although

this area requires further study, we suggest that tumor cellularity

and ischemia probably both play a role in causing increased re-

stricted water diffusion with EGFR amplification.

Several potential applications are available for predicting

EGFR amplification status in patients with glioblastoma. The first

relates to work from The Cancer Genome Atlas Research Net-

work,3 which proposes the molecular classification of glioblas-

tomas into Classical, Mesenchymal, Proneural, and Neural sub-

types on the basis of gene expression aberrations of EGFR, NF1,

and PDGFRA/IDH1. Of these, EGFR amplification was observed

in 97% of the Classical subtype and less commonly in the other

subtypes,3 indicating that the noninvasive imaging profiling of

EGFR amplification may have a role in predicting the Classical vs

other subtypes. Designating the Classical subtype is important for

clinical decision-making, as this information may help predict

patient prognosis and patterns of tumor progression, particularly

when combined with imaging-based biomarkers.4,28 Second, de-

spite the promising but tempered efficacy of early-generation

EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitors such as erlotinib, gefitinib, and

vandetanib,41-45 it is possible that subsequent EGFR inhibitors

will provide durable improvements in outcome. Recent compar-

isons to non–small-cell lung cancer have shown that efficacy cor-

relates with higher EGFR receptor binding-site occupan-

cies,25,46-49 suggesting avenues for development of future EGFR

inhibitors to use in selected glioblastomas. Therefore, the impor-

tance of EGFR amplification status may grow with the develop-

ment of newer treatments. Third, studies have suggested that se-

rial imaging with ADC analysis and quantification may be useful

to document response to treatment,50,51

though this has not been performed

with EGFR inhibitor studies. Following

EGFR amplification status during treat-

ment with a targeted chemotherapeutic

agent may provide insight into the effi-

cacy of the treatment and subsequent

treatment-induced changes in the

tumor.

One potential limitation of our in-

vestigation is its retrospective nature. By

examining preoperative conventional MR imaging scans in treat-

ment-naı̈ve primary glioblastomas, however, we present a homo-

geneous patient population from which correlations with EGFR

amplification status are made. A second potential limitation was

the ROI technique used to quantify the presence or absence of

restricted water diffusion. Because our study was retrospective in

that the exact sites of pathologic analysis were not recorded, it is

possible that the measured levels of EGFR amplification did not

directly reflect the maximal diffusion abnormalities measure-

ments. Further study with locus-specific radiologic-histopatho-

logic correlation would help clarify this relationship. The intratu-

moral cell-to-cell variability of EGFR expression has also been

described as relatively low,31 suggesting that the observed corre-

lations accurately reflect the relationship between EGFR expres-

sion and restricted water diffusion. Third, there was no consensus

definition of EGFR amplification.31,52 We defined EGFR amplifi-

cation as �10 copies per cell after discussion with experienced

neuro-oncologists, neuropathologists, neurosurgeons, and neu-

roradiologists at a National Cancer Institute– designated Com-

prehensive Cancer Center. This does not take into account the

number of cells containing the gene amplification and may not be

representative of the entire tumor; however, this relatively con-

servative interpretation is consistent with standard clinical and

research practice at our institution and around the country.

CONCLUSIONS
Our study suggests possible usefulness for DWI to predict EGFR

amplification status in patients with glioblastoma. EGFR status

information may be useful in the prediction of Classical subtype

glioblastomas. Imaging has potential value for patients in whom

multiple genetic and molecular analyses may be difficult or infea-

sible, such as when tissue is not available for study. Further re-

search with locus-specific histopathologic correlations and fol-

low-up after patient treatment may help us to fully explore the

prognostic value and underlying physiologic basis of restricted

water diffusion in EGFR amplification.
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Table 3: Quantitative analysis of ADC correlation with EGFR (n�142)
EGFR Status*

P Value AUCNot Amplified (n=82) Amplified (n=60)
ADCmean 1.27 (0.90–1.97) 1.15 (0.11–1.70) .0007 0.667
ADCmin 0.90 (0.16–8.38) 0.83 (0.51–1.23) .01 0.624
ADCmax 2.11 (1.22–3.28) 1.77 (0.86–3.01) .005 0.639
ADCROI 1.06 (0.56–1.59) 0.93 (0.67–1.30) .0003 0.680
ADCratio 1.37 (0.13–2.33) 1.22 (0.77–1.95) .003 0.645

Note:—AUC indicates area under the curve.
* Reported as median (range) � 10�3 mm2/s with P values by the Wilcoxon rank sum test.
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Prediction of Pseudoprogression in Patients with
Glioblastomas Using the Initial and Final Area Under the Curves

Ratio Derived from Dynamic Contrast-Enhanced T1-Weighted
Perfusion MR Imaging

C.H. Suh, H.S. Kim, Y.J. Choi, N. Kim, and S.J. Kim

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Dynamic contrast-enhanced T1-weighted perfusion MR imaging is much less susceptible to artifacts, and
its high spatial resolution allows accurate characterization of the vascular microenvironment of the lesion. The purpose of this study was
to test the predictive value of the initial and final area under the time signal-intensity curves ratio derived from dynamic contrast-
enhanced perfusion MR imaging to differentiate pseudoprogression from early tumor progression in patients with glioblastomas.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Seventy-nine consecutive patients who showed new or enlarged, contrast-enhancing lesions within
the radiation field after concurrent chemoradiotherapy were assessed by use of conventional and dynamic contrast-enhanced
perfusion MR imaging. The bimodal histogram parameters of the area under the time signal-intensity curves ratio, which included the
mean area under the time signal-intensity curves ratio at a higher curve (mAUCRH), 3 cumulative histogram parameters (AUCR50,
AUCR75, and AUCR90), and the area under the time signal-intensity curves ratio at mode (AUCRmode), were calculated and correlated
with the final pathologic or clinical diagnosis. The best predictor for differentiation of pseudoprogression from early tumor
progression was determined by receiver operating characteristic curve analyses.

RESULTS: Seventy-nine study patients were subsequently classified as having pseudoprogression (n�37, 46.8%) or early tumor progres-
sion (n�42, 53.2%). There were statistically significant differences of mAUCRH, AUCR50, AUCR75, AUCR90, and AUCRmode between the 2
groups (P � .0001, each). Receiver operating characteristic curve analyses showed the mAUCRH to be the best single predictor of
pseudoprogression, with a sensitivity of 90.1% and a specificity of 82.9%. AUCR50 was found to be the most specific predictor of
pseudoprogression, with a sensitivity of 87.2% and a specificity of 83.1%.

CONCLUSIONS: A bimodal histogram analysis of the area under the time signal-intensity curves ratio derived from dynamic contrast-
enhanced perfusion MR imaging can be a potential, noninvasive imaging biomarker for monitoring early treatment response in patients
with glioblastomas.

ABBREVIATIONS: AUCR � area under the time signal intensity curves ratio; CCRT � concurrent chemoradiotherapy; DCE � dynamic contrast-enhanced; EES �
extravascular extracellular space; ETP � early tumor progression; FAUC � final area under the time signal-intensity curve; IAUC � initial area under the time
signal-intensity curve; Ve � volume fraction of extracellular extravascular space

Differentiation of treatment-related change including pseu-

doprogression from early tumor progression (ETP) is a

common yet diagnostic challenge in neuro-oncology practice,

because increased leakage of contrast agent through blood-

brain barrier disruption can be produced by both tumor

neovessels and treatment-related injury.1,2 Dynamic suscepti-

bility-weighted contrast-enhanced perfusion MR imaging has

made it possible to distinguish tumor recurrence from radia-

tion necrosis by use of relative cerebral blood volume maps.3

Recently, Hu et al4 proposed that multiparametric MR imaging

analysis may be a promising approach to identify the distribu-

tion of radiation necrosis. The results of 18FDG-PET in the

differentiation of recurrent glioblastomas from radiation ne-

crosis have been mixed.5

Compared with DSC T2*-weighted perfusion MR imaging,

dynamic contrast-enhanced (DCE) T1-weighted perfusion MR

imaging is much less susceptible to artifacts, and its high spatial
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resolution allows accurate characterization of the vascular mi-

croenvironment of the lesion.6 Model-based pharmacokinetic

DCE parameters are “quantitative” insofar as their potential to

measure true physiologic mechanisms, such as blood flow and

endothelial permeability. However, this potential is difficult to

realize in practice because of several challenges, including param-

eter coupling, measuring the arterial input function, water ex-

change, and model fit instability.7 In many cases, correlation with

tumor stage and response to treatment can be more easily, per-

haps even more reproducibly, obtained by use of “semiquantita-

tive” model-free parameters such as the initial area under the time

signal-intensity curve (IAUC),8 which do not require an arterial

input function measurement and are immune to fit failures on

noisy data. Their main limitation, however, is lack of a clear bio-

logic association. The ideal DCE MR imaging analysis would fea-

ture the robustness and “biologic relevance” from both model-

based and model-free approaches.

In the present study, we propose a more specific area under the

time signal-intensity curve– derived parameter (initial and final

area under the time signal-intensity curves ratio [AUCR]) dedi-

cated to posttreatment glioblastoma, which represents both initial

contrast wash-in into extravascular extracellular space (EES) and

contrast retention within EES. Our hypothesis was that the IAUC

probably reflects the degree of early leakage of contrast agent into

the EES and the final area under the time signal-intensity curve

(FAUC) provides insight into increased EES associated with de-

creased tumor cellularity and more tissue damage in pseudopro-

gression. We tried to validate the AUCR by comparison with

clinicopathologic results of posttreatment glioblastomas. This

choice was dictated by our desire to minimize the dependence

on pharmacokinetic modeling. We also applied a 2-compo-

nent mixture normal distribution to yield better-fitting curves

of histograms9 because perfusion histograms in glioblastomas

are usually asymmetric, generally broad, and occasionally dual

peaked. The purpose of this study was to test the predictive

value of the bimodal histogram parameters of AUCR derived

from DCE perfusion MR imaging in the differentiation of

pseudoprogression from ETP in patients with newly diagnosed

glioblastomas.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Our institutional review board approved this retrospective study

and waived the informed consent requirement.

Patients
A retrospective review of the data base of our institution identified

572 consecutive patients who underwent an MR imaging study

for pretreatment and posttreatment glioma evaluation between

December 2007 and July 2012. Among these patients, 79 were

included as our study patient group according to the following

criteria: 1) they had been pathologically confirmed as having

glioblastomas before standard glioblastoma treatment; 2) they

underwent concurrent chemoradiotherapy (CCRT) after surgical

resection; 3) they demonstrated new or progressively enlarged

enhancing lesions seen on the first follow-up MR images, includ-

ing DCE perfusion MR images, within 4 –5 weeks after the end of

concurrent chemoradiotherapy; 4) they did not have corticoste-

roid administration at the time of the DCE MR imaging; 5) they

had adequate image acquisition and quality without patient

motion and susceptibility artifacts; and 6) they underwent

more than 2 subsequent follow-up MR studies. The size crite-

rion for enlarged contrast-enhancing lesions was an increase of

a measurable (� 1 cm) enhancing lesion by more than 25% in

the sum of the products of perpendicular diameters between

the pre-CCRT and first post-CCRT MR images. This criterion

was modified from the Response Assessment in Neuro-Oncol-

ogy (RANO) criteria for progressive disease more than 12

weeks after completion of CCRT. A total of 20 patients with

treatment-naı̈ve glioblastomas and who also underwent DCE

T1-weighted perfusion MR imaging were enrolled as the con-

trol group. Because the AUCR was a new imaging parameter

derived from a time-normalized signal intensity curve of the

DCE study, we needed reference AUCR values only in our

institution. The patients with treatment-naı̈ve glioblastomas

that had been pathologically confirmed and had not had any

postsurgical artifacts could provide reference AUCR values in

our institution. There was no overlap in the patient group and

the control group. The study patient accrual process is sum-

marized in Fig 1.

Pathologic analysis after second-look surgery categorized

patients into an ETP group (n�17) and a pseudoprogression

group (n�7). If second-look surgery was not available, the

clinicoradiologic diagnosis of ETP (n�25) or pseudoprogres-

sion (n�30) was made by consensus of a neuro-oncologist and

a neuroradiologist after complete chart and imaging review.

The diagnosis of pseudoprogression was made if no change in

treatment was required for a minimum of 6 months from the

end of CCRT. This definition allows for the mild increase of the

contrast-enhancing lesions compared with the usual decrease

or stabilization, as long as no treatment change occurred dur-

ing this period. The final diagnosis of ETP was made if a steady

increase in enhancement on more than 2 subsequent follow-up

MR imaging studies with an interval of 2–3 months, and clear

clinical deterioration that was not attributable to concurrent

medication or comorbid conditions, prompted a change in

treatment.10

Of the 79 study patients, 36 were men (mean age, 49.5 years;

age range, 35– 69 years) and 43 were women (mean age, 52.9

years; range, 25– 69 years), with an overall mean age of 51.2 years

(age range, 25– 69 years). Of the 20 control patients, 12 were men

and 8 were women, with an overall mean age of 47.9 years (age

range, 34 –58 years).

Imaging Protocol
Conventional and DCE perfusion MR imaging were performed

by use of a 3T system (Achieva; Philips Healthcare, Best, the Neth-

erlands) with an 8-channel sensitivity-encoding head coil. 3D gra-

dient-echo data with 21 sections were obtained before, during,

and after administration of a standard dose of 0.1 mmol (0.2

mL)/kg of gadoterate meglumine (Dotarem; Guerbet, Aulnay-

sous-Bois, France) per kilogram of patient body weight (average

total volume, 13.7 mL; range, 12–15 mL) and at a rate of 4 mL/s by
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use of an MR imaging– compatible power injector (Spectris; Me-

drad, Indianola, Pennsylvania). The dynamic acquisition was per-

formed with a temporal resolution of 3.52 seconds, and contrast was

administrated after 10 baseline dynamics (total: 120 dynamics). The

detailed imaging parameters for DCE perfusion MR imaging were a

section thickness of 4 mm with no gap; spatial in-plane resolution,

184�186 mm; TR, 6.4 ms; TE, 3.1 ms; flip angle, 15°; field of view, 23

cm; and total acquisition time, 6 minutes and 41 seconds.

FIG 1. Flowchart of the study population. CEL, contrast-enhancing lesion.

FIG 2. Illustration for calculating the AUCR from DCE perfusion MR imaging and the flowchart of our hypothesis.
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Image Processing
All imaging data were transferred from the MR scanner to an

independent personal computer for quantitative DCE perfusion

analysis. Perfusion parametric maps were obtained by use of a

commercial software package (nordicICE; NordicNeuroLab, Ber-

gen, Norway), and in-house software developed by Matlab 2010b

(MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts). For DCE MR imaging,

motion correction was done to correct a rigid body motion to the

times-series data before the DCE dynamic curve analysis. On the

time–signal intensity curve, signal intensity was normalized to

the maximal value as the percent change of signal intensity. The

IAUC30 was defined as the trapezoidal integration of the normal-

ized signal intensity curve from the onset of enhancement to 30

seconds thereafter in the segmented contrast-enhancing voxels.

This approach provides a measurement of the initial arrival of

contrast agent in the tissue of interest after intravenous bolus

administration that reflects blood flow, vascular permeability,

and the fraction of interstitial space.11 The determination of the

initial 30 seconds was based on our observation that initial con-

trast agent wash-in was usually achieved during the first 30 sec-

onds postcontrast agent arrival. FAUC30 was defined as the trap-

ezoidal integration of the normalized signal intensity curve

between 320 and 350 seconds after the onset of enhancement in

the same enhancing voxels with IAUC30. As shown by a previous

study,7 IAUCve (similar parameter with FAUC30) could be a cor-

relate of volume fraction of extracellular extravascular space (Ve).

Cheng7 chose an interval of IAUCve beyond the vascular phase

when contrast distribution is relatively stable to minimize flow

and related vascular contributions. However, this author pro-

posed that if signal-to-noise ratio permits, IAUCve should be

computed at yet later times to improve correlation with Ve. We

chose an interval between 320 and 350 seconds after the onset of

enhancement to maximize the difference of FAUC30 between ETP

and pseudoprogression groups. Thus, the FAUC30 could repre-

sent the amount of contrast agent leakage within the EES, and the

increased FAUC30 could be explained by the increased EES asso-

ciated with decreased tumor cellularity and more tissue damage in

pseudoprogression (Fig 2). An experienced neuroradiologist

(H.S.K. with 8 years of experience in neuro-oncologic imaging)

specified the range of the prebolus, wash-in, and the last images

used to estimate the IAUC30 and FAUC30. Outlier values, which

could occur from unstable curve-fitting conditions with a noisy

input signal, were removed from the output maps by setting the

outlier pixels equal to the maximum of the “normal” pixel range.

Finally, the ratio of IAUC30 and FAUC30 (AUCR) was calculated

within the same contrast-enhancing lesions on a voxel-by-voxel

basis (Fig 2).

Model-based DCE parameters were obtained with a 2-com-

partment pharmacokinetic model by use of permeability software

(PRIDE, Philips Healthcare) with the interactive data language

(IDL, RSI) in the 20 treatment-naı̈ve control patients. The rate of

forward leakage can be produced as Ktrans on the basis of the

model.

FIG 3. Illustration of the step for calculating the AUCR and its histogram.
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For quantitative analysis, the experienced neuroradiologist

(H.S.K.) segmented the contrast-enhancing lesion volumes on 3D

postcontrast, T1-weighted images according to a semiautomated,

adaptive thresholding technique by using the commercial soft-

ware (nordicICE). The segmentation function was automatically

performed according to the segmentation threshold, which was

based on the pixel range of T1–signal intensity and was deter-

mined by the operator to visually exclude macroscopic necrosis,

cysts, and normal vessels. The resulting segmented enhancing tu-

mor volumes were verified by the experienced neuroradiologist

(H.S.K.), who was blinded to the clinical outcome, and they were

coregistered and mapped to the AUCR maps. The AUCR values

calculated on a pixel-by-pixel basis for the segmented enhancing

volume were used for histogram analysis (Fig 3).

Because perfusion histograms are often bimodal or skewed, we

used a 2-mixture normal distribution to provide optimal fitting.9

We then generated the mean for the higher peak (mean AUCR at

a higher curve, mAUCRH). We also measured the AUCR at mode

(AUCRmode). For the cumulative AUCR histogram parameters,

the 50th (AUCR50), 75th (AUCR75), and 90th (AUCR90) percen-

FIG 4. Images obtained in a 67-year-old woman with posttreatment
glioblastoma who had ETP. Contrast-enhanced, T1-weighted imaging
(A) performed 4 weeks after concomitant chemoradiotherapy
showed a necrotic, contrast-enhancing mass centered in the left in-
sula. The IAUC30 (B) and FAUC30 (C) maps derived from dynamic con-
trast-enhanced, T1-perfusion MR imaging. B, A visual increase of the
IAUC30 value was noted in the medial aspect of the contrast-enhanc-
ing lesion. The AUCR map (D) and its bimodal histogram (E) showed
increases in bimodal histogram parameters indicating ETP.

FIG 5. Images obtained in a 56-year-old man with posttreatment glio-
blastoma who had pseudoprogression. Contrast-enhanced T1-
weighted imaging (A) obtained 3 weeks after concomitant chemora-
diotherapy showed a necrotic, contrast-enhancing mass posterior to
the surgical cavity of the left temporal lobe. The IAUC30 (B) and
FAUC30 (C) maps derived from dynamic contrast-enhanced, T1-perfu-
sion MR imaging. In B, a visual decrease of the IAUC30 value was noted
in the entire contrast-enhancing lesion. The AUCR map (D) and its
bimodal histogram (E) showed a decrease in the mean value of the
higher curve, thus indicating pseudoprogression.

Table 1: Comparison of study patient demographic data
Variables Pseudoprogression ETP

No. of male patients (%) 17 (45.9) 19 (45.2)
No. of female patients (%) 20 (54.1) 23 (54.8)
Age (y)a 48.5 � 9.1 52.6 � 8.5
Mean KPSa 93.0 � 5.9 92.4 � 6.3
Tumor volume (cm3)a 50.2 � 17.1 55.9 � 22.12
Surgical extent before CCRT

Biopsy 3 6
Subtotal resection 17 17
Gross total resection 17 19

Mean radiation dose (at CCRT, Gy) 59.5 59.7
Mean interval between CCRT and new

or enlarging contrast-enhancing
lesion (d)

31.2 29.7

MGMT promoter status (methylated/
unmethylated)

10/4 7/12

Note:—KPS indicates Karnofsky performance status; MGMT, O(6)-methylguanine
methyltransferase.
a Data are mean � SD.
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tiles were derived (the nth percentile is the point at which n% of

the voxel values that form the histogram is found to the left).12

Statistical Analysis
All data were expressed as mean � SD. The significant differences

among the various, model-free parameters derived from the pseu-

doprogression group, the ETP group, and the control group, were

assessed by 1-way ANOVA as the first test. If the overall P value

was .05 or less, Bonferroni multiple comparison was used as a post

hoc test. All P values were adjusted with Bonferroni correction for

multiple comparisons.

In the receiver operating characteristic curves analysis, the cut-

off points, which were determined by maximizing the sum of the

sensitivity and specificity, were calculated to differentiate pseudo-

progression from ETP. Areas under the receiver operating char-

acteristic curves (Az), which were computed by use of the selected

DCE parameters, were compared according to the method of De-

Long et al.13 Correlation between the AUCR and the Ktrans was

made by use of the Spearman correlation analysis. P values � .05

were considered to indicate statistically significant differences.

RESULTS
The mean time for postprocessing of the AUCR histogram, in-

cluding curve fitting, was 7 minutes and 12 seconds. The O(6)-

methylguanine methyltransferase meth-

ylation status was obtained in 33 of 79

study patients through chart review.

However, in our small patient study, the

O(6)-methylguanine methyltransferase

methylation status was not significantly

different between the 2 groups. Descrip-

tive statistics regarding the clinical and

imaging parameters obtained in both

the pseudoprogression and ETP groups

are summarized in Table 1.

Visual and Quantitative Analysis of
the AUCR Histogram Parameters
The bimodal histograms of AUCR in

ETP showed a higher relative fre-

quency at the high AUCR value com-

pared with pseudoprogression, thus

resulting in substantial divergence be-

tween pseudoprogression and ETP at

the high end of the cumulative histo-

grams. The left-sided skewing and

platykurtosis of the cumulative histo-

gram of AUCR were more obvious in

ETP than in pseudoprogression, which

correlates well with the significant

difference in mAUCRH, AUCR50, AUCR75, AUCR90, and

AUCRmode between the 2 groups (Figs 4 and 5).

All of the AUCR histogram parameters showed statistically

significant differences between the pseudoprogression group and

the ETP group (Table 2), with the ETP group showing higher

AUCR histogram parameters. Although the mAUCRH showed a

clear difference between the ETP group and the pseudoprogres-

sion group (P � .0001), an overlap zone was visible between an

mAUCRH of 0.27 and 0.35 (Fig 6). Significant differences in all of

the AUCR histogram parameters were observed between the con-

trol group and the pseudoprogression group in which the cumu-

lative histograms revealed that the mAUCRH, AUCR50, AUCR75,

AUCR90, and AUCRmode differed significantly. However, no sig-

nificant differences were observed in any of the AUCR histogram

parameters between the control group and the ETP group (Table

2, Figs 6 and 7).

Diagnostic Performance of the AUCR Histogram
Parameters and Correlation with Ktrans

Each parameter was evaluated individually for its discriminative

ability by use of receiver operating characteristic analysis (Table

3). mAUCRH was the single best predictor for classification (Az �

.901). The optimal cutoff value of mAUCRH for the prediction of

pseudoprogression was 0.31, with a sensitivity of 90.1% and a

FIG 6. A box-and-whisker with scatterplots shows the mAUCRH of the ETP, pseudoprogression,
and control groups. A clear difference between the ETP group and the pseudoprogression group
can be seen (P � .0001); however, an overlap zone is visible between an mAUCRH of 0.27 and 0.35
(interval between dotted lines).

Table 2: Multiple comparison test (P value) of the AUCR histogram parameters in the early tumor progression, pseudoprogression, and
control groups

AUCR50 AUCR75 AUCR90 AUCRmode mAUCRH

Pseudoprogression vs ETP group �.0001 �.0001 �.0001 �.0001 �.0001
Pseudoprogression vs control group �.0001 �.0001 �.0001 �.0001 �.0001
ETP vs control group .557 .572 .771 .752 .747

Note:—AUCR indicates area under the time signal-intensity curve ratio; AUCR50, 50 percentile cutoff value of AUCR; AUCR75, 75 percentile cutoff value of AUCR; AUCR90, 90
percentile cutoff value of AUCR; AUCRmode, AUCR at mode; mAUCRH, mean of the higher curve of AUCR.
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specificity of 82.9%. AUCR50 was found to be the most specific

predictor of pseudoprogression, with a sensitivity of 87.2% and a

specificity of 83.1% by use of a cutoff value of 0.19. Receiver op-

erating characteristic curve analysis indicated that the diagnostic

models on the basis of all of the AUCR histogram parameters had

a statistically significant P value.

A scatterplot of maximal Ktrans against mAUCRH in 20 pa-

tients with treatment-naı̈ve glioblastoma showed a significant

correlation between the model-based and model-free parameters

(r � 0.730; P � .0003; 95% confidence interval � 0.425– 0.886).

DISCUSSION
In this study, we chose 2 variables—IAUC30 and FAUC30—to

describe the shape of the dynamic time–signal intensity curve.

This choice was dictated by our desire to minimize the depen-

dence on pharmacokinetic modeling.14 We found that all of the

AUCR histogram parameters could distinguish retrospectively

whether a progressively enhancing lesion was caused by ETP or by

pseudoprogression. Our results might be explained by the fact

that the IAUC30 depends mostly on the blood flow as well as the

total vascular surface area exposed to the contrast agent; there-

fore, ETP has a prominent IAUC30 on the basis of hypervascular-

ity and neoangiogenesis. In addition, FAUC30 in the pseudopro-

gression group could be increased by greater retention of contrast

agent in the EES because of less tumor cellularity and more tissue

damage. Our results are also consistent with what has been de-

scribed previously by Narang et al,15 who used the IAUC at 60

seconds (IAUC60) in the initial vascular phase to successfully dif-

ferentiate tumor progression from radiation necrosis. Contrary to

this previous study,15 we chose IAUC30 instead of IAUC60. Deter-

mination of the initial 30 seconds for IAUC was based on our

observation that initial contrast agent wash-in was usually

achieved during the first 30-second postcontrast agent arrival.

Compared with a DCE MR study, a DSC study is more sensi-

tive to susceptibility artifacts mainly associated with surgery- or

radiation-induced hemorrhage, and its low spatial-resolution

limits offer accurate characterization of the spatial distribution of

brain tumor vessels. In addition, the T2* contrast agent leakage

effects, which depend on the attenuation and spatial distribution

of tumor cells within the EES, can lead to an additional suscepti-

bility calibration factor. Even without contrast agent extravasa-

tion, the estimation of T2* parameters is confounded by the com-

plicated relationship between the signal intensity and contrast

agent concentration, as the vascular susceptibility calibration fac-

tor is known to vary across tissues with differing vascular geome-

tries and architecture.16 Recently, Larsen et al17 reported that ce-

rebral blood volume measurements by DCE MR imaging gave

results very similar to FDG-PET regarding differentiation be-

tween tumor recurrence and radiation necrosis.

Although pharmacokinetic modeling (eg, Tofts) is the ideal

approach, its “quantitative” potential is often undermined when a

few conditions and assumptions are unmet. For example, an ar-

terial input function is required, but its rapid and accurate mea-

surement is challenging, and a visible vessel without inflow arti-

facts or partial-volume effects may not be available in the

anatomic region of interest.7 IAUC during a given time is a mod-

el-free parameter that describes the initial uptake of contrast

agent in a tissue of interest. It has advantages in that it does not

require arterial input function measurement, is unlikely to be

influenced significantly by variations in scanner and sequence

type, and does not rely on complex postprocessing pharmacoki-

netic modeling techniques.11 However, model-free parameters

lack a clear biologic association because they are “mixed” mea-

FIG 7. Images obtained in a 58-year-old woman with pathologically
confirmed treatment-naı̈ve glioblastoma. Contrast-enhanced, T1-
weighted image obtained before surgery. A, The image showed a
necrotic, contrast-enhancing mass in the right frontal lobe. IAUC30 (B)
and FAUC30 (C) maps derived from dynamic contrast-enhanced, T1-
perfusion MR imaging. B, A visual increase of the IAUC30 value was
noted in the entire contrast-enhancing lesion. The AUCR (D), Ktrans (E),
Ve (F) maps, and AUCR bimodal histogram (G) are shown. F, The distri-
bution of visually high Ktrans corresponded with that of the IAUC30
map. G, An AUCR histogram showed increases in bimodal histogram
parameters similar with those of ETP.
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sures of tissue blood flow and vascular permeability, as well as an

indirect measure of the EES. Although Evelhoch14 suggested that

it was related to blood flow, vessel permeability, and interstitial

space, its physiologic meaning was investigated by Walker-Sam-

uel et al,18 who showed that the IAUC correlated intractably with

Ktrans, EES volume, and plasma volume. Their results revealed

that the IAUC could be made to track Ktrans or EES volume, but

only under specific conditions and within a narrow range of phys-

iologic values. We proposed a modified area under the time sig-

nal-intensity curve-derived DCE parameter (AUCR) dedicated to

posttreatment glioblastoma, which retains the advantages of

model-free approaches. We tried to validate the AUCR by com-

parison with clinicopathologic results of posttreatment glioblas-

tomas and found that all of the AUCR histogram parameters were

significantly different between the ETP group and the pseudopro-

gression group.

However, we did not directly compare the diagnostic accuracy

of AUCR with model-based DCE parameters, such as Ktrans, in the

same patients with posttreatment glioblastomas because of in-

complete arterial input function sampling. However, compared

with a recently published report,19 the sensitivity and specificity of

AUCR were comparable to those of model-based DCE parame-

ters and were higher than those of conventional IAUC in the dif-

ferentiation of tumor from radiation necrosis. Moreover, the cor-

relation of AUCR with Ktrans was significantly high in 20 patients

with treatment-naı̈ve glioblastomas, who were eligible for rela-

tively rapid arterial input function sampling.

Because AUCR histograms in posttreatment glioblastomas

were often skewed, broad, and occasionally dual peaked, a 2-com-

ponent mixture normal distribution was selected to model their

shape, as proposed by Pope et al9 by use of ADC histograms in

recurrent glioblastoma. One potential explanation for this obser-

vation is that some areas of contrast-enhancing lesion may have

predominant tumor and limited treatment-related change result-

ing in a prominent higher AUCR histogram curve, whereas other

areas of contrast-enhancing lesion are composed of predominant

treatment-related change and a limited tumor-generating prom-

inent lower AUCR curve. However, a great deal of information

seems to be lost on the presence of both pseudoprogression and

tumor in the same patient if only the histograms are evaluated. In

our present study, we found the same overlap of mAUCRH range

between the ETP group and the pseudoprogression group, which

might be attributable to the coexistence of viable tumor cells and

treatment effects. As reported by Hu et al21, they can diagnose

small isolated enhancing foci and identify histologically distinct

subregions within large enhancing lesions by applying accurate

threshold values determined by direct correlation between histo-

pathologic features and DSC measurements. Future studies di-

rectly correlating AUCR with histopathologic patterns in ETP and

pseudoprogression samples may clarify underlying pathophysio-

logic mechanisms.

Our study had several limitations. First, because the model’s

assumptions with IAUC30 and FAUC30 ignored multiple other

effects, such as edema, back-pressure, and transport, all of which

varied with tumor grade, the equations could only measure flow

rates and not true permeability.20 Second, our AUCR histogram

parameters showed relatively lower specificity for differentiating

ETP from treatment-related change compared with a previous

DSC study, which was a well-designed prospective study that used

image-guided neuronavigation during surgical resection to di-

rectly correlate specimen histopathologic patterns with localized

DSC measurements.21 Third, using the histogram analysis of

AUCR values to evaluate for ETP vs pseudoprogression in a bi-

nary fashion does not provide for the clinical reality that pseudo-

progression and tumor regrowth often occur together. Hu et al21

proposed that diagnosing small isolated enhancing foci and iden-

tifying histologically distinct subregions within large enhancing

lesions could be achieved by applying accurate threshold values

derived from direct correlation between tissue-specimen histo-

pathologic patterns and DSC measurements. Further studies us-

ing direct correlation between histopathologic features and

AUCR is needed to make our results more convincing. Finally,

our method required multiple postprocessing steps. A simpler

measurement, perhaps with region-of-interest analysis, would be

better suited to clinical practice. In addition, the quantitative

analysis required thresholding the image in a semiautomated

fashion to ensure that the entire enhancing tumor volume is in-

cluded, which suggests the need for physician oversight and lim-

iting the ability of technologists to apply this technique indepen-

dently in clinical practice.

CONCLUSIONS
A bimodal histogram analysis of AUCR can be used as a potential

noninvasive imaging biomarker to monitor the early treatment

response in patients with newly diagnosed glioblastomas.
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
BRAIN

Higher Rates of Decline for Women and
Apolipoprotein E �4 Carriers

D. Holland, R.S. Desikan, A.M. Dale, and L.K. McEvoy, for the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Age and the apolipoprotein E �4 allele are well-known risk factors for Alzheimer disease, but whether
female sex is also a risk factor remains controversial. It is also unclear how these risk factors affect rates of structural brain and clinical
decline across the spectrum of preclinical to clinical Alzheimer disease. Our objective is to estimate the effects of apolipoprotein E �4 and
sex on age-specific rates of morphometric and clinical decline in late-onset sporadic Alzheimer disease.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: With the use of linear mixed-effects models, we examined the effect of age, apolipoprotein E �4, and sex
on longitudinal brain atrophy and clinical decline among cognitively normal older individuals and individuals with mild cognitive impair-
ment and Alzheimer disease (total � 688). We also evaluated the relationship between these effects and CSF biomarkers of Alzheimer
disease pathology.

RESULTS: Apolipoprotein E �4 significantly accelerated rates of decline, and women in all cohorts had higher rates of decline than men.
The magnitude of the sex effect on rates of decline was as large as those of �4, yet their relationship to measures of CSF biomarkers were
weaker.

CONCLUSIONS: These results indicate that in addition to apolipoprotein E �4 status, diagnostic and therapeutic strategies should take
into account the effect of female sex on the Alzheimer disease process.

ABBREVIATIONS: AD � Alzheimer disease; ADAS-Cog � cognitive subscale of the Alzheimer Disease Assessment Scale; ADNI � Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging
Initiative; APOE � apolipoprotein E; CDR-SB � Clinical Dementia Rating Scale, sum of boxes; HC � cognitively healthy elderly; MCI � mild cognitive impairment;
MMSE � Mini-Mental State Examination; NFT � neurofibrillary tangle; p-� � phosphorylated �

The clinical presentation of Alzheimer disease (AD) is not uni-

form across individuals: in addition to atypical presenta-

tions1,2 of AD, recent results show that the disease also presents

differently in older compared with younger patients.3,4 It is un-

clear, however, whether common genetic risk variants and sex

also affect how the disease manifests and progresses.

In the United States, two-thirds of AD cases are women,5 but

because women live longer than men and older age is a known risk

factor for AD, there remains controversy over whether women are

at greater risk of development of AD than men. Several large ep-

idemiology studies have found evidence of higher age-specific

rates of incidence6-10 and prevalence11 of AD in women com-

pared with men, though other studies have found no differ-

ence.12,13 Elderly women, however, have higher amounts of AD

pathology than elderly men,14 and women with AD perform more

poorly than men on cognitive assessment.15 Assessing sex differ-

ences in age-specific cognitive and structural rates of decline may

help elucidate this controversy.

The strongest known common genetic risk factor for sporadic

AD is the apolipoprotein E (APOE) �4 allele.16,17 APOE �4 in-

creases the age-specific risk of development of AD in a dose-de-

pendent manner18,19 and lowers the age of onset.18,20 Recently,

we showed3 that rates of both cognitive and structural decline

decreased with age in individuals with mild cognitive impairment

(MCI) and AD, but increased with age for the cognitively healthy

elderly. Because �4 lowers the age of onset, age differences in rates

of decline may have arisen partially from differences in �4 preva-

lence with age. Thus, to better understand AD biomarker trajec-

tories, it is important to assess simultaneously the effects of �4 and
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age, as well as those of sex, on rates of clinical and structural

decline.

We analyzed baseline and longitudinal data from cognitively

healthy elderly (HC), MCI, and mild AD cohorts, age 65–90 years.

We investigated the effects of �4 status and sex on cognitive and

structural rates of change, and assessed whether such effects could

be explained by baseline CSF concentrations of A�1– 42 and the

neurodegeneration-associated � and phosphorylated �181p (p-�)

proteins.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Participants
We examined participants from the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuro-

imaging Initiative (ADNI, www.adni-info.org). Participant en-

rollment criteria, MR image acquisition, and CSF collection and

analysis methods are provided in the On-line Appendix.

We evaluated 688 participants, age �65 years at baseline, who

had longitudinal cognitive evaluations: 211 HC, 333 patients with

MCI, and 144 patients with AD. Of these, 188 HC, 273 patients

with MCI, and 105 patients with AD also had longitudinal struc-

tural MR imaging data (Table 1). Longitudinal evaluations were

performed at 6- or 12-month intervals for up to 24 (AD) or 36

(HC and MCI) months. The research protocol was approved by

each local institutional review board, and written informed con-

sent was obtained from each participant.

MR Image Processing
We quantified anatomical regional change in serial MR imaging

with the use of Quarc.21,22 We analyzed data from all available

time points that passed local quality control (total � 2244). Im-

ages that had degradation caused by motion, technical problems,

significant clinical abnormalities (eg, hemispheric infarction), or

changes in scanner vendor during the time series were excluded.23

We examined rates of change in medial and lateral temporal lobe

structures affected in early AD24-26 and in whole-brain volume.

Genetic, CSF, and Clinical Measures
We grouped participants with respect to sex and APOE �4 status

(none, �4–, versus at least 1 �4 allele, �4�) (Table 1 and On-line

Table 7). Baseline CSF data were available on approximately half

of the ADNI participants. All participants were scored for Clinical

Dementia Rating Scale, sum of boxes (CDR-SB),27,28 cognitive

subscale of the Alzheimer Disease Assessment Scale (ADAS-

Cog),29,30 and Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE)31 at each

visit.

Mixed-Effects Modeling
Longitudinal cognitive and structural MR imaging atrophy out-

comes (Yij) represent change with respect to baseline. This is ex-

pressed as the difference in test scores for cognitive measures and

as a percentage of baseline size for cortical thickness change and

region of interest volume change.

With the use of all available time points per participant, we

investigated the dependence of atrophy rate and rate of clinical

decline on �4 status and sex by use of a linear mixed-effects

model,32 controlling for baseline age, education, and, in the case

of atrophy, baseline clinical severity. For each diagnostic group,

the longitudinal outcome measurement Yij at time tij for partici-

pant i at follow-up time point j is

1) Yij � (b0 � �0i)tij � bCogCitij � bEduDitij � bAgeAitij

� bAPOEEitij � bSexSitij � �ij.

Here, b0, bCog, bEdu, bAge, bAPOE, and bSex are group regression

parameters to be determined; Ci, Di, Ai, Ei, and Si are covariates for

participant i, respectively, mean-centered baseline clinical severity as

measured by ADAS-Cog (for atrophic measures only: Ci'0 when Yij

is a cognitive measure), mean-centered educational level (years of

education), mean-centered baseline age, �4 status (Ei � 0 for �4–, Ei �

1 for �4�), and sex status (Si � 0 for male, Si � 1 for female); and �ij

is the within-participant error, assumed to be independent and iden-

tically normally distributed with zero mean and variance ��
2. The first

term on the right side of Eq. (1) incorporates mixed effects, allowing

for different participant-specific rates of change: b0 is the group fixed

effect slope and �0i is the corresponding between-participant random

effect slope, with zero mean, assumed to be normally distributed with

variance �0
2. Subsequent covariate terms involve fixed effects only.

We estimated the model parameters (including �0 and ��) by use of

the Matlab (R2009b) function nlmefit (MathWorks, Natick, Massa-

chusetts). A follow-up set of analyses incorporated additional terms

in Equation 1 for baseline CSF A� and p-� concentrations to assess

whether �4 or sex effects could be explained by CSF biomarker values.

RESULTS
Rates of Decline in Healthy Controls
Table 2 shows the effects of age, �4 status, and sex on rates of

atrophy and clinical decline in HCs. For all brain regions, HC

participants showed significant decline over time. The annual rate

of change, expressed as a percentage of baseline size, ranged from

�0.39%/year for the entorhinal cortex to �0.64%/year for the

hippocampus (Table 2, b0 column). Older age at baseline was

associated with a higher rate of change in medial temporal lobe

Table 1: Demographic data for participants with longitudinal structural and clinical measures

Diagnostic Group

�4− �4+

Male Female Male Female

N Age, y (SD) N Age, y (SD) N Age, y (SD) N Age, y (SD)
HC 70 75.87 (4.63) 67 76.84 (4.94) 26 76.63 (5.42) 25 75.67 (3.13)
MCIa 74 78.52 (5.96) 42 78.70 (4.08) 102 76.07 (5.42) 55 73.64 (5.34)
MCIcb 23 78.53 (5.50) 12 78.95 (3.81) 45 75.51 (5.28) 30 72.76 (4.97)
ADc 13 75.51 (5.70) 13 78.52 (4.21) 42 75.52 (5.90) 37 75.09 (5.07)

Note:—N indicates number of participants. Values are mean (standard deviation, SD). MCIc � MCI converters to AD.
a MCI: �4� women are significantly younger than all other groups (all P � .01); �4� men are significantly younger than �4� men and �4� women (P � .01).
b MCIc: �4� women are significantly younger than all other groups (all P � .05); �4� men are significantly younger than �4� men and �4� women (P � .05).
c AD: �4� women are significantly younger than �4� women (P � .05).
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structures, with an additional 0.04%/year loss in the hippocam-

pus, entorhinal cortex, and amygdala for each additional year of

age above the group mean (Table 2, bAge column). The presence

of an �4 allele showed a large effect on annual rate of change in the

same medial temporal regions, contributing an additional

�0.42%/year loss in the hippocampus, �0.52%/year loss in the

entorhinal cortex, and �0.63%/year loss in the amygdala (Table

2, bAPOE column).

Sex significantly affected rate of change (Table 2, bSex col-

umn), with women showing higher rates of change than men for

the hippocampus (an additional �0.25%/year), the entorhinal

cortex (�0.49%/year), and the amygdala (�0.53%/year).

In contrast to the strong effects of �4 and sex on medial tem-

poral atrophy rates, we did not find a significant association be-

tween these factors and rate of decline on any of the clinical mea-

sures in HCs.

The effects of age, �4, and sex on rates of decline in the ento-

rhinal cortex and hippocampus are shown in Fig 1 for the HC,

MCI, and AD cohorts, at the group average ages, educational lev-

els, and ADAS-Cog scores. Fig 2 shows the effects of age, �4, and

sex on rates of decline in CDR-SB and ADAS-Cog for the 3 co-

horts, at the group average ages and educational levels.

Rates of Decline in MCI
Table 3 shows the effects of age, �4 status, and sex on atrophy rates

and rates of clinical decline in the MCI cohort. With the exception

of the hippocampus and amygdala, increased age was associated

with a slower rate of decline (bAge coefficients are positive) for all

brain regions examined. Significant effects of �4 status were ob-

served for all medial temporal lobe structures and for the inferior

parietal cortex, with the additive effect of �4 on annual atrophy

rate ranging from �0.28%/year to �0.94%/year. Independent of

�4, sex significantly affected rate of change in all brain regions

examined, except for the hippocampus: Women atrophied faster

than did men, with the magnitude of the additive effect exceeding

that of the �4 effect.

Significant �4 additive contributions to rates of cognitive de-

cline were found for CDR-SB (0.38 points/year), ADAS-Cog (0.72

points/year), and MMSE (�0.81 points/year), whereas effects of

female sex were significant for CDR-SB (0.26 points/year) and

ADAS-Cog (1.40 points/year).

Rates of Decline in AD
Table 4 shows the effects of age, �4 status, and sex on rates of

atrophy and clinical decline in AD participants. The effect of age

on rates of change was significant for all brain regions examined,

with increased age associated with lower rates of decline. The ad-

ditive contribution to rate of decline for �4 was significant only for

the amygdala (�0.91%/year) but showed a trend toward signifi-

cance for the hippocampus and entorhinal cortex. Significant sex

effects were found for all regions except for the hippocampus and

amygdala, with women having higher rates of decline. There were

FIG 1. Entorhinal and hippocampal annual atrophy rates with respect to age for HC, MCI, and AD participants at their group mean educational
level and cognitive performance. Where significant, effects of age (slope), �4 and sex (shifts along y-axis) are noted by *. Also see Tables 2– 4.
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FIG 2. Annual rates of cognitive decline, measured with CDR-SB and ADAS-Cog, with respect to age for HC, MCI, and AD participants at their
group mean educational level. Where significant, effects of age (slope), �4 and sex (shifts along y-axis) are noted by *. Also see Tables 2– 4.
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no significant effects of �4 status or sex on rate of decline on any of

the cognitive measures.

Effects of APOE �4 and Sex on Baseline CSF and Clinical
Measures
Controlling for age and sex, �4 carriers showed significantly lower

CSF A� concentrations than noncarriers, with the magnitude of

the effect decreasing from HC to patients with MCI to those with

AD (Fig 3 and On-line Table 5A). Relative to noncarriers, �4

carriers showed significantly higher CSF concentrations of � and

p-� in the HC and MCI cohorts, but no significant differences

were found for these biomarkers in the AD cohort.

Controlling for age and �4 status, there were no significant

effects of sex on CSF A� or p-� concentrations in any of the co-

horts (Fig 3 and On-line Table 5A). For �, the effect of sex ap-

proached significance for the MCI cohort only (P � .060), with

women showing higher � concentrations than men.

Table 2: Effects of age, APOE �4, and sex on rates of change in HC
HC

b0 bCog bEdu bAge (SE; P) bAPOE (SE; P) bSex (SE; P)Measure
Hippocampus �0.64a �0.06a �0.04a �0.04a (.01; .002) �0.42a (.13; .002) �0.25a (.13; .044)
Amygdala �0.41a �0.03 �0.05 �0.04a (.02; .028) �0.63a (.16; 1 � 10�4) �0.53a (.15; 5 � 10�4)
Entorhinal �0.39a �0.04 �0.05 �0.04a (.02; .025) �0.52a (.17; .003) �0.49a (.16; .002)
Inferior parietal �0.50a 0.00 �0.01 �0.01 (.01; .5) �0.14 (.10; .2) 0.03 (.10; .8)
Middle temporal �0.61a �0.02 �0.02 0.00 (.01; .7) �0.19 (.12; .1) �0.02 (.11; .9)
Med-orbito-frontal �0.48a �0.03a �0.01 �0.01 (.01; .5) �0.18a (.09; .050) �0.03 (.09; .8)
Whole brain �0.41a 0.00 �0.01 0.00 (.01; .8) �0.08 (.06; .2) �0.03 (.06; .7)
CDR-SB 0.10a – �0.01 0.00 (.00; .4) 0.01 (.05; .9) �0.02 (.04; .6)
ADAS-Cog �0.29a – �0.04 0.05a (.02; .008) 0.27 (.20; .2) �0.21 (.18; .2)
MMSE 0.02 – �0.02 �0.02a (.01; .009) �0.14 (.08; .1) �0.06 (.08; .4)

Note:— b-Values are coefficients in Equation 1; for structural measures, units are annual thickness or volume change as a percentage of baseline size (%/year), and for cognitive
measures they are annual score change, per ADAS-Cog unit in the case of bCog, and per year in the case of bEdu and bAge. ROIs: N � 188; mean age � 76.30 years; mean
ADAS-Cog � 6.17; mean years education � 16.02. Clinical: N � 211; mean age � 76.35 years; mean years education � 16.03. SE indicates standard error; Med-orbito-frontal, medial
orbito-frontal cortex.
a Values significant at P � .05.
Values in the b0 column show the expected rate of change for an APOE �4�negative male subject of mean age, mean education, and with a mean level of cognitive function.
The remaining columns show the additional rate of change caused by the other factors of interest, and the amount of change experienced by a given individual can be calculated
on the basis of the sum of the relevant coefficients. For example, for hippocampal atrophy, each point above the mean baseline ADAS-Cog score contributes an additional
0.06% to the annual atrophy rate; each year of education below the mean contributes an additional 0.04% to annual atrophy rate, as does each year of age above the mean at
baseline; presence of an APOE �4 allele contributes an additional 0.42% to rate of decline, and female sex contributes an additional 0.25%. Thus, an APOE �4� female subject,
of mean age, education, and cognitive function at baseline, would show a hippocampal atrophy rate of 1.31% (0.64 � 0.42 � 0.25).

Table 3: Effects of age, APOE �4, and sex on rates of change in MCI
MCI

b0 bCog bEdu bAge (SE; P) bAPOE (SE; P) bSex (SE; P)Measure
Hippocampus �1.83a �0.13a 0.03 0.00 (.02; .8) �0.40a (.20; .045) �0.29 (.20; .1)
Amygdala �1.57a �0.15a 0.01 0.03 (.02; .1) �0.94a (0.21; 7 � 10�6) �0.98a (.21; 2 � 10�6)
Entorhinal �1.78a �0.12a 0.00 0.04a (.02; .006) �0.44a (.17; .011) �0.54a (.17; .002)
Inferior parietal �0.91a �0.08a 0.02 0.06a (.01; 2 � 10�6) �0.28a (.14; .040) �0.40a (.14; .004)
Middle temporal �1.40a �0.11a 0.00 0.07a (.02; 9 � 10�6) �0.28 (.18; .1) �0.52a (.17; .003)
Med-orbito-frontal �0.78a �0.04a 0.04a 0.02a (.01; .023) 0.03 (.11; .8) �0.24a (.11; .026)
Whole brain �0.74a �0.04a 0.01 0.02a (.01; 4 � 10�4) �0.09 (.08; .2) �0.17a (.08; .22)
CDR-SB 0.46a – 0.01 0.01 (.01; .4) 0.38a (.11; 6 � 10�4) 0.26a (.11; .021)
ADAS-Cog 0.49a – 0.00 0.03 (.03; .3) 0.72a (.31; .022) 1.40a (.32; 2 � 10�5)
MMSE �0.35a – 0.02 0.02 (.02; .4) �0.81a (.20; 4 � 10�5) �0.34 (.20; .1)

Note:—See Table 2 for units and key.
a Values significant at P � .05.
ROIs: N � 273; mean age � 76.65 years; mean ADAS-Cog � 11.68; mean years education � 15.61. Cognitive: N � 211; mean age � 76.84 years; mean years education � 15.63.

Table 4: Effects of age, APOE �4, and sex on rates of change in AD
AD

b0 bCog bEdu bAge (SE; P) bAPOE (SE; P) bSex (SE; P)Measure
Hippocampus �2.80a �0.06a 0.03 0.06a (.03; .028) �0.62 (.35; .08) �0.49 (.30; .1)
Amygdala �2.73a �0.05 0.06 0.06a (.03; .043) �0.91a (.36; .012) �0.41 (.31; .2)
Entorhinal �2.65a �0.04 �0.02 0.04a (.02; .045) �0.43 (.25; .09) �0.49a (.22; .025)
Inferior parietal �1.68a �0.06a �0.03 0.15a (.02; �10�6) �0.25 (.24; .3) �0.69a (.21; .001)
Middle temporal �2.48a �0.10a �0.05 0.17a (.02; �10�6) �0.30 (.29; .3) �0.88a (.25; .001)
Med-orbito-frontal �0.96a �0.02 �0.02 0.05a (.02; .008) 0.04 (.24; .9) �0.64a (.21; .002)
Whole brain �0.97a �0.04a �0.01 0.06a (.01; �10�6) �0.19 (.14; .2) �0.38a (.12; .002)
CDR-SB 1.39a – 0.11a 0.01 (.03; .8) 0.27 (.33; .4) 0.10 (.29; .7)
ADAS-Cog 3.20a – 0.29 �0.15 (.08; .069) 1.25 (.98; .2) 0.49 (.89; .6)
MMSE �1.97a – �0.16 0.13a (.05; .007) �0.20 (.57; .7) 0.03 (.52; 1.0)

Note:—See Table 2 for units and key.
a Values significant at P � .05.
ROIs: N � 105; mean age � 75.74 years; mean ADAS-Cog � 18.49; mean years education � 14.83. Cognitive: N � 144; mean age � 75.99 years; mean years education � 14.70.
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Controlling for age and sex, performance on the clinical tests was

significantly affected by �4 status in MCI participants only, with car-

riers showing worse performance than noncarriers for CDR-SB and

ADAS-Cog, and showing a trend for worse performance on MMSE

(On-line Table 5A and On-line Fig 1). Controlling for age and �4

status, no sex differences were found on the clinical tests in the patient

cohorts, though MCI showed a trend toward significance for MMSE

(P � .072), with women performing more poorly.

Effects of Baseline CSF A� and p-� on Rates of Decline
With A� in the model, significant effects of �4 and sex remained

for MCI and AD participants, signifying that APOE �4 exerts an

effect on atrophy rate in AD independent of its relation to A�

(On-line Tables 3A–C). For HCs, however, there were no signifi-

cant effects of �4 with CSF A� in the model. Adding an additional

term for p-� concentrations did not alter these results (On-line

Tables 4A–C), but this term was found to be significant in MCI for

the amygdala, entorhinal cortex, ADAS-Cog, and MMSE, and in

AD for the entorhinal cortex, rendering the A� term insignificant

for all measures.

DISCUSSION
Our results show that changes in brain structure and function

related to aging and AD do not progress uniformly across indi-

viduals but instead depend on age, sex, and APOE �4 status. Age

differences in progressive atrophy and clinical decline, whereby

older patients with MCI and AD decline at a slower rate than

younger patients but older healthy adults decline at a faster rate

than younger healthy adults, have been previously reported.3,33

However, our finding that sex differences in atrophy rates are as

large as differences associated with the well-known genetic risk

factor, APOE �4, is novel, and has important implications for

clinical practice, therapeutics research, and for advancing mech-

anistic understanding of AD.

The results showed that in all stages, from healthy aging

through AD dementia, women had higher rates of brain atrophy

than men, and the magnitude of the sex differences was at least as

large as the magnitude of the APOE �4 effects. In HCs, sex differ-

ences were restricted to the medial temporal areas first affected in

AD. In MCI and AD, the sex differences were more widespread,

with weaker effects observed in medial temporal areas than in

other brain regions. Additionally in MCI, in women compared

with men, higher rates of atrophy were accompanied by higher

rates of clinical decline.

These findings are consistent with prior large epidemiology

studies5-7,11,34 that showed higher rates of prevalence and inci-

dence of AD in women than in men, with the differences between

men and women comparable in magnitude to those between �4

carriers and noncarriers. They are also consistent with a recent

meta-analysis that found lower cognitive performance for women

than men diagnosed with AD.15 A neuropathologic study35

showed that women, especially if �4 carriers, are at higher risk of

both neurofibrillary tangle (NFT) and amyloid plaque neuropa-

thology than men in the earliest stages of AD (NFT stages I–III26).

One possible explanation for the sex differences in HCs, in

which women showed faster rates of atrophy in medial temporal

areas, is that the HC women may be showing early signs of AD-

related neurodegeneration. However, the lack of sex differences in

baseline CSF biomarkers of AD pathology in HCs does not sup-

port this view. The finding that CSF biomarkers did not explain

the faster rates of decline occurring in women in any of the diag-

nostic groups suggests that other factors must be contributing to

the sex differences. It has been argued that estrogens stimulate

�-secretase activity and thus enhance nonamyloidogenic process-

ing of amyloid-� precursor protein36,37; the diminution in estro-

gen levels after menopause would then contribute to higher levels

of AD pathology and poorer cognitive performance in women

than in men. However, further research is needed to elucidate the

basis of the observed sex differences.
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FIG 3. Baseline CSF values for A�, p-�, and �, by �4 status (left) and sex
(right) for the HC, MCI, and AD cohorts. Numeric values are in On-line
Table 5A. *Significant differences.
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The APOE �4 effects observed in the present study on longi-

tudinal rates of change across cohorts are consistent with the ele-

vated burdens of amyloid and � pathology observed for �4 carriers

compared with noncarriers at baseline. These baseline differences

in CSF biomarkers between carriers and noncarriers agree with

earlier reports38,39 and with neuropathologic findings that �4 was

associated with greater senile plaque and neurofibrillary tangle

pathology in the elderly.14 APOE �4 has further been associated

with a higher plaque stage for a given age and allocortical NFT

stage (Braak stages I–III, which correspond roughly with HC and

early MCI) for �4 carriers compared with noncarriers, whereas at

the later isocortical NFT stages (corresponding to late MCI and

dementia), �4 gene dose was not an important predictor of pa-

thology burden,35,40 suggesting that �4 might exert its strongest

effects in the prodromal stages of AD. Recently, Koffie et al41 have

shown that the �4 gene increases the amount of the synaptotoxic

oligomeric A� in neuropil and its colocalization at synapses, even

in nondemented control subjects, leading to synaptic injury and

loss, a strong correlate of cognitive decline.42 Our results showing

elevated atrophy in �4 carriers generally, and our finding of mar-

ginally significant higher atrophy rates in predementia stages of

AD for the medial orbito-frontal cortex43 and inferior parietal

lobule, sites of early amyloid deposition,26 are consistent with

these neuropathologic findings.

How �4 affects rates of cognitive decline across the preclinical,

prodromal, and dementia stages of AD has been unclear,20,44,45

but some studies have suggested that the effect of �4 is stronger in

the earlier phases of the disorder.39,46,47 Our results suggest that

the accelerating effect of �4 on rates of decline diminishes with

advancing disease stage, which comports with an earlier finding

that �4 gene dose does not have a significant effect on the duration

of AD,20 and supports the hypothesis that as neurodegeneration

advances, it becomes increasingly independent of initiating

events.48

This study has several limitations: The ADNI sample is not

representative of the general population, and there was sex bias in

MCI enrollment, with men outnumbering women. The HC and

AD cohorts, however, showed more balanced sex representation.

Because similar sex effects were observed across groups, they are

unlikely to have arisen from enrollment bias. There is insufficient

information within ADNI to address issues of whether history of

hormone replacement therapy or number of years since meno-

pause may have influenced the observed sex differences. Finally,

statistical power was limited with respect to analyses of CSF bio-

marker data. Larger population-based studies that can systemat-

ically address hormonal issues, and other medical issues that may

differ between the sexes, are needed to elucidate the basis of the

observed sex differences in rate of atrophy and cognitive decline.

CONCLUSIONS
Our results show that women and APOE �4 carriers in ADNI have

higher rates of decline in normal aging, MCI, and AD, and that

these effects are not fully explained by baseline CSF concentra-

tions of AD-related proteins. Because two-thirds of AD cases in

the United States are women, and because the higher rates of

decline in women compared with men were at least as large as

those related to the major genetic risk factor, APOE �4, it is of

particular importance that sex differences in rates of decline in

aging and AD be taken into account in the clinical setting and in

therapeutics research. Greater understanding of the mechanistic

basis of these differences likely will facilitate further understand-

ing of AD etiology.
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Changes of Pituitary Gland Volume in Kennedy Disease
C.C. Pieper, I.K. Teismann, C. Konrad, W.L. Heindel, and H. Schiffbauer

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Kennedy disease is a rare X-linked neurodegenerative disorder caused by a CAG repeat expansion in the
first exon of the androgen-receptor gene. Apart from neurologic signs, this mutation can cause a partial androgen insensitivity syndrome
with typical alterations of gonadotropic hormones produced by the pituitary gland. The aim of the present study was therefore to
evaluate the impact of Kennedy disease on pituitary gland volume under the hypothesis that endocrinologic changes caused by partial
androgen insensitivity may lead to morphologic changes (ie, hypertrophy) of the pituitary gland.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Pituitary gland volume was measured in sagittal sections of 3D T1-weighted 3T-MR imaging data of 8
patients with genetically proven Kennedy disease and compared with 16 healthy age-matched control subjects by use of Multitracer by a
blinded, experienced radiologist. The results were analyzed by a univariant ANOVA with total brain volume as a covariant. Furthermore,
correlation and linear regression analyses were performed for pituitary volume, patient age, disease duration, and CAG repeat expansion
length. Intraobserver reliability was evaluated by means of the Pearson correlation coefficient.

RESULTS: Pituitary volume was significantly larger in patients with Kennedy disease (636 [�90] mm3) than in healthy control subjects
(534 [�91] mm3) (P � .041). There was no significant difference in total brain volume (P � .379). Control subjects showed a significant
decrease in volume with age (r � �0.712, P � .002), whereas there was a trend to increasing gland volume in patients with Kennedy disease
(r � 0.443, P � .272). Gland volume correlated with CAG repeat expansion length in patients (r � 0.630, P � .047). The correlation
coefficient for intraobserver reliability was 0.94 (P � .001).

CONCLUSIONS: Patients with Kennedy disease showed a significantly higher pituitary volume that correlated with the CAG repeat
expansion length. This could reflect hypertrophy as the result of elevated gonadotropic hormone secretion caused by the androgen
receptor mutation with partial androgen insensitivity.

ABBREVIATIONS: KD � Kennedy disease; AR � androgen receptor; LH � lutropin; FSH � follicle-stimulating hormone; SHBG � sex hormone– binding globulin

Spinobulbar muscular atrophy (Kennedy disease [KD]) is a

rare X-linked neurodegenerative disorder of mainly spinal

and bulbar motoneurons. It is caused by a CAG repeat expansion

in the first exon of the androgen receptor (AR). Apart from typical

neurologic signs such as a progressive wasting of proximal mus-

cles and bulbar symptoms, this mutation causes a partial andro-

gen insensitivity syndrome in �80% of patients, with gynecomas-

tia being the most prominent symptom.1-3

Androgen insensitivity syndromes are typically associated with

normal or elevated testosterone and estrogen levels, with elevated

lutropin (LH) and sex hormone–binging globulin (SHBG) levels.

This pattern can also be found in patients with KD.3

Battaglia et al4 described a case of a 59-year-old patient with

KD who presented with typical endocrine symptoms, but without

any apparent physical signs of neurodegeneration.

The pituitary gland is known to produce hormones such as

LH, which control the activity of other endocrine glands.

Because of high spatial and contrast resolution, MR imaging is

currently the technique best suited to examine the pituitary

gland.5-8 The normal size of the gland in a healthy adult is approx-

imately 5–10 mm in height, 10 mm in length, and 10 –15 mm in

width.9
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It is well established that dysfunctions such as primary hypo-

thyroidism leading to elevated thyroid-stimulating hormone lev-

els are associated with an enlargement of the pituitary gland.10

The aim of the present study was to evaluate the impact of KD

on the volume of the pituitary gland as measured by MR imaging

under the hypothesis that the described changes in gonadotropic

hormone levels in KD can lead to morphologic changes, namely,

hypertrophy of the pituitary gland. To the best of our knowledge,

this is the first study to examine the volume of the pituitary gland

in patients with KD.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
The patient group consisted of 8 men (age, 44 –73 years; mean,

53.8) with genetically proven KD with no neurologic comorbid-

ity. The control group included 16 age-matched healthy men

(42–77 years; mean, 54.4). Informed consent was obtained from

each subject. The study was approved by the local ethics

committee.

All patients were clinically examined at the Department of

Neurology.

All 8 patients showed typical symptoms of KD reflecting neu-

rodegeneration. Disease duration ranged from 2–19 years (mean,

10.5 � 6.2 years). Muscle weakness was present in 100% to dif-

ferent degrees. Muscular atrophy and fasciculations were most

prominent in the tongue in 6 of 8 and 7 of 8 patients, respectively.

All patients had dysphagia and 4 of 8 had

dysarthria, as signs of bulbar neuron

involvement.

Signs of partial androgen insensitiv-

ity were present in all patients. Six of 8

presented with severe gynecomastia.

One patient had erectile dysfunction,

and 4 of 8 fathered children. Hormone

levels were determined in 2 patients pre-

vious to the first MR imaging examina-

tion, which showed elevated testoster-

one of 12.47 ng/mL (normal values

�7.99 ng/mL) and SHBG in one patient

and values at the upper limit of the nor-

mal range for testosterone and LH in the

other.

Data Acquisition
MR imaging examinations were performed on a 3T Gyroscan

Intera (Philips, Best, the Netherlands) with a transmit-receiver

head coil. A 3D T1-weighted turbo-field-echo sequence was used

for pituitary gland volumetry (matrix, 512 � 512; FOV, 256 � 256

mm2; TR, 7.4 ms; TE, 3.4 ms; 320 contiguous sagittal sections;

section thickness, 0.5 mm; voxel size, 0.5 � 0.5 � 0.5 mm3, flip

angle, 9°).

Pituitary gland volume was measured in sagittal sections by

use of Multitracer (LONI Software, version 1.0; http://www.

loni.ucla.edu/Software/MultiTracer)11 by a blinded, experienced

radiologist (Fig 1A–B). Measurements were repeated in the same

fashion after 4 to 6 weeks.

Statistical Analysis
The volumetric data were analyzed by a univariant ANOVA with

total brain volume as a covariant in a group comparison of pa-

tients and control subjects by use of SPSS 17.0 (IBM, Armonk,

New York). Patient data, namely, pituitary volume, patient age,

disease duration, and CAG repeat expansion length, were then

also entered into a linear regression model.

Furthermore, a 2-tailed correlation analysis between pituitary

gland volume and age of patients and control subjects, as well as a

1-tailed analysis for CAG repeat length in patients was performed.

Intraobserver reliability was evaluated with use of the Pearson

correlation coefficient.

RESULTS
Patients with KD had a mean pituitary volume of 636 (�90) mm3,

whereas healthy control subjects had a volume of 534 (�91) mm3,

respectively. Statistical analysis showed pituitary volume to be

significantly higher in patients with KD than in healthy control

subjects (P � .041). There was no significant difference in total

brain volume (P � .379) (Table 1 and On-line Fig 1).

The correlation analysis showed that in healthy control sub-

jects, pituitary gland volume was significantly lower in older in-

dividuals (Pearson correlation coefficient r � �0.712, P � .002),

whereas patients with KD showed a trend toward increasing gland

volume with age (r � 0.443) but without reaching statistical sig-

nificance (P � .272) (On-line Fig 2).

FIG 1. T1-weighted MR imaging shows midsagittal section of a normal subject, 57 years of age (A),
and a patient of the same age with Kennedy disease (B). Infundibulum (long arrow), anterior lobe
(short arrow), and posterior lobe (arrowhead) of the pituitary gland are shown.

Pituitary gland volumetry
Mean F P

Total brain volume
Patients 1134 (�69) voxel 0.81 .379
Control subjects 1121 (�83) voxel

Pituitary gland volume
Measurement 1

Patients 636 (�90) mm 3.72 .041
Control subjects 534 (�91) mm

Measurement 2
Patients 647 (�98) mm 5.10 .016
Control subjects 531 (�84) mm

Note:—Results of the univariant ANOVA with total brain volume as covariant (F
value: variance of the group means/mean of the within-group variances). Results are
considered statistically significant in cases of P � .05.
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Gland volume also correlated significantly with CAG repeat

expansion length in the patient group (r � 0.630, P � .047)

(On-Line Fig 3).

Multiple linear regression showed that the CAG repeat expan-

sion length was the only predictor of pituitary volume. Patient age

and disease duration were excluded from the model and therefore

were not predictive factors of pituitary volume in KD.

The overall Pearson correlation for intraobserver reliability

was 0.94 (P � .001), which is generally considered to reflect an

excellent reproducibility.

DISCUSSION
In patients with KD, neurodegeneration has been attributed to a

CAG repeat expansion in the AR. This mutation leads to intranu-

clear accumulation of AR, which can induce transcriptional dys-

function (toxic gain of function) causing cell death resulting in

neurologic symptoms, whereas partial androgen insensitivity, on

the other hand, appears to be caused by a loss of function from the

same mutation in the first exon of the AR.12-14 This loss of func-

tion leads to endocrine disturbances with symptoms such as gy-

necomastia, testicular atrophy with reduced fertility, diabetes

mellitus, or hypercholesterolemia.1,15-17 Our work is in line with

previous reports on endocrinologic changes in patients with KD,

with 6 of 8 patients presenting with gynecomastia, 1 patient pre-

senting with erectile dysfunction, and 2 patients presenting with

proven high testosterone levels. For instance, Dejager et al3 re-

ported that �80% of cases presented with physical signs of andro-

gen insensitivity, especially gynecomastia, undermasculinization,

testicular hypotrophy, and reduced fertility, in a survey of 22 pa-

tients with KD. In most patients, gynecomastia was apparent be-

fore neurologic symptoms appeared; 50% showed additional

signs of hypoandrogenicity such as erectile dysfunction and de-

creased sexual interest. As many as 86% exhibited a hormone

profile indicative of partial androgen insensitivity. These changes

slowly progressed over time.3 This evidence is corroborated by a

large cohort of patients with KD in Japan in which Atsuta et al18

evaluated laboratory data in 61 cases. They stressed that even in

older patients, testosterone levels remained high but decreased

slightly with age.18

From the pathophysiologic point of view, testosterone nor-

mally inhibits LH and follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH) secre-

tion through effects both on the hypothalamus and the pituitary

gland.19 In patients with KD, partial androgen insensitivity fre-

quently leads to high testosterone levels with elevated LH levels

and hyper-responsiveness of LH to gonadotropin-releasing hor-

mone as a possible sign of a larger stock of LH caused by a lack of

suppressive effects of testosterone on the pituitary gland itself.3,20

Furthermore, the suppressive effect of synthetic androgens on

testosterone levels, LH, and FSH is reduced in patients with KD,

which suggests a weakened effect of androgens on the pituitary

gland as a possible cause.21

LH and FSH are produced in the pituitary gland, which we

investigated in the present study by means of high-field 3T MR

imaging. The volume of the pituitary gland was significantly

larger in patients with KD than in control subjects. It is known

that pituitary gland size reflects hormonal secretion. An increase

of LH and FSH at puberty, for example, leads to further enlarge-

ment.22,23 Volume also increases steadily with age in healthy sub-

jects, in women up to a peak in the second decade and in men in

the third decade.24 It could also be shown that high concentra-

tions of gonadotropic hormones induced by the age-related drop

in circulating gonadal steroids in climacteric women correlated

with an increase of pituitary height. In men, pituitary height de-

clines steadily after reaching the peak in the third decade.25

Although many studies could show that changes in pituitary

dimensions predominantly affect the height of the gland,25 more

recent studies also used a direct volumetric approach by use of 2D

or 3D MR images.26,27

We therefore hypothesized that the lack of suppressive ef-

fects of testosterone on the pituitary gland in KD causing hy-

persecretion of LH may also lead to morphologic changes of

the gland in KD.

Our analysis showed that patients with KD had a significantly

higher pituitary volume as compared with normal, age-matched

individuals, whereas there was no difference in total brain vol-

ume. This could reflect a hypertrophy of the pituitary gland as the

result of elevated gonadotropic hormone secretion caused by the

AR receptor mutation with partial androgen insensitivity.

Furthermore, patients with KD showed a trend to increasing

gland volume in older patients, whereas control subjects showed a

statistically significant decrease in volume. These findings are in

line with previous studies on healthy individuals.24,25 These

changes may reflect an ongoing process of gland hypertrophy over

time and duration of the disease.

We also found larger pituitary gland volumes in patients with

longer CAG repeat expansions. This is in line with the findings of

Dejager et al,3 who described a significant association of the num-

ber of CAG repeats and endocrine changes, age of onset of gyne-

comastia, and laboratory findings.

In our data, CAG repeat expansion length also proved to be the

only independent predictor of pituitary volume in patients with

KD, whereas other factors such as patient age and disease duration

were not predictive of pituitary volume. It seems likely, therefore,

that the significant association of CAG repeat expansion length

and clinical parameters found by Dejager et al3 is also reflected in

the morphologic changes of the pituitary gland with even larger

volumes in patients with longer CAG repeats. Patient age and

disease duration alone were not sufficient to explain increasing

gland volume.

There are limitations of the present study that must be ob-

served. Laboratory findings concerning hormone levels at the

time of the MR imaging were available in 2 patients with KD,

showing elevated testosterone and SHBG levels. The endocrine

changes described by Dejager et al3 must be expected in our col-

lective of patients with genetically proved KD as well, especially

because physical signs of androgen insensitivity were present in all

cases. However, a connection between elevated hormone secre-

tion and gland hypertrophy in KD could only be assumed, and

further research with a full endocrine assessment is warranted.

CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we describe a significant increase of pituitary gland

volume in patients with KD as compared with healthy individuals,

previously not reported, as well as a positive correlation of gland
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size and CAG repeat expansion length. This could reflect hyper-

trophy of the pituitary gland as the result of elevated gonadotropic

hormone secretion caused by the CAG repeat expansion in the AR

with partial androgen insensitivity.
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Stroke-Like Migraine Attacks after Radiation Therapy (SMART)
Syndrome Is Not Always Completely Reversible: A Case Series

D.F. Black, J.M. Morris, E.P. Lindell, K.N. Krecke, G.A. Worrell, J.D. Bartleson, and D.H. Lachance

ABSTRACT

SUMMARY: We retrospectively reviewed clinical and imaging findings in 11 patients with stroke-like migraine attacks after radiation
therapy (SMART) syndrome to better understand this disorder previously thought to be reversible. Six men and 5 women had complex
bouts of neurologic impairment beginning, on average, 20 years after cerebral irradiation. All had characteristic, unilateral gyriform
enhancement on MR imaging that developed within 2–7 days and typically resolved in 2–5 weeks. Unlike prior reports, 45% had incomplete
neurologic recovery manifesting as dysphasia, cognitive impairment, or hemiparesis. The remaining 55% recovered completely over an
average of 2 months. Three of 11 patients developed cortical laminar necrosis. Brain biopsies in 4 of 11 did not demonstrate a specific
pathologic substrate. These additional 11 patients contribute to the understanding of variability in stroke-like migraine attacks after
radiation therapy syndrome, which often but not uniformly manifests with headaches and seizures, demonstrates a typical evolution of
imaging findings, and may result in permanent neurologic and imaging sequelae.

ABBREVIATIONS: SMART � stroke-like migraine attacks after radiation therapy; CLN � cortical laminar necrosis; CJD � Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease; PIPG �
peri-ictal pseudoprogression

Stroke-like migraine attacks after radiation therapy (SMART)

is a syndrome presumed to be a delayed complication of

whole-brain irradiation wherein patients have recurrent attacks

of complex neurologic signs and symptoms, often including

headache and seizures that start many years after radiation ther-

apy and demonstrate characteristic imaging findings.1-5 Patients

may or may not have an antecedent history of migraine headaches

or seizures. Attacks are typically subacute in onset and involve

stroke-like deficits such as homonymous hemianopsia, hemiple-

gia, aphasia, and/or seizures. In all reported cases thus far, symp-

toms have been debilitating but ultimately resolve completely,

usually after weeks. MR imaging findings that correlate with these

clinical manifestations include unilaterally increased T2 signal

within temporal, parietal, or occipital cortices and an exuberant,

thick, gyral cortical gray matter enhancement that disappears as

symptoms resolve. The MR imaging findings do not respect vas-

cular borders.

Although SMART appears to be a delayed consequence of re-

mote cerebral irradiation, the pathophysiology is unknown and

pathologic specimens have not been previously reported.

Between March 1, 2006, and March 1, 2012, the authors ob-

served 11 patients in their daily practice who met the proposed

diagnostic criteria for SMART and underwent head MR imaging

while symptomatic.1 We obtained approval from our internal re-

view board to retrospectively report the clinical, pathologic, and

imaging findings of these patients.

Case Series
The 11 subjects ranged in age from 37– 60 years (mean, 50 years)

at the time of diagnosis with SMART. All had received cerebral

irradiation for various indications many years before onset of the

clinical syndrome (Table 1). Table 2 describes the frequency of

their presenting signs and symptoms. Each patient was retrospec-

tively included in this study only after completing a comprehen-

sive neurologic and medical evaluation at our institution that ex-

cluded other alternative diagnostic possibilities. Interval between

radiation therapy and SMART diagnosis ranged from 6 –30 years

(mean, 20), and the average age at the time of radiation therapy

was 30 years. Six patients (55%) had more than 1 SMART episode.

Five patients (45%) had a seizure history before SMART episodes,

8 (72%) patients had interictal epileptiform activity recorded on

EEG, 4 (36%) had focal electrographic seizures recorded, and 2

patients had only focal slowing (Table 3). Four patients (37%) had

recurrent severe migrainous headaches before SMART episodes,
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and 8 (73%) had migraine-like headaches as part of their SMART

presentation.

All patients demonstrated the typical gyriform, unilateral cor-

tical gadolinium enhancement with minimal leptomeningeal en-

hancement that is characteristic of SMART as well as the correla-

tive abnormal T2 and FLAIR signal with mild mass effect (Fig 1).

Although the radiation dose received was not known in most

cases, we believe that the MR imaging findings were in regions

that were included in the radiation ports. There was prominent

involvement of the temporo-parietal and occipital lobes with rel-

ative sparing of the frontal lobes in all cases. Gyriform enhance-

ment began 2–7 days after the initiation of neurologic signs and

symptoms and typically resolved in 2–5 weeks but lasted from

11– 84 days. Gadolinium T1-weighted images demonstrated the

most conspicuous findings followed by FLAIR images.

Three patients (27%) developed cortical laminar necrosis

(CLN) involving the same regions seen to enhance (Table 2). In

case 2, CLN developed 17 days after symptoms began (Fig 2). No

diffusion restriction was evident in the regions of enhancement or

CLN.

The clinical course in cases 1, 9, and 10 was complicated by a

superimposed cerebral infarction and symptoms of stroke (Figs 3

and 4). Each of these infarctions occurred within a subregion of

the more typical changes of SMART in the right occipital lobe. In

patients 1 and 9, right occipital infarctions were discovered in

regions of resolved gyriform enhancement that had been present 7

and 9 days previously, respectively. There had been no evidence of

restricted diffusion on the prior examinations. Patient 10 pre-

sented with a generalized seizure and had a new right occipital

infarct with adjacent gyriform enhancement and cortical edema

in the right temporoparietal and occipital lobes. Patients 9 and 10

went on to have full clinical recovery documented in the medical

record. The residual deficits in patient 1 were not anatomically

correlated to the region of infarction.

Patient 1 was initially diagnosed with Creutzfeldt-Jakob Dis-

ease (CJD) because of an elevated CSF 14 –3–3 protein, but, over

the next month, her neurologic status improved and she was able

to walk short distances. Eventually, she was able to return home,

though she required greater assistance from her husband with

activities of daily living. She had no new neurologic difficulties for

the next 5 years of follow-up.

Five patients (45%) demonstrated various degrees of multiple

magnetic susceptibility foci most compatible with cavernomas,

probably a consequence of prior radiation therapy.

Various medications were used in the care of these patients,

most commonly levetiracetam, which appeared to improve sei-

Table 1: Summary of demographics for patients with SMART

Patient Radiation Indication Interval, y Age at Diagnosis, y
Seizures
Before

Seizure
With

Headache
Before

Headache
With Therapies Used

1 Pituitary lesion 22 60 ? Y N N Phenytoin, levetiracetam
2 Pineal tumor 30 42 Y N ? Y Corticosteroids
3 Astrocytoma 32 44 N N ? Y Verapamil, phenytoin
4 Oligoastrocytoma 14 53 Y Y N N Phenytoin, levetiracetam
5 Dysgerminoma 19 50 N N Y Y Corticosteroids
6 Fibrillary astrocytoma 13 45 Y Y N N Levetiracetam, valproate,

corticosteroids
7 Astroblastoma 27 58 Y N N Y Phenytoin, aspirin
8 Lymphoma 16 37 N Y Y Y Levetiracetam, verapamil, aspirin
9 Oligoastrocytoma 10 50 N Y Y Y Levetiracetam, verapamil,

corticosteroids
10 Metastatic melanoma 6 50 Y Y N Y Levetiracetam, verapamil,

corticosteroids
11 Brain stem glioma 30 58 N Y Y Y Levetiracetam, verapamil

Note:—“Interval” indicates the interval in years between radiotherapy and the diagnosis of SMART. “Seizures before” and “Seizure with,” “Headache before” and “Headache
with” refer to symptoms preceding initiation and during SMART episodes, respectively.

Table 2: SMART presenting signs and symptoms
Signs and Symptoms No. of Cases %

Interictal epileptiform activity,
electrographic seizures,
or clinical seizure activitya

9/11 82

Headache 8/11 73
Speech disturbance 7/11 64
Visual field defect 7/11 64
Altered mentation 5/11 45
Hemiparesis 5/11 45
Hemisensory change 2/11 18

a Interictal epileptiform spikes, sharp waves, electrographic seizures, or witnessed
seizure. One of the patients without EEG interictal epileptiform activity had a wit-
nessed convulsion.

Table 3: EEG results during SMART symptoms
Patient EEG Results

1 Electrographic seizure activity over the right
temporal region

2 Potentially epileptogenic discharges over the left
temporal region

3 Potentially epileptogenic discharges over bilateral
temporal regions

4 Electrographic seizure activity over the left
temporal region

5 Focal slowing over the right hemisphere
6 Electrographic seizure activity over the left

temporal region
7 Focal slowing over the left occipito-parietal region
8 Potentially epileptogenic discharges over the right

frontal region (note: left temporo-parietal MRI changes)
9 Potentially epileptogenic discharges over the

midline, right parietal, and bilateral temporal regions
10 Electrographic seizure activity over the right

parietal region
11 No potentially epileptogenic activity on EEG but

had witnessed generalized seizure

Note:—Eight patients (72%) had epileptiform activity recorded with EEG and 4 (36%)
had focal electrographic seizures recorded.
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zure control in several patients. Patient 2 was treated with a

3-month steroid taper and began to improve within the first week,

though she did not return to her baseline. Three patients (patients

1, 2, and 5) had transient problems with

sodium and water balance during their

symptoms.

Four patients (36%) had brain biop-

sies because of concerns of tumor recur-

rence. All demonstrated mild, nonspe-

cific gliosis without a specific pathologic

substrate for SMART or evidence of re-

current tumor.

Six patients (55%) recovered com-

pletely back to their antecedent clinical

baseline, with recovery taking 1.5–2.5

months (mean, 2). Five patients (45%)

showed gradual but incomplete recov-

ery with residual deficits most often in-

cluding dysphasia, cognitive impair-

ment, and mild hemiparesis (Table 4).

DISCUSSION
This series provides several new insights

into the poorly understood and possibly

under-recognized syndrome of SMART.

Prior publications described a benign

natural history with complete return to

clinical baseline; however, in this series,

45% of patients had incomplete clinical

recovery. All the patients in this series

met the proposed diagnostic criteria of

SMART, except for this unexpected in-

complete recovery.1 Permanent imaging

sequelae from SMART were demon-

strated in 27%, with MR imaging find-

ings typical of cortical laminar necrosis

developing as early as 17 days after

symptom onset.

We demonstrated that the thick gyri-

form cortical enhancement characteris-

tic of SMART develops only after 2–7

days, typically resolves in 14 –35 days,

but may last between 11– 84 days. Diffu-

sion-weighted abnormalities were mini-

mal and primarily demonstrated T2

shine through without convincing evi-

dence of restricted diffusion except in

the 3 cases that had superimposed in-

farcts. The small occipital infarcts seen

in patients 1 and 9 occurred after the

more typical changes of gyral edema and

enhancement had resolved, again sug-

gesting that the mechanisms causing

SMART are complex. A process driven

by some form of cerebral hyperexcitabil-

ity with impaired autoregulatory pa-

rameters and endothelial damage occur-

ring as a consequence of remote radiation therapy seems

plausible. Stabilizing seizure threshold and vascular reactivity are

logical therapeutic interventions to consider.

FIG 1. A, Patient 3; B, patient 4; C, patient 7; D, patient 11. T1-weighted images with gadolinium
enhancement demonstrate typical patterns of enhancement seen in SMART.

FIG 2. Patient 2. A, T1-weighed image without gadolinium demonstrates typical findings of right
temporoparietal cortical laminar necrosis on day 17 of symptoms. B, T1-weighted image with
gadolinium demonstrates concordant unilateral gyriform enhancement on the same
examination.
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The pathologic substrate for SMART is unknown, and biopsy

in 4 of the 11 patients (36%) failed to demonstrate pathologic

etiology. Also, 3 of 11 patients in this series had comorbid prob-

lems with high or low sodium or diabetes insipidus, but to what

extent this may have contributed is not known.

Similar to previous reports, the inter-

val between radiation and SMART diag-

nosis was on average 20 years, with an

average age at diagnosis of 50.1,3 All pa-

tients had somatosensory findings, 82%

had various levels of evidence of seizure

activity temporally and spatially corre-

lated with imaging findings, 73% had

migraine-like headaches, and all had

unilateral, thick gyriform enhancement

during their symptoms.

Limitations of this series include its

retrospective nature. We did not actively

recruit suspected cases but simply came

across them during our daily practice. We

saw 1–2 cases per year at our tertiary care

center. Many of the subjects had received

radiation therapy many years previously at

other institutions; thus, radiation doses

were largely unknown, though the radia-

tion ports probably included regions af-

fected by SMART in all cases.

Inherent to their history of cerebral

irradiation and tumor, patients with

SMART may have seizures as a premor-

bid condition and possible contributor

to their neurologic problems. Many re-

ports have demonstrated that noncon-

vulsive status epilepticus or frequent

partial seizures may produce transient

cortical edema, T2 hyperintensity, lep-

tomeningeal or cortical enhancement,

and permanent sequelae, including cor-

tical laminar necrosis.6-9 Postictal MR

imaging findings in patients without

prior radiation therapy appear different

from SMART, suggesting that SMART

may represent a unique syndrome with a

complex poorly understood pathophys-

iology occurring in a subset of patients

long after radiation therapy.10,11

It may be that seizures in patients

with SMART strain an already im-

paired brain because of the chronic en-

dothelial vascular damage caused by

remote radiation, and this “double

hit” produces infarction in some in-

stances in the affected cortical areas.

Whether seizures initiate or are a con-

sequence of SMART, the combination

of radiation-induced vascular damage

and clinical and subclinical seizure ac-

tivity could explain cortical edema and impaired blood-brain

barrier integrity with persisting contrast enhancement for days

to weeks while patients’ symptoms outlast any particular seizure

activity and, at times, become permanent with evidence of cortical

laminar necrosis.

FIG 3. Patient 1. A, Gadolinium-enhanced T1 image demonstrating characteristic unilateral,
thick gyriform enhancement during an episode of SMART. B, FLAIR sequence showing gyral
T2 signal that corresponds to the regions of enhancement. C and D, Diffusion-weighted
sequence and ADC map demonstrate no convincing diffusion restriction upon initial presen-
tation until 7 days later (E and F), when enhancement resolved but a new right occipital
infarction was found.
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Reports of what has been subsequently termed peri-ictal pseu-

doprogression (PIPG) demonstrate MR imaging findings similar

to SMART but highlight absence of headache, less significant neu-

rologic impairment, and more rapid clinical recovery as differen-

tiating aspects.12 Although PIPG probably represents the same

spectrum of phenomena as SMART, reported cases tend to show

more meningeal enhancement than the cortical enhancement

seen in SMART.

Endothelial damage may also explain the interplay between

too much or too little synaptic activity producing the migrainous

headaches that occur in some patients with SMART as well as the

unilaterality of the imaging findings that are similar to those re-

ported in familial hemiplegic migraine.13 Cha et al14 reported

identical twins with hemiplegic migraine without evidence of sei-

zures who had MR imaging findings identical to SMART, though

no history of radiation was mentioned. Therefore, vascular endo-

thelial damage complicating radiation therapy may lower the

threshold required to develop episodic symptoms of a hyperexcit-

able nervous system similar to the postulated mechanism of

hemiplegic migraine and could contribute to the expression of

symptoms consistent with migraine in these cases. Furthermore,

it is plausible to consider that this syn-

drome occurs in individuals who survive

radiation therapy and have a genetic

predisposition similar to hemiplegic

migraine.

Rapid control of seizure activity, if

present, is important in treating patients

with SMART. Intravenous fospheny-

toin, oral or intravenous levetiracetam,

and a short course of high-dose cortico-

steroids appear to be candidates for

treatment.15 Because of the ischemic na-

ture of the MR imaging findings that can

progress to cortical laminar necrosis, ve-

rapamil appears to be an intuitive,

though unproven, therapeutic option

that may have the benefit of also pre-

venting headaches. Although also un-

proven, some form of antiplatelet ther-

apy or even statin therapy seem to be

intuitive potential treatment options.

The possibility of recurrent tumor or loss of seizure control as

a cause of symptoms is omnipresent in patients with prior radia-

tion for brain tumors, and ongoing aggressive surveillance is re-

quired. Awareness and recognition of SMART syndrome signs,

symptoms, imaging findings, and recurrent attacks should serve

to guard against rendering an incorrect dire prognosis and pre-

vent aggressive interventions such as brain biopsy or cerebral an-

giography. All 4 patients who underwent biopsy in this series ex-

perienced incomplete recovery, and only 1 of the 7 patients who

did not undergo biopsy had an incomplete recovery. It should be

noted that no new signs or symptoms were temporally correlated

with the biopsy procedures; thus, the relation between biopsy and

clinical outcome is unknown. It is unclear why the 14 –3–3 pro-

tein was elevated in patient 1, who ultimately did not have CJD,

but false-positives have been found with other nonspecific en-

cephalopathies, especially with ischemia.16

For appropriate diagnosis and treatment, it is important for

clinicians and radiologists to be aware of the characteristic

imaging findings of SMART as well as their temporal evolu-

tion, the association with seizures, the possibility of permanent

sequelae, and the lack of benefit and possible detriment from

brain biopsy.
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Sex Differences in Resting-State Functional Connectivity in
Multiple Sclerosis

K.A. Koenig, M.J. Lowe, J. Lin, K.E. Sakaie, L. Stone, R.A. Bermel, E.B. Beall, S.M. Rao, B.D. Trapp, and M.D. Phillips

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Multiple studies have demonstrated evidence of sex differences in patients with MS, including differ-
ences in disease progression, cognitive decline, and biologic markers. This study used functional connectivity MRI to investigate sex
differences in the strength of functional connectivity of the default mode network in patients with MS and healthy control subjects.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: A total of 16 men and 16 women with MS and 32 age- and sex-matched healthy control subjects underwent
a whole-brain resting-state functional connectivity MRI scan. A group-based seed in the posterior cingulate was used to create whole-
brain correlation maps. A 2 � 2 ANOVA was used to assess whether disease status and sex affected the strength of connectivity to the
posterior cingulate.

RESULTS: Patients with MS showed significantly stronger connectivity from the posterior cingulate to the bilateral medial frontal gyri, the
left ventral anterior cingulate, the right putamen, and the left middle temporal gyrus (P � .0005). In the left dorsal lateral prefrontal cortex,
female patients showed significantly stronger connectivity to the posterior cingulate cortex compared with female control subjects (P �

3 � 104), and male control subjects showed stronger posterior cingulate cortex–left dorsal lateral prefrontal cortex connectivity in
comparison to female control subjects (P � .002). Male patients showed significantly weaker connectivity to the caudate compared with
female patients (P � .004).

CONCLUSIONS: Disease status and sex interact to produce differences in the strength of functional connectivity from the posterior
cingulate to the caudate and the left dorsal lateral prefrontal cortex.

ABBREVIATIONS: ACC � anterior cingulate cortex; DMN � default mode network; fcMRI � functional connectivity MRI; DLPFC � dorsal lateral prefrontal cortex;
MNI � Montreal Neurological Institute; PCC � posterior cingulate cortex

There have been numerous reports of sex differences in patients

with the neurodegenerative disorder MS. It has long been

known that women are more likely to have MS than men, and

recent reports have found a widening sex gap in diagnosis.1-3 Al-

though sex has a less dramatic effect on disease progression and

clinical outcomes, several studies have reported more severe

symptoms and faster progression in men.4-7 The underlying pro-

cesses thought to be involved in the development and progression

of MS demonstrate significant sex differences. For example, male

and female patients with MS have shown differences in the mark-

ers of autoimmune function,8-10 and there has been extensive

research on the effects of sex hormones on disease progression,

particularly during and after pregnancy.11,12 There is evidence

that fluctuations in hormone levels can affect tissue damage in the

brain13; these observations have prompted research on the use of

sex hormones as a treatment for MS.14,15 It is unclear, however,

whether there are sex differences in conventional MR imaging

measures of disease status. One review concluded that sex does

not appear to affect conventional MR imaging measures,16

whereas other research has found increased gray matter atrophy

and decreased development of T2-weighted lesions in men and

increased white matter atrophy in women.17-19 Recently, sex dif-

ferences in expression levels of markers involved in demyelination

were found in an animal model of MS.20

The measure of low-frequency blood oxygen level– dependent

signal fluctuations in a patient at rest, referred to as resting-state

functional connectivity MRI (fcMRI), is thought to capture infor-

mation about intrinsic functional networks in the brain.21 Pa-
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tients with MS show differences in both the pattern and magni-

tude of fcMRI values, and there is some indication that these

changes are related to the level of disease burden and cognitive

deficits.20,22-26 In particular, connectivity between the posterior

cingulate and other structures in the default mode network has

shown a relationship with cognition.23,27

It is unclear whether fcMRI values are affected by sex. One

study found no differences between men and women in a sample

of more than 600 participants,28 whereas another study in a sim-

ilar sample found higher fcMRI values in the default mode net-

work, the left inferior frontal gyrus, and bilateral basal ganglia in

women and higher fcMRI values in motor and sensory networks

in men.29 Other studies have found higher fcMRI values in the

parietal, insular, and occipital regions in men; higher connectivity

in the frontal and temporal regions, posterior cingulate, and pa-

rietal lobe in women; greater hemispheric asymmetry in men; and

higher overall internetwork connectivity in men.29-33

Two studies have specifically assessed the effect of sex on fc-

MRI values in patients with MS. In a study that used synchroni-

zation likelihood and graph analysis, healthy men showed signif-

icantly higher synchronization and network efficiency when

compared with healthy women, whereas men with MS had lower

synchronization levels and reduced network efficiency compared

with healthy men.34 In contrast, Schoonheim et al25 found higher

synchronization in men with MS compared with healthy men

when these factors were assessed with magnetoencephalography.

The default mode network (DMN) is a well-characterized rest-

ing-state network, comprising portions of the anterior (ACC) and

posterior cingulate (PCC), precuneus, inferior parietal lobules,

and prefrontal cortex.35 Although the DMN is most active during

a “resting” state, many studies have shown a relationship between

DMN characteristics, cognitive performance, and disease sta-

tus.23,26,36 Compared with control subjects, patients with MS

show decreases in DMN connectivity in the left medial prefrontal

cortex, left precentral gyrus, right inferior frontal gyrus, left infe-

rior temporal gyrus, and the ACC.23,26,37 The ACC and left medial

prefrontal cortex have shown a relationship with cognitive per-

formance in MS, with better performance leading to increased

DMN activity.26 Several regions have shown increased DMN con-

nectivity in patients with MS, including the right inferior parietal

lobule and the lateral regions of the PCC.23 Although the DMN

has shown a clear relationship to disease status in MS, to date no

studies have examined sex differences.

In the present study, we used a seed-based approach to assess

sex differences among patients with MS and control subjects in

fcMRI of the whole brain to the posterior cingulate, a primary

node in the DMN. A seed-based approach allows investigation of

the DMN while also allowing investigation of peripherally related

regions that may be involved in disease processes. We also con-

sidered the relationships among cognitive function, sex, and func-

tional connectivity in MS. We found regional variations in the

strength of connectivity to the PCC in patients with MS, and we

found sex- and disease-status interactions in connectivity to the

right caudate and left dorsal lateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
From a larger dataset of patients with MS and control subjects, on

the basis of being able to make an age- and sex-matched sub-

sample, we selected 32 patients with MS and 32 healthy control

subjects. Participants with MS were diagnosed by use of the Inter-

national Panel Criteria for MS, with the diagnosis confirmed by a

neurologist at the time of participation.38 There were equal num-

bers of men and women in both samples (Table 1). All study

participants were scanned by use of a 12-channel receive-only

head coil on a Trio 3T scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). All

participants used a bite bar during the scanning session to restrict

head motion. After informed consent was given, the study partic-

ipants were scanned in a single session by use of the following

Cleveland Clinic Institutional Review Board–approved protocol:

Scan 1: Whole-brain T1 MPRAGE: 120 axial sections; thick-

ness, 1.2 mm; FOV 256 � 256 mm; TI/TE/TR/flip angle, 900/

1.71/1900 ms/8°; matrix, 256 � 128; band width, 62 kHz.

Scan 2: Whole-brain resting-state fcMRI study, with eyes closed:

132 repetitions of 31 4-mm-thick axial sections (no gap); matrix,

128 � 128; in-plane resolution, 2 � 2 mm; TE/TR/flip angle, 29/2800

ms/80°; FOV, 256 � 256 mm2; band width, 1954 Hz/pixel.

Image Postprocessing
Functional connectivity data were postprocessed as follows:

Cardiac and respiratory fluctuations, measured during

Table 1: Demographic information

Characteristic
Female Control Subjects

(n = 16)
Female Patients

(n = 16)
Male Control Subjects

(n = 16a)
Male Patients

(n = 16)
Mean age, y (SD) 42.25 (9.4) 42.38 (9.5) 41.81 (9.6) 40.94 (8.9)
Mean education, y (SD) 16.44 (1.3) 15.00 (2.6) 16.81 (3.7) 16.3 (2.9)
Median EDSS (range) NA 2 (1–3.5) NA 1.5 (1–6)
Median disease duration (range) NA 8 (1–24) NA 6.5 (1–29)
Disease phenotype NA 16 RR NA 14 RR/2 SP
Mean cognitive task scores (SD)

Symbol Digit Modalities Test 64.50 (10.1) 59.38 (9.0) 61.55 (12.3) 59.88 (8.5)
Paced Auditory Serial Addition Test 51.81 (8.6) 49.44 (9.8) 51.73 (7.5) 54.25 (6.4)
California Verbal Learning Test 53.69 (10.7) 56.25 (12.1) 54.09 (12.9) 49.06 (11.4)
Brief Visuospatial Memory Test–Revised 26.56 (3.9) 25.31 (4.7) 27.18 (5.1) 26.81 (5.2)
Controlled Word Association Test 44.44 (9.3) 47.13 (10.9) 45.36 (7.1) 45.94 (8.3)

Motion characteristics, mm
Mean (SD) 0.275 (0.10) 0.290 (0.09) 0.309 (0.11) 0.254 (0.07)
Peak (SD) 0.629 (0.36) 0.724 (0.45) 0.742 (0.37) 0.555 (0.30)

Note:—RR indicates relapse-remitting; SP, secondary-progressive; NA, not applicable; EDSS, Expanded Disability Status Scale.
a n � 11 for male control subjects on all cognitive tasks.
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scanning, were regressed out at the voxel level with the use of

RETROICOR.39 Data were retrospectively motion-corrected by

use of the AFNI (http://afni.nimh.nih.gov/afni/) program 3dvol-

reg, and output from 3dvolreg was used to identify and regress

signal fluctuations that corresponded to voxel-level displace-

ment.40 Data were spatially filtered with a Hamming filter,

temporally filtered to remove fluctuations �0.08 Hz, and

smoothed by use of the AFNI program 3dmerge with a 6-mm

kernel.40

Volumetric Analysis
Tissue volume was estimated with the FSL (http://www.fmrib.ox.

ac.uk/fsl) program SIENAX.41,42 With the use of the T1 volume,

SIENAX first applies an affine registration to Montreal Neurolog-

ical Institute (MNI) 152 space to obtain a volumetric scaling

factor.43,44 Total gray matter, white matter, and CSF are calcu-

lated by means of tissue segmentation and are then normalized

for head size by means of the scaling factor.45 Segmentation

maps were visually inspected to ensure accuracy, and a 2-way

ANOVA and Tukey honest significance test were used to cal-

culate between-group differences for gray and white matter

volumes.46

Image Analysis
The AFNI tool InstaCorr was used to identify a seed for fcMRI

analysis.47 This tool can be used to create individual fcMRI maps

on the basis of a given seed voxel and can determine how strongly

voxels are related to an fcMRI network of

interest. In the current study, a subset of

15 patients and 15 matched control sub-

jects was used in a preliminary analysis to

identify the midline PCC region of inter-

est. For each of the 30 participants, Insta-

Corr was used to manually select the pos-

terior cingulate voxel that had the highest

correlation with traditional DMN re-

gions, including the ACC, inferior pari-

etal lobules, and medial prefrontal cortex.

One-voxel PCC ROIs in native space were

aligned to the anatomic volume by use of

the AFNI program align_epi_anat.py,48

and were then transferred to common

space by use of a 12-degree of freedom

affine coregistration to the MNI tem-

plate.49 Through manual inspection, it

was determined that the spatial variation

in MNI space was small enough across all

30 participants to justify generalizing a

group-based region of interest to the en-

tire sample of 32 patients and 32 control

subjects. It was verified that a 4-mm di-

ameter sphere at [1 �43 16] was sufficient

to encompass the location of the PCC re-

gion of interest in all 30 of the tested par-

ticipants. The 4-mm diameter sphere rep-

resents an estimate of the location of the

PCC node of the default mode network

and served as our fcMRI seed for the re-

mainder of the analysis.

To avoid issues of resampling, PCC functional connectivity

maps were created in native space. The group-based PCC ROI was

warped into native space for each of the 64 participants and man-

ually inspected to ensure that the transformation to native space

resulted in placement of the ROI within the PCC. Any voxels

included in the ROI that were not within PCC were excluded from

the analysis. Through the use of Matlab (MathWorks, Natick,

Massachusetts), a resting-state reference time-series was pro-

duced by taking the linearly detrended average time-series of all

voxels in the PCC ROI, and a cross-correlation was calculated

between the reference time-series and the linearly detrended rest-

ing-state time-series on a voxel-by-voxel basis.46 The correlation

was converted to a Student t, and the distribution was then nor-

malized to unit variance and zero mean.50 The resulting map

indicates the strength of connection to the reference time-se-

ries in the PCC ROI. Fig 1 shows a representative single-par-

ticipant PCC functional connectivity map, thresholded at P �

.0005, with a cluster size of 36, for an effective voxelwise P of

1 � 10�7.

Participants were then divided into 4 age-matched groups:

male control subjects, female control subjects, male patients, and

female patients (Table 1). Connectivity maps from the 32 patients

and their matched healthy control subjects were transferred to

MNI space and entered into a 2-way ANOVA by use of the AFNI

program 3danova2.40 The categories for the ANOVA were sex and

FIG 1. Representative single-participant PCC functional connectivity map, thresholded at P �
.005, cluster size � 36, for an effective voxelwise P of 1 � 10�7.
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disease status. The resulting maps were thresholded at P � .01

with a cluster size of 74, for an effective voxelwise P of 1 � 10�5. In

MNI space, a 9-voxel in-plane ROI was centered at the voxel of

highest significance for each region identified in the ANOVA (Fig

2). To obtain individual subject fcMRI measures for post hoc

analysis, ROIs for regions identified in the ANOVA were trans-

ferred to native space, aligned to the PCC fcMRI map, and

visually inspected to ensure placement within the structure of

interest. The mean values of connectivity to the PCC in signif-

icant ROIs were compared in a post hoc analysis by use of

paired Student t tests and Tukey range test for correction of

multiple comparisons.46

Behavioral Data
All participants completed 5 cognitive tests, with the exception of

4 male control subjects. These 4 male control subjects were in-

cluded in the fcMRI analysis but were not included in the cogni-

tive performance/fcMRI comparison because of missing cog-

nitive test data. The tests included measures of verbal and

spatial memory (the California Verbal Learning Test-II and the

Brief Visuospatial Memory Test-Revised), speed of processing

and sustained attention (the Paced Auditory Serial Addition

Test, 3 second administration and the oral version of the Sym-

bol Digit Modalities Test), and verbal fluency (the Controlled

Word Association Test). In addition, all participants were

rated by a trained clinician on the Expanded Disability Status

Scale.51

RESULTS
Demographics
Thirty-two patients with MS and 32 healthy control subjects were

divided into 4 age-matched groups on the basis of sex (Table 1).

Groups showed no differences in age or education, and the male

and female patient groups showed no dif-

ferences in Expanded Disability Status

Scale or disease duration.

Behavioral Data
For each test, all study patients scored

within 2 standard deviations of the mean

performance of healthy control subjects.

Raw score mean and standard deviation

for each test are reported in Table 1. For

group comparisons and correlation with

imaging measures, cognitive measures

were corrected on the basis of available

norms. Both California Verbal Learning

Test-II and Brief Visuospatial Memory

Test-Revised total recall scores were con-

verted to t-scores on the basis of age-cor-

rected norms.52,53 Raw scores for the oral

Symbol Digit Modalities Test and the Con-

trolled Word Association Test were con-

verted to z-scores by means of norms cor-

rected for age and level of education.54,55

Paced Auditory Serial Addition Test raw

scores were converted to z-scores by means

of norms corrected for level of education.56

Unpaired Student t tests were used to

compare cognitive performance. No significant differences in

cognitive performance were found between patients and control

subjects or between sexes.

Volumetric Analysis
In a 2-way ANOVA, white matter differences were significant

in both the disease and sex conditions, with no sig-

nificant interaction effect. Although patients showed lower white

matter volume as compared with control subjects (P � 9 � 10�4),

when all female participants (patient and control) were compared

with all male participants, female participants showed signifi-

cantly less white matter overall (P � 1 � 10�4). The difference in

white matter volume between sexes was greater in control subjects

(P � 6 � 10�4) than in patients (P � .033). The opposite pattern

emerged for gray matter. In the 2-way ANOVA, gray matter

showed significance only in the sex condition (P � 3 � 10�3), in

which female participants showed higher gray matter volume as

compared with male participants. The difference between sexes

was of similar magnitude in control subjects (P � .035) and pa-

tients (P � .017).

Motion
All functional connectivity datasets were assessed for motion by

use of mean peak-to-peak displacement. Participants with a mean

peak-to-peak displacement �0.4 mm were flagged for visual in-

spection of the fcMRI time-series and subsequent correlation

maps. Data from 3 patients and 3 control subjects were flagged for

inspection. No evidence of motion-related artifact, including

rings of correlation around the outside of the head, correlation in

the ventricles, and rapid correlation pattern changes from section

to section (a consequence of motion in an interleaved style acqui-

sition), was found. On the basis of these criteria, no participants

FIG 2. Nine-voxel in-plane ROIs centered at the voxel of highest significance for each region
showing significant group differences in a 2-way ANOVA (P � 1 � 10�5).
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were excluded because of motion. No significant differences in

motion characteristics were found between patients and control

subjects or between sexes (Table 1).

Functional Connectivity
The voxelwise 2-way ANOVA showed significant differences in

strength of connectivity to the PCC between patients and control

subjects in the bilateral medial frontal gyri, the left ventral ante-

rior cingulate, the right putamen, and the left middle temporal

gyrus (P � 1 � 10�5). Analysis of the sex/disease status inter-

action demonstrated a significant difference between groups in

the right caudate (P � 4 � 10�4) and the left middle frontal

gyrus (specifically the left DLPFC) (P � 2 � 10�4). There were

no significant differences between regions on the basis of sex

alone.

In the post hoc comparison, the bilateral medial frontal gyri,

left ventral anterior cingulate, right putamen, and left middle

temporal gyrus showed significant differences between the full

patient and control groups (P � 5 � 10�4) (Table 2). The right

caudate and left DLPFC showed a disease status/sex interaction

effect (Fig 3). These regions were compared by use of 4 t tests: 1)

female patient versus female control; 2) male patient versus male

control; 3) male patient versus female patient; and 4) male control

versus female control. In the right caudate, male patients showed

significantly weaker connectivity to the PCC compared with fe-

male patients (P � .004). In the left DLPFC, female patients

showed significantly stronger connectivity to the PCC compared

with female control subjects (P � 3 � 104). Control subjects also

showed a significant difference, with male subjects showing stron-

ger PCC–left DLPFC connectivity in comparison with female

subjects (P � .002).

To rule out caudate atrophy as a cause of between-sex differ-

ences, we used the FreeSurfer image analysis suite (http://surfer.

nmr.mgh.harvard.edu) to automatically segment the right and

left caudate.57,58 After manual inspection for accuracy, caudate

volumes were corrected for head size and a 2-way ANOVA was

used to compare volumes among the 4 groups. Disease status

showed a significant effect on the left side only, with patients

showing significantly smaller volumes than control subjects (P �

.327). Neither right nor left caudate volume correlated with con-

nectivity measures.

In regions that showed differences between the patient and

control groups, connectivity was compared with overall gray and

white matter volume by use of a Pearson correlation. Connectivity

values did not correlate with overall gray or white matter volumes

in the control group. In patients, overall gray matter volume was

positively associated with increased connectivity between the

PCC and the left middle temporal gyrus (r � �0.5297, P � .001).

There were no correlations between fcMRI and cognition in any

of the groups, and patients did not show correlations between

connectivity measures and disease duration.

DISCUSSION
The present study demonstrated that specific fcMRI differences

between patients with MS and control subjects are influenced by

Table 2: Mean fcMRI values for MS and healthy control groups, by sex

Region
MNI

Coordinates

Mean fcMRI Value (SD)

P
Valuea

Female
Control
Subjects

Female
Patients

Male
Control
Subjects

Male
Patients

All
Control
Subjects

All
Patients

Left medial frontal gyrus ��7 61 3.8� 0.432 (0.773) 1.768 (1.833) �0.044 (0.899) 1.050 (0.857) 0.194 (0.860) 1.409 (1.454) .0001
Right medial frontal gyrus �7 59 7.4� 1.292 (1.057) 2.317 (1.352) 1.101 (1.543) 2.367 (1.076) 1.197 (1.305) 2.342 (1.202) .0005
Left anterior cingulate ��7 40 �11.8� �0.094 (0.471) 0.510 (1.017) �0.430 (0.509 0.603 (1.145) �0.262 (0.512) 0.556 (1.066) .0002
Right putamen �27 10 �15.4� �0.550 (0.913) 0.436 (0.681) �0.339 (0.735) 0.237 (0.689) �0.445 (0.823) 0.336 (0.681) .0001
Left middle temporal

gyrus
��56 �4 �23.8� 0.376 (0.404) 0.991 (1.010) 0.162 (0.332) 1.253 (1.142) 0.269 (0.380) 1.122 (1.068) .0001

Left DLPFC ��25 40 19.4� �0.986 (0.660) �0.147 (0.809) �0.194 (0.637) 0.848 (0.830) �0.590 (0.754) �0.497 (0.881) NS
Right caudate �19 24 3.8� �0.642 (0.909) 0.210 (0.651) 0.094 (0.818) �0.463 (0.612) �0.274 (0.929) �0.127 (0.710) NS

Note:—NS indicates not significant.
a P values for control subject and patient comparisons.

FIG 3. Mean functional connectivity to the PCC for regions that showed a sex-disease status.
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sex and disease status. The bilateral medial frontal gyri, right pu-

tamen, left anterior cingulate, and left middle temporal gyrus ap-

pear to have clear patient/control effects in both sexes, whereas

differences in the left middle frontal gyrus and the right caudate

are dependent on sex interactions.

In the present study, sex effects were most obvious in the left

DLPFC and the right caudate. Although the levels of connectivity

were low overall, the patterns of connectivity were opposite for

male/female control subjects and patients in both regions. In the

caudate, sex differences were significant in patients but not in

healthy control subjects. The caudate is a frequent site of gray

matter atrophy in MS,59 and there is some indication that men

experience a greater level of gray matter atrophy.17 Although we

did find that patients had a decrease in left caudate volume, we did

not find that caudate volumes differed by sex. Both this finding

and the use of a small, targeted ROI, manually inspected for place-

ment, greatly diminish potential effects of atrophy and partial

voluming on fcMRI measures.

Female control subjects and female patients had a significant

difference in fcMRI values in the left DLPFC; this area was also the

only region to demonstrate sex differences in connectivity be-

tween healthy control subjects. Previous studies have found that

atrophy in the DLPFC may be linked to cognitive decline and

alterations in functional activation in MS.60-62 In our study, in-

creased connectivity to the DLPFC was seen in female patients

only, with male patients showing a weaker connectivity similar to

that of female control subjects. In contrast, male control subjects

demonstrated stronger connectivity to the DLPFC than did fe-

male control subjects, with values similar to those of female pa-

tients. Although it is difficult to directly compare this finding to

the results of previous studies of sex differences in fcMRI, our use

of a seed-based region of interest in the PCC is similar to that of

Biswal et al,32 whose work also found stronger connectivity to the

left middle frontal gyrus in men.

We also found sex and disease effects in an analysis of white

and gray matter volumes, corrected for head size. In patient and

control groups, overall white matter volume was lower in women

than in men, whereas overall gray matter volume was higher, a

finding in line with a number of previous studies.63,64 Patients

with MS showed lower white matter volume than that in control

subjects but showed no difference in gray matter volumes. Both

gray and white matter volume loss is a common finding in MS,65

though it has been suggested that gray matter loss is more closely

associated with increased levels of disability.66 Although we did

find that fcMRI of the PCC–left middle temporal gyrus was re-

lated to gray matter loss in patients, the finding of equivalent gray

matter and the lack of correlations between cognition and fcMRI

measures in patients may be the result of the lack of cognitive

impairment in our patient group. In a study of control subjects

and both cognitively preserved and cognitively impaired patients

with MS, Bonavita et al23 found that patients showed lower con-

nectivity in the anterior and midline posterior cingulate com-

pared with healthy control subjects, with increased connectivity at

the boundaries of the posterior cingulate and in parieto-occipital

regions. The investigators also found a positive relationship be-

tween cognitive ability and fcMRI values in the anterior cingulate

in cognitively preserved patients, whereas a negative relationship

was observed between cognitive ability and fcMRI values in the

PCC in cognitively impaired patients. These data and similar re-

sults from a study by Rocca et al26 suggest that a sample without

cognitively impaired patients may not fully capture links between

fcMRI and cognition. Although our population is not signifi-

cantly impaired, we already see a number of changes in functional

connectivity. Ideally, a longitudinal study of patients with MS

could verify which imaging changes precede cognitive decline and

which changes are the result of further disease progression.

The dataset used in the current study was small, and although

male and female patients with MS were matched with control

subjects for age, sex, education, and Expanded Disability Status

Scale, lesion load or other measures of disability may have affected

the results. A larger sample is necessary to further assess sex dif-

ferences in MS and to clarify the relationships among sex, disease

progression, cognitive decline, and potential imaging markers

such as fcMRI.

CONCLUSIONS
Our results suggest that female and male patients with MS have

differences in the strength of functional connectivity from the

posterior cingulate to the caudate and the DLPFC. This finding

builds on the growing evidence of sex differences in MS and

should serve as a reminder that sex differences must be taken into

account in MS research.
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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: The Safety and Efficacy of NeuroFlo Technology in Ischemic Stroke trial showed a trend for reduced
all-cause mortality and positive secondary safety end point outcomes. We present further analyses of the mortality and severe disability
data from the Safety and Efficacy of NeuroFlo Technology in Ischemic Stroke trial.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: The Safety and Efficacy of NeuroFlo Technology in Ischemic Stroke trial was a multicenter, randomized,
controlled trial that evaluated the safety and effectiveness of the NeuroFlo catheter in patients with stroke. The current analysis was
performed on the as-treated population. All-cause and stroke-related mortality rates at 90 days were compared between groups, and
logistic regression models were fit to obtain ORs and 95% CIs for the treated versus not-treated groups. We categorized death-associated
serious adverse events as neurologic versus non-neurologic events and performed multiple logistic regression analyses. We analyzed
severe disability and mortality by outcomes of the mRS. Patient allocation was gathered by use of a poststudy survey.

RESULTS: All-cause mortality trended in favor of treated patients (11.5% versus 16.1%; P � .079) and stroke-related mortality was signifi-
cantly reduced in treated patients (7.5% versus 14.2%; P � .009). Logistic regression analysis for freedom from stroke-related mortality
favored treatment (OR, 2.41; 95% CI, 1.22, 4.77; P � .012). Treated patients had numerically fewer neurologic causes of stroke-related deaths
(52.9% versus 73.0%; P � .214). Among the 90-day survivors, nominally fewer treated patients were severely disabled (mRS 5) (5.6% versus
7.5%; OR, 1.72; 95% CI, 0.72, 4.14; P � .223). Differences in allocation of care did not account for the reduced mortality rates.

CONCLUSIONS: There were consistent reductions in all-cause and stroke-related mortality in the NeuroFlo-treated patients. This
reduction in mortality did not result in an increase in severe disability.

ABBREVIATIONS: SENTIS � Safety and Efficacy of NeuroFlo Technology in Ischemic Stroke; NIHSSS � National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale Score

Recently, the primary results of the Safety and Efficacy of

NeuroFlo Technology in Ischemic Stroke (SENTIS) trial have

been published.1 NeuroFlo therapy involves partial occlusion of

the abdominal aorta that results in a prompt increase in blood

volume above the partial occlusion and has been shown to specif-

ically increase CBF by diverting blood flow from the lower limbs

to the brain.2 Preclinical studies in animal models and imaging

studies in patients indicate that this intervention creates a sub-

stantial increase in CBF that persists beyond deflation and re-

moval of the NeuroFlo device without an increase in intracerebral

hemorrhages.1,3 A feasibility study in 25 patients with ischemic

stroke treated up to 24 hours after symptom onset also showed no

parenchymal hematomas and no symptomatic intracerebral

hemorrhages.4 For an extensive review of the literature and mode

of action, we refer to a recent review by Liebeskind et al.5

SENTIS was a prospective, randomized, multicenter trial to

evaluate the safety and efficacy of CBF augmentation in patients

with acute ischemic stroke who were able to have NeuroFlo treat-

ment initiated within 14 hours of the onset of symptoms. SENTIS

was the first randomized trial of an interventional device for

stroke with a primary clinical outcomes end point, a global dis-
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ability outcome assessment that is based on an excellent outcome

on a combination of several scales (Barthel Index, National Insti-

tutes of Health Stroke Scale Score [NIHSSS], mRS, and Glasgow

Outcome Scale). In the intent-to-treat analysis, the SENTIS re-

sults did not achieve statistical significance for the primary effi-

cacy end point: (OR, 1.17; 95% CI, 0.81–1.67; P � .407). The

primary safety end point was met: There was no difference in

serious adverse events between groups (P � .923). A statistical

trend for all-cause mortality and positive secondary safety end

point outcomes was observed.1 Additionally, post hoc analyses

have shown positive results, especially with regard to stroke-re-

lated mortality. In this report, we present further analyses of the

mortality and severe disability data from the SENTIS trial.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
For detailed methods of the trial, we refer to the original publica-

tion of the SENTIS trial (ClinicalTrials.gov, No. NCT00119717).1

The trial was funded by CoAxia. All authors vouch for the accu-

racy and completeness of the data and analysis. All authors had

access to all the data in the study and had final responsibility for

submission of this publication.

Briefly, patients who met all of the enrollment criteria and

provided written consent were allocated to NeuroFlo treatment

with standard medical management (treatment) or standard

medical management alone (control) through the use of a 1:1

randomization scheme that was stratified by site, baseline

NIHSSS, and the time from symptom onset. All patients were

followed for safety and efficacy through 90 days; formal clinical

assessments were performed at 6 and 24 hours and at 4 (or hos-

pital discharge, if earlier), 30, and 90 days. The final 90-day assess-

ment was blinded. Follow-up cranial CT imaging was performed

at 24 hours and, in cases of neurologic worsening, at any time up

to 90 days. Additionally, a poststudy survey was completed to

gather information on patient treatment unit allocation (admis-

sion to neuro/stroke intensive care unit, other intensive care unit,

stroke unit, or general unit) and the presence of “do not resusci-

tate”/“do not intubate,” and “comfort care only” orders.

Statistical Analyses
All analyses were performed on the “modified as-treated” popu-

lation.1 Standard summary statistics were calculated for all study

variables. Categoric variables were summarized by the use of fre-

quency distributions and 95% CIs.

The proportions of patients with all-cause and stroke-related

mortality were compared between groups by use of a Cochran-

Mantel-Haenszel test, stratified by age and baseline NIHSSS. Lo-

gistic regression models were also fit for all-cause and stroke-

related mortality to obtain an OR and 95% CI for the treated

versus not-treated comparison. Kaplan-Meier curves for

stroke-related mortality were provided, along with estimates at

specific time points (4, 30, 60, and 90 days) and their associated

95% CIs.

We qualitatively reviewed the serious adverse events related to

deaths categorized into neurologic versus non-neurologic events

and performed multiple logistic regression analyses for influence

of baseline stroke severity (NIHSSS) and allocation of treatment

location/unit.

We analyzed the severe disability and mortality data by dichot-

omized (mRS 0 – 4 versus 5), tetrachotomized (mRS 0 –2, 3– 4, 5,

6), and full-scale (mRS 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) outcomes of the mRS.

All statistical tests, including those comparing the treatment

groups for mortality, stroke-related mortality, and allocation to

treatment location, are 2-sided. Statistical analyses were con-

ducted in SAS version 9.1 or above (SAS Institute, Cary, North

Carolina).

RESULTS
Between October 2005 and January 2010, 515 patients were enrolled

in the SENTIS trial at 68 centers. A total of 257 patients were ran-

domly assigned to the control group and 258 patients were randomly

assigned to the treatment group (intention-to-treat population).

Twenty-eight patients randomly assigned to treatment were ex-

cluded because of prespecified criteria, 5 patients randomly assigned

to treatment did not receive treatment, and 1 patient randomly as-

signed to the control group received NeuroFlo treatment (both were

protocol deviations), resulting in 261 not-treated patients and 226

treated patients in the “modified as-treated” analysis.1

Mortality
All-cause mortality rates (intention to treat: 11.2% versus 16.3%;

OR, 1.60; 95% CI, 0.91–2.83; P � .086; modified intention to

treat: 11.3% versus 16.3%; OR, 1.56; 95% CI, 0.87–2.80; P �

.087), and stroke-related mortality (intention to treat: 7.8% ver-

sus 14.4%; OR, 2.45; 95% CI, 1.25– 4.79; P � .009; modified in-

tention to treat: 7.4% versus 14.4%; OR, 2.53; 95% CI, 1.25–5.09;

P � .010) rates did not differ between the intention to treat, mod-

ified intention to treat, and the from here on presented “modified

as-treated” populations in treatment versus control patients.

As reported in the primary results, all-cause mortality (“mod-

ified as-treated”) trended in favor of treated patients (P � .079);

by the 90-day follow-up visit, 11.5% (26/226) in the treated group

and 16.1% (42/261) in the not-treated group had died.1 Stroke-

related mortality differed significantly between groups, again in

favor of treated patients: 7.5% (17/226) treated versus 14.2% (37/

261) not treated (95% CI �12.1, �1.2; P � .009). Most (85%) of

the stroke-related deaths occurred within 30 days of the index

stroke. The logistic regression analysis for freedom from stroke-

related mortality, adjusted by baseline NIHSSS and age, favored

treatment, with an OR of 2.41 (95% CI, 1.22, 4.77; P � .012). Fig

1 shows the Kaplan-Meier curve for freedom from stroke-related

mortality.

Primary Causes of Stroke-Related Deaths
For a full listing and definitions of stroke-related versus not

stroke-related mortality, see Table 4 of the original SENTIS pub-

lication.1 Although the absolute numbers for each cause of stroke-

related death were too few for any differences between arms to

reach statistical significance, treated patients numerically had

fewer stroke-related deaths for all causes except renal causes. Most

notably, stroke-related deaths from neurologic causes (eg, bleed-

ing, stroke progression, edema, new strokes) were numerically fewer

in treated versus not-treated patients (treated: 9/17, 52.9%; non-

treated: 27/37, 73.0%; P � .214) as opposed to other reasons for

death (eg, cardiac, renal, pulmonary, multi-organ failure, sepsis).
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Severe Disability
The trend toward reduced all-cause mortality, mainly driven by a

significantly reduced stroke-related mortality, did not come at the

cost of an increased rate of severe disability. Among the survivors

at the 90-day follow-up, fewer of the

treated (5.6%, 11/195) patients than the

control patients (7.5%, 16/212) were se-

verely disabled (mRS score � 5). The ab-

solute difference (1.9%) was not statisti-

cally significant in either univariate or

multivariate analyses (OR, 0.58; 95% CI,

0.24, 1.39; P � .223). As shown in Fig 2,

compared with the not-treated group,

the treated group had more patients in

the lower range of the mRS scores and

fewer with scores that indicate death

(mRS 6) and severe disability (mRS 5).

This suggests that after NeuroFlo treat-

ment, patients who may have otherwise

died (mRS 6) or been severely disabled

(mRS 5) were more likely to survive with

moderate or mild disability. Addition-

ally, patients who may have been mod-

erately disabled (mRS 3– 4) were shifted

toward an independent outcome (mRS

0 –2).

First Site of Care
A total of 437 of 515 (85%) poststudy

surveys were returned with evaluable

data regarding first site of care; 204 of

226 for treated patients and 233 of 261

for control patients. The survey sug-

gested differences in the first site of care

between treatment arms with nominally

more treated patients admitted before

the procedure to a stroke- or neuro-in-

tensive care unit than not-treated pa-

tients (Table 1). When all intensive care

units were combined, the numbers were

significant, with an absolute difference

of 13.5% (60.3% versus 46.8%, P �

.005). Conversely, more patients from

the not-treated arm were admitted to

general wards as their first site of care.

When these variables were included in

the multivariate analysis, first site of care

was not a predictor of mortality, stroke-

related mortality, or independent out-

come categorized as mRS 0 –2 versus

3– 6. Furthermore, when the outcome of

all-cause mortality is analyzed by the

first site of care, the treated group had

lower rates of mortality (8.5–23.1%)

than the not-treated group (14.4 –

20.6%) for all sites of care except for

general unit (treated, 23.1% versus not

treated, 20.6%; P � 1.000) (Table 2).

Similarly, the stroke-related mortality

rate was also nominally lower in the treated group (7.3–15.4%)

compared with the not-treated group (11.1–17.7%) for all first

sites of care except general unit (treated, 15.4% versus not treated,

FIG 1. Kaplan-Meier curve: Freedom from stroke-related mortality.

FIG 2. Modified Rankin shift for SENTIS as-treated population. *Values within the shift analysis
are based on 90-day evaluable patients.
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14.7%; P � 1.000) (Table 3). Therefore, the differences in alloca-

tion of care do not account for the reduced mortality rates among

the treated patients.

Do Not Resuscitate/Do Not Intubate and Withdrawal of
Care Orders
The numbers for do not resuscitate/intubate, and comfort care

orders did not differ between treatment and control patients:

10.3% (21/204) versus 11.7% (28/239) (Fisher exact test, P �

.652), and 6.9% (14/204) versus 10.5% (25/239) (P � .239). Death

was highly associated with the presence of these orders (OR,

22.96; 95% CI, 8.5, 62.3; P � .0001) and comfort care orders (OR,

77.33; 95% CI, 23.3, 218.5; P � .0001). The median number of

days between initiation of the orders and death was 2.0 days for do

not resuscitate/intubate orders and 2.5 days for comfort care or-

ders; there was no difference between treated and not-treated

patients.

DISCUSSION
The SENTIS trial tested the clinical efficacy and safety of the

NeuroFlo device, which, by increasing cerebral blood flow to isch-

emic brain, was hypothesized to lead to reduced morbidity and

mortality in patients with acute stroke treated within 14 hours

after onset of symptom.1 SENTIS established safety for the

NeuroFlo procedure but missed statistical significance for the pri-

mary clinical outcome end point. While the use of the global out-

come end point and also dichotomized end points of the mRS

have been a matter of recent debate,6-8 the currently favored mRS

shift analysis over the full range of the ordinal scale did not render

a different trial result.1 An intriguing and important observation

in the SENTIS trial was a trend for reduced overall mortality. This

reduction was driven by a significantly lower stroke-related mor-

tality rate among treated patients. Death rates from stroke, stroke-

related complications, and new strokes were all nominally lower

in the treated patients. Notably, the reduction in the death rate

was not accompanied by an increase in the proportion of patients

who were severely disabled. Additionally, these findings were not

related to the first site of care or withdrawal of care in treated

versus not-treated patients.

Albeit dealing with post hoc analyses, these results shed more

light on the findings from SENTIS. It is apparent that the trend in

reduced all-cause mortality was for the most part a result of re-

duced stroke-related mortality. Hemodynamic augmentation by

partial aortic occlusion results in a varying increase of CBF by

approximately 30%, an effect that lasts beyond the procedure it-

self.5 Although further analysis of the acquired imaging data

are necessary, this may lead to improved collateral flow to isch-

emic penumbral brain and thereby reduce infarct size in treated

patients as compared with control subjects. Stroke size has

been repeatedly established as a predictor for outcome and mor-

tality.9-12 Both direct stroke-related complications (eg, space-oc-

cupying infarction with increased intracranial pressure, edema)

and secondary disability-associated complications (eg, deep ve-

nous thrombosis, infections, aspiration) may be reduced as a re-

sult of a smaller final infarct size. Although SENTIS was not pow-

ered to detect the effect on overall clinical outcome measured with

the mRS, the mortality findings are encouraging and may be use-

ful in designing further studies. Some of the promising ap-

proaches with other acute stroke treatments that have been stud-

ied in pilot trials are the use of partial aortic occlusion as an

adjunct to standard rtPA (FastFlo)3 and in extended time win-

dows (Flo24).4 In both trials, feasibility and safety could be dem-

onstrated. A larger NeuroFlo device with a central lumen has been

developed, which could allow for intraarterial treatment and/or

thrombectomy in parallel to partial aortic occlusion and flow im-

provement. The latter has not been tested in a pilot trial.

A frequently disputed ethical as well as economic issue is

whether a therapeutic procedure reduces mortality at the cost of

increasing severe disability in survivors.13 In SENTIS, the reduc-

tion in mortality did not result in an increase in severe disability as

measured by the mRS. This is not explained by a difference in the

rate of serious adverse advents between the 2 arms and illustrates

an overall shift toward better outcomes in the treatment arm, an

effect also observed in the hemicraniectomy trials.14

Potential confounding variables in assessing mortality out-

comes in stroke trials are variability in admission to intensive care

units and stroke units and variability in the application of do not

resuscitate or intubate orders and compassionate care, a frequent

phenomenon especially among victims of ischemic stroke and

Table 1: First site of care

First Site of Care

Treated Not Treated

P Value
(Fisher Exact)

N = 204 N = 233

n = 25 n = 38
Neuro/Stroke ICU 40.2% (82/204) 32.2% (75/233) .090
Other ICU 20.1% (41/204) 14.6% (34/233) .162
Stroke unit 33.3% (68/204) 38.6% (90/233) .273
General unit 6.4% (13/204) 14.6% (34/233) .008
Any ICUa 60.3% (123/204) 46.8% (109/233) .005

Note:—N indicates total number of surveys received with evaluable data for first site
of care; n, number of patients with evaluable surveys who died.
a Any ICU is the combination of the Neuro/Stroke ICU and Other ICU.

Table 2: All-cause mortality rate by first site of care

First Site of Care

Treated Not Treated

P Value
(Fisher Exact)

N = 204 N = 233

n = 25 n = 38
Neuro/Stroke ICU 8.5% (7/82) 16.0% (12/75) .220
Other ICU 14.6% (6/41) 17.7% (6/34) .760
Stroke unit 13.2% (9/68) 14.4% (13/90) 1.000
General unit 23.1% (3/13) 20.6% (7/34) 1.000
Total mortality rate 12.3% 16.3% .275

Note:—N indicates total number of surveys received with evaluable data for first site
of care; n, number of patients with evaluable surveys who died.

Table 3: Stroke-related mortality rate by first site of care

First Site of Care

Treated Not Treated

P Value
(Fisher Exact)

N = 204 N = 233

n = 17 n = 33
Neuro/Stroke ICU 7.3% (6/82) 16.0% (12/75) .131
Other ICU 7.3% (3/41) 17.7% (6/34) .285
Stroke unit 8.8% (6/68) 11.1% (10/90) .792
General unit 15.4% (2/13) 14.7% (5/34) 1.000
Total stroke-related

mortality rate
8.3% 14.2% .070

Note:—N indicates total number of surveys received with evaluable data for first site
of care; n, number of patients with evaluable surveys who died of stroke-related
causes.
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hemorrhagic stroke.15 It is theoretically possible, in interventional

trials unblinded for the treatment arm and only blinded for the

outcome assessment (PROBE design), that actively treated pa-

tients may more frequently receive specialized care and allocation

to intensive care and stroke units, leading to self-fulfilling results.

In a poststudy survey, we acquired further data regarding site of

care and do not resuscitate/intubate orders not originally ob-

tained for the SENTIS trial itself. There were no major differences

with regard to treatment allocation or do not resuscitate/intubate

orders; however, more patients treated with NeuroFlo were as-

signed to stroke units and neuro-intensive care units. This differ-

ence in first site of care may be due in part to standard of care

procedures and hospital protocols that often require intensive

care unit admission after any endovascular procedure. Despite

the allocation imbalance, in treated patients, both the all-

cause and stroke-related mortality rates were nominally lower

in all but one allocation (general ward), where they were nearly

identical. Finally, first treatment site was not an independent

predictor of outcome in the multivariate analysis.

Among the limitations of our analyses are the inclusion of post

hoc analyses and the use of a poststudy survey, though the latter

was submitted for 85% of the study patients. Despite these limi-

tations, we believe that the significant reduction in stroke-related

mortality in the SENTIS trial is an indication of potential efficacy

of the therapeutic approach. We did not find other explanations

for this observation and therefore do not believe this to arise from

confounds in sites of or intensity of care, though SENTIS was

ultimately not powered for the predefined end point. We believe

that the therapeutic approach of hemodynamic augmentation

merits further study because the efficacy results are promising and

safety is established.
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Endovascular Treatment of Distal Anterior Cerebral Artery
Aneurysms: Single-Center Experience and a Systematic Review

C.L. Sturiale, W. Brinjikji, M.H. Murad, H.J. Cloft, D.F. Kallmes, and G. Lanzino

ABSTRACT

SUMMARY: In this study, a single center’s experience of 20 patients and a systematic review and a meta-analysis of 16 studies, including
279 patients/aneurysms, assessed the safety and efficacy of endovascular treatment of distal anterior cerebral artery aneurysms. The
authors conclude that endovascular treatment of distal anterior cerebral artery aneurysms is associated with high angiographic occlusion
rates, but the complication rates are higher compared with other aneurysms in the circle of Willis.

ABBREVIATIONS: DACA � distal anterior cerebral artery; GOS � Glasgow Outcome Scale

Distal anterior cerebral artery (DACA) aneurysms are rare,

representing approximately 1–9% of all intracranial aneu-

rysms.1 Endovascular treatment of these aneurysms presents a

number of challenges. Earlier studies have reported high rates of

arterial dissection, intraprocedural rupture, and incomplete oc-

clusion rates for endovascular treatment of DACA aneurysms.2-5

Despite these initial challenges, further refinements in endovas-

cular techniques made coil embolization emerge as a promising

therapeutic option for aneurysms at this location.6,7 To clarify the

safety and efficacy of endovascular treatment of DACA aneu-

rysms, we report our experience in conjunction with a systematic

review and meta-analysis of the literature.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
After institutional review board approval, we performed a retro-

spective analysis of all consecutive adult patients who underwent

attempted endovascular treatment of intracranial aneurysms in-

volving the DACA at a tertiary referral center (Mayo Clinic, Roch-

ester, Minnesota) between January 1999 and September 2012. All

patients provided approval for the use of their medical records for

retrospective analysis. Patients were identified through a search of

angiographic reports and clinical records. The following data

were collected for each patient: demographic characteristics, an-

giographic features, clinical presentation, and outcomes. Among

the angiographic features, aneurysm size (maximum dimension

as measured by 3D digital subtraction angiography), rupture sta-

tus, location, and incidence of azygos variant were evaluated. The

CT appearance of all patients with SAH was assessed by use of the

Fisher scale, and the clinical status at admission for patients with

subarachnoid hemorrhage was assessed by use of the Hunt and

Hess Scale. Clinical outcome for all patients was assessed by use of

the Glasgow Outcome Scale (GOS). Details about the endovascu-

lar procedure included use of adjuncts (balloon-assisted and

stent-assisted coiling), intraprocedural complications, and degree

of immediate angiographic occlusion.

Outcomes and Complications
Radiologic outcomes for endovascular coiling were stratified into

3 levels, on the basis of the degree of angiographic aneurysm filling

evaluated immediately after the completion of the endovascular

procedure and at last follow-up: 1) complete occlusion (100%),

defined as a lack of angiographic filling of the sac and the neck or

nearly complete occlusion (�90%), defined as no filling of the sac

but with small residual neck filling; 2) incomplete occlusion

(�90%), defined as persistent angiographic filling of a portion(s)

of the sac, and 3) failed occlusion, defined as an aneurysm that

could not be embolized, without any coil introduced or left in the

aneurysm. Studied periprocedural complications (within 30 days

of treatment) included intraoperative rupture, parent artery oc-

clusion, transient ischemic attack, vasospasm, and stroke.

Literature Review
A comprehensive review of the literature was performed by use of

the keywords “aneurysms” “pericallosal,” “distal anterior cerebral

artery,” “DACA,” and “endovascular” to search the PubMed,
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Ovid MEDLINE, Ovid EMBASE, Scopus, and Web of Science

data bases. All studies reporting patients with DACA aneurysms

treated with endovascular therapy were selected. To be consid-

ered, studies had to be published in English, report more than 2

cases, and provide detailed information regarding perioperative

and postoperative complications and aneurysm occlusion rates.

The search strategy was developed and executed by a reference

librarian and a methodologist with expertise in systematic re-

views. For each study, we extracted the following information:

aneurysm rupture status, immediate and delayed angiographic

occlusion rates, procedural failure rates, morbidity, mortality,

overall patient perioperative complication rate, iatrogenic aneu-

rysm rupture, periprocedural stroke, vasospasm, and intraproce-

dural thrombosis/transient hemiparesis. In assessing overall pa-

tient perioperative complication rate, we determined the

proportion of patients who had 1 or more of the following com-

plications: iatrogenic aneurysm rupture, periprocedural stroke,

vasospasm, and intraprocedural thrombosis/transient hemipare-

sis. For studies reporting clinical outcome according to the mRS,

the equivalent score on GOS was calculated.

Statistical Analysis
For our institutional case series, all statistical analyses were per-

formed by use of the SAS-based statistical software package JMP

9.0 (www.jmp.com). Significant difference between continuous

variables was assessed by a Student t test. From each study, we

assessed the cumulative incidence (event rate) and 95% CI for

each outcome. Event rates were pooled across studies by use of

random-effects meta-analysis.8 Heterogeneity across studies was

evaluated by use of the I2 statistic.9

RESULTS
Institutional Series
A total of 20 consecutive patients were included in our single-

center series (18 women and 2 men). Three patients had an addi-

tional 7 aneurysms. Four of these associated aneurysms were ob-

served and not treated because of the small size. Two patients

underwent clip ligation and 1 patient underwent endovascular

coil embolization for their associated aneurysms in separate ses-

sions. Demographic, angiographic, and clinical features are sum-

marized in On-line Table 1. The mean � SD age was 60.5 � 10.8

(range, 38 – 80 years). Eleven patients (55%) presented with SAH.

In all cases, the DACA aneurysm was responsible for the SAH.

Most aneurysms (19/20) were small (�10 mm in maximum di-

ameter). The mean size of ruptured aneurysms was significantly

smaller than unruptured aneurysms (4.3 versus 7.6 mm, P �

.029). Endovascular coiling was completed successfully in every

case. Immediate total/near-total angiographic obliteration was

achieved in 85% of cases and was maintained at follow-up (16.6

months on average) in 69% (11/16) of patients. Two patients

(10%) with partial occlusion at follow-up underwent surgical

clipping. No patients underwent recoiling. Two patients (10%)

had intraoperative aneurysm perforations that were controlled

with additional coiling of the aneurysm. Both patients had previ-

ously ruptured aneurysms, and this procedural complication re-

sulted in no morbidity. One patient (5%) had intraprocedural

thrombus formation that was asymptomatic and treated with in-

travenous administration of abciximab (ReoPro). None of these

periprocedural events resulted in permanent morbidity or

mortality.

Systematic Review
Two hundred forty-one articles were retrieved after the first

literature search. Among these, 53 were selected by abstract

review and analyzed in detail. Fifteen studies met our inclu-

sion/exclusion criteria and are listed in On-line Table 2. In-

cluding our own experience, a total of 16 studies were included

in this meta-analysis.1-7,10-17 The total number of patients an-

alyzed was 279 (259 from literature and 20 from our series).

Fourteen studies with a total of 246 patients provided information

regarding aneurysm rupture status; among them, 185 patients

(75.2%) harbored ruptured aneurysms. The largest study had 41

patients and the smallest study had 4 patients.

Endovascular Technique and Short-Term Angiographic
Outcomes
The rate of total/near-total occlusion immediately after the endo-

vascular procedure was 86% (95% CI � 75–92%) and the proce-

dural failure rate was 8% (95% CI � 4 –14%).

Procedure-Related Complications
The overall rate of operative complications was 12% (95% CI �

8 –18%). Procedure-related ischemia and iatrogenic rupture oc-

curred in 5% (95% CI � 3–9%) and 7% (95% CI � 4 –12%) of

patients, respectively. Procedure-related permanent morbidity

rate was 8% (95% CI � 5–13%).

Long-Term Angiographic and Clinical Follow-Up
The rate of total/near-total (�95%) occlusion at mean follow-up

was 78% (95% CI � 65– 88%). A good clinical recovery (includ-

ing both patients with ruptured and unruptured aneurysms) was

reported in 75% (95% CI � 66 – 82%). The average duration of

clinical follow-up was 13.47 � 8.73 months (mean follow-up du-

ration reported in 12/16 of the studies). The rate of overall mor-

tality at follow-up was 9% (95% CI � 6 –14%) (On-line Table 3).

Heterogeneity and Publication Bias
Statistical heterogeneity was low to moderate for most outcomes

except for complete/near complete occlusion (immediate and at

follow-up) and SAH occurrence (I2�50%). Data were limited

and did not allow for additional quantitative analysis to explore

causes of heterogeneity through subgroup analysis or evaluate for

the presence of publication bias.

DISCUSSION
In combining outcomes data from 16 studies, this systematic re-

view provides representative data on aneurysm occlusion rates

and complications associated with endovascular treatment of

DACA aneurysms. We have demonstrated high rates of total/near

total occlusion for DACA aneurysms treated with endovascular

embolization. However, complications are not negligible, with

procedure-related morbidity rates of 8%. Approximately 75% of

the patients in this meta-analysis had SAH, which probably con-

tributes to the relatively high mortality rates (9%) reported with

endovascular treatment of DACA aneurysms.
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Ruptured DACA aneurysms cause intracerebral hemorrhage

(in addition to SAH) in more than one-half of cases and are asso-

ciated with worse outcome after rupture when compared with

aneurysms in other locations.18,19 Complications associated with

endovascular treatment of these aneurysms are not rare and prob-

ably related to a higher level of technical difficulty because of distal

location, morphology (with frequent partial incorporation of the

parent artery in the neck), and higher association with anatomic

variations. These challenges may explain the relatively higher pro-

cedure-related complication rates compared with aneurysms in

more common locations reported by some investigators.1-4 Kes-

ton et al2 demonstrated higher rates of periprocedural rupture

and incomplete coiling of DACA aneurysms when compared with

other circle of Willis aneurysms. In the International Study of

Unruptured Intracranial Aneurysms (ISUIA), endovascular

treatment of unruptured circle of Willis aneurysms was associated

with a perioperative mortality rate of 2% and an overall morbid-

ity/mortality rate of 9.3%.20 In a series of 600 circle of Willis an-

eurysms, Brisman et al21 reported an intraoperative rupture rate

of 1%. In a systematic review of treatment of aneurysms of the

MCA, a location that has traditionally been considered a difficult

location for endovascular treatment, Brinjikji et al22 demon-

strated an intraoperative rupture rate of nearly 2% for unruptured

aneurysms and 5% for ruptured aneurysms. In this series, combined

procedure-related morbidity and mortality were 5% and 6% for un-

ruptured and ruptured aneurysms, respectively. In our systematic

review, the overall periprocedural rupture rate was nearly 7%, with a

procedure related morbidity rate of 8%, markedly higher than that

reported for treatment of other circle of Willis aneurysms.

Early case series of coiling for ruptured pericallosal aneurysms

reported low success rates and high technical difficulty.3,19 Pierot

et al4 reported a coiling success rate of only 25% (2/8 patients) and

concluded that endovascular therapy was at best an adjunct to

surgery.4 However, with refinement of endovascular therapy,

subsequent case series have reported higher technical success

rates.3,15,17 In a recently published series of 22 patients with

DACA aneurysms by Cavalcanti et al, 23 complete/near complete

occlusion rate was 95% and 1 patient had an intraoperative rup-

ture. In their review of the literature, recently published series

reported occlusion rates of 80 –100%, with a procedural related

morbidity rate of 9% and mortality rate of 9%. Intraoperative

rupture in both their series and systematic review was approxi-

mately 5%. Our meta-analysis has similar outcomes compared

with the systematic review by Cavalcanti et al23; we found aneu-

rysmal occlusion rates of 86%, iatrogenic rupture rates of 7%,

procedure-related morbidity rates of 8%, and mortality rates of

9%.

Although complication rates for endovascular treatment of

DACA aneurysms remain a concern, previous studies have dem-

onstrated that patients with ruptured pericallosal aneurysms have

significantly better outcomes when treated with coiling over clip-

ping. In a study of 86 patients (54 clipped and 32 coiled) harbor-

ing pericallosal aneurysms, Hui et al12 demonstrated that patients

with ruptured pericallosal aneurysms fared better with endovas-

cular therapy, with a better chance of complete recovery. Surgical

and endovascular treatments of unruptured pericallosal aneu-

rysms have similar results and outcome.

Our study has several methodologic limitations. Primarily, the

available evidence is observational, nonrandomized, and non-

comparative. Data in the published literature are collected retro-

spectively and details such as stratification of outcomes by clinical

status at admission are often lacking. In addition, it is difficult to

differentiate procedure-related mortality from mortality second-

ary to complications of SAH. Thus, it is likely that mortality sec-

ondary to treatment of pericallosal aneurysms is lower than re-

ported in this study. The quality of evidence (confidence) is

limited because of imprecision, heterogeneity, and methodologic

limitations with the use of the GRADE framework (Grading of

Recommendations, Assessment, Development and Evalua-

tion).24-26 Our systematic review and case series has several

strengths. We followed a comprehensive systematic review pro-

cess and searched multiple data bases in an attempt to improve the

precision of estimates derived from our own data. We believe that

these results represent the best available evidence regarding endo-

vascular treatment for aneurysms in an uncommon location. The

outcomes reported here reflect an average incidence to be ex-

pected for this procedure across multiple settings and institutions.

CONCLUSIONS
Endovascular coiling of DACA aneurysms is associated with im-

mediate occlusion rates of 85% and a low recurrence rate at fol-

low-up. However, endovascular treatment of DACA aneurysms is

also associated with complication rates higher than those reported

for endovascular treatment of aneurysms in other locations.
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CLINICAL REPORT
INTERVENTIONAL

Incidence of Microemboli and Correlation with Platelet
Inhibition in Aneurysmal Flow Diversion

M.R. Levitt, B.V. Ghodke, D.K. Hallam, L.N. Sekhar, and L.J. Kim

ABSTRACT
SUMMARY: Flow-diverting stents have been associated with embolic and hemorrhagic complications, but the rate of procedure-related
microemboli is unknown. Using transcranial Doppler sonography, we measured the rate of microemboli in 23 patients treated with
flow-diverting stents. Patients received preprocedural dual antiplatelet medications and intraprocedural heparinization. Point-of-care
platelet reactivity testing was performed before the procedure, and nonresponders (�213 P2Y12/ADP receptor reactivity units) received
additional thienopyridine. Transcranial Doppler sonography was performed within 12–24 hours. Microemboli were detected in 3 patients
(13%), 2 of whom were initially nonresponders. There was no association between the presence of microemboli and procedural or
neurologic complications, aneurysm size, number of stents, or procedure time. Eight procedures (34.8%) required additional thienopyridine
for inadequate platelet inhibition, and 3 required further treatment for persistent nonresponse to point-of-care platelet reactivity testing.
There were 6 technical and 2 postoperative complications; none were associated with inadequate platelet inhibition or microemboli. The
combination of routine point-of-care platelet reactivity testing and postprocedural microembolic monitoring may help identify patients
at risk for thromboembolic complications after flow-diverting stents.

ABBREVIATIONS: FDS � flow-diverting stent; PRT � point-of-care platelet reactivity testing; PRU � P2Y12/adenosine diphosphate receptor reactivity units;
TCD � transcranial Doppler sonography

The use of a flow-diverting stent (FDS) such as the Pipeline

Embolization Device (Covidien/ev3, Irvine, California) in the

treatment of unruptured, wide-neck, or fusiform intracranial an-

eurysms has had promising results.1,2 However, reports of signif-

icant complications have arisen, such as delayed intraparenchy-

mal hemorrhage in the arterial distribution of the reconstructed

vascular segment.3,4 The mechanism for this complication is hy-

pothesized as thromboembolic5 (possibly from foreign materi-

als6) or hemodynamic4 in nature, though the definitive mecha-

nism is unknown.

Transcranial Doppler sonography (TCD) can be used to detect

intra-arterial microembolic signals, a high frequency of which is

thought to be predictive of embolic stroke.7 TCD has been applied

to detect the rate of microemboli after endovascular aneurysm

coiling to identify and treat patients at risk for thromboembolic

complications.8,9 To our knowledge, the rate of microemboli after

aneurysm treatment with a FDS has not been reported.

Dual antiplatelet therapy with aspirin and a thienopyridine

(commonly clopidogrel) is used to prevent endovascular throm-

botic complications, especially in cerebrovascular stent place-

ment.10 However, up to 66% of patients undergoing stent place-

ment show resistance to clopidogrel (“nonresponders”), and a

lesser proportion are resistant to aspirin.11-14 Antiplatelet resis-

tance has been associated with thromboembolic complica-

tions,10,11 though the inhibition threshold and timing of platelet

testing is controversial,15,16 as is the pharmacologic management

of nonresponders.17,18

The purpose of this study was to describe the incidence of

microemboli on routine postprocedural TCD monitoring after

FDS placement in a series of consecutive patients with unruptured

aneurysms and to analyze the interaction between microemboli

and platelet inhibition.

CASE SERIES
All patients with unruptured aneurysms treated between August

2011 and October 2012 with a FDS were included. Confidential

chart review was performed to collect pertinent data, including
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the following: 1) patient demographics (sex, age, body weight at

the time of the intervention); 2) aneurysm characteristics (loca-

tion, dome and neck size if nonfusiform), procedural character-

istics (number and length of FDSs, need for aneurysm coils, total

fluoroscopy time, immediate angiographic outcome [and fol-

low-up angiography if available]), periprocedural thromboem-

bolic and technical complications; 3) medications administered

before and during hospitalization (heparin, aspirin, clopidogrel,

prasugrel, proton-pump inhibitors); and 4) diagnostic testing be-

fore and during hospitalization (point-of-care platelet reactivity

testing [PRT], microembolic monitoring with TCD, neurologic

examination on admission and discharge).

Patients were placed on a standardized anticoagulation proto-

col including at least 5 days of preprocedural dual antiplatelet

medications (aspirin, 325 mg, and clopidogrel, 75 mg daily, ex-

cept 1 patient who was switched from clopidogrel to prasugrel, 10

mg daily, due to gastrointestinal bleeding). PRT was performed

2–24 hours before the procedure by using the VerifyNow point-

of-care platelet assay (Accumetrics, San Diego California). This

test measures the degree of platelet inhibition by both aspirin (in

aspirin reactivity units) and thienopyridines (in P2Y12/ADP re-

ceptor reactivity units [PRU])19; inadequate inhibition was de-

fined as �550 aspirin reactivity units or �213 PRU.16 Nonre-

sponders between 214 and 224 PRU were given an additional 150

mg of clopidogrel; all other nonresponders were given 300 – 600

mg at the discretion of the attending neurointerventionalist. PRT

was repeated in nonresponders within 24 hours of the procedure,

and those with continued poor response were switched to prasu-

grel, 10 mg daily, after a 60-mg loading dose.

All interventional procedures were performed with the patient

under general anesthesia. All patients were given intravenous hep-

arin after diagnostic angiography but before the start of interven-

tion, and activated clotting time testing was performed. Addi-

tional heparin boluses were given to maintain an activated

clotting time of �250. After an immediate postprocedural non-

contrast head CT, patients were admitted to the intensive care

unit for 24 hours with hourly vital signs and neurologic

examinations.

Routine microembolic monitoring with TCD was performed

by experienced vascular technicians on the first postprocedure

day (12–24 hours after the procedure), by using an M-mode col-

or-coded TCD oriented along the axis of the artery distal to the

treated aneurysm (for carotid aneurysms, the ipsilateral MCA; in

vertebral aneurysms, the ipsilateral posterior cerebral artery).

TCD was performed for at least 20 minutes, and the number of

microembolic signals was recorded. Those patients with detected

microemboli remained in the intensive care unit and received

additional anticoagulation (described below) and a TCD exami-

nation the following day.

Statistical significance was defined as a P value � .05, with

Student t testing for quantitative and Fisher exact and �2 testing

for qualitative variables.

Twenty-two patients underwent 23 consecutive FDS proce-

dures for 25 aneurysms during the study period. Patient and an-

eurysm characteristics are shown in the On-line Table. One pa-

tient was treated twice due to incomplete aneurysm obliteration

on follow-up imaging, and one had 3 distinct aneurysms treated

during the same procedure. All patients were treated with the

Pipeline Embolization Device; 3 patients also received placement

of a single coil in the aneurysm dome during the procedure, and 1

received multiple coils. All patients demonstrated marked stagna-

tion of blood flow into the treated aneurysms on immediate

posttreatment angiography. Of the 8 patients with follow-up im-

aging, 5 demonstrated complete aneurysm obliteration and 3 had

residual filling for which 1 required additional FDS placement.

Six patients had intraprocedural complications (26.1%) in-

cluding 1 proximal ICA dissection from a guide catheter (treated

with a single dose of abciximab with immediate angiographic res-

olution), 1 femoral artery dissection requiring balloon angio-

plasty, 2 incidents of stent narrowing on postdeployment angiog-

raphy requiring balloon angioplasty, and 1 each of distal stent

dislodging and foreshortening requiring an additional stent.

There were no clinical sequelae from these complications, and no

microemboli were seen in any of the 6 patients. There were 2

postprocedural complications (8.7%). One patient displayed a

small area of contrast extravasation ipsilateral to the treated an-

eurysm on routine postprocedural CT and remained asymptom-

atic. Another patient had transient diplopia, which resolved on

the first postprocedure day. Both patients demonstrated adequate

response on preprocedural PRT and no microemboli on postpro-

cedural TCD. There were no permanent neurologic deficits in any

patient.

No patient demonstrated aspirin resistance, but 8 patients

(34.8%) demonstrated clopidogrel resistance on preprocedural

PRT and received additional clopidogrel. Three remained nonre-

sponders and were switched to prasugrel, with response on sub-

sequent PRT. The average PRU for responders was significantly

lower than that for nonresponders (128.0 versus 246.1, P � .001).

There was no significant difference between responders and non-

responders on all other variables, including age, body weight, an-

eurysm diameter, neck size, dome-to-neck ratio, total fluoros-

copy time, or concurrent proton-pump inhibitor use.

Microemboli were detected by TCD in 3 patients (13%), 2 of

whom were nonresponders on initial PRT but none of whom

required prasugrel. Patient 4 had received a 600-mg bolus of

clopidogrel before the procedure for inadequate platelet response

(PRU 232). After TCD demonstrated 183 emboli/h, daily clopi-

dogrel was increased to 150 mg and heparin infusion was started.

An urgent diagnostic angiogram showed no thrombus, stenosis,

or dissection. No further microemboli were noted on subsequent

daily TCD, and the heparin was discontinued. The patient was

discharged home on postprocedure day 3 with a PRU of 212.

Patient 13 (who was also treated with a single coil in the aneurysm

dome during the FDS procedure) was a responder on PRT (PRU

177). He had 15 emboli/h and received an additional 150-mg

bolus of clopidogrel followed by 150 mg daily. Subsequent TCD

demonstrated no microemboli, and the patient was discharged

home with a PRU of 208. Patient 20 was a nonresponder on initial

PRT (PRU 223) and received an additional 150 mg of clopidogrel

before the procedure; TCD showed 6 emboli/h. She was placed on

150 mg of clopidogrel daily and was discharged the next day when

TCD demonstrated 3 emboli/h; PRU were 186. There were no

transient or permanent neurologic deficits among any patient

with microemboli. There was no significant interaction be-
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tween the presence of microemboli and platelet responder sta-

tus (P � .27).

DISCUSSION
We have reported the incidence of thromboemboli as detected

by postprocedural TCD following FDS treatment of unrup-

tured aneurysms. We did not observe any major embolic or

hemorrhagic complications, but 13% of procedures resulted in

detectable microemboli and the patients received additional

anticoagulation. Thromboembolic complication rates of up to

9.3% were reported in large series using the Pipeline FDS,2,5,20

while the reported rate in stent-assisted aneurysm coiling was

2.0%–7.4%.21-23

Embolic phenomena are common after aneurysm coiling, and

asymptomatic DWI abnormalities were found in 61%– 69% of

patients on postprocedural MR imaging.24,25 A comparison of

single and dual antiplatelet agents during aneurysm coiling (in-

cluding balloon or stent assistance, but not FDS) found no differ-

ence between regimens for symptomatic ischemic complications

and asymptomatic postprocedural DWI abnormalities, except in

the case of wide-neck aneurysms.26 However, a reduction in the

frequency and size of DWI lesions was found in patients receiving

larger heparin boluses during aneurysm coiling.27

Microemboli detected with TCD are associated with stroke,

especially at a rate of �10/h, in carotid disease28 and aneurysm

coiling in high-risk patients.9 Schubert et al8 used routine post-

procedural TCD embolic monitoring in 123 aneurysm coiling

procedures (not including FDS) and found microemboli in 8.1%

of patients during monitoring between 12 and 24 hours postpro-

cedure. Continuous heparinization lowered neurologic deficits

and embolic counts significantly; embolic counts trended lower

with clopidogrel use.

We found a higher rate of microemboli (13%) after FDS. Our

study lacked the power to draw statistical conclusions regarding

microembolic risk factors, but 2 of the 3 patients were nonre-

sponders to clopidogrel before the procedure. We found no other

demographic, anatomic, or procedural characteristics associated

with emboli.

Platelet aggregation on the stent wall, exacerbated by a variable

response to platelet inhibition, has been implicated in embolic

complications from stent-placement procedures.11-13,29 Rates of

thrombosis-related complications among coronary interven-

tional and neuroendovascular procedures appear higher in non-

responders.10,11,30 A prospective study of patients undergoing

coronary intervention found that the lack of response to anti-

platelet agents was an independent risk factor for asymptomatic

DWI lesions on postprocedural MR imaging.31

Antiplatelet resistance appears to be multifactorial. Genetic

polymorphisms have been found in 25%– 64% of patients with

cardiovascular disease.17,30 Genetic testing is not commercially

available, so the genetic polymorphisms of our patient population

are unknown. An association between the use of proton-pump

inhibitors and reduced clopidogrel has been reported32 but did

not lead to increased rates of thrombosis in a large randomized

trial.33 We did not find a correlation between proton-pump in-

hibitor use and clopidogrel resistance or microemboli, though

only 5 of 23 patients received proton-pump inhibitors. Finally,

higher body weight has been associated with clopidogrel resis-

tance.34 Our study did not find a significant difference between

body weights of responders and nonresponders, though there was

a trend toward clopidogrel resistance (P � .07).

The periprocedural management of patients with inadequate

platelet inhibition is controversial, and most neuroendovascular

guidelines are extrapolated from cardiovascular studies. A meta-

analysis35 comparing loading doses of 300 or 600 mg of clopi-

dogrel found fewer cardiovascular complications with a higher

dose, but a large randomized trial showed no effect on throm-

bosis-related complications in nonresponders.36 Some authors

suggest a dose-dependent strategy based on genotype17 or

switching to prasugrel,37 as we did if follow-up PRT inhibition

was inadequate.

The implications of microemboli after FDS placement are not

well understood. Delayed intraparenchymal hemorrhage in the

same arterial distribution as a recently placed (1–14 days) FDS is a

complication unique to FDSs compared with other stent-assisted

neuroendovascular procedures, at rates of up to 8.5%.3 Throm-

boemboli have been implicated in the pathogenesis of this com-

plication,5 which may be due to increased coverage or rigidity of

FDS devices, procedural complexity, altered downstream hemo-

dynamics, destabilization of the aneurysm wall, or a combination

of factors.

Some authors have hypothesized that postprocedural throm-

boemboli can produce silent ischemic events with subsequent

hemorrhagic conversion. A recent postmortem report of 3 pa-

tients with such delayed hemorrhages found foreign body em-

bolic material obstructing the vessels in and around the hemor-

rhage; these materials were not found elsewhere in the brain.6 The

origin of this material is unclear but could be related to the FDS or

equipment used in its deployment.

Postprocedural aneurysm rupture is another rare complica-

tion unique to FDSs.38 Hemodynamic changes induced by FDS

placement have been implicated in recent computational fluid

dynamics studies.39 Histologic examination of the wall of aneu-

rysms with delayed rupture demonstrated necrosis in several

studies,38,40 suggesting that intra-aneurysmal thrombosis after

FDS placement leads to excessive platelet degranulation and an-

eurysm wall degradation. Given the varied presentation of hem-

orrhagic complications reported after treatment with a FDS, the

authors suspect that the etiologies may include thromboemboli.

This report has several limitations. First, this was an observa-

tional study with a small cohort (n � 23) of almost exclusively

anterior circulation aneurysms, without a control group. Second,

reports are conflicting regarding the appropriate cutoff to define

poor platelet inhibition. We used the results of Godino et al16

(�213 PRU) because they correlated well with flow cytometry,

considered one of the criterion standard platelet response tests.

However, other studies have used higher values36 or instead con-

sidered the percentage of PRU compared with a baseline

value.12,34 Third, our anticoagulation protocol for the manage-

ment of nonresponders has not been prospectively validated. Fi-

nally, microemboli detection by using TCD did not begin until

12–24 hours after the procedure; immediate postprocedural

asymptomatic microemboli may have been missed.
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CONCLUSIONS
We observed a 13% rate of microemboli by using routine post-

procedural TCD monitoring after FDS treatment of unruptured

aneurysms in our small cohort. Overall, 34.8% of patients were

nonresponders according to preprocedural PRT, including 2 of

the 3 patients with microemboli. A combined approach of pre-

procedural PRT and postprocedural embolic monitoring may

identify patients at risk of thromboembolic complications after

treatment with a FDS.
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CLINICAL REPORT
INTERVENTIONAL

Spontaneous Delayed Migration/Shortening of the Pipeline
Embolization Device: Report of 5 Cases

N. Chalouhi, S.I. Tjoumakaris, L.F. Gonzalez, D. Hasan, P.J. Pema, G. Gould, R.H. Rosenwasser, and P.M. Jabbour

ABSTRACT
SUMMARY: Five patients were found to have spontaneous delayed migration/shortening of their Pipeline Embolization Devices on
follow-up angiography. The device migrated proximally in 4 patients and distally in 1 patient. One patient had a subarachnoid hemorrhage
and died as a result of migration of the Pipeline Embolization Device, and another patient presented with complete MCA occlusion and
was left severely disabled. Mismatch in arterial diameter between inflow and outflow vessels was a constant finding. Migration of the
Pipeline Embolization Device was managed conservatively, with additional placement of the device, or with parent vessel occlusion.
Obtaining complete expansion of the embolization device by using a longer device, increasing vessel coverage, using adjunctive aneurysm
coiling, and avoiding dragging and stretching of the device are important preventive measures. Neurointerventionalists should be aware of
this potentially fatal complication and take all necessary preventive measures.

ABBREVIATIONS: PED � Pipeline Embolization Device; SHA � superior hypophyseal artery

The Pipeline Embolization Device (PED; Covidien/ev3, Irvine,

California) is a dedicated flow diverter designed to treat intra-

cranial aneurysms. Recent series have shown the PED to be a

reasonably safe and effective treatment.1-5 The risks for intracra-

nial hemorrhage, delayed aneurysm rupture, and thromboem-

bolic events have been major concerns with this approach.1-3,6,7

Additional complications are becoming evident, as the PED is

increasingly used for an expanding population of patients with

cerebral aneurysms. In this study, we report 5 cases of patients

with spontaneous delayed migration or shortening of the PED

and discuss the possible cause, implications, and management of

this serious and potentially fatal complication.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Five patients treated with the PED in whom spontaneous delayed

migration or shortening of their devices developed were prospec-

tively identified. During the same period (from November 2010 –

January 2013), a total of 155 patients were treated with the PED at

our institution. The 5 cases of PED migration occurred late during

the study period (second half of the cohort).

PEDs were deployed through a Marksman microcatheter (ev3,

Irvine, California) by use of a triaxial guide-catheter system. The

maximal diameter in the predicted landing zone was determined,

and the PED was sized according to the width of the inflow vessel

to avoid any endoleak. The expansion of the PED was docu-

mented under fluoroscopy or with additional DynaCT angiogra-

phy (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) at the operator’s discretion.

Representative Case Patients

Patient 1. A 50-year-old man with schizophrenia presented with

an unruptured left MCA (M1) aneurysm discovered during

work-up for severe cervical myelopathy. The aneurysm measured

12.7 � 11.6 mm; the diameter of the inflow vessel was 3.2 mm,

and the diameter of the outflow vessel was 2.5 mm. Given the

aneurysm size, wide-neck morphologic feature, and the patient’s

categoric refusal of open surgery, the decision was made to treat

the aneurysm with the PED. The patient was pretreated with as-

pirin and clopidogrel for 10 days. The patient was given a bolus of

heparin, and activated clotting time was maintained at 2–3 times

the baseline throughout the procedure. With use of a triaxial sys-

tem, a 3 � 16-mm PED was deployed across the neck of the

aneurysm, extending from the proximal superior division of the

M2 segment to the mid-M1 segment (Fig 1). A control cerebral

angiogram was performed and showed stasis within the aneu-

rysm. Five months later, the patient presented to the emergency
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department with an acute onset of right-sided hemiplegia. He had

not been compliant with the antiplatelet therapy. A noncontrast

head CT scan result was negative for hemorrhage, and CT angiog-

raphy demonstrated complete occlusion of the M1. CT perfusion

revealed a large area at risk, and the patient was transferred to the

angiography suite for mechanical thrombectomy. A left ICA in-

jection showed that the M1 segment of the MCA was completely

occluded. It is interesting to note that the PED had migrated dis-

tally, with the proximal end of the device now within the aneu-

rysm sac. There was no evidence of filling of the aneurysm. The

procedure was aborted at this point because it was felt that blind

navigation through the aneurysm sac would carry a high risk for

aneurysm perforation. The patient remained hemiplegic and was

discharged to rehabilitation.

Patient 2. A 46-year-old woman presented to our institution

with a 1-year history of visual loss. A visual field test revealed

right-sided homonymous hemianopsia, and MRA showed a

giant left supraclinoid ICA aneurysm. Flow diversion was

thought to be the most durable treatment of the aneurysm. The

patient was premedicated with aspirin and clopidogrel (Pla-

vix). On DSA, the aneurysm measured 2.8 � 2.3 cm with no

distinct neck; the inflow zone was slightly distal to the ophthal-

mic artery, and the outflow zone was posterolateral within the

aneurysm. There was delayed filling of the anterior and middle

cerebral arteries caused by aneurysmal blood steal. A 4.25 �

30-mm PED was deployed from the mid-M1 segment (diame-

ter, 1.9 mm) to the proximal cavernous ICA (diameter, 3.8

mm) (Fig 2). Control angiography showed significant contrast

stasis in the entire aneurysm with excellent filling of the ante-

rior and middle cerebral arteries. The

patient was neurologically intact after

the procedure, but on postoperative day

3 she experienced right-sided hemiple-

gia with severe headaches. A noncontrast

head CT scan was performed emergently

and showed extensive subarachnoid hem-

orrhage. She underwent emergent reversal

of antiplatelet therapy with placement of a

right frontal ventriculostomy and was taken

for subsequent angiography. On DSA, there

was evidence of proximal PED migration,

with displacement of the distal limb of the

device now located centrally within the

aneurysm sac and diverting the flow jet

directly into the dome of the aneurysm.

There was also evidence of a new rup-

ture site on the aneurysmal dome (fac-

ing the distal end of the device). Several

coils were deployed inside the aneu-

rysm, and the decision was made to de-

construct the parent artery to prevent a

new catastrophic hemorrhage. The left

ICA was successfully occluded with a

combination of coils and Onyx 34 (ev3).

A control cerebral angiogram showed

no filling of the left ICA and aneurysm.

Despite maximal medical intervention,

the patient experienced uncontrollable intracranial pressure

and rapidly progressed to brain death.

Patient 3. A 41-year-old woman presented to our institution for

evaluation and treatment of 2 incidentally discovered aneurysms

arising from the left superior hypophyseal segment and the left cav-

ernous segment of the ICA. The aneurysm of the superior hypophy-

seal artery (SHA) measured 6.43 � 6.97 mm with a neck of 3.6 mm,

and the cavernous aneurysm measured 2.97�3.63 mm with a 3-mm

neck. The diameter of the petrous segment of the ICA was 4.1 mm,

and the diameter of the paraclinoid segment was 2.7 mm. The deci-

sion was made to treat both aneurysms with a flow-diversion tech-

nique by use of the PED. The patient was prescribed aspirin and

clopidogrel. With use of a triaxial system, a 4 � 25-mm PED was

deployed across the aneurysms without difficulty, extending from

the paraclinoid segment of the ICA to the petrous segment (Fig 3).

Control angiography demonstrated adequate PED placement with

contrast stasis in the SHA aneurysm. DynaCT was subsequently per-

formed, demonstrating adequate stent apposition to the vessel wall

with covering of the necks of both aneurysms. The procedure and

postoperative course were uneventful, and the patient was dis-

charged on the following day. Follow-up angiography 4 months later

showed that the distal portion of the PED had migrated slightly prox-

imally, with the neck of the SHA aneurysm no longer covered by the

device. There was complete filling of the SHA aneurysm, with no

contrast stasis. The cavernous aneurysm had completely resolved.

The patient was scheduled for subsequent embolization.

Patient 4. A 61-year-old woman with increasing retro-orbital

pain from a large right cavernous ICA aneurysm underwent un-

FIG 1. A, Angiogram after deployment of a PED extending from the proximal superior division of
the M2 segment to the mid-M1 segment. B, Angiogram showing complete MCA occlusion 5
months later with distal PED migration.
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eventful treatment of her aneurysm with the PED (Fig 4). There

was significant mismatch in arterial diameter (� 1 mm) between

the inflow and outflow vessels. At 5 months after the procedure,

the patient’s symptoms recurred. On the 6-month follow-up an-

giography, there was proximal PED migration, with the distal end

of the device projecting directly into the aneurysm and creating a

jet of contrast against the aneurysm sac. A second, overlapping

PED was successfully deployed within the first PED to cover the

neck of the aneurysm. Six weeks later, the patient’s symptoms

had completely resolved and a fol-

low-up CT angiogram showed complete

obliteration of the aneurysm.

Patient 5. A 71-year-old woman pre-

sented for treatment of a symptomatic an-

eurysm of the left cavernous ICA measur-

ing 16.5 mm. The diameter of the inflow

vessel was 4.4 mm, and the diameter of the

outflow vessel was 4.2 mm. It was decided

to treat the aneurysm with flow diversion.

A 4.5 � 18-mm PED was deployed across

the aneurysm without difficulty, extend-

ing from the immediate pregenu portion

to the midvertical segment of the cavern-

ous ICA. A control angiogram demon-

strated contrast stasis within the aneu-

rysm, with adequate stent apposition to

the vessel wall. A subsequent angiogram 1 day later showed com-

plete occlusion of the aneurysm. The postoperative course was

uneventful, and the patient was discharged neurologically intact.

She remained asymptomatic and returned 7 months later for fol-

low-up angiography. On DSA, there was complete filling of the

aneurysm sac and the PED had migrated proximally. The migra-

tion distance was 7.5 mm. A second, overlapping 5 � 30-mm PED

was subsequently deployed beyond the first stent to bridge the

neck of the aneurysm and disrupt the inflow jet.

FIG 2. A, Angiogram showing a PED that was
deployed from the mid-M1 segment to the
proximal cavernous ICA. B, DSA showing
proximal PED migration. Note the new rup-
ture site on the aneurysmal dome facing the
displaced PED. C, Noncontrast head CT scan
on postoperative day 3 showing an exten-
sive subarachnoid hemorrhage, with dis-
placement of the distal limb of the device
now located centrally within the aneurysmal
sac.

FIG 3. A, A PED is deployed across 2 aneurysms extending from the petrous segment to the
paraclinoid segment of the ICA. B, Follow-up angiography 4 months later showing that the distal
portion of the PED had migrated slightly proximally, with the neck of the SHA aneurysm no
longer covered by the device.
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DISCUSSION
Several groups have recently reported their experience with the

PED. In most series, remarkably high rates of aneurysm occlusion

were achieved at follow-up with an acceptable risk for major com-

plications.1-5 Some authors, based on favorable results from non-

controlled series, have even recommended the PED as a first-line

option for unruptured aneurysms.3 Long-term safety results,

however, are lacking and new complications have been emerging

as neurointerventionalists accumulate experience with the device.

The phenomenon of delayed migration or shortening of the PED

has not been described in previously published series.

In this study, we have reported 5 cases of patients with spon-

taneous delayed migration or shortening of the PED (Table). In

most cases, the PED migrated proximally (patients 2–5), and

there was a significant difference in luminal diameter between

inflow and outflow vessels. This may have produced a constant

retrograde squeezing force at the distal end of the PED causing it

to “watermelon-seed” backward into the aneurysm sac. Also,

given the vertical position of the ICA, the weight of the device may

have dragged the construct downward. The PED migration may

also be at least in part the result of an “accordion effect,” a phe-

nomenon of foreshortening of a device that was possibly stretched

during deployment. This is particularly true in patients 1, 2, and 5

where the PED moved from its initial position because of device

shortening rather than migration. In patient 1, the PED moved

distally due to shortening because it was probably better anchored

distally than it was proximally.

The incidence of spontaneous migration seems to be higher

with the PED (5/155, 3.2%) than other self-expanding stents such

as the Neuroform (Stryker Neurovascu-

lar, Fremont, California) (no cases previ-

ously reported) or Enterprise (Codman &

Shurtleff, Raynham, Massachusetts)

(only 6 cases previously reported).8 The

PED is particularly vulnerable to the phe-

nomenon of spontaneous migration be-

cause it is a low-porosity stent, which fa-

cilitates the transmission of a force

exerted at one end of the device to the

other end.9-10 The migration of the PED is

somewhat similar to the migration of En-

terprise stents. Previous cases have in-

volved Enterprise stents deployed from

the midbasilar artery to the P1 segment of

the posterior cerebral artery during treat-

ment of basilar tip aneurysms.10-15 The

migration was primarily attributed to the

diameter difference between the basilar artery and the P1 segment

of the posterior cerebral artery. Lubicz et al16 previously described

the delayed migration of a Silk stent (Balt Extrusion, Montmor-

ency, France) in a patient with a giant saccular carotid ophthalmic

aneurysm. The patient had a massive SAH as a result of the mi-

gration and died.

Our present series shows that PED migration can occur both

early and late after treatment. In patient 2, the migration occurred

within 72 hours. Conversely, in patient 4 the migration likely

occurred several months after the initial intervention, as sug-

gested by the recurrence of the patient’s symptoms at 5 months.

Although PED migration was uneventful in 3 patients, it was

associated with fatal or severely disabling complications in 2 pa-

tients. In patient 2, the distal end of the PED migrated proximally

into the aneurysm sac, creating a direct jet of blood against the

aneurysm wall and precipitating aneurysm rupture. This occur-

rence is further supported by the observation that the rupture site

on the aneurysmal dome was directly facing the distal end of the

device. In patient 1, the patient presented with complete occlu-

sion of the MCA, but it is not clear whether this event was related

to the distal migration of the PED. Still, the device migration into

the aneurysmal sac precluded any attempt at mechanical throm-

bolysis, and the procedure had to be aborted because of the high

risk for iatrogenic aneurysm perforation (thus preventing poten-

tial neurologic recovery).

The following precautions should be taken to minimize the

occurrence of spontaneous delayed PED migration or shortening,

especially if there is a mismatch in diameter between inflow and

outflow vessels:

1. Obtaining complete expansion of the PED with optimal vessel

wall apposition. Accurate sizing of the PED is of utmost im-

portance. DynaCT may be useful to confirm adequate apposi-

tion of the device to the vessel wall.

2. Using longer PEDs to prevent excessive foreshortening. In ad-

dition, the conveyance of retrograde forces is lower with longer

stents.9,10 Increasing vessel coverage proximally and/or distally

to the aneurysm may also be helpful. A second stent can be

deployed to increase vessel coverage when needed. One could

FIG 4. A, Angiogram showing the initial position of the PED; the distal end is at the clinoid
segment. B, Angiogram showing proximal migration of the PED; the distal end of the device is
now within the aneurysmal sac.

PED migration characteristics

Patient
No.

Length of PED Extending
to Aneurysm (mm) Migration

Distance
(mm)

Migration of
Proximal or
Distal End

of PED?
Proximal to
Aneurysm

Distal to
Aneurysm

1 7 6 9 Proximal
2 10 15 20 Distal
3 15 3 5 Distal
4 10 7 �10 Distal and proximal
5 13 3.5 7.5 Distal
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argue in retrospect that PED deployment was too proximal in

patients 3 and 5 and was too distal in patient 1.

3. Avoidance of dragging of the PED to prevent foreshortening.

Instead of going in distally and dragging the device proximally

into the landing zone, it would be preferable to go directly into

the landing zone to detach and deploy the device.

4. Avoidance of stretching of the PED during deployment to pre-

vent the “accordion effect.”

5. Adjunctive aneurysm coiling, as this may prevent prolapse of

the PED into the aneurysm for larger aneurysms.

We have recently applied these precautions, and we will assess in a

future study whether they can lead to a significant decrease in the

incidence of PED migration or shortening.

PED migration is best managed by placing additional PEDs to

achieve complete coverage of the aneurysm and divert the blood

flow away from the aneurysmal sac. A J-shaped guidewire is

passed through the migrated stent and is navigated directly into

the distal ICA. This is followed by deployment of 1 or more PEDs

as necessary until the parent vessel is reconstructed. If the proxi-

mal part of the device has migrated into the aneurysmal sac and

attempts to recatheterize the PED have failed, retrograde access of

the PED is gained from the distal ICA through a microwire ad-

vanced from the basilar artery through the posterior communi-

cating artery or from the contralateral ICA through the anterior

communicating artery.17 Endovascular parent vessel deconstruc-

tion or surgical ligation, when tolerated, is an alternative strategy

to manage PED migration. In the setting of subarachnoid hemor-

rhage, as in patient 2, the goal of treatment is to obtain immediate

occlusion of the aneurysmal sac and/or the parent vessel.

CONCLUSIONS
Spontaneous delayed migration or shortening of the PED is a

serious and potentially fatal complication. The device may mi-

grate proximally or distally and result in aneurysmal rupture or

thrombotic events. The migration may occur both early and late

after treatment. Obtaining complete expansion of the PED by

using longer PEDs, increasing vessel coverage, using adjunctive

aneurysm coiling, and avoiding dragging and stretching of the

PED are important preventive measures. Neurointerventionalists

should be aware of this undesirable phenomenon and take all

necessary preventive measures. If any concern arises regarding the

position of the PED, early imaging follow-up may be indicated.

Disclosures: Stavropoula Tjoumakaris—UNRELATED: Consultancy: Stryker. Pascal
Jabbour—UNRELATED: Consultancy: ev3, CNV.
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
EXTRACRANIAL VASCULAR

CTA for Screening of Complicated Atherosclerotic Carotid
Plaque—American Heart Association Type VI Lesions as

Defined by MRI
M. Trelles, K.M. Eberhardt, M. Buchholz, A. Schindler, A. Bayer-Karpinska, M. Dichgans, M.F. Reiser, K. Nikolaou, and T. Saam

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: High-resolution carotid MR imaging can accurately identify complicated American Heart Association
lesion type VI plaques, which are characterized by thrombus, hemorrhage, or a ruptured fibrous cap. The purpose of this study is to
evaluate whether CTA can be used as screening tool to predict the presence or absence of American Heart Association lesion type VI
plaques as defined by high-resolution MR imaging.

METHODS: Fifty-one patients with suspected ischemic stroke or TIA with carotid CTA and carotid MR imaging performed within 14 days
of the event/admission from April 2008 to December 2010 were reviewed. Vessels with stents or occlusion were excluded (n � 2). Each
carotid artery was assigned an American Heart Association lesion type classification by MR imaging. The maximum wall thickness, maximum
soft plaque component thickness, maximum calcified component thickness, and its attenuation (if the soft plaque component thickness
was �2 mm) were obtained from the CTA.

RESULTS: The maximum soft plaque component thickness proved the best discriminating factor to predict a complicated plaque by MR
imaging, with a receiver operating characteristic area under the curve of 0.89. The optimal sensitivity and specificity for detection of
complicated plaque by MR imaging was achieved with a soft plaque component thickness threshold of 4.4 mm (sensitivity, 0.65; specificity,
0.94; positive predictive value, 0.75; and negative predictive value, 0.9). No complicated plaque had a soft tissue plaque thickness �2.2 mm
(negative predictive value, 1) and no simple (noncomplicated) plaque had a thickness �5.6 mm (positive predictive value, 1).

CONCLUSIONS: Maximum soft plaque component thickness as measured by carotid CTA is a reliable indicator of a complicated plaque,
with a threshold of 2.2 mm representing little to no probability of a complicated American Heart Association lesion type VI plaque.

ABBREVIATIONS: AHA-LT6 � American Heart Association type VI; IPH � intraplaque hemorrhage; HU � Hounsfield units

Macroangiopathic disease causes 20 –30% of ischemic

strokes, most occurring as the result of plaque rupture.1,2

This percentage might even be higher, as a recent MR imaging

study3 suggested that a substantial portion of patients with cryp-

togenic strokes have ipsilateral complicated American Heart As-

sociation type VI (AHA-LT6) carotid plaques, characterized by

intraplaque hemorrhage (IPH), thrombus, or a ruptured fibrous

cap. These characteristics are currently identifiable on high-reso-

lution MR imaging of the carotid arteries4,5 with improved sensi-

tivity and specificity with the use of specialized high-resolution

techniques.4,6-9 Furthermore, several MR studies have demon-

strated that AHA-LT6 plaques are related to increased risk of

stroke independent of the severity of luminal stenosis.10,11 High-

resolution MR imaging of the carotid bifurcation, however, is

time-consuming, requires specialized coils, and is not widely

available.

Carotid sonography is often used as a first-line imaging tech-

nique to screen for the presence or absence of atherosclerosis, but

this method is highly operator-dependent and provides limited

information regarding plaque morphology and complica-

tions.12-14 Operators usually focus on the degree of stenosis, and

intima-media thickness measurements, plaque thickness, and

morphology are not considered part of the routine sonography

evaluation.

CT of the brain is commonly used as part of the routine clinical

work-up in patients with suspected ischemic stroke or TIA. CTA
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of the circle of Willis and cervical carotid arteries is frequently

performed concomitantly to evaluate for thrombus and to define

the degree of carotid stenosis,15 which is the only broadly accepted

finding used to indicate endarterectomy.16-18 Furthermore, ca-

rotid CTA provides high-resolution images of the carotid bulb to

identify ulcerations19-21 and it also provides information about

aortic arch plaques, which have been associated with thromboem-

bolic events.22

MDCT angiography is also able to differentiate between soft,

mixed, and hard plaques, with questionable evaluation of fibrous

tissue and lipid-rich necrotic core.23-25 The use of Hounsfield

units (HU) analysis for the identification of the components is

limited secondary to overlap in HU values between different

plaque components and the presence of artifacts from calcified

plaque and the enhanced arterial lumen.26,27 To date, CTA is not

able to reliably identify complicated AHA-TL6 plaques, which are

characterized by fibrous cap rupture, attached thrombus, or hem-

orrhage, and are the imaging findings most closely related with an

increased clinical risk of stroke.11 Thus, it would be beneficial to

evaluate imaging characteristics found on CTA that would war-

rant obtaining a high-resolution MR imaging of the carotid

bifurcation.

The purpose of this study is to evaluate whether carotid CTA

can be used as a screening tool to predict the presence or absence

of a complicated AHA-LT6 carotid bulb plaque with fibrous cap

rupture, attached thrombus, or hemorrhage as defined by high-

resolution MR imaging.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patient Selection
Patients with suspected ischemic stroke or TIA of the anterior

circulation who had a carotid CTA and high-resolution carotid

MR imaging performed within 14 days of the event or admission

from April 2008 to December 2010 were included. Patients with

imaging studies of insufficient quality and vessels with prior end-

arterectomy, stent, or occlusion were excluded. The study was

approved by the local ethics committee, and all subjects gave writ-

ten informed consent. CT brain imaging was routinely performed

immediately after presentation to assess intracerebral hemor-

rhage and acute ischemic stroke.

Imaging Protocols and Analysis
Because assessment of patients with stroke is performed by several

units in our clinical center, scans were performed on various CT

scanners: Bright Speed S (GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, Wiscon-

sin), Aquilion (Toshiba Medical Systems, Tokyo, Japan), Soma-

tom Definition Flash (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany), Somatom

Definitition AS� (Siemens), and Sensation 64 (Siemens). All

CTA images were obtained with coverage at least from the aortic

arch to the cranium by use of the respective standard protocol

parameters. Nonionic iodinated contrast material was applied

intravenously, adjusted to patient weight (Ultravist 370;

BayerSchering Pharma, Berlin, Germany, ie, 0.35– 0.50 g io-

dine per kg body weight at an injection rate of 4.5– 6 mL/s

followed by 100 mL of saline at identical flow) (On-line Table).

Participants underwent high-resolution black-blood carotid

MR imaging within a mean of 7.8 days after the CT scan. All

subjects were imaged by use of a previously published multi-

sequence protocol24 (TOF MR angiography, axial precontrast and

postcontrast black-blood T1, proton attenuation, and T2WI se-

quences with fat saturation centered at the carotid bifurcation;

best in-plane resolution, 0.5 � 0.5 mm2) at 3T (Magnetom Verio,

Siemens). To improve signal-to-noise performance and optimize

spatial resolution, a dedicated 4-channel surface coil (Machnet

B.V., Eelde, The Netherlands) was used for bilateral carotid scans.

Gadolinium-DO3A-Butrol (Gadobutrol, Bayer Schering) of 0.1

mmol/kg (0.1 mL/kg) was given at a rate of 3 mL/s.

An experienced radiologist blinded to the MR imaging results

(M.T.) reviewed the axial sections of the CTAs to obtain the fol-

lowing measurements: maximum plaque wall thickness, maxi-

mum thickness of soft plaque component, and maximum thick-

ness of calcified plaque component (On-line Figure). If the soft

plaque component thickness was �2 mm, 2 oval ROIs were ob-

tained from the plaque area measuring the mean, minimum, and

maximum HU and the standard deviation. Window level settings

were set at 800/200, though small adjustments were allowed. The

ROI size was kept �2 mm2. Superimposition of both ROIs was

allowed in cases with small plaques. The ROIs were taken with

care to include the area showing less attenuation, avoiding calci-

fications and the enhanced lumen. The presence of ulceration or

thrombus was also noted. Ulcerations were defined as an out-

pouching of contrast material �1 mm.28 For completeness, the

percentage of stenosis obtained by the NASCET method was also

calculated.

To assess for the reproducibility of the axial measurements, a

second experienced radiologist (K.M.E.) who was blinded to the

initial results repeated the measurements in the original axial sec-

tions in 20 patients (40 carotid arteries). Furthermore, to explore

the potential of measurements in a plane orthogonal to the lumen

and to exclude a systematic bias of the axial measurements, curved

planar reformatted images of the same 20 patients were uploaded

in a separate session on a dedicated workstation (IMPAX Volume

Viewing 2.2; Agfa, Greenville, South Carolina) and all plaque

thickness measurements were repeated in an orthogonal plane.

An image-quality rating (4-point scale, 1 � nondiagnostic, 2 �

moderate, 3 � good, 4 � excellent) was assigned to all MR images.

The MR imaging data were classified according to the modified

American Heart Association lesion type classification as previ-

ously defined by Cai et al29 by 2 experienced radiologists (T.S. and

K.N.) who were blinded to the CTA data. In the case of discrep-

ancy, a consensus decision was made. Patients with image quality

�2 by MR imaging were included. The presence of complications

such as hemorrhage, fibrous cap rupture, ulceration, calcific nod-

ule, or thrombus was also annotated.

Statistical Analysis
Categoric variables are presented as percentages; continuous vari-

ables are presented as mean �95% confidence interval. Data anal-

ysis was performed by use of SPSS Statistics (Version 20; IBM,

Armonk, New York). Graphs were constructing with the use of

Excel (Version 14; Microsoft, Redmond, Washington). Continu-

ous data were compared with the unpaired Student t test. Cate-

goric data were compared by means of �2 test. Inter-reader and

intermeasurement agreement (between measurements in the ax-
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ial plane and a plane orthogonal to the vessel lumen) was de-

termined by the intraclass correlation coefficient. A value of

P � .05 was considered statistically significant. Receiver oper-

ating characteristic curves were constructed to evaluate the

ability of the different imaging characteristics to predict the

presence of complicated plaque by MR imaging. The optimal

sensitivity and specificity were calculated together with the

area under the curve.

RESULTS
Patients
Fifty-four patients were included (mean age of 71 years, male/

female ratio of 2.9/1). Three MR imaging scans (with 6 carotid

vessels in total) were excluded because of insufficient image qual-

ity. One carotid vessel with a stent and 1 carotid vessel with total

FIG 1. General plaque characteristics by MR imaging– derived American Heart Association lesion type. Thickness is given in centimeters, density
in Hounsfield units, stenosis in percentage (%) � confidence interval.

Table 1: Patient characteristics
Study Population

(n = 51)
Demographic

Age, y 71.3 � 0.9
Male sex 74%
Body mass index 26.0 � 0.3

CT imaging
Stenosis, % (NASCET) 26.7% � 5.6%

Cardiovascular risk factors
Smoker 25.5% (13)
Ex-smoker 41.2% (21)
Hypertension 76.5% (39)
Hypercholesterolemia 45.1% (23)
Diabetes 23.5% (12)
Coronary heart disease 13.7% (7)
Family history of cardiovascular events 31.4% (16)

Note:—Values are mean � CI unless otherwise shown.

Table 2: General plaque characteristics by MRI-derived AHA lesion type
MRI-AHA

Lesion Type
Maximum Wall

Thickness
Maximum Soft

Plaque Thickness
Maximum Hard

Plaque Thickness
Minimum
Density

Maximum
Density

Mean
Density

NASCET Percentage
Stenosis

I-II 2.2 � 0.6 1.8 � 0.6 1.4 � 0.8 38 � NAa 197 � NAa 82 � NAa 0.0% � NAa

III 3.7 � 0.5 1.8 � 0.8 3.0 � 0.5 41 � 18 224 � 68 114 � 29 15.1% � 12.5%
IV-V 4.0 � 0.3 2.9 � 0.5 2.4 � 0.5 14 � 10 134 � 21 59 � 12 21.1% � 8.0%
VI 5.3 � 0.4 4.7 � 0.5 2.5 � 0.5 18 � 9 143 � 18 60 � 12 46.3% � 10.6%
VII 4.4 � 0.7 1.1 � 0.5 3.9 � 0.5 31 � 8 215 � 33 91 � 11 33.1% � 14.0%
Total 4.2 � 0.3 2.8 � 0.4 2.7 � 0.3 20 � 6 152 � 17 67 � 9 26.7% � 5.6%

Note:—Thickness is given in millimeters; density of the soft plaque component in Hounsfield units (HU) �CI. AHA indicates American Heart Association.
a Only 1 HU measurement was obtained for AHA lesion type I/II, therefore no CIs are reported.
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occlusion were also excluded. This resulted in a total of 100 ca-

rotid vessels in 51 patients for analysis. Patient information is

shown in Table 1.

Carotid Plaque Lesion Type Classification
Twenty-three carotid arteries had a complicated AHA-LT6 by MR

imaging, with the presence of IPH, thrombus, or a ruptured fi-

brous cap. Seven arteries were classified as type I, 14 as type III, 38

as type IV/V, and 18 as type VII plaques. No plaque was classified

as a type VIII plaque; 67 of 100 vessels had a maximum thickness

plaque component �2 mm and thus HU measurements were

performed. All of the complicated plaques had a soft plaque thick-

ness �2 mm and thus HU was measured.

Table 2 and Fig 1 show the CTA-based plaque characteristics

average results for the maximum plaque wall thickness, maxi-

mum thickness of soft plaque component, and maximum thick-

ness of calcified plaque component as well as the average HU for

the mean, maximum, and minimum densities and the average

NASCET percentage stenosis according to the MR imaging–

based assessment of the AHA lesion type. Confidence intervals are

also reported. In general, maximum thickness and maximum soft

plaque thickness increased from type I/II to type VI lesions and

slightly decreased in type VII lesions, which are predominantly

calcified. Therefore, the hard plaque component was largest in

type VII lesions. Densities of the plaques were lower in the plaques

with a lipid-rich necrotic core by MR imaging such as type IV/V

and type VI compared with the lesions that were classified as pre-

dominantly fibrous by MR imaging, such as type III lesions or the

soft component of type VII lesions (P � .02). The average per-

centage of stenosis also increased from type I/II (nonstenotic),

reaching a maximum with AHA-LT6. Lesion type VII showed a

slight decrease in average percentage stenosis compared with

AHA-LT6.

Table 3 compares complicated (AHA LT-6) and noncompli-

cated plaques. The average maximum thickness of the soft plaque

component, the average maximum wall thickness, the NASCET

FIG 2. Receiver operating characteristic curves for the performance of the maximum wall thickness, maximum soft plaque thickness, maximum
hard plaque thickness, mean attenuation NASCET percentage stenosis values, and presence of ulceration in screening for complicated AHA-LT6
plaques (area under the curve, 0.810 � 0.084, 0.897 � 0.063, 0.433 � 0.123, 0.384 � 0.155, 0.756 � 0.106, and 0.602 � 0.139, respectively).

Table 3: General plaque characteristics of noncomplicated versus
complicated AHA-LT6 by MRI

AHA-LT6 Others P Value
Maximum wall thickness 5.3 � 0.4 3.9 � 0.3 (�.001)
Maximum soft plaque thickness 4.7 � 0.5 2.2 � 0.3 (�.001)
Maximum hard plaque thickness 2.5 � 0.5 2.7 � 0.3 (.24)
Minimum density 18 � 9 21 � 9 (.36)
Maximum density 143 � 18 162 � 24 (.16)
Mean density 60 � 12 72 � 12 (.12)
NASCET percentage stenosis 46.3% � 10.6%20.5% � 6.0% (�.001)
Presence of ulcer 15.8% � 19.5% 34.8% � 7.8% (.02)

Note:—Thickness is given in millimeters; density in Hounsfield Units �CI.
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percentage stenosis, and presence of ulcerations were signifi-

cantly higher in complicated plaques compared with noncom-

plicated plaques (4.7 � 0.5 versus 2.2 � 0.3 mm, P � .001;

5.3 � 0.4 versus 3.9 � 0.3 mm, P � .001; 46.3% � 10.6% versus

20.5% � 6.0%, P � .001; and 15.8% � 19.5% versus 34.8% �

7.8%, P � .02, respectively). The mean the soft plaque compo-

nent attenuation did not differ significantly between compli-

cated and noncomplicated plaques (60 � 12 versus 72 � 12

HU, P � .12).

The maximum soft plaque thickness was the best single dis-

criminating factor to predict a complicated plaque by MR imag-

ing, with a relative receiver operating characteristic area under the

curve of 0.90 � 0.06. Maximum wall thickness, NASCET percent-

age stenosis, and presence of ulceration performed less adequately

with receiver operating characteristic area under the curve of

0.81 � 0.08, 0.76 � 0.11, and 0.60 � 0.14, respectively. Hard

plaque component thickness and HU measurements were not of

diagnostic help. Utilization of maximum, minimum, and aver-

age HU values made no difference in the discriminatory

power. Fig 2 shows these multiple re-

ceiver operating characteristic curves.

Although the presence of ulceration

showed a statistically significant rela-

tionship with the presence of compli-

cated AHA-LT6 plaques, it performed

poorly from a clinical standpoint (sen-

sitivity, 0.35; specificity, 0.86; positive

predictive value, 0.42; and negative

predictive value, 0.81).

Figs 3 and 4 show MR and CTA im-

ages of 2 complicated AHA-LT6 plaques

by MR imaging. Although CTA images

show plaques with distinct densities (16

versus 54 HU), MR imaging identifies

IPH in both lesions representing com-

plicated AHA-LT6 plaques.

Optimal sensitivity and specificity

for detection of complicated plaque by

MR imaging was achieved with a soft

plaque component thickness threshold

of 4.4 mm (sensitivity, 0.65; specificity,

0.94; positive predictive value, 0.75;

and negative predictive value, 0.9).

Furthermore, of the 42 arteries with a

soft plaque thickness �2.2 mm, no

complicated AHA-LT6 plaque was

identified by MR imaging (negative

predictive value, 1), and of the 5 arter-

ies with a soft plaque thickness �5.6

mm all plaques were complicated

AHA-LT6 plaques (positive predictive

value, 1).

Interreader and Intermeasurement
Agreement
The interreader intraclass correlation

coefficient between reviewers 1 and 2 for

axial measurements was 0.94 (0.89 –

0.97), 0.64 (0.48 – 0.83), and 0.95 (0.91– 0.98) for the measure-

ments of maximum plaque wall thickness, maximum thickness of

calcified plaque component, and maximum thickness of soft

plaque component (Table 4). When axial measurements were

compared with measurements obtained at an orthogonal plane

to the lumen, the intraclass correlation coefficients were 0.86

(0.75– 0.92), 0.80 (0.64 – 0.89), and 0.93 (0.87– 0.96) for reader

1 and 0.93 (0.87– 0.96), 0.69 (0.47– 0.82), and 0.97 (0.94 – 0.98)

for reader 2.

DISCUSSION
The current study demonstrates that an easy-to-obtain CTA mea-

surement, the maximum width of the soft tissue component of

the atherosclerotic plaque on CTA images, is well suited to screen

for the presence of complicated AHA-LT6 plaques. The optimal

sensitivity and specificity for detection of complicated plaque by

MR imaging was achieved with a soft plaque component thickness

threshold of 4.4 mm. More importantly, no plaque with a soft

plaque component thickness �2.2 mm showed signs of compli-

FIG 3. CTA image through a complicated AHA-LT6 plaque in the right carotid artery at the
carotid bifurcation shows a soft plaque with a mean attenuation of 16 HU (range, �7 to 46) and a
thickness of the soft plaque component of 6 mm. TOF, T1, T2, and T1 postgadolinium images at the
same level show a hyperintense plaque on all 4 weightings, which suggests the presence of type
II IPH.

FIG 4. TOF, T1, T2, and T1 postgadolinium images of a complicated AHA-LT6 plaque in the left
internal carotid artery. The plaque is hyperintense on TOF and T1WI and hypointense on T2WI,
which suggests the presence of type I IPH. The CT image at the identical location shows a high
attenuation soft plaque with a mean attenuation of 51 HU (range, 29 –144) and a thickness of the
soft plaque component of 8 mm.
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cation by MR imaging. Thus, this easy-to-obtain parameter may

be used to screen for the presence of complicated AHA-LT6. Fur-

thermore, all arteries with a soft plaque thickness �5.6 mm were

complicated AHA-LT6 plaques, which suggests that this plaque

thickness is a good indicator for the presence of complicated ath-

erosclerotic lesions.

Recent studies have shown a strong correlation between the

maximal wall thickness and risk for new carotid stroke.30,31 This

correlation could—at least in part— be explained by findings

from our study, which suggest a strong correlation of all thickness

measurements and presence of complicated AHA-LT6. This is

also consistent with previous CTA studies that suggested a strong

correlation between volumetric size of the soft plaque component

and presence of ulceration28 and between presence of ulceration

and IPH as described by MR imaging.26 However, we also showed

that the maximum thickness of the soft plaque component per-

formed better than the above-mentioned imaging characteristics

in the prediction of a complicated AHA-LT6 plaque by MR im-

aging. This study reinforces that complications occur in the soft

plaque component of the atherosclerotic plaque, and it can be

assumed that the probability of finding a complication increases

with the size of the soft plaque thickness.

A previous CTA/MR imaging comparison study showed that

the attenuation of plaques with IPH is larger than the attenuation

of plaques without IPH (47 versus 43 HU, P � .02).26 However,

this study found a large overlap of HU of plaques with and with-

out IPH, which suggests that HU measurements are not suited to

identify complicated plaques. These findings are supported by our

study, which did not show any significant differences in HU of

complicated and noncomplicated plaques. Initially we had hy-

pothesized that with the use of the minimal HU value obtained

from the ROIs, we would be able to better differentiate hemor-

rhagic from lipid-rich necrotic core lesions; however, that was not

supported by our data.

Interestingly, when all the lesion types containing a lipid-rich

necrotic core were combined, those lesions had a significantly

lower attenuation than lesions with predominantly fibrous tissue,

such as lesion type III and the soft component of lesion type VII

(P � .02). This is consistent with a previous study by de Weert et

al,23 which showed that CT is able to differentiate lipid from fi-

brous tissue if lesions are not calcified. Although our study

showed that CTA is able to differentiate between lipid and fibrous

tissue in noncomplicated plaques, our findings also indicated that

CTA is unable to differentiate between lipid-rich lesions with and

without complications, thus limiting its clinical use to identify the

vulnerable plaque.

Interreader agreement for the maximum soft plaque compo-

nent thickness and maximum total vessel wall thickness was ex-

cellent, which indicates that these measurements are highly repro-

ducible. Although orthogonal vessel wall measurements are

generally considered more accurate than axial measurements be-

cause they are not biased by vessel tortuosity, our results indicate

excellent agreement between measurements in axial and orthog-

onal planes and no systematic difference. In our opinion, axial

thickness measurements are preferable because they are less time-

consuming and can be performed easily without postprocessing

on a standard PACs work station. Thus, this measurement can be

easily adopted into routine clinical practice.

Limitations
Our patient population had a relatively large percentage of com-

plicated plaques (23%). However, this is expected because all pa-

tients had a symptomatic TIA or ischemic stroke of the anterior

circulation, and strong associations between AHA-LT6 and isch-

emic stroke have been reported recently.11 Although efforts were

made to reduce the time between studies, delay in obtaining the

MR imaging may have generated confounding variables. How-

ever, on the basis of our experience and the experience of others

with serial MR imaging, atherosclerotic changes over time are

minimal.10,32 We do not believe that this altered our results sub-

stantially. Of importance, in our clinic, patients with CTA-proven

or sonography-proven significant carotid stenosis of �70% un-

dergo carotid intervention within 24 hours and were thus ex-

cluded from our study.

CONCLUSIONS
The maximum soft plaque component thickness as measured by

carotid CTA has the best discriminatory power to predict the

presence or absence of AHA-LT6. All plaques with a soft tissue

component �5.6 mm were associated with complicated AHA-

LT6 by MR imaging, whereas none of the plaques with a soft tissue

component �2.2 mm showed a complicated AHA-LT6. Thus,

2.2-mm soft plaque thickness appears to be the ideal cutoff to

exclude the presence of complicated AHA-LT6 plaque, though

further studies are needed to confirm the reliability of the above

stated thresholds. Of particular importance is to confirm that a

larger soft plaque component size increases the probability of ath-

erosclerotic plaque complications and thus the probability of clin-

ical strokes.
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Table 4: Interreader and intermeasurement intraclass correlation coefficients for maximum wall, calcified plaque, and soft plaque
thickness

Interreader Intraclass
Correlation Coefficient

First Axial Reading versus
Orthogonal Intraclass

Correlation Coefficient

Second Axial Reading
versus Orthogonal Intraclass

Correlation Coefficient
Maximum wall thickness 0.94 (0.89–0.97) 0.86 (0.75–0.92) 0.93 (0.87–0.96)
Maximum calcified plaque thickness 0.69 (0.48–0.83) 0.80 (0.64–0.89) 0.69 (0.47–0.82)
Maximum soft plaque thickness 0.95 (0.91–0.98) 0.93 (0.87–0.96) 0.97 (0.94–0.98)
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
HEAD & NECK

CT Perfusion Can Predict Overexpression of CXCL8
(Interleukin-8) in Head and Neck Squamous Cell Carcinoma

S.Y. Jo, P.I. Wang, J.E. Nör, E.L. Bellile, Z. Zhang, F.P. Worden, A. Srinivasan, and S.K. Mukherji

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Increased angiogenesis in head and neck squamous cell carcinoma correlates to more aggressive tumors
with increased morbidity. Because both elevated blood flow and high serum CXCL8 levels are correlated with increased angiogenesis, our
objective was to see if elevated blood flow measured with CT perfusion correlated with CXCL8 levels, thereby helping to identify
candidates for targeted therapies that inhibit the Bcl-2 proangiogenic pathway associated with CXCL8.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Seven patients with locally recurrent or metastatic head and neck squamous cell carcinoma were enrolled
in the trial. These patients underwent CT perfusion and the following parameters were measured: blood volume, blood flow, capillary
permeability, and MTT; relative values were calculated by dividing by normal-appearing muscle. Serum was drawn for CXCL8 enzyme-
linked immunosorbent assay analysis in these patients.

RESULTS: There was a significant positive correlation between the CXCL8 levels and relative blood flow (r � 0.94; P � .01). No correlation
was found between CXCL8 and relative blood volume, relative capillary permeability, or relative MTT.

CONCLUSIONS: Relative blood flow may be useful as a surrogate marker for elevated CXCL8 in patients with head and neck squamous
cell cancer. Patients with elevated relative blood flow may benefit from treatment targeting the Bcl-2 proangiogenic pathways.

ABBREVIATIONS: BF � blood flow; BV � blood volume; CP � capillary permeability; HNSCC � head and neck squamous cell carcinoma; VEGF � vascular
endothelial growth factor

Studies in patients with cancer have found that increased blood

flow on CT perfusion is correlated with angiogenesis and in-

creased tumor vascularity, and increased tumor vascularity is as-

sociated with local recurrence and metastasis.1-7 Therefore, in-

creased blood flow on CTP suggests that a tumor is more

aggressive and more likely to result in poor outcome.

A serum chemokine, CXCL8 or interleukin-8, also predicts

poor patient survival because this pro-angiogenic chemokine

promotes metastasis by neutrophil infiltration and stimulates vas-

cular endothelial cell proliferation, survival, and migration.8-10

CXCL8 is an end-product of the vascular endothelial growth fac-

tor (VEGF) pathway, a key pathway for angiogenesis (Fig 1). In-

hibition of the VEGF pathway is a widely pursued strategy to

curtain angiogenesis, and at our institution, the experimental

drug AT-101 is being used to inhibit Bcl-2, which is an upstream

molecule in the VEGF pathway.11-13

Our goal was to see if CTP-derived parameters correlate with

the level of CXCL8 in patient serum. Because CXCL8 is not cur-

rently clinically orderable, CTP could potentially serve as a surro-

gate marker for patient prognosis and/or anti-angiogenesis treat-

ment patient selection.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Human Subjects
Seven patients were prospectively enrolled in an institutional re-

view board–approved phase II clinical trial of docetaxel (Taxot-

ere) and the investigational drug AT-101 for locally recurrent or

metastatic head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC).

The patients underwent both pretreatment CTP and serum mea-

surements of CXCL8 before the initiation of AT-101. Inclusion
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criteria were men and nonpregnant, nonlactating women �18

years old, confirmed diagnosis of stage IVC (metastatic) or ad-

vanced, locally recurrent HNSCC not amenable to surgery or pal-

liative radiation therapy.

Serum Samples and Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay
After patient consent, peripheral blood was collected. Blood sam-

ples were incubated for 2 hours at room temperature for clot

formation before centrifuging for 20 minutes at approximately

1000g. Then, serum was removed and either assayed immediately

or aliquoted and stored at �80°C.

Expression levels of CXCL8 were determined by enzyme-

linked immunosorbent assay (Quantikine; R&D Systems, Minne-

apolis, Minnesota) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

After the development of the colorimetric reaction, the optical

attenuation was measured on a microplate spectrophotometer,

Tecan GENios (MTX Lab Systems, Vienna, Virginia) at a wave-

length of 450 nm; the concentration (pg/mL) was derived from

optical density readings and a generated standard curve. Each

sample was tested in triplicate wells.

CT Perfusion
All 7 patients underwent CTP (LightSpeed Ultra; GE Healthcare,

Milwaukee, Wisconsin). The technique consisted of injecting 50

mL of nonionic contrast (4 mL/s; Ultravist 300; Bayer HealthCare

Pharmaceuticals, Wayne, New Jersey). At 5 seconds into the in-

jection, a cine acquisition was initiated with the following param-

eters: 120 kV and 60 mA. The cine images covered a 4-cm area, as

8 images were taken with a 5-mm section thickness per cine rota-

tion. A region of interest was placed in the internal carotid artery

to generate the contrast enhancement curve. A single observer (a

fellowship-trained neuroradiologist with 20 years’ experience in

head and neck imaging), who was aware of the tumor site but

unaware of CXCL8 levels, drew regions of interest (25–30 mm2)

through the tumor and in normal-appearing muscle (Figs 2 and

3). Streak and other artifacts were avoided. The perfusion data

were postprocessed by a deconvolution-based method into maps

that represented blood volume (BV), blood flow (BF), capillary

permeability (CP), and MTT, by use of the commercially available

Perfusion-4 software package on an Advantage Windows Work-

station (GE Healthcare).

The relative (r) CTP measures were calculated by dividing our

BF, BV, CP, and MTT values by the normal-appearing tissue val-

ues to create the rBF, rBV, rMTT, and rCP.

Statistics
Pearson and Spearman correlation coefficients were calculated to

assess the relationship between the pretreatment serum CXCL8

values and CTP measures. Raw (BF, BV, MTT, CP) and relative

(rBF, rBV, rMTT, rCP) CTP measures were analyzed.

Statistical significance of the correlations was computed by use

of 2-sided exact tests. Values of P � .05 were considered statisti-

cally significant. No corrections for multiple testing were used

because of the exploratory nature of this preliminary analysis and

because the CTP measures are unlikely to be independent. All

statistical analysis was performed in SAS software version 9.3 (SAS

Institute, Cary, North Carolina).

RESULTS
Of the 7 patients, 86% were men (6/7), 71% had metastatic disease

(5/7), 29% had locally recurrent disease (2/7), and 86% (6/7) had

died of their disease since enrollment (3–16 months from enroll-

ment). The average age was 59 years (range, 41–73 years), and

FIG 1. VEGF pathway for angiogenesis. Bcl-2, in the beginning of the
pathway, is inhibited by a small molecule inhibitor, AT-101. The down-
stream serum marker CXCL8 is depicted by the red circle. Reprinted
with permission from the American Association for Cancer Research:
Karl E, Warner K, Zeitlin B, et al. Bcl-2 Acts in a Proangiogenic Signaling
Pathway through Nuclear Factor-kB and CXC Chemokines. Cancer
Res 2005;65:5063– 69.

FIG 2. Peri-stomal recurrence of HNSCC (patient 5) in a 73-year-old woman. A, Base image shows arterial enhancement. Blue arrow points to the
right internal carotid artery (for the arterial input signal). Circle 3 is within the tumor; circle 4 is in contralateral noninvolved musculature. B, Blood
volume image shows that the region of interest (circle 3) was placed in solid non-necrotic tumor. C, Blood flow imaging shows minimally
increased signal within the tumor bed (circle 3).
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71% (5/7) had significant smoking history. Patient demographics

are summarized in Table 1.

Pearson correlation showed a statistically significant positive

correlation between CXCL8 expression level and rBF (r � 0.94,

P � .01; Fig 4). Spearman rank correlation coefficient also showed

positive correlation between CXCL8 and rBF, though statistical

significance was not reached (r � 0.61, P � .17). No significant

correlation was found between CXCL8 and BV, rBV, CP, rCP,

MTT, or rMTT as summarized in Table 2. The scatter plot for

these variables can be seen in the On-line Figure. The mean, standard

deviation, and range of the CTP parameters and CXCL8 expression

levels in the 7 patients studied are summarized in Table 3.

DISCUSSION
Angiogenesis is the mechanism by which new capillaries form

from existing vasculature and is fundamental to normal tissue/

organ growth and development.14 Hypermitotic cellular activity

requires the formation of new blood vessels, leading to tumor

neovascularity.14 Previous investigators have shown that tumors

cannot expand �0.1– 0.2 mm in size without the induction of

angiogenesis.14 Three of the primary activators of angiogenesis

that promote endothelial proliferation are VEGF, CXCL1

(growth-related oncogene, GRO-�), and CXCL8 (interleukin-

8).15,16 The expression of CXCL8 is activated by the nuclear fac-

tor-�B signaling pathway, which is controlled by a pro-angiogenic

signaling molecule, Bcl-2.17 Recent studies have shown that Bcl-2

is substantially upregulated in HNSCC compared with normal

oral mucosal endothelial cells, which would suggest that HNSCC

may have elevated levels of CXCL8.18

FIG 3. Floor-of-the-mouth HNSCC in a 67-year-old man (patient 2). A, Base image shows arterial enhancement. Blue arrow points to the right
internal carotid artery (for the arterial input signal). Circle 3 is within the tumor; circle 4 is in noninvolved musculature. B, Blood volume image
shows that the region of interest (circle 3) within the tumor was placed in solid non-necrotic tumor. C, Blood flow imaging shows minimally
increased signal within the tumor bed (circle 3).

Table 1: Patient data, tumor characteristics, and clinical course in 7 patients with advanced, treatment-resistant HNSCC

Patient Location Race Sex Age Metastatic Site Tobacco
Clinical
Course

1 Right nasal cavity White Male 54 n/a None Died
2 Left floor of mouth White Male 67 n/a 50 Pack-years Died
3 Right parotid gland African American Male 68 Lung 30 Pack-years Alive
4 Left oral tongue White Male 57 Lung, liver, lymph nodes, bone None Died
5 Peri-stomal African American Female 73 Lung 20 Pack-years Died
6 Peri-stomal White Male 54 Lung 60 Pack-years Alive
7 Left floor of mouth White Male 41 Lung, lymph nodes 15 Pack-years Alive

FIG 4. Scatterplot displays positive correlation between serum
CXCL8 expression level (pg/mL) and rBF (mL/100 g per minute) in the
7 patients with advanced stage HNSCC.
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CXCL8 is known to be a promoter of angiogenesis and a reg-

ulator of cell growth and motility in HNSCC.18 Overexpression of

CXCL8 in HN4 cells (a primary HNSCC cell line with low endog-

enous CXCL8) increased cell growth and enhanced migration,

whereas RNAi-mediated knockdown of CXCL8 expression in

HN12 cells (a metastatic HNSCC cell line with elevated CXCL8)

decreased proliferation and inhibited invasion through a base-

ment membrane substrate.19

Our results show a significant linear positive correlation

between patient serum CXCL8 levels and rBF values (r � 0.94;

P � .01), which suggests that an association exists between

serum biomarker CXCL8 and rBF values. This study further

supports the growing concept that noninvasive imaging bio-

markers can be predictive of molecular biomarkers. In

HNSCC, CTP has been shown to predict microvascular attenua-

tion and epidermal growth factor receptor overexpression and to

correlate with patient outcomes in patients undergoing induction

chemotherapy.1,20-22

This preliminary study suggests that CTP can predict the

expression of small, biologically active proteins that are impor-

tant end products on the VEGF proangiogenic pathway. The

capability of CTP to predict levels of these angiogenic proteins

suggests that CTP may help to identify highly vascular and

more aggressive tumors through its ability to predict increased

microvascular attenuation and the overexpression of CXCL8.

Such tumors could be potential candidates for anti-angiogenic

agents such as AT-101.

There are several limitations to our study. Our data were

prospectively obtained in a small number of patients from a

single institution. Statistical significance was tested by use of

exact tests to address the issue of small sample size, but the potential

for outliers to have heavy influence exists. We performed the same

analysis excluding a potential outlier patient with the highest CXCL8

and rBF, and, as expected, we observed a weaker correlation than

reported for all 7 patients. We could find no clinical reason for ex-

cluding this patient from our reported results but acknowledge that

further study with a larger, more robust sample is necessary.

If future studies show that the correlation between CXCL8 and

rBF holds in patients with all stages of HNSCC (not only stage IV

as we describe), then CTP could become a useful, noninvasive

tool for predicting treatment response. Because patients with

HNSCC are routinely imaged to evaluate treatment response,

CTP would provide complementary information to help guide

therapy.

CONCLUSIONS
Our preliminary results show a significant linear positive correla-

tion with patient serum CXCL8 level and rBF values in advanced

HNSCC, which suggests that an association exists between serum

biomarker CXCL8 and rBF values.
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
HEAD & NECK

Differentiation of Recurrent Tumor and Posttreatment
Changes in Head and Neck Squamous Cell Carcinoma:

Application of High b-Value Diffusion-Weighted Imaging
I. Hwang, S.H. Choi, Y.-J. Kim, K.G. Kim, A.L. Lee, T.J. Yun, J.-h. Kim, and C.-H. Sohn

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: High b-value DWI has been expected to have an additional diagnostic role and demonstrated some promising
results in head and neck cancer. The aim of this study was to evaluate the diagnostic performance of DWI at a high b-value (b�2000 s/mm2)
compared with a standard b-value (b�1000 s/mm2) and the ratio of ADC values of high and standard b-values for their ability to differentiate
between recurrent tumor and posttreatment changes after the treatment of head and neck squamous cell carcinoma.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: A total of 33 patients diagnosed with head and neck squamous cell carcinoma were enrolled in the present
study; all had contrast-enhancing lesions on follow-up MR imaging. All patients underwent single-shot echo-planar DWI at b�1000 s/mm2

and b�2000 s/mm2, and corresponding ADC maps were generated (ADC1000 and ADC2000, respectively). The mean ADC1000, ADC2000, and
ADCratio (ADCratio � ADC2000/ADC1000 � 100) values were evaluated within a manually placed ROI with contrast-enhanced T1-weighted
images as references. For the statistical analysis, we performed a Student t test and multivariate logistic regression.

RESULTS: The mean ADC1000 in recurrent tumor was significantly lower than that in posttreatment changes (P � .001), whereas the mean
ADC2000 resulted in no significant difference (P � .365). The mean ADCratio was significantly higher in recurrent tumor than that in
posttreatment changes (73.5 � 7.2% vs 56.9 � 8.8%, respectively; P � .001). Multivariate logistic regression analysis revealed that the
ADCratio was the only independently differentiating variable (P � .024). The sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy of ADCratio were 95.0%,
69.2%, and 84.8%, respectively, by use of the optimal cutoff value of 62.6%.

CONCLUSIONS: We suggest that the ADCratio calculated from the ADC1000 and ADC2000 is a promising value for the differentiation of
recurrent tumor and posttreatment changes in head and neck squamous cell carcinoma.

ABBREVIATIONS: ADC1000 � ADC value calculated at b�0 and 1000 s/mm2; ADC2000 � ADC value calculated at b�0 and 2000 s/mm2; ADCratio � ratio of ADC2000

over ADC1000; HNSCC � head and neck squamous cell carcinoma

Imaging surveillance after treatment of head and neck squamous

cell carcinoma (HNSCC) is useful to detect residual or recur-

rent tumor, even when clinical recurrence is not suspected. In

these patients, however, the multidisciplinary treatment with sur-

gery, radiation therapy, and/or chemotherapy that improves pa-

tient survival and quality of life1,2 complicates interpretation of

posttreatment follow-up imaging studies because surgery can al-

ter anatomy and radiation therapy and chemotherapy can result

in edema and fibrosis. These posttreatment changes can mimic

tumor recurrence, and sometimes it is difficult to distinguish

these from residual or recurrent tumor on CT or MR images.3-5

DWI is based on the Brownian motion of water protons in the

tissue, which is affected by the microstructure of tissue.6 Several

previous studies support the value of applying DWI in head and

neck cancer for the differentiation and characterization of pri-

mary tumor, nodal staging, and the prediction of treatment re-

sponse.6-12 In addition, several promising studies have been re-

ported on the usefulness of DWI in the discrimination between

recurrent or residual tumor and posttreatment changes.12-14

These studies have demonstrated that performing DWI and mea-
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suring the ADC values may enable differentiation of residual or

recurrent tumor from posttreatment changes.

In recent years, high b-value (b � 1000 s/mm2) DWI was

introduced along with improvements in MR imaging gradient

technology. These high b-value techniques have demonstrated

promising results in brain imaging compared with the standard

b-value (b�1000 s/mm2) DWI.15-17 In head and neck cancer, a

previous study introduced a ratio of the ADC values from high

b-value and standard b-value DWI and suggested that it correlates

with the maximal standardized uptake value from FDG-PET.18

Another published study revealed that high b-value DWI is help-

ful in the differentiation of histologic grades in HNSCC.19

The aim of our present study was to evaluate the additional

role and diagnostic performance of high b-value (b�2000 s/mm2)

DWI compared with standard b-value (b�1000 s/mm2) DWI,

and the ratio of ADC values from high and standard b-values for

the differentiation between recurrent tumor and posttreatment

changes after treatment of HSNCC.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study Population
Our hospital institutional review board approved this retrospec-

tive study, and the requirement for informed consent was waived.

A total of 1331 patients with head and neck cancer underwent

head and neck MR imaging in our institution between January

2010 and February 2012. Among them were 351 patients with

pathologically confirmed HNSCC. After retrospectively review-

ing the electronic medical records, we included 56 patients

matching these inclusion criteria: 1) the patient underwent MR

imaging with standard and high b-value DWI after treatment of

HNSCC; 2) the term between the end of treatment and posttreat-

ment imaging was longer than 6 weeks, to avoid very early post-

treatment changes; 3) there was newly developed or increased

enhancing portion on postcontrast T1-weighted images where

recurrence was highly suspected or indeterminate; and 4) the le-

sion was large enough to measure on MR imaging (diameter �5

mm). A total of 23 patients were further excluded from our study

population because of degradation of image quality (eg, suscepti-

bility artifacts that distort the area of concern partly or com-

pletely) (n�15), incomplete medical history because of loss to

follow-up (n�7), and a history of additional malignant disease

outside of the head and neck area (n�1). Finally, we included 33

patients (18 men, 15 women; mean age, 60.2 years; age range,

30 –78 years). The primary tumor locations were the oral cavity

(n�16), oropharynx (n�4), sinonasal cavity (n�5), nasopharynx

(n�3), hypopharynx (n�2), and external auditory canal (n�3).

Various surgical procedures or radiation therapy techniques were

performed according to the disease extent and location, with the

following treatments: surgery alone (n�9); both chemotherapy

and radiation therapy (n�7); surgery and postoperative radiation

therapy (n�13); and a combination of chemotherapy, surgery,

and radiation therapy (n�4). In our institution, most of the pa-

tients treated for head and neck cancer are monitored with MR

imaging routinely. Thirteen patients underwent MR imaging ear-

lier than the scheduled date because of clinical suspicion of recur-

rence (eg, palpable mass or visible lesion on endoscopy; tumor recur-

rence in 12 patients, posttreatment changes in 1 patient). MR

imaging was obtained in 1 patient because of a visible mass at the oral

cavity on physical examination; this was followed by MR imaging for

2 years without change, suggesting posttreatment change. All other

patients underwent MR imaging as a routine follow-up technique.

Determination of Recurrent Tumor vs Posttreatment
Changes
Recurrent tumor and posttreatment changes were differentiated

with clinical or histopathologic characterization as follows:

Histopathologic Diagnosis. We obtained the pathologic diagno-

sis by reviewing the institution electronic medical records. The

institution pathologists, who had at least fellowship training in

reading head and neck pathologic changes, made these pathology

reports. Histopathologic evaluation was performed in 19 cases; 17

and 2 were confirmed as recurrent tumor and posttreatment

changes, respectively. Pathologic diagnoses for those 2 patients were

chronic hyperplastic candidiasis and chronic active inflammation,

and these patients had no evidence of recurrence during subsequent

follow-up at 22 months and at 15 months, respectively.

Clinical Diagnosis. In patients without histopathologic evaluation

during follow-up, tumor recurrence was defined by clinical criteria.

In 3 cases, recurrent tumors were clinically determined based on

growth of an enhancing lesion by at least 20% or more on the subse-

quent follow-up image. Posttreatment lesions (n�11) were clinically

defined as no change or a decrease in size of the enhancing lesion and

no other evidence of recurrence during at least 1 year of follow-up

(mean follow-up time, 24 months; range, 15–39 months).

MR Imaging Acquisition
All patients underwent MR imaging by use of a 1.5T MR imaging

system (Signa Excite, HDx or HDxt; GE Healthcare, Milwaukee,

Wisconsin) with an 8-channel head and neck coil. A transverse

T1-weighted spin-echo sequence was performed with the follow-

ing parameters: TR range, 550 –560 ms; TE range, 10 –12 ms;

30 –36 sections; section thickness, 4 mm; intersection gap, 1.2

mm; FOV, 220 � 220 mm; matrix, 320 � 192; acquired signal, 1;

and pixel resolution, 0.7 � 1.1 � 4.0 mm. The contrast-enhanced

transverse T1-weighted spin-echo sequences with fat suppression

were also acquired after the intravenous injection of 0.1 mmol/kg

of gadopentetate dimeglumine (Magnevist; Bayer Schering

Pharma, Berlin, Germany). Additional coronal and sagittal T1-

weighted sequences were performed with identical imaging pa-

rameters after administration of contrast agent.

The single-shot echo-planar DWI was obtained in the transverse

plane before contrast material injection at both the standard b-value

(b�0 and 1000 s/mm2) and high b-value (b�0 and 2000 s/mm2)

with the following parameters: TR range, 8000–10,000 ms and TE

range, 61.6–77.6 ms (at b�1000 s/mm2); TR range, 9325–12,000 ms

and TE range, 73.8–90.4 ms (at b�2000 s/mm2); 30–45 sections;

section thickness, 4 mm; intersection gap, 1.2 mm; bandwidth, 1953

Hz/pixel; FOV, 240 � 240 mm; matrix, 160 � 160; acquired signal, 2;

and pixel resolution, 1.5 � 1.5 � 4.0 mm. DWI data were acquired in

3 orthogonal directions and combined into a trace image. The aver-

age durations of DWI at b�0 and 1000 s/mm2 and b�0 and 2000

s/mm2 were 1 min 23 s and 2 min 50 s, respectively.

The corresponding ADC maps were automatically derived

from the following equation on the Advantage workstation (GE

Healthcare): ADC � �ln[S(b)/S(0)]/b, where b is the diffusion-
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weighting factor (b�1000 or 2000 s/mm2), and S(b) and S(0) are

the signal intensities with and without diffusion-sensitizing gra-

dients, respectively.

Image Analysis
MR images were reviewed on a PACS workstation monitor (m-

view 5.4; Infinitt, Seoul, Korea). ADC ratio (ADCratio � ADC2000/

ADC1000 � 100, where ADC1000 and ADC2000 are the ADC values

of the DWI obtained with b�0 and 1000 s/mm2, and b�0 and

2000 s/mm2, respectively) maps were generated by use of pixel-

by-pixel computation of ADC maps generated with in-house–

developed software.

The images were reviewed by consensus between 2 investiga-

tors (I.H. and S.H.C. with 2 years and 10 years of experience in

interpreting head and neck MR images, respectively), in which the

investigators placed ROIs on the axial ADC1000 maps with refer-

ences of contrast-enhanced T1-weighted images obtained in 3

orthogonal planes. At the time of the interpretation session, the

investigators were blinded to the final pathologic or clinical re-

sults. The ROIs were drawn on the most representative section of

the ADC map, in which the size of the tumor was the largest or the

conspicuity of the lesion was highest. The boundary of the ROI

encompassed all of the visible tumor on that section of the ADC

map corresponding to the contrast-enhanced T1-weighted im-

ages, but any necrotic portion and normal osseous structures were

avoided to the fullest extent possible. Subsequently, the ROIs were

copied onto the corresponding ADC2000 and ADCratio maps, re-

spectively. The size of each ROI was also recorded.

In addition, ROI measurement from the deep cervical muscles

was included for comparison as an internal control of normal soft

tissue. On a section encompassing the largest areas of the deep cervi-

cal muscles, a large circular ROI was drawn on the ADC1000 maps

and was subsequently copied to the corre-

sponding ADC2000 and ADCratio maps,

respectively.

Statistical Analysis
All statistical analyses were performed

with SPSS Statistics 19.0 for Windows

(IBM, Armonk, New York). For all sta-

tistical analyses, a 2-tailed P value � .05

was considered to indicate a statistically

significant difference. The 2-tailed inde-

pendent Student t test was used to com-

pare the clinicopathologic characteristics

(eg, age, mean interval from completion of

therapy to follow-up imaging, and the

ROI size) and mean ADC values between

the group with recurrent tumor and the

group with posttreatment changes. In ad-

dition, the 2-tailed paired Student t test

was used to assess the differences between

the newly developed enhancing lesion and

deep cervical muscles in each group. Mul-

tivariate binary logistic regression was per-

formed to assess the most independently

differentiating variable between ADC1000,

ADC2000, and ADCratio. Furthermore, a

receiver operating characteristic curve was

drawn to investigate the optimal cutoff values for the parameters with

statistical significance, of which sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy

were also calculated.

RESULTS
Clinicopathologic Characteristics
In our study population, recurrent tumor was found in 20 patients

and posttreatment changes were found in 13 patients. There were

more male patients in the recurrent tumor group (M:F � 14:6) vs the

posttreatment changes group (M:F � 4:9). In the recurrent tumor

group, MR imaging was obtained mainly because of clinical suspi-

cion of recurrence, whereas MR imaging was mostly performed in a

routine follow-up manner in the group with posttreatment changes

(Table 1). Otherwise, no significant difference was observed in mean

age, mean ROI size, and mean interval from completion of therapy to

follow-up imaging between the recurrent tumor group and the

group with posttreatment changes (Table 1). The mean imaging fol-

low-up time of the group with posttreatment changes was 23

months, and no patient had recurrence during the follow-up period.

Comparison of ADC1000, ADC2000, and ADCratio between
Patients with Recurrent Tumor and Patients with
Posttreatment Changes
Table 2 and Fig 1 summarize the mean ADC1000, ADC2000, and

ADCratio of the focal enhancing lesion vs the deep cervical muscles

of the 2 groups. The mean ADC1000 in the recurrent tumor group

was significantly lower than that in the posttreatment change

group (1.205 vs 1.649 � 10�3 mm2/s, respectively; P � .001).

Similarly, the mean ADC2000 also showed a lower value in the

recurrent tumor group vs the posttreatment changes group, but

without a statistically significant difference (0.878 vs 0.940 �

10�3 mm2/s; P � .365). The mean ADCratio of the recurrent tu-

Table 1: Comparison of demographic and clinicopathologic features between recurrent
tumor group and posttreatment changes group

Characteristic

Patient Group

P Value
Recurrent

Tumor
Posttreatment

Changes
Mean age (y) 58.2 (range, 30–77) 63.2 (range, 44–78) .288
Sex (M:F) 4:9 14:6 .038a

Clinical suspicion of tumor recurrenceb 60% (12) 0.7% (1) .003a

Mean ROI size (mm2) 170.59 � 190.68 152.15 � 203.65 .773
Interval between treatment and

imaging (mo)
15.1 � 16.0 10.4 � 9.5 .342

a Fisher exact test.
b Number of patients in parentheses.

Table 2: ADC values of the newly developed or increased enhancing portion and deep
cervical muscles

Value (Mean � SD)

P Valuea
Recurrent

Tumor
Posttreatment

Changes
Newly detected or increased enhancing lesion

ADC1000 (10�3 mm2/s) 1.205 � 0.244 1.649 � 0.319 �.001
ADC2000 (10�3 mm2/s) 0.878 � 0.153 0.940 � 0.235 .365
ADCratio (%) 73.5 � 7.2 56.9 � 8.8 �.001

Deep cervical muscles
ADC1000 (10�3 mm2/s) 1.338 � 0.103 1.301 � 0.133 .371
ADC2000 (10�3 mm2/s) 0.722 � 0.128 0.724 � 0.157 .967
ADCratio (%) 53.9 � 8.1 55.2 � 7.8 .643

a Calculated using the 2-tailed independent Student t test.
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mor group was significantly higher than that of the posttreatment

changes group (73.5% vs 56.9%, respectively; P � .001).

No significant difference was observed between the recurrent

tumor group and the posttreatment changes group in the mean

ADC1000, ADC2000, and ADCratio of the deep cervical muscles

(Table 2).

The mean ADCratio of recurrent tumor was significantly

higher than that of cervical muscles (73.5% vs 53.9%; P � .001).

However, the mean ADCratio of enhancing lesion because of post-

treatment changes was not significantly different from that of

deep cervical muscles (56.9% vs 55.2%; P � .553). Figure 2 shows

representative MR images of the recurrent tumor group and the

posttreatment changes group, respectively.

Multivariate Logistic Regression Analysis
The ADC1000 and ADCratio were significantly different variables

to differentiate between recurrent tumor and posttreatment

changes by the independent Student t test. Multivariate logistic

FIG 1. Box-and-whisker plots of the ADC values at the standard b-value (ADC1000), high b-value (ADC2000), and the ADC ratio (ADCratio) in the
newly detected enhancing lesion on the postcontrast T1-weighted image and deep cervical muscle (horizontal line � median values, bottom of
the box: 25th percentile, top of the box � 75th percentile, whiskers � smallest or largest values except outliers, small circle � outliers).

FIG 2. Representative MR images of the recurrent tumor (37-year-old woman, status post left partial glossectomy) and posttreatment changes
(63-year-old woman, status post right hemiglossectomy and postoperative radiation therapy) from treated squamous cell carcinoma of the
tongue. A, Postcontrast T1-weighted images and DWI with standard and high b-values. The recurrent tumor shows high signal intensity on the
DWI in both standard and high b-values. In contrast, the signal intensity of posttreatment changes on the high-b-value DWI is not increased. B,
Corresponding ADC maps show lower ADC values in the recurrent tumor than those in the posttreatment changes on the standard b-value DWI.
Color-coded ADCratio maps demonstrate that the ADCratio is much increased in the recurrent tumor.
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regression analysis with the ADC1000 and ADCratio as indepen-

dent variables was constructed. The ADCratio was the most inde-

pendently differentiating variable (P � .024), whereas the

ADC1000 was marginally insignificant (P � .051).

Optimal Cutoff Values and Diagnostic Performances
Receiver operating characteristic curves were drawn to find the opti-

mal cutoff values for the ADC1000 and ADCratio. The optimal cutoff

value for the ADC1000 was 1.460 � 10�3 mm2/s. The sensitivity,

specificity, and accuracy were 85.0% (17/20), 84.6% (11/13), and

84.8% (28/33), respectively. For the ADCratio, the optimal cutoff

value was 62.6%, and the sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy were

95.0% (19/20), 69.2% (9/13), and 84.8% (28/33), respectively. The

summary of the diagnostic performance of each value is listed in

Table 3.

DISCUSSION
Our results demonstrate that the ADC value derived from the stan-

dard b-value DWI (b�1000 s/mm2) had a similar diagnostic perfor-

mance compared with a previous study, and that the mean ADC1000

in the posttreatment changes group was significantly higher than that

of the recurrent tumor group.13 The optimal cutoff value for the

ADC1000 to distinguish between recurrent tumor and postoperative

changes (1.460 � 10�3 mm2/s) also correlated with a previous study

(1.30 � 10�3 mm2/s).13 These reproducible findings support the use

of the standard b-value DWI on posttreatment follow-up imaging of

HNSCC. On the other hand, the mean ADC2000 itself was not signif-

icantly different between the 2 groups and did not have an additional

diagnostic benefit. However, we did observe a significant difference

in the mean ADCratio between the recurrent tumor group and the

posttreatment changes group (73.5 � 7.2% vs 56.9 � 8.8%, respec-

tively); multivariate logistic regression analysis showed that the

ADCratio vs the ADC1000 was more useful for differentiating between

the 2 groups.

The ADC value has been known to decrease when the b-value

increases beyond 1000 s/mm2, according to several previous re-

ports.20-22 The decrease in the observed ADC with an increasing

b-value could be explained by the decay of biexponential signal

intensity. In a human brain model, fast and slow diffusion com-

ponents have been described.20,22 Fast diffusion components are

the main source of signal at a relatively low b-value, whereas the

signal intensity is dominated by the slow diffusion component at

a high b-value.23 Increased cellularity in recurrent tumor leads to

an increase in the intracellular water component, whereas post-

treatment changes are composed of edema and inflammatory

changes, increasing the proportion of easily diffusible extracellu-

lar water content.6,13 Although the intracellular and extracellular

water components are not exactly equal to the slow and fast dif-

fusion components, respectively, they are considered correspond-

ing components.20,24 To evaluate the fast and slow diffusion com-

ponents, DWI with multiple b-values has been studied with a

biexponential fitting.25 In our study, we calculated 2 ADC values

with a monoexponential model with 2 different b-values, and we

adopted the ADCratio as an alternative biomarker that represents

the composition of the fast and slow diffusion components. Choi

et al18 hypothesized that by increasing the b-value from 1000

s/mm2 to 2000 s/mm2, the ADC value would have a more sub-

stantial decrease in the fast diffusion component. As a result, the

higher ADCratio means that it contains more of the slow diffusion

component and represents higher cellularity.18 Therefore, our re-

sults show that the mean ADCratio was much higher in the recur-

rent tumor group vs the posttreatment changes group.

Although the mean ADC2000 also showed a lower value in the

recurrent tumor compared with posttreatment changes, it was

not statistically different between the 2 groups. A possible expla-

nation is that the relative decrease of ADC1000 to ADC2000 was

higher in the posttreatment changes group; therefore, the final

ADC2000 of the recurrent tumor group was similar to that of the

posttreatment changes group. The differences between the

ADC1000 and ADC2000 also could be influenced by different im-

aging parameters. However, Ogura et al26 reported that a long TR

(� 6000 ms) and short TE (� 100 ms) did not significantly influ-

ence the ADC values. Therefore, the influence of different imag-

ing parameters was thought to be negligible in our study.

For comparison, we also investigated the ADC values from the

deep cervical muscles as a normal soft tissue. With the increase in

the b-value from 1000 to 2000 s/mm2, the ADC value was also

substantially decreased in muscle. The mean ADC ratio of the

recurrent tumor group was significantly higher than that of the

deep cervical muscles, which might prove beneficial for the detec-

tion of recurrent tumor by visual inspection in the ADCratio maps.

The diagnostic yields of both ADCratio and ADC1000 in our

present study was lower than those of the study by Abdel Razek

et al,13 in which they used only ADC1000 maps.. We believe that

this finding might be the result of differences in study popula-

tions. The minimal size of the lesions was 1.5 cm in diameter in the

study by Abdel Razek et al,13 whereas our study included smaller

lesions (eg, 5 mm).

In our study, 15 patients were excluded because of MR imag-

ing artifacts or poor visualization of the lesion, and the proportion

of artifacts in eligible patients was relatively high (26.8%). Al-

though we optimized scanning parameters to reduce artifacts and

maximize the signal-to-noise ratio, we found that the intrinsic

limitations of single-shot echo-planar DWI in head and neck im-

aging (eg, heterogeneity of the tissue, a very low acquirable signal,

movements, air-tissue boundaries, and surgical materials) were

still challenging in interpreting the DWI.27 To overcome the

drawbacks of DWI, additional localized coverage imaging or zon-

ally magnified oblique multisection (ZOOM; Siemens, Erlangen,

Germany) echo-planar imaging could be performed.28

Our study had some limitations. One limitation was that we

enrolled a small number of patients from a single center and per-

formed retrospective analysis, which could lead to selection bias.

Table 3: Diagnostic performances of the ADC1000 and ADCratio

Cutoff Valuea Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) PPV (%) NPV (%) Accuracy (%)
ADC1000 1.460 � 10�3 mm2/s 85.0 (17/20) 84.6 (11/13) 89.5 (17/19) 78.6 (11/14) 84.8 (28/33)
ADCratio 62.6% 95.0 (19/20) 69.2 (9/13) 69.6 (16/23) 90.0 (9/10) 84.8 (28/33)

Note:—Raw data are in parentheses. NPV indicates negative predictive value; PPV, positive predictive value.
a Receiver operating characteristic curves were drawn to find the optimal cutoff values for the ADC1000 and ADCratio.
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We tried to include all patients who met the inclusion criteria to

minimize selection bias. In addition, we included HNSCC with

various locations, treatment modalities, and intervals between

last treatment and imaging, and this heterogeneity could limit the

generalizability of our results. Although tumor location is related

to prognosis,29 we believed that any significant impact of tumor

location relative to ADC values was unlikely.

Another limitation of our present study was that there were

patients for whom we did not have histopathologic confirmation.

Therefore, exact correlation of the ADC value or ADCratio with

histopathologic changes was limited, especially for the posttreat-

ment changes group. In clinical settings, it is common practice to

follow patients with complementary imaging modalities, such as

FDG-PET, to ensure that the enhancing lesion identified by MR

imaging is metabolically active before a biopsy is performed,30 but

this was not possible in the context of our study.

CONCLUSIONS
We suggest that the ADCratio calculated from ADC1000 and

ADC2000 is a promising value to differentiate between recurrent

tumor and posttreatment changes in HNSCC and may be mar-

ginally more useful than the ADC1000 alone. High b-value DWI of

the head and neck region is technically feasible and requires a

relatively short additional scan time; therefore, high b-value DWI

could be added to the posttreatment routine follow-up MR imag-

ing to provide additional potentially helpful information in the

detection of recurrent HNSCC.
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
HEAD & NECK

Optimized Cutoff Value and Indication for Washout
Thyroglobulin Level According to Ultrasound Findings in

Patients with Well-Differentiated Thyroid Cancer
J.Y. Jung, J.H. Shin, B.-K. Han, and E.Y. Ko

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Washout thyroglobulin provides evidence for metastatic or recurrent lesions, However, the cutoff value
is still controversial. We investigated an optimized cutoff value and indication for the use of washout thyroglobulin from fine-needle
aspiration in neck lymph nodes from preoperative or postoperative patients with well-differentiated thyroid cancers.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: A total of 177 lymph nodes from 161 patients underwent sonographically guided fine-needle aspiration cytology
and washout thyroglobulin measurement and then underwent surgery and clinical follow-up. We assessed an optimized cutoff value of washout
thyroglobulin for diagnosing metastasis and compared its diagnostic performance with that of washout thyroglobulin � 10 ng/mL, the currently
accepted cutoff value. We also analyzed diagnostic performances of fine-needle aspiration cytology alone and of the combination of fine-needle
aspiration cytology and washout thyroglobulin on the basis of the presence or absence of suspicious ultrasonographic findings.

RESULTS: Of the 177 lymph nodes, 77 were metastases and 100 were benign. An optimized cutoff value for washout thyroglobulin was 1.8
ng/mL. The sensitivity and negative predictive value in diagnosing metastasis improved significantly with a cutoff value of 1.8 ng/mL
compared with a cutoff value of 10 ng/mL (P � .0412 for sensitivity, P � .0188 for negative predictive value). In patients with suspicious
ultrasonographic findings, applying washout thyroglobulin along with fine-needle aspiration cytology significantly enhanced the sensitivity
and negative predictive value of fine-needle aspiration cytology performances to 100% and 100%, respectively (P � .0051, and P � .0088).
There was no difference in diagnostic performance between fine-needle aspiration cytology and the combination of the 2 methods in
patients without suspicious ultrasonographic findings.

CONCLUSIONS: Applying the optimized cutoff value of washout thyroglobulin of 1.8 ng/mL in patients with suspicious ultrasonographic
features facilitates the diagnostic evaluation of neck lymph nodes in both preoperative and postoperative patients with well-differenti-
ated thyroid cancer.

ABBREVIATIONS: FNA � fine-needle aspiration; FNA-Tg � washout thyroglobulin; NPV � negative predictive value; PPV � positive predictive value; Tg �
thyroglobulin; US � ultrasonography

High thyroglobulin (Tg) in a lymph node indicates metastatic

disease in both preoperative and postoperative patients with

thyroid cancer.1-4 Although this value of washout Tg (FNA-Tg)

from fine-needle aspiration (FNA) serves as an important stan-

dard for suspicious recurrent or metastatic lesions,5 the cutoff

value to define “high” is controversial.

In a previous report, investigators recommended that the

threshold values for FNA-Tg levels be higher than 10 ng/mL if the

serum thyroglobulin level or the mean � 2 SDs in node-negative

patients is not available for reference.6 In real practice, some

lymph nodes whose FNA-Tg values were �10 were tumor-in-

volved, and the most useful cutoff value of FNA-Tg remains

controversial. To increase the efficacy of the FNA-Tg measure-

ment, one must find the standard value and the characteristics

of lymph nodes for which FNA-Tg can promote more accurate

results.

Generally, ultrasonography (US)-guided FNA cytology is

applied to lymph nodes of patients with thyroid cancer on the

basis of clinical or sonographic suspicion.7-9 Although sam-

pling can always be done on the basis of clinical concern or an

unexpected US finding, it is not cost-effective to carry out

FNA-Tg on all lesions; hence, it is imperative to clarify the

distinctive US characteristic that would lead to effective per-

formance of adjunctive FNA-Tg.
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We investigated the optimal cutoff value and indication of

FNA-Tg from FNA to aid the evaluation of neck lymph nodes in

patients with preoperative or postoperative thyroid cancers.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
Our institutional review board approved this retrospective study

and required neither patient approval nor informed consent for

the review of images and medical records. All patients undergoing

FNA cytology or surgery had previously received and filled out the

informed consent before each procedure.

Between September 2009 and March 2010, two hundred twen-

ty-four lymph nodes from 201 consecutive patients underwent

US-guided FNA cytology and FNA-Tg from the aspiration. FNA

was performed for patients with clinically suspicious nodes, dom-

inant or enlarged nodes during routine pre-/postoperative sur-

veillance, and/or abnormal nodes identified by another imaging

technique. A total of 47 nodes were excluded due to the absence of

a surgical excision or a follow-up. Thus 177 nodes from 161 pa-

tients with either a surgical excision or follow-up for at least 2

years were included in our study.

Ultrasonography
We performed ultrasonographic evaluations by using a HDI 5000

or iU22 (Philips Healthcare, Bothell, Washington) connected

with a 7- to 12-MHz linear-array transducer. The US examina-

tions were performed by 1 of 6 radiologists, all of whom special-

ized in the performance and interpretation of thyroid US for a

mean of 5 years (range, 1–10). Suspicious metastatic lymph nodes

on US included those that were either not oval (taller-than-wide

or round) or showed microcalcifications, cystic changes, hyper-

echoic cortices, or irregular margins.10 We considered a US fea-

ture positive if at least 1 of these findings was shown. The size of

the lymph node was measured as the largest diameter on US be-

cause the maximal axial short diameter can be subjective depend-

ing on the US operators; and describing the largest diameter of

lymph nodes facilitated surgical identification of nodes and re-

duced confusion.

Ultrasonography-Guided Fine-Needle Aspiration
Two-milliliter syringes with 23 gauge needles attached were used

for US-guided FNA cytology. The aspirates were spread on frost-

ed-end glass slides and were immediately fixed in 95% alcohol for

both Papanicolaou and May Grunwald/Giemsa staining. In cases

in which a patient had multiple lesions, we performed FNA cytol-

ogy on the most suspicious or largest one. Only the most suspi-

cious lesion from FNA-Tg measurement was chosen for evalua-

tion. One of 7 experienced cytopathologists analyzed the slides. A

typical adequate smear was one with 6 groups of �10 cells. Cytol-

ogy for lesions was classified into 3 categories: malignant, benign,

and inadequate. If the cytology showed hemosiderin-laden mac-

rophages, we classified it as inadequate.

Washout Thyroglobulin
We used serum thyroglobulin immunoradiometric assay CT

(IRMA-1; Radim, Pomezia, Italy) to measure FNA-Tg from FNA

specimens. Specimens were extracted by US-guided FNA cytology

and smeared on the glass slides. The specimens remaining in the

syringe and the needle were rinsed with 1 mL of normal saline and

sent for the assays. The most useful cutoff value of FNA-Tg for

differentiating metastasis/recurrence from benign lesions was as-

sessed. We did not measure Tg antibodies because the clinical

performance of FNA-Tg is unaffected by serum Tg antibodies.11

Diagnostic Performances
The diagnostic performances included sensitivity, specificity, pos-

itive predictive value (PPV), negative predictive value (NPV), and

accuracy. We treated inadequate cytology as negative for malig-

nancy because inadequate cytology alone does not indicate surgi-

cal excision. The diagnostic performance of the new cutoff value

was compared by using FNA-Tg � 10 ng/mL as a reference stan-

dard. The performances of FNA cytology and FNA cytology with

FNA-Tg at the best cutoff value were compared according to US

findings. We also assessed the diagnostic performance of US find-

ings. We investigated each cutoff value of FNA-Tg in the preop-

erative and postoperative state.

Statistical Analyses
The comparison of the diagnostic performances of FNA cytology

and FNA cytology with FNA-Tg according with the presence or

absence of suspicious US findings was analyzed by the McNemar

test and Bennett method. The FNA-Tg receiver operating charac-

teristic curve was developed by using MedCalc for Windows, Ver-

sion 6.1 (MedCalc Software, Mariakerke, Belgium). The cutoff

value, which maximizes the sum of the sensitivity plus speci-

ficity, was determined as the points in the upper left-hand

corner. We considered a difference statistically significant with

P values � .05.

RESULTS
The clinical and cytopathologic characteristics of the 177 lymph

nodes are summarized in Table 1. According to our final results,

of the 177 lymph nodes, 77 (44%) were malignant and 100 (56%)

were benign.

Table 1: Clinical, imaging, and cytopathologic characteristics of
177 lymph nodes

Characteristics Total (n = 177) (%)
Age (mean) (yr) 47 (range, 15–85)
Sex (female/male) 127:50
Mean lesion size (mean) (cm) 1.0 (range, 0.2–3.6)
Patient status

Preoperative 81 (46)
Postoperative 96 (54)

Suspicious malignant US features
Yes 109 (62)
No 68 (38)

Initial FNA
Malignant 66 (37)
Benign 94 (53)
Inadequate 17 (10)

Final cytopathology
Malignant 77 (44)
Benign 100 (56)

Reference standard
Surgical excision 81 (46)
Follow-up 96 (54)
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The best cutoff value for FNA-Tg was 1.8 ng/mL, at which the

accuracy and the sum of sensitivity and specificity were highest.

Sensitivity and NPV in diagnosing malignancy were significantly

improved in FNA-Tg � 1.8 ng/mL compared with FNA-Tg � 10

ng/mL (P � .0412, P � .0188, respectively). Even though speci-

ficity and PPV were decreased by the new cutoff value, the P values

were not significant (P � .4795 and P � .2879, respectively)

(Table 2).

A total of 109 (62%) of 177 lymph nodes had suspicious US

findings in our study. The diagnostic performance of each US

finding is shown in Table 3. When at least 1 of the US findings was

positive, the sensitivity, specificity, PPV, NPV, and accuracy of US

findings for the diagnosis of metastasis/recurrence was 96.1%,

65.0%, 67.9%, 95.6%, and 78.5%, respectively.

With the best cutoff value of 1.8 ng/mL, the overall diagnostic

performance of FNA cytology with FNA-Tg was enhanced in sen-

sitivity and NPV while specificity and PPV decreased compared

with FNA cytology alone. The statistical difference in accuracy

between the combination of the 2 methods and FNA cytology

alone was insignificant. Additionally, in patients with suspicious

US findings, the sensitivity and NPV of FNA cytology with

FNA-Tg were better than those of FNA cytology alone (P � .0051

and P � .0088) (Fig 1). There was no difference in diagnostic

performances between FNA cytology alone and FNA cytology

with FNA-Tg in patients without suspicious US findings (Fig 2

and Table 4). Therefore, FNA-Tg was not necessary in patients

with no suspicious US features. We provide a flow chart from our

results (Fig 3).

According to the initial FNA cytology results of 177 lymph

nodes, 66 (37%) were malignant, 94 (53%) benign, and 17 (10%)

inadequate.

Among the inadequate cytology cases, 8 were from too scanty

cellular smear; 7, from hemosiderin-laden macrophages; 1, from

mild atypical cells; and 1, from degenerated blood. Of the 17 in-

adequate cytology cases, 11 were identified with surgical excision

and the other 6 were confirmed as well in US follow-up of 14

months. Ten (59%) malignant nodes were identified among 17

inadequate results. All 10 metastatic nodes had FNA-Tg levels

higher than 1.8 ng/mL. The remaining 7 benign nodes demon-

strated FNA-Tg values below 1.8 ng/mL.

Of 94 initial benign cytologic results, 8 (8.5%) nodes had

FNA-Tg levels higher than 1.8. Two of the nodes with markedly

high FNA-Tg (�1000) were due to remnant thyroid tissue misin-

terpreted as nodes, and 2 were pathologically confirmed as metas-

tasis. FNA-Tg of the remaining 4 cases was slightly higher than 1.8

ng/mL.

Cytologic malignant lesions with FNA-Tg lower than 1.8

ng/mL were found in 4 (6%) of 66 cases. One of these 4 was

negative for malignancy surgically and counted as false-positive

FNA cytology. Subsequently, 3 of these 4 were confirmed as ma-

lignant surgically. However, these lesions showed a very low

FNA-Tg (�0.6).

The final pathology of 161 patients was papillary thyroid car-

cinoma for 160 and follicular thyroid carcinoma for 1. The best

cutoff value of FNA-Tg in the preoperative and postoperative

state was 1.8 and 1.9 ng/mL, respectively.

DISCUSSION
Our results show that FNA-Tg can be an

effective adjunct for diagnosing nodal

metastasis in preoperative and postoper-

ative patients with thyroid cancer when it

is used in nodes with suspicious sono-

graphic features. Furthermore, applying a

cutoff value of 1.8 ng/mL facilitates im-

proved sensitivity and NPV compared

with the conventional standard (�10 ng/

mL) when evaluating neck lymph nodes.

One prior report suggested that the

most appropriate cutoff value of FNA-Tg

is 1.1 ng/mL,12 and another study yielded

a cutoff value of 5 ng/mL.13 The result of

our study, 1.8 ng/mL, was between the 2

reports. Moreover, we demonstrate that

the value of FNA-Tg was not useful in

nodes without suggested suspicious US

findings (Fig 3).

Given that a definitely abnormal se-

rum Tg level in postoperative patients is

above 2 ng/mL,14 we hypothesized that

the FNA-Tg from FNA specimens would

have a similar threshold value. Many ra-

diologists tend to confuse the FNA-Tg

FIG 1. Ultrasonography of a 73-year-old man who had a small cystic nodule (A, cross) in the left
thyroid gland and a suspicious cystic level VI lymph node (B, arrow). US-guided FNA cytology
was performed on the small cystic thyroid nodule and the level VI cystic node, and the results
were suspicious for papillary thyroid carcinoma from a nodule and a few pigmented macro-
phages from a lymph node. However, metastasis was considered due to the high FNA-Tg level
of 1023 ng/mL. Final surgical pathology revealed a tiny papillary thyroid carcinoma of the left
thyroid gland and nodal metastasis.

Table 2: Comparison between diagnostic performances of
washout Tg > 1.8 ng/mL and > 10 ng/mL

% Sensitivity Specificity PPV NPV Accuracy
Washout Tg � 10 88.3 96.0 94.4 91.4 92.7
Washout Tg �1.8 96.1 94.0 92.5 96.9 94.9
P value .0412 .4795 .2879 .0188 .2888

Table 3: Diagnostic performance of suspicious US findings for 177 lymph nodesa

Sensitivity Specificity PPV NPV Accuracy
Microcalcification 27.3 (21/77) 95.0 (95/100) 80.8 (21/26) 62.9 (95/151) 65.5 (116/177)
Cystic change 28.6 (22/77) 96.0 (96/100) 84.6 (22/26) 63.6 (96/151) 66.7 (118/177)
Hyperechoic cortex 42.9 (33/77) 89.0 (89/100) 75.0 (33/44) 66.9 (89/133) 68.9 (122/177)
Not oval shape 15.6 (12/77) 86.0 (86/100) 46.1 (12/26) 57.0 (86/151) 55.3 (98/177)
Irregular margin 26.0 (20/77) 95.0 (95/100) 80.0 (20/25) 62.5 (95/152) 65.0 (115/177)
At least 1 of US findings 96.1 (74/77) 65.0 (65/100) 67.9 (74/109) 95.6 (65/68) 78.5 (119/177)

a Data are percentages.
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cutoff, which is widely regarded as 10, and the serum Tg level

cutoff, considered as 2, leading to an increased chance of misdi-

agnosis. Using our cutoff value, we think that such confusion

between the 2 cutoffs could be reduced in a clinical setting. When

we divided the patients into preoperative and postoperative states

because there have been no specific mentioned reports, each cut-

off value of FNA-Tg was close to 2.

It is important that suspicious sonographic features of lymph

nodes in patients with thyroid cancer be well-defined so that un-

necessary FNA cytology can be avoided. Clinical suspicion such as

palpable or enlarged lymph nodes during routine pre-/postoper-

ative US surveillance leads to aspiration. However, we learned

that US findings take precedence over clinical suspicion. Our re-

sults showed the high performance of our sonographic criteria for

lymph node metastases in patients with thyroid cancer with a

sensitivity of 96.1%, specificity of 65.0, and accuracy of 78.5%.

These rates were similar to the US performances of previous stud-

ies.15-17 We did not include Doppler US features because lymph

nodes with abnormal vascularity frequently already have abnor-

mal gray-scale features. As a previous report suggested, an abnor-

mal Doppler feature alone is problematic and should serve only as

a complementary finding.17

The role of FNA-Tg is very valuable when cytology is inade-

quate. Even though cystic change identified on US featured the

highest specificity at 96.0%— but a low sensitivity of 28.6%—in

our results, cytology frequently showed a nondiagnostic result,

such as a few hemosiderin-laden macrophages. The importance

of the presence of macrophages in cystic lymph nodes has been

emphasized in past research as well.18,19 In our cases, 7 of 17

inadequate results featured macrophages, and consequently all

(86%) except 1 were diagnosed as a malignancy. Therefore, FNA

cytology with FNA-Tg performed on the lymph nodes that have

cystic change by US findings can accurately evaluate the nodes

and make up for the inadequate cytology.

Previous studies have already reported the accuracy of FNA

cytology with FNA-Tg in suspicious

nodal metastases, having a sensitivity and

specificity ranging from 84% to 100% and

85% to 95.4%, respectively.1,20 By con-

trast, in the overall diagnostic perfor-

mance of our study with FNA-Tg � 1.8

ng/mL, consulting both FNA-Tg and

FNA cytology increased the sensitivity

and NPV to 100% but decreased the spec-

ificity and PPV, without any significant

change in accuracy. The reason is that we

considered the final result positive if the

result of both or either of 2 methods was

positive. Therefore, the sensitivity [true-

positive/(true-positive � false-negative)]

and NPV [true-negative/(true-negative �

false-negative)] increased due to reduced

false-negatives such as inadequate cytol-

ogy, and the specificity [true-negative/

(false-positive � true-negative)] and PPV

[true-positive/(true-positive � false-pos-

itive)] decreased due to increased false-

positives from the remnant thyroid tissue.

The performance of FNA cytology itself

was excellent in our institution (sensitiv-

FIG 2. A 39-year-old female patient who underwent total thyroidec-
tomy. The patient had a palpable lymph node (cross) in level V and no
suspicious US feature. Even though the lymph node had inadequate
FNA cytology due to a few hemosiderin-laden macrophage and lym-
phoid cells, it was considered benign because of its low FNA-Tg level.
The node showed no changes in a 2-year follow-up. According to our
results, there was no significant diagnostic enhancement of FNA-Tg in
patients without suspicious US findings.

FIG 3. Flow chart of recommended management of clinically suspicious lymph nodes in pa-
tients with well-differentiated thyroid carcinoma from our results.

Table 4: Comparison of diagnostic performances of FNA-C and FNA-
C with FNA-Tg according to US features using washout Tg > 1.8a

US Feature Sensitivity Specificity PPV NPV Accuracy
Overall

FNA-C 84.4 99.0 98.5 89.2 92.1
FNA-C�FNA-Tg 100 93.0 91.7 100 96.1
P value .0015b .04123b .0235b .0011b .2386

Positive
FNA-C 85.1 97.1 98.4 75.6 88.9
FNA-C�FNA-Tg 100 91.4 96.1 100 97.3
P value .0051b .9590 .4149 .0088b .0530

Negative
FNA-C 66.7 100 100 98.5 98.5
FNA-C�FNA-Tg 100 93.9 42.9 100 61.7
P value 1.0000 .1336 02482 .3212 .3711

Note:—FNA-C indicates FNA cytology.
a Data other than P values are percentages.
b Significant.
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ity, 84.8%; specificity. 99.0%; and accuracy. 92.1%) and thus

made the value of FNA-Tg underestimated. We think that FNA

cytology with FNA-Tg would be more valuable for poor perform-

ers or beginners of FNA cytology.

There are several limitations in our study. Not all of the cases

were confirmed pathologically. In addition, the device for mea-

suring FNA-Tg varies from one institution to another. Therefore,

the reliability of the results may require further investigation de-

pending on the device used. Last, interobserver variability may

exist when diagnosing suspicious malignant features on the basis

of US.

CONCLUSIONS
The optimal cutoff value of FNA-Tg in differentiating metastasis/

recurrence from benign lesions in patients with thyroid cancer

was 1.8 ng/mL. FNA cytology with FNA-Tg enhances diagnostic

performance in lymph nodes with suspicious US features. Conse-

quently, applying the optimal cutoff value and proper indication

of FNA-Tg enhances diagnostic performances in the evaluation of

neck lymph nodes for metastatic disease in both preoperative and

postoperative patients with thyroid cancer.
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Automated Quantitation of the Posterior Scleral Flattening
and Optic Nerve Protrusion by MRI in Idiopathic

Intracranial Hypertension
N. Alperin, A.M. Bagci, B.L. Lam, and E. Sklar

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Subjective determination of the posterior sclera flattening and optic nerve protrusion in MRI is challenging
because of the 3D nature of the globe morphology. This study aims to develop and compare quantitative measures of globe flattening and optic
nerve protrusion with subjective rating, and assess relationships with papilledema grade and intraocular and CSF pressures.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Data of 34 globes from 7 overweight female patients with idiopathic intracranial hypertension and 6 age-
and weight-matched healthy female control subjects were assessed, as well as a subcohort of 4 of the patients with idiopathic intracranial
hypertension who underwent follow-up MR imaging 2 weeks after lumbar puncture and initiation of treatment with acetazolamide. MR
imaging examination included a 3D CISS sequence on 1.5T and 3T scanners with 0.6-mm isotropic resolution. Subjective ratings of globe
flattening were obtained by experienced and inexperienced readers. Quantitative measures of globe flattening, nerve protrusion, and
maximal deformation were derived by use of a 2D map of the distances from the globe center to the posterior wall.

RESULTS: Contingency coefficients for globe flattening agreements with subjective rating by the experienced and inexperienced readers
were 0.72 and 0.56, respectively. Mean values of the 3 deformation measures were significantly poorer in the idiopathic intracranial
hypertension group, with nerve protrusion demonstrating the strongest difference (P � .0002). Nerve protrusion was most strongly
associated with papilledema grade with a contingency coefficient of 0.74 (P � .01), whereas globe flattening was negatively correlated with
intraocular pressure (R � �0.75, P � .0001). Maximal deformation was negatively associated with CSF opening pressure (R � �0.86, P �

.0001). After treatment, only the changes in nerve protrusion and maximal deformation were significant.

CONCLUSIONS: Automated measures of globe deformation improve reliability over subjective rating. Of the 2 globe deformation
measures, nerve protrusion had the strongest predictive value for papilledema grade and had the highest sensitivity for assessment of
treatment efficacy in idiopathic intracranial hypertension.

ABBREVIATIONS: IOP � intraocular pressure; IH � intracranial hypertension; IIH � idiopathic intracranial hypertension; LP � lumbar puncture; ICP � intracranial
pressure; NP � nerve protrusion; GF � globe flatness; MD � maximal deformation

Flattening of the posterior sclera and inward protrusion of the

optic nerve head are recognized MR imaging markers of intracra-

nial hypertension (IH).1-5 These findings have been reported primar-

ily in idiopathic intracranial hypertension (IIH)1-3 but also in sec-

ondary IH, including sinus thrombosis and nonthrombotic cases of

venous sinus occlusions.4 Posterior sclera flattening has also been

observed in astronauts after long-duration exposure to micrograv-

ity.5,6 Occurrence rates of globe flattening and optic nerve protrusion

in IIH and secondary IH are reported to be different. Work by Agid et

al3 assessing several cross-sectional neuroimaging signs seen in IIH

suggests that posterior globe flattening has the strongest diagnostic

value, with specificity of 100%, whereas optic nerve protrusion was

not significantly associated with IIH. In contrast, Rohr et al4 assessed

similar signs in patients with secondary IH and reported specificity of

78% for globe flattening and 100% for optic disc protrusion. Both

studies, however, used subjective visual inspection to determine the

presence of flattening and optic nerve protrusion.

Determining the presence and degree of globe distortions in

MR imaging by visual inspection is challenging because of the 3D

nature of the globe morphology. In addition, impression of dis-

tortion can vary with imaging orientation.
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Flattening of the posterior sclera and inward protrusion of the

optic papilla are often seen in patients with papilledema docu-

mented by fundoscopy. Papilledema, or optic nerve head edema,

is caused by increased CSF volume and pressure within the optic

nerve sheath leading to axoplasmic flow stasis and subsequent

ischemia.7,8 The exact mechanism by which papilledema occurs is

still debatable. Either mechanical or ischemic processes are cur-

rently the 2 competing theories.9 A recent comprehensive review

of MR imaging of papilledema and the visual pathway lists globe

flattening and optic papilla protrusion among several findings

commonly seen in papilledema.10 However, because of a lack of

quantitative measures of globe flattening and optic nerve protru-

sion, it is unknown whether papilledema grade is associated with

the degrees of flattening and/or protrusion. Reliable quantifica-

tion of flattening and protrusion may increase the diagnostic

power of these markers and further elucidate the mechanism by

which elevated intracranial pressure (ICP) causes papilledema.

An automated method for quantifying globe flattening and optic

nerve protrusion is described in the present study. Measures ob-

tained in patients with IIH and healthy control subjects were com-

pared with subjective rating by experienced and inexperienced read-

ers. Measurements were also tested for association with papilledema

grade, intraocular pressure (IOP), and CSF opening pressure. Fi-

nally, sensitivity for detection of changes after treatment was assessed.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study Participants
All study participants provided written informed consent ap-

proved by the institutional review board. MR imaging data of

34 globes were analyzed. The data were obtained from a cohort of

7 overweight women of childbearing age (30 � 12 years; range,

17–44 years; mean body mass index, 36 � 4 kg/m2; range, 29–41

kg/m2) with a confirmed diagnosis of IIH as per the modified Dandy

criteria11 and 6 healthy age- and weight-matched female subjects

(30 � 8 years; range, 22–44 years; body mass index, 37 � 6 kg/m2;

range, 31–49 kg/m2). A subcohort of 4 patients with IIH underwent

a follow-up MR imaging scan approximately 2 weeks after lumbar

puncture (LP) and initiation of treatment with acetazolamide.

Detailed neurologic symptoms and ophthalmologic assessments

were obtained before diagnostic LP. Papilledema severity was classi-

fied by fundoscopic examination before and 2 weeks after LP, by use

of the Frisen scale.12 Bilateral papilledema was found in all patients

with IIH (mean grade, 2.0�1.0; range, 1–4). Sixof7patientsreported

moderate to severe headaches and vision-related problems, including

FIG 1. MR images of the globe reformatted in sagittal (A) and axial (B) planes. The coordinate system is defined by the center of mass of the lens
and the globe (red and green points), respectively. The red contour marks the posterior sclera. Each point on the sclera is defined by the distance
to the center of the orbit (dashed line), azimuth angle (�), and the elevation angle (�).

FIG 2. A 2D color-coded distance map visualizes distances between the center of the globe and points on the posterior sclera. The map
represents the globe shown in Fig 1. The inward protrusion of the papilla is visualized as an off-center blue patch (A). The central (red) and
peripheral (yellow) ROIs used for the derivation of NP and GF are shown in B and C, respectively. The angular boundaries of the central (papillar),
peripappilar, and peripheral ROIs are 0 –10°, 10 –18°, and 40 – 80°, respectively.
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blurriness, transientvisualobscurations,andimpairedperipheralvision.

ThemeanopeningpressurebyLPwas36.9�7.8cmH2O(range,26–47

cmH2O). IOP was measured in the IIH and the control cohorts, with

mean values of 17.3 � 2.9 mm Hg and 12.6 � 1.5 mm Hg, respectively.

MR Imaging Scan Protocol
MR imaging scans were performed by

use of 1.5T and 3T scanners (Symphony

and Trio; Siemens, Erlangen, Germany).

Quantitative assessment of the globes

was obtained from a 3D CISS sequence

(A) with an isotropic resolution of 0.6

mm and the following parameters: TR,

6.35 ms (5.42 ms for 3T); TE, 2.82 ms

(2.43 for 3T); flip angle, 47°(34° for 3T);

and bandwidth, 560 Hz/pixel (650 Hz/

pix for 3T). Scan time was up to 3 min-

utes (2.5 for 3T).

Subjective Assessment of Globe
Flattening
Flattening of the posterior ocular wall

was visually evaluated by an experi-

enced reader (�25 years) and an inex-

perienced reader (�1 year), blinded to

the clinical diagnosis. A second read-

ing was obtained to assess intraob-

server reliability. MR images were re-

formatted and reviewed in both axial

and sagittal views. A 4-point rating

was used, in which 0 � no flattening,

1 � minimal flattening or deviation from circular shape at least

in 1 plane, 2 � obvious flattening with apparent deviation

from circular shape on both planes, and 3 � profound flatten-

ing of a large portion of the posterior wall.

FIG 3. Reformatted MR images shown in axial plane for a normal globe (A), a flattened globe with minimal optic nerve protrusion (B), and a globe
with minimal flattening and extensive optic nerve protrusion (C). Respective distance maps are shown in the bottom. The corresponding GF and
NP values are (A) 0.97 and 0.97, (B) 0.86 and 0.91, and (C) 0.91 and 0.88.

FIG 4. Average left and right eyes, 2D-distance maps obtained from the control cohort (upper
row) and the IIH cohort (lower row). The presence of nerve protrusion is clearly seen in the maps
from the IIH cohort.
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Automated Measurements of Globe Deformity
The automated method for quantifying the 3D geometry of the

posterior sclera includes 3 steps: 1) segmentation, 2) identifica-

tion of a reference point (center of globe), and 3) generating a 2D

map of the distances from the globe center to the posterior wall.

First, the MR images are aligned to a common anatomic space by

use of rigid linear registration13 to ensure that both globes are

located on the same axial plane. Reformatted images are then

segmented by use of an expectation-maximization algorithm14 to

delineate the outside boundaries of the globe and the lens. The

centers of mass of the globe and the lens are then identified and are

used to define an orthogonal coordinate system in which the x-

axis is the posterior-anterior orientation, or the optical axis, and

the y-axis is oriented laterally from left to right, as shown in Fig 1.

This framework is independent of the individual’s gaze direction.

Each point on the globe posterior wall is identified by use of 3

parameters: d, the distance in millimeters from the globe center; �,

the azimuth angle (in the xy plane); and �, the elevation angle (in

the xz plane), where � and � range from �90° to �90°. An exam-

ple of a 2D distance map is shown in Fig 2A. The darker shades of

blue indicate shorter distances from the center and the yellow and

red shades represent longer distances. A 2D map of a perfectly

spherical hemisphere will have a uniform color with a distance

equal to its radius.

Three measures of globe deformation are calculated by using

the distance map: 1) nerve protrusion (NP), depicting the extent

of the nerve head protrusion; 2) globe flatness (GF), depicting the

degree of flattening of the posterior wall, and 3) maximal defor-

mation (MD), depicting the combined deformation due to the

flattening and the nerve protrusion. Each measure is defined as

the ratio of the mean distance within a central and a peripheral

region in the 2D distance map. NP is obtained by use of circular

and annular ROIs covering the optic nerve head and the peripap-

illary region, respectively. GF is obtained by use of an annular

region of interest surrounding the nerve head and an annular

region of interest centered at the optical axis and covering the

peripheral section of the globe posterior hemisphere. The loca-

tions and extents of these regions are shown in Fig 2B and 2C, respec-

tively. The MD measure, which assesses the combined distortion

caused by nerve protrusion and globe flattening, is obtained by use of

the central ROI of NP and the peripheral ROI of GF. In a perfectly

spherical globe with no protrusion, all 3 measures have a value of 1. A

lower value represents a larger inward deformation. Image analysis

was implemented by use of Matlab (MathWorks, Natick, Massachu-

setts). Total computation time with the use of a personal computer

was approximately 15 minutes.

Statistical Methods
Interrater and intrarater agreements of the readers’ visual ratings

were assessed by use of the � test.15 Association between visual

rating of flatness and GF were determined by means of frequency

tables and �2 test, with the continuous GF discretized into 4

equally spaced intervals to match the visual rating scale. Differ-

ences between the computer-derived measures in the control and

IIH cohorts were assessed by means of the unpaired t test. Differ-

ences between pretreatment and posttreatment were assessed by

means of the paired t test. Receiver operating characteristic anal-

ysis was applied to determine thresholds

that best distinguish patients with IIH

from control subjects. Associations be-

tween papilledema grade and the de-

rived globe deformation measures were

also determined by means of �2 test after

discretizing of the deformation mea-

sures into 5 equally spaced intervals

matching the Frisen scale. Finally, asso-

ciations with IOP and opening CSF

pressure during LP were tested by cal-

culation of Pearson correlation coeffi-

cient. All statistical calculations were

performed by use of MedCalc version

11.6 (MedCalc Software, Mariakerke,

Belgium).

RESULTS
The highest inter rater agreement be-

tween the experienced and inexperi-

enced readers for the visual ratings of the

globe flatness was moderate, with a

weighted � value of 0.46. The intrarater

agreement for the experienced and inex-

perienced readers had a similar � value

FIG 5. Pretreatment (upper row) and posttreatment (lower row) average distance maps of the
patients with IIH who had a follow-up MR imaging scan (n � 4). A significant reversal of the extent
of the optic nerve protrusion is visualized in the posttreatment maps.

Table 1: Mean values of deformation measures for the control
and IIH cohorts

Measure Control (n = 7) IIH (n = 6) P Value
NP 0.96 � 0.013 0.91 � 0.028 .00002
GF 0.93 � 0.020 0.91 � 0.022 .0035
MD 0.93 � 0.021 0.88 � 0.027 .00002
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of 0.56 and 0.60, respectively. The GF measure was significantly

associated with the visual ratings of flatness with maximal contin-

gency coefficients of 0.72 and 0.57 for the experienced and inex-

perienced readers, respectively.

Examples demonstrating the relationship between the shape

of the globe and the corresponding distance map for a nearly

spherical globe, a flattened globe wall with minimal protrusion,

and a globe with extensive protrusion with minimal flattening are

shown in Fig 3.

Average right and left distance maps obtained separately for

the control and IIH cohorts are shown in Fig 4. The presence of

nerve protrusion is clearly seen in both eyes of the IIH cohort but

not in the control. Nerve protrusion, globe flatness, and maximal

deformation measures obtained in the 2 cohorts are summarized

in Table 1. These measures were all significantly larger in the con-

trol compared with IIH group: NP, 0.96 � 0.013 versus 0.91 �

0.028 (P � .00002); GF, 0.93 � 0.020 versus 0.91 � 0.022 (P �

.003); and MD, 0.93 � 0.021 versus 0.88 � 0.027 (P � .00002),

respectively.

The effect of treatment with acetazolamide on reversal of the

eye globe deformation is clearly visualized in the average pretreat-

ment and posttreatment distance maps from the subgroup of the

4 patients with IIH who underwent a follow-up MR. The pretreat-

ment and posttreatment mean distance maps are shown in Fig 5.

Pretreatment and posttreatment measures are summarized in Ta-

ble 2. Interestingly, NP but not GF was significantly larger after

treatment. MD was also significantly larger because it includes the

effect of NP. Pre- and post-NP values were 0.91 � 0.32 and 0.94 �

0.17 (P � .036), respectively. Pre- and post-GF values were 0.90 �

0.21 and 0.92 � 0.23 (P � .09), respectively. Differences between

pretreatment and posttreatment ratings by the 2 readers were not

statistically significant.

The extent of nerve protrusion was significantly associated

with papilledema grade, with a contingency coefficient of 0.74 and

significance level of P � .01. In contrast, the flatness measure

association with papilledema grade was not statistically significant

(contingency coefficient � 0.504, P � .8). Whereas the NP mea-

sure was more strongly associated with papilledema grade, the GF

measure was more strongly associated with IOP. A strong negative

correlation with an R value of �0.76, with P � .0001, was found

between GF and IOP. The NP measure was also negatively corre-

lated with IOP but with weaker association (R � �0.54, P �

.004). The scatterplot for GF as a function of IOP and the linear

regression line are shown in Fig 6A. Finally, both NP and GF were

significantly negatively correlated with the CSF opening pressure,

with R � �0.77 (P � .0011) and R � �0.67 (P � .0089), respec-

tively. As expected, the maximal deformation measure had the

largest association with the CSF opening pressure, with an R value

of �0.86 (P � .0001). The scatterplot of MD with respect to the

opening pressure is shown in Fig 6B.

DISCUSSION
Flattening of the posterior sclera and protrusion of the optic nerve

head are important MR imaging findings related to visual impair-

ment in pathologies associated with increased ICP. Determining

the presence and the degree of these globe distortions by visual

inspection is challenging, subjective, and strongly influenced by

the orientation of the MR images. Variability and limited consis-

tency of subjective ratings are evident from the similar moderate �

values of interreader agreement between the experienced and the

inexperienced readers and intrareader agreement of the experi-

enced reader. The variability associated with subjective rating may

partly explain reported differences in frequency of these findings

in IIH and secondary IH.3,4 Automated quantitation of the globe

distortion may help to overcome the limitations associated with

the subjective assessment and thereby improve diagnostic accu-

racy. The significant association between the subjective rating and

the computer-derived GF measure supports the feasibility for a

reliable automated quantitation of globe flatness.

The proposed automated method transforms the 3D globe

geometry into a 2D distance map. The 2D computer-derived col-

or-coded distance map provides a quantitative representation of

the 3D morphology of the sclera in the posterior ocular hemi-

sphere. Therefore, it has a distinctive advantage over the need for

scrolling through individual MR images along different planes to

gain a visual impression of the 3D globe deformation. Another

advantage of the proposed analyses is the separate assessment of

the contributions of globe flattening and nerve protrusion to the

overall distortion of the globe. The reliability of the proposed com-

puter-derived measures is supported by the statistical significance of

differences in the globe distortion measures between the IIH and

control cohorts, even with a relatively

small number of subjects.

Whereas both the NP and the GF

measures were significantly worse in the

IIH cohort, the NP measure more

strongly separates the patients with IIH

from the healthy control subjects. Care-

ful inspection of the distance maps of the

overweight healthy cohort demonstrates

some degree of globe flattening, but

none had visible NP. This is also consis-

tent with the fact that only the NP mea-

sure demonstrated a significant im-

provement after treatment in the
FIG 6. Scatterplots of the relationships between GF and intraocular pressure (A) and between
MD and CSF opening pressure (B).

Table 2: Pretreatment and posttreatment mean values of
deformation measures in the IIH subcohort

Measure IIH Pre (n = 4) IIH Post (n = 4) P Value
NP 0.91 � 0.032 0.94 � 0.017 .036
GF 0.90 � 0.021 0.92 � 0.023 .09
MD 0.88 � 0.024 0.91 � 0.024 .011
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subcohort of patients with IIH who had a follow-up scan. The NP

measure was also the one that was significantly associated with the

clinical papilledema grading. These findings are consistent with

recent optical coherence tomography studies demonstrating in-

ward deflection of the peripapillary retinal pigment epithelium

layer in papilledema.16,17 On the basis of these observations and

results, the extent of optic nerve protrusion appears to be the

more clinically relevant marker for the risk of papilledema in IIH.

Because larger protrusion implies larger mechanical stress around

the nerve head region, it is likely that shear stress does play a role

in the mechanism that leads to papilledema.9,16 The MR measure

of NP is a potential objective measure for papilledema severity

compared with the subjective Frisen scale.12

Quantitative assessment of the 2 types of globe deformation in

the patients with IIH and control subjects revealed that both GF

and NP were significantly correlated with IOP, with the GF mea-

sure demonstrating the stronger association. The measured IOP

values in all but 1 patient with IIH were �21 mm Hg, that is, the

upper limit of normal IOP. Elevated IOP is not expected in IIH

because it is not associated with impaired intraocular fluid circu-

lation as it is in glaucoma.18 Therefore, the stronger association

between IOP and GF suggests that the flattening of the posterior

wall by the increased ICP probably contributes to an increase in

IOP but not to the extent that is caused by impaired absorption of

the aqueous humor.

Another revealing finding is the significant correlation be-

tween the deformation measures and the CSF opening pressure.

This relation is expected because the primary cause for the globe

deformation is increased CSF pressure transmitted to the globe

through the increased CSF volume within the subarachnoid space

and optic nerve sheath.19 This is consistent with the fact that MD,

the combined deformation caused by NP and GF, demonstrated

the strongest negative correlation with the CSF opening pressure,

with an R value of �0.86.

The limitation of a small number of subjects in each cohort in

the current study is somewhat lessened because both globes were

assessed in each subject. Despite this, differences between patients

with IIH and the healthy cohort of all 3 measures of globe defor-

mations reached statistical significance. Furthermore, the im-

provement in the NP measure was statistically significant even

with a subcohort size of 4 subjects. This demonstrates the reliabil-

ity as well as the high sensitivity of the proposed quantitative

measures of globe deformation. Furthermore, once validated in

larger cohorts, the proposed analysis is suitable for clinical prac-

tice because of the relatively short scan time (�3 minutes) and

computation time (�15 minutes).

CONCLUSIONS
Assessment of ocular wall distortion on the basis of a 2D distance

map provides a quantitative representation the posterior ocular

geometry as well as clinically relevant measures of wall flattening

and optic nerve protrusion. These measurements are likely to im-

prove diagnostic accuracy and sensitivity for detection of ocular

changes before and after treatment in patients with IIH.

Disclosure: Noam Alperin—RELATED: Grant: NIH*; Board Membership, Stock/Stock
Options: Alperin Noninvasive Diagnostics (*money paid to institution).
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Diffusion MRI Improves the Accuracy of Preoperative
Diagnosis of Common Pediatric Cerebellar Tumors among

Reviewers with Different Experience Levels
K. Koral, S. Zhang, L. Gargan, W. Moore, B. Garvey, M. Fiesta, M. Seymour, L. Yang, D. Scott, and N. Choudhury
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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Although utility of diffusion MR imaging in the preoperative diagnosis of common pediatric cerebellar
tumors is generally recognized, its added value has not been systematically studied previously. The purpose of this study was to evaluate
the impact of diffusion MR imaging on the accuracy of preoperative diagnosis of common pediatric cerebellar tumors among reviewers
with different experience levels.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Review of the neuro-oncology data base yielded 96 patients whose preoperative brain MR imaging
included both diffusion MR imaging (b � 1000 s/mm2) and ADC maps. There were 38 pilocytic astrocytomas, 33 medulloblastomas, 17
ependymomas, and 8 atypical teratoid/rhabdoid tumors. Six reviewers (4 residents, 2 neuroradiologists) evaluated the examinations. Two
sessions were conducted with each reviewer, without and with diffusion MR imaging data on 2 separate days. The impact of diffusion MR
imaging on accuracy of diagnoses was assessed.

RESULTS: In choosing the correct diagnosis of the 4 alternatives, performances of 5 of the 6 reviewers improved significantly with
inclusion of the diffusion MR imaging data, from 63%–77% (P � .0003–.0233). The performance of 1 reviewer also improved, but the
difference did not attain statistical significance (P � .1944). Inclusion of diffusion MR imaging data improved the likelihood of rendering a
correct diagnosis (odds ratio � 3.16, 95% confidence interval � 2.07– 4.00) over all tumor types. When embryonal tumors were regarded
as a single group, the rate of correct diagnosis increased from 66%– 83% with diffusion MR imaging data, and performances of all of the
reviewers improved significantly (P � .0001–.05). The improvement in performances resulted from increased correct diagnoses of pilocytic
astrocytomas, medulloblastomas, and atypical teratoid/rhabdoid tumors. There was no improvement in the correct diagnoses of
ependymomas with inclusion of the diffusion MR imaging data.

CONCLUSIONS: Diffusion MR imaging improves accuracy of preoperative diagnosis of common pediatric cerebellar tumors significantly
among reviewers with differing experience levels.

ABBREVIATIONS: AT/RT � atypical teratoid/rhabdoid tumor; PA � pilocytic astrocytoma; WHO � World Health Organization

The role of diffusion MR imaging in the preoperative diagnosis of

pediatric brain tumors, and in particular of cerebellar tumors,

has been studied previously.1-4 The utility of diffusion MR imaging is

generally attributed to the differences in the cellularity of common

pediatric cerebellar tumors. Hypercellular tumors, such as medullo-

blastoma and atypical teratoid/rhabdoid tumor (AT/RT), usually

display restricted diffusion because of the abundant barriers gener-

ated by the cell membranes and intracellular organelles, whereas

paucicellular tumors such as pilocytic astrocytomas (PAs) are char-

acterized by large extracellular spaces resulting in fewer obstacles to

water diffusion. To our knowledge, however, the additional value of

diffusion MR imaging to conventional MR imaging in the accurate

preoperative diagnosis of common pediatric cerebellar tumors has

not been reported previously. In this study, our hypothesis was in-

clusion of diffusion MR imaging data in the evaluation of common

pediatric cerebellar tumors improves preoperative diagnostic accu-

racy of reviewers, irrespective of the level of experience.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This study was reviewed for issues of patient safety and confidential-

ity and was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the Uni-
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versity of Texas Southwestern Medical Center and was compliant

with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act.

Patient Population
Query of the neuro-oncology data base at Children’s Medical

Center from July 2003 through December 2011 revealed 168 pa-

tients with 1 of the 4 most common pediatric cerebellar tumors.

There were 69 PAs, 67 medulloblastomas, 19 ependymomas, and

13 AT/RTs. Patients whose examinations did not include diffu-

sion MR imaging data (both b � 1000 s/mm2 images and ADC

maps) were excluded. Patients whose studies had suboptimal

quality diffusion MR imaging data (n � 4) caused by motion or

artifacts generated by dental hardware were removed from the

study list. The quality of the examinations was assessed by a pedi-

atric neuroradiologist (K.K.) with 10 years of experience. The

study population comprised 96 patients whose preoperative MR

imaging examinations were performed at our institution and

were available on PACS. All included patients underwent surgery,

and tumor specimens were categorized according to the latest

World Health Organization (WHO) Classification of Tumors of

the Central Nervous System. The characteristics of the study pop-

ulation are given in Table 1.

Imaging
The examinations were performed on 1.5T (2 Intera and 3

Achieva; n � 89) and 3T (1 Achieva; n � 7) scanners (Philips,

Best, the Netherlands). All studies included sagittal and axial T1-

weighted, axial and coronal T2-weighted, and axial FLAIR (for

patients �15 months) and gadolinium-enhanced axial, coronal,

and sagittal T1-weighted sequences. Additionally, since January

2008, a gadolinium-enhanced axial FLAIR sequence has been

added to the imaging protocol in patients with brain tumors for

evaluation of leptomeningeal dissemination. DWI was performed

with the use of a spin-echo sequence, with b � 0 and b � 1000

s/mm2. ADC maps were generated with a monoexponential fit on

a voxel-to-voxel basis for all imaging planes.

Review of MR Imaging Examinations
Four radiology residents and 2 neuroradiologists were recruited.

The radiology residents (W.M., B.G., M.F., M.S.) had completed

32 months of radiology training, including 12 weeks of pediatric

radiology rotation, during which they were exposed to pediatric

neuroradiology. All residents had been matched to neuroradiol-

ogy fellowships to commence on the completion of their residen-

cies. The review of the examinations took place, on average 5.75

months (2– 8 months), after the completion of the last part of

their pediatric radiology rotations. Although it is possible that the

residents may have seen a minority of the study examinations

during their rotations and at conferences, they had not participated

in the official read-outs for the examinations. The neuroradiologists

were recruited from our institution’s adult neuroradiology division;

they were academic neuroradiologists practicing adult neuroradiol-

ogy and were board-certified with Certificates of Added Qualifica-

tion in neuroradiology. The neuroradiologists had 8 years (L.Y.) and

3 years (D.S.) of postfellowship experience. The more experienced

neuroradiologist had completed her residency at our institution be-

fore the acquisition of the earliest examination in the study set. The

other neuroradiologist was also a graduate of our residency program

and, similar to the resident reviewers, may have seen some of the

study examinations during his rotations and at conferences, but he

was not one of the official readers in the radiology reports for any of

the examinations. The reviewers were given relevant literature1,2,4-7

on the imaging of pediatric cerebellar tumors and utility of diffusion

MR imaging in discriminating common pediatric cerebellar tumors

at least 2 days before their first session and maintained access to this

material during the review sessions.

The examinations were presented to the reviewers by a fourth-

year medical student (N.C.) who did not have access to the correct

diagnoses. The studies were de-identified and randomly shown to

the reviewers at clinical PACS workstations (iSite PACS Version

3.6.120.0, Philips). Twelve number sets (1–96) were generated

(www.randomizer.org), and a separate number set was used at

each session. Two sessions (1–13 days apart) were conducted with

each reviewer. The session durations were recorded. No time con-

straints were imposed, and the reviewers were able to spend as

much time as they wished during the sessions. When breaks were

taken, their lengths were recorded and subtracted from the ses-

sion durations. The reviewers were able to manipulate the studies

similar to a clinical readout experience. At the first sessions, pre-

operative brain MR imaging studies without diffusion MR imag-

ing data and at the second sessions preoperative brain MR imag-

ing studies including the diffusion MR imaging data were

evaluated. The reviewers were asked to render a single diagnosis.

The correct diagnoses and their performances were not revealed

to the reviewers after the completion of the sessions. Only the age

and sex of the patients were disclosed on prompting.

Statistical Analysis
The performance was evaluated on the basis of the correct diag-

noses of the 4 possible choices (PA, medulloblastoma,

ependymoma, and AT/RT) without and with diffusion MR imag-

ing data. Performance was also evaluated when embryonal tu-

mors (medulloblastoma and AT/RT) were grouped together

without and with diffusion MR imaging data. We used mixed

logistic models to evaluate the effect of diffusion MR imaging

data. The indicators of diffusion MR imaging data and resident/

neuroradiologist were included as fixed effects. These models also

included random effects to account for the multilevel correlation

among observations obtained from the same patient or the same

reviewer. A value of P � .05 was taken to represent statistical

significance. All statistical analyses were performed with the use of

SAS 9.3 (SAS Institute, Cary, North Carolina).

RESULTS
In choosing the correct diagnosis of the 4 alternatives, the perfor-

mances of 5 of 6 reviewers improved significantly with the addi-

Tumor types and patient demographics
Tumor n M:F Mean age, y (min-max)

Medulloblastoma 33 23:10 6.49 (1.15–17.19)
Ependymomaa 17 14:3 4.20 (0.46–17.18)
PA 38 18:20 6.86 (1.44–18.73)
AT/RT 8 5:3 1.01 (0.25–2.29)
Total 96

Note:—M:F indicates male:female.
a Four anaplastic (WHO grade 3) and 13 WHO grade 2 ependymomas.
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tion of the diffusion MR imaging data (P � .0003–.0233). The

performance of the remaining reviewer (a resident) also im-

proved, but the difference did not attain statistical significance

(P � .1944). The overall rate of correct

diagnosis increased from 63%–77%

with the addition of DWI data (Fig 1A).

When embryonal tumors (medullo-

blastoma and AT/RT) were regarded as a

single group, the overall rate of correct

diagnosis increased from 66%– 83%

with the inclusion of the diffusion MR

imaging data. In this case, all of the re-

viewers showed statistically significant

improvement with the addition of DWI

data (P � .0001–.05) (Fig 1B).

When 4 choices (PA, medulloblas-

toma, ependymoma, AT/RT) were con-

sidered, inclusion of the diffusion MR

imaging data significantly improved the

likelihood of rendering a correct diagno-

sis (odds ratio � 3.16, 95% confidence

interval � 2.07– 4.00) over all tumor

types (Figs 2 and 3). By including the

interaction between the diffusion MR

imaging data and tumor categories into

the model, we showed that there was no

significant difference in the improve-

ment effect of diffusion MR imaging

data on the correct diagnosis of PAs, me-

dulloblastomas, and AT/RTs. Of the 102

(17 ependymomas � 6 reviewers) possi-

ble correct ependymoma diagnoses, 81

correct diagnoses were provided both

without and with diffusion data, indi-

cating correct ependymoma diagnoses

did not improve with the inclusion of

the MR imaging diffusion data.

The mixed model suggested that there was no significant dif-

ference between the overall performances and performances with-

FIG 1. Graphs demonstrate the performances of the reviewers (R1–R4: residents, R5–R6: neuroradiologists) without (dark gray) and with (light
gray) diffusion MR imaging data. A, When 4 choices are considered: PA, medulloblastoma, ependymoma, and AT/RT. B, When 3 choices are
considered: embryonal tumors (medulloblastoma and AT/RT), ependymoma, and PA.

FIG 2. Impact of inclusion of diffusion MR imaging data to correct diagnoses. A, For 4 tumor
categories. A total of 1,152 diagnoses (96 tumors � 6 reviewers � 2 sessions) were rendered. B, For
embryonal tumors (medulloblastomas and AT/RTs combined), ependymomas, and PAs.
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out and with diffusion MR imaging data among the radiology resi-

dents and the neuroradiologists. The session durations were 121.2 �

31.9 minutes (min-max, 81–170) and 120.8 � 40.7 minutes (min-

max, 80–170) for those without diffusion MR imaging data and with

diffusion MR imaging data, respectively.

DISCUSSION
Tumors of the posterior fossa comprise approximately 50% of

intracranial tumors in children.8 When brain stem tumors and

choroid plexus papillomas are excluded, PAs, medulloblastomas,

ependymomas, and AT/RTs make up approximately 93% of pe-

diatric cerebellar tumors.1 Therefore, when a new pediatric cere-

bellar tumor is encountered, it is very likely that the diagnosis will

be 1 of these 4 tumors. Conventional MR imaging findings of

common cerebellar tumors are well known.5,9-11 PAs are charac-

teristically well delineated, with markedly T2-weighted hyperin-

tense solid components that may show intense enhancement with

intravenous gadolinium administration. Cysts with enhancing

mural nodules are associated with PAs. Ependymomas are known

for their spread on the surfaces of the cerebellum and brain stem.

Medulloblastomas and AT/RTs have similar conventional MR

imaging findings: Both tumor categories are relatively hypoin-

tense on T2-weighted images. Medulloblastomas are more com-

monly midline tumors, and AT/RTs are seen in younger children

(Figs 4–6). The performance of our reviewers is similar to what

was reported in a study of 33 pediatric cerebellar tumors.12 In this

study, a pediatric neuroradiologist chose the correct diagnosis,

without diffusion MR imaging data, 73% of the time among 3

groups: primitive neuroectodermal tumors, astrocytomas, and

ependymomas/others. 1H-MR spectroscopy has also been used

in the preoperative diagnosis of pediatric cerebellar tumors. In

a study of 20 children with cerebellar tumors, reviewers

blinded to the histopathologic diagnoses achieved high diag-

nostic accuracy—approximately 90%—with the use of 1H-MR

spectroscopy data.13

Diffusion MR imaging offers an important utility in the pre-

operative diagnosis of pediatric cerebellar tumors, primarily be-

cause of the vastly different cellularity and extracellular architec-

ture of the common tumor types. For example, PAs are relatively

paucicellular neoplasms with large extracellular spaces.14

These features are likely to be responsible for the facilitated

diffusion that PAs display.1,2,4,15 Conversely, medulloblasto-

mas and AT/RTs are hypercellular tumors with diminutive ex-

tracellular matrices, resulting in relatively decreased ADC val-

FIG 3. Graphs depict the percentages of correct diagnoses for tumor categories without (dark gray) and with (light gray) diffusion MR imaging
data. A, When 4 choices are considered: PA, medulloblastoma, ependymoma, and AT/RT. B, When 3 choices are considered: Embryonal tumors
(medulloblastoma and AT/RT), ependymoma, and PA.

FIG 4. PA in a 10-year-old girl. Without diffusion MR imaging data, 5 reviewers were incorrect. Four selected ependymoma and 1 selected
medulloblastoma. With diffusion MR imaging data, 5 reviewers were correct. One reviewer (a neuroradiologist) still chose ependymoma. A, Axial
T2-weighted image displays a markedly hyperintense tumor. B, Sagittal gadolinium-enhanced T1-weighted image demonstrates intense and
heterogeneous enhancement of the mass. C, ADC map shows facilitated diffusion within the mass compared with the uninvolved cerebellum.
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ues and hyperintensity on b � 1000 s/mm2 or exponential

diffusion images.15-17

Although the usefulness and limitations of diffusion MR im-

aging in the preoperative diagnosis of cerebellar tumors have been

studied previously,1,2,4,17,18 to our knowledge, there are no pub-

lications that evaluated the additional value of diffusion MR im-

aging in improving the accuracy of preoperative diagnosis in this

context. Our results show that inclusion of diffusion MR imaging

into the imaging protocol significantly improved the perfor-

mance of all but 1 reviewer (a resident) in choosing the correct

diagnosis of the 4 possible choices. This reviewer’s performance

improved as well, but the improvement did not reach statistical

significance. We found that the percentage of correct

ependymoma diagnosis did not change with the inclusion of the

diffusion MR imaging data. The improvement in the perfor-

mances of the reviewers with usage of the diffusion MR imaging

data resulted from increased correct diagnoses of PAs, medullo-

blastomas, and AT/RTs. Difficulty in deciding whether

ependymomas displayed restricted, facilitated, or normal (ie,

isointense to normal brain on ADC maps) diffusion may have

contributed to the lack of improvement in the evaluation of

ependymomas with the diffusion MR imaging data.

It is justifiable to consider the embryonal tumors (medullo-

blastoma and AT/RT) of the posterior fossa as a single group,

given their very similar imaging characteristics on conventional

MR imaging and diffusion MR imaging. The main discriminators

between medulloblastomas and cerebellar AT/RTs are the age of

the patient at presentation and, to a lesser extent, the location of

the tumor. When choices were between embryonal tumors,

ependymoma, and PA, there was statistically significant improve-

ment in the performances of all the reviewers with inclusion of the

diffusion MR imaging data. The improvement in performance

was achieved without additional cost in time to arrive at a

diagnosis.

The lack of statistically significant difference between the per-

formances and improvements in the performances of the resi-

dents and neuroradiologists may be attributed to the relative ease

with which to distinguish the characteristics of the common pe-

diatric cerebellar tumors. The more recent exposure of the resi-

dents to pediatric neuroradiology at a tertiary referral center in

which there is a busy neuro-oncology program may have contrib-

uted to their performances favorably. At our pediatric neuroradi-

ology service, during read-outs with residents and at teaching

sessions, the utility of diffusion MR imaging in the diagnosis of

pediatric cerebellar tumors is discussed emphatically. The neu-

roradiologists, on the other hand, were exclusively practicing

adult neuroradiology without routine exposure to pediatric

neuroradiology.

One potential limitation of our study is the exclusion of pos-

terior fossa tumors other than the 4 most common cerebellar

tumors. The justification for the exclusion of brain stem tumors is

the relative ease with which to distinguish them from the cerebel-

FIG 5. Medulloblastoma in a 12-year-old boy. Without diffusion MR imaging data, 4 reviewers (3 residents and 1 neuroradiologist who chose
ependymoma) were incorrect. With diffusion MR imaging data, all reviewers were correct. A, Axial T2-weighted image shows that the tumor in
the fourth ventricle is relatively hypointense. B, Sagittal gadolinium-enhanced T1-weighted image shows that the tumor enhances intensely and
heterogenously. C, ADC map shows that the tumor is slightly hypointense to isoinstense compared with the normal cerebellum.

FIG 6. Ependymoma (WHO grade 2) in a 15-year-old boy. Without diffusion MR imaging, all reviewers were correct. With diffusion data, 3
reviewers (2 residents and 1 neuroradiologist) changed their diagnoses to medulloblastoma. A, Axial T2-weighted image demonstrates a
hyperintense mass extending toward the right foramen of Luschka. B, Sagittal gadolinium-enhanced T1-weighted image shows that the tumor
is heterogeneous, but intense with enhancement. C, ADC map shows that the mass is isointense to slightly hyperintense compared with normal
cerebellum.
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lar tumors; therefore brain stem tumors are not generally consid-

ered in the differential diagnosis of pediatric cerebellar tumors.

The reason for the exclusion of the choroid plexus tumors was

2-fold: First, their imaging characteristics—intensely enhancing

intraventricular masses with nodular surface features resembling

a frond—allow for relatively easy discrimination of choroid

plexus tumors from other tumors of the posterior fossa. Second,

they are relatively infrequent compared with the 4 tumor catego-

ries included in this series. Gangliogliomas were also excluded as

they rarely involve the cerebellum in children.1 In a report of 10

gangliogliomas (including 2 patients under the age of 18 years),

the minimum ADC values were provided.19 These values appear

to approximate values reported for PAs.1,2,4 Although gan-

gliogliomas of the cerebellum may be considered in the differen-

tial diagnosis of a pediatric cerebellar mass that shows facilitated

diffusion, given their low incidence, in practice, they are rarely

included.

Whether seeing the examinations for the second time im-

proved the performance independent of the diffusion MR imag-

ing data may be considered as a confounding factor and thus a

limitation; however, because the correct diagnoses were not dis-

closed after either the first or the second session, the impact of this

probably is minimal, if any. Additionally, recall is not considered

a factor in the study design because the correct diagnoses and

information on the reviewers’ performances were not given after

the first session.

It is also important to emphasize that the purpose of our study

was not to demonstrate the utility of diffusion MR imaging in the

preoperative diagnosis of common cerebellar tumors but to show

the improvement, if any, provided by the inclusion of the diffu-

sion MR imaging data into the imaging protocol among reviewers

with different experience levels. Therefore, we believe that it was

reasonable to limit the possible diagnoses offered to the reviewers

to the most common pediatric cerebellar neoplasms for which

usefulness of diffusion MR imaging was previously described.

CONCLUSIONS
Our results show that inclusion of diffusion MR imaging data in

the imaging protocol significantly improves the accuracy of pre-

operative diagnosis of common pediatric cerebellar tumors

among reviewers with different experience levels. The improve-

ment results from increased correct diagnoses of PAs, medullo-

blastomas, and AT/RTs. We found no impact of diffusion MR

imaging on the correct diagnosis of ependymomas. The improve-

ment in the performance of the reviewers was achieved with min-

imal additional penalty in imaging time (�1 minute) and without

penalty in interpretation duration.
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No Evidence for Impairment of Venous Hemodynamics
in Children or Young Adults with Pediatric-Onset

Multiple Sclerosis
S. Laughlin, C.K. Macgowan, J. Traubici, K. Chan, S. Khan, D.L. Arnold, R.A. Marrie, and B. Banwell

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Chronic cerebrospinal venous insufficiency is a postulated etiologic factor for multiple sclerosis, but the
higher frequency with longer disease duration and progressive disability suggests that chronic cerebrospinal venous insufficiency is
secondary to chronic disease. We evaluated the presence of chronic cerebrospinal venous insufficiency in pediatric-onset MS.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Twenty-six pediatric patients with MS (18 years of age or younger), 26 age-matched healthy controls, and 13
young adults with pediatric-onset MS underwent sonography of the internal jugular, vertebral, and deep cerebral veins. Five venous
hemodynamic criteria were assessed, with 2 criteria required for chronic cerebrospinal venous insufficiency. MR imaging studies, per-
formed in the pediatric patients with MS and healthy control groups, included intracranial 2D time-of-flight MR venography and velocity-
sensitive phase-contrast sequences. Contrast-enhanced brain MR images were obtained in pediatric patients with MS to further evaluate
venous patency. We used paired t tests, Wilcoxon matched pairs, McNemar tests, and exact conditional logistic regression to estimate the
association of chronic cerebrospinal venous insufficiency with MS.

RESULTS: Fifty participants (73.5%) had normal ultrasound findings, 15 (23.1%) met 1 venous hemodynamic criterion, and 2 pediatric patients with
MS and 1 young adult with pediatric-onset MS met chronic cerebrospinal venous insufficiency criteria. Chronic cerebrospinal venous insufficiency
was not associated with MS (odds ratio, 2.41; 95% CI, 0.19-infinity). Demographic and disease characteristics did not differ between the patients
with MS meeting chronic cerebrospinal venous insufficiency criteria (n � 3) and those who did not (n � 36; all, P � .05). The mean (SD) MR imaging
measures of intracerebral flow did not differ between the 2 pediatric patients with MS meeting chronic cerebrospinal venous insufficiency
criteria (0.85 � 0.11) and healthy controls (0.87 � 0.16, P � .50); no child demonstrated venous obstruction.

CONCLUSIONS: Chronic cerebrospinal venous insufficiency is rarely observed in children or young adults with pediatric-onset MS.
Venous anatomy and flow rates indicate that venous outflow is intact in pediatric patients with MS. Our findings argue against chronic
cerebrospinal venous insufficiency as a component of MS etiology.

ABBREVIATIONS: APOMS � young adults with pediatric-onset MS; CCSVI � chronic cerebrospinal venous insufficiency; EV � epidural vein; HC � healthy control;
IJV � internal jugular vein; pedMS � pediatric patients with MS; RRMS � relapsing-remitting MS; VH � venous hemodynamic

Chronic cerebrospinal venous insufficiency (CCSVI), a sonog-

raphy-defined pattern of cerebral venous drainage, has been

reported in a variable proportion of adults with multiple sclerosis

(reviewed in Awad et al1 and Laupacis et al2). A combination of

findings of altered venous flow, venous stenoses with presumed

secondary venous drainage patterns (termed “excision circles”),

or reflux in extracranial draining veins led to the term CCSVI.3 In

the original report of CCSVI in adult patients with MS, sono-

graphic studies of the internal jugular and vertebral veins and

transcranial Doppler studies of deep cerebral venous structures

showed �1 of 5 parameters that were absent in healthy subjects.4Received December 16, 2012; accepted after revision January 29, 2013.
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These parameters included reflux in the internal jugular veins

(IJVs) or vertebral veins in sitting or supine positions (in contrast

to the anticipated venous flow toward the heart); spontaneous

intravenous reflux ascending superiorly into at least 1 of the deep

cerebral veins, including the internal cerebral veins, basal veins of

Rosenthal, or vein of Galen; evidence of proximal IJV stenosis

with B-mode echo color high-resolution Doppler sonography;

lack of detectable venous flow on Doppler sonography in the IJVs

or vertebral veins; and reversed postural control of the main ce-

rebral venous outflow pathway. Transfemoral catheter venogra-

phy was used in these studies to more fully delineate the venous

anatomy.3

On the basis of these observations, it was postulated that im-

paired venous drainage, particularly when accompanied by reflux

of flow, may lead to increased intracerebral venous pressure,

which, in turn, may exacerbate transudation of inflammatory

cells through the perivenous endothelial cells of the blood-brain

barrier. If impaired cerebrospinal venous drainage is the funda-

mental pathologic underpinning of MS, then such impairment

should be evident from the onset of disease. However, data show-

ing a higher frequency of CCSVI in persons with MS who are

older,5 have secondary-progressive MS,5 or have greater physical

disability5,6 suggest that CCSVI reflects chronic disease rather

than being an etiologic factor as originally proposed.3

If CCSVI is an etiologic factor for MS, it should be evident even

in the youngest patients with MS. Before exploring such an asser-

tion, it is first important to establish whether pediatric-onset and

adult-onset MS are comparable clinical disorders. The onset of

MS during childhood or adolescence is associated with a relaps-

ing-remitting MS (RRMS) clinical course in �95% of patients.7

While clinical relapse features are similar in pediatric and adult

patients with RRMS, the relapse rate appears higher in pediatric

patients with MS,8 and very young pediatric patients with MS may

experience relapses associated with encephalopathy.9 The 2010

revision of the McDonald diagnostic criteria for MS encompassed

pediatric patients with MS10 and has now been validated in pedi-

atric patients with MS 11 with the caveat that very young children

may have unique clinical and MR imaging features at the onset

and a more typical adult-onset phenotype with time.12 Overall,

clinical, biologic, and neuroimaging data all support a shared bi-

ology between pediatric- and adult-onset MS.

Patients with pediatric-onset MS provide an opportunity to

evaluate the prevalence of CCSVI in a young MS population with-

out the potential confounders of disability or age-related comor-

bid health conditions. While the presence of CCSVI in a pediatric

MS population would support an etiologic role for CCSVI, we

hypothesized that CCSVI is not a component of MS etiology and,

if present, is a consequence of long-standing disease and aging

vessels. We thus evaluated the frequency of CCSVI in children

with MS and a group of adult patients with MS who experienced

MS onset during childhood and thus have prolonged disease du-

ration but still young vasculature. We used the originally de-

scribed4 high-resolution echo color Doppler and transcranial col-

or-coded Doppler sonography methods. A limitation of

sonographic assessment of venous patency relates to artifactual

narrowing induced by pressure on the vessel by the sonographic

probe,13 and we thus also evaluated venous anatomy by using

phase-contrast measurements in the upper neck and 2D TOF MR

venography assessment of the dural venous sinuses. Finally, ab-

normalities of venous anatomy or compromised venous flow (ste-

nosis) alone do not necessarily lead to global cerebrospinal venous

insufficiency or to increased venous pressures. The cerebral and

neck veins are part of a low-resistance system with considerable

redundancy in terms of bilaterality and with respect to the capac-

ity for the use of collateral vessels. Partial or complete obstruction

of a single vessel may have little impact on total cerebral venous

outflow. We thus also measured venous blood flow pulsatility as a

surrogate for elevated venous pressure. Downstream constriction

of venous flow tends to shift a greater proportion of the total

pressure drop between the aorta and vena cava toward these con-

stricted vessels. The vessels upstream of the constriction thereby

experience higher pressures and greater cardiac pulsation. Using

these 3 methods, we provide a comprehensive assessment of ce-

rebral venous flow in pediatric MS.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Our primary study outcome was the frequency of CCSVI in pedi-

atric patients with MS compared with age-matched healthy chil-

dren based on sonography. We also aimed to correlate sono-

graphic evidence of venous insufficiency in pediatric patients with

MS and controls with MR venography and phase-contrast MR

evaluation of venous outflow. A tertiary objective was to deter-

mine whether CCSVI was present in young adults with pediatric-

onset MS and, if so, whether CCSVI was associated with disease

duration.

Participants. To address our primary outcome, we consecutively

enrolled 2 participant groups: 1) pediatric MS: children and ado-

lescents, 18 years of age or younger, with relapsing-remitting

MS14 followed in the pediatric MS program at the Hospital for

Sick Children between July 2010 and March 2012; and 2) healthy

controls (HCs). All patients with RRMS registered in our MS

program were notified by mail and in person during clinic visits.

For each pediatric patient with MS (pedMS), an unrelated age-

matched healthy control participant was recruited through local

advertisement, none of whom had a first degree relative with MS.

To address our tertiary study objective, we also enrolled young

adults with pediatric-onset MS (APOMS) previously followed in

the pediatric MS program. We did not enroll healthy adult con-

trols, given that our goal was to explore whether features of

CCSVI were present in young adults with pediatric-onset RRMS,

not to compare the relative frequency of such features with those

of healthy adults. Furthermore, a wealth of studies has already

documented the frequency of sonographic features of CCSVI in

healthy adult cohorts.

All participants were required to avoid caffeine-containing

fluids on the day of testing. None of the participants were receiv-

ing stimulant medications or reported exposure to illicit drugs,

had a history of head or neck injury, or had known cerebrovascu-

lar disease. All patients with MS were �30 days from most recent

relapse or corticosteroid exposure. Demographic data, age at on-

set, disease duration, current medications, and Expanded Disabil-

ity Status Scale scores were captured for all patients with MS on

the day of the sonography.
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All participants and their families provided informed consent,

and the study was approved by the Research Ethics Board at the

Hospital for Sick Children.

Sonography. Two experienced pediatric sonography technolo-

gists and 2 pediatric radiologists attended a 1-week Cerebral Ve-

nous Function and Anomaly Program at Buffalo Neuroimaging

Analysis Center, The Jacobs Neurologic Institute, State University

of New York, Buffalo (R. Zivadinov, MD, Program Director),

which included instruction, demonstration, and hands-on train-

ing in cerebrospinal venous scanning by using similar sono-

graphic methods previously outlined by Zamboni et al.3

Sonography technologists and pediatric radiologists were

blinded to participant group. Participants were brought into the

sonography suite and were positioned and draped by a study as-

sistant before the ultrasonographer entered the room. All partic-

ipants were requested to remain silent during the examination.

After completing the sonography, the ultrasonographer left the

room before the participant was permitted to move from the

sonography table. All ultrasounds were observed by a study assis-

tant to ensure compliance with blinding procedures. Because we

did not match the APOMS group to controls, we cannot exclude

the possibility that the sonography staff may have been unblinded

to MS diagnosis in these older participants (all 23 years of age or

younger).

Sonographic examinations were performed with participants

positioned supine and at 90°(sitting) following 2 minutes of rest

and normal breathing in each position by using an IU 22 sonog-

raphy unit (Philips Medical Systems, Bothell, Washington). For

studies of the neck, a high-frequency L9 –3-MHz linear trans-

ducer or a C8 –5-MHz small curved-array transducer was used to

assess the internal jugular veins and vertebral veins bilaterally,

applying minimal neck pressure. For the transcranial studies, a

lower frequency probe was used (S5–1 transcranial sector probe)

to assess either a basal vein of Rosenthal or internal cerebral vein.

Sonographic data were scored by consensus according to the 5

venous hemodynamic (VH) criteria detailed by Zamboni et al.3

CCSVI was considered present if 2 of the VH criteria were met (as

detailed in the On-line Table).

MR Imaging Studies. As per our primary study objective, pedMS

and HC groups were also offered noninvasive MR imaging assess-

ment of the brain and intracranial venous anatomy, including 2D

time-of-flight MR venography and phase-contrast MR imaging

measures of venous flow interrogating overall cerebral blood cir-

culation by using a standardized MR imaging protocol on the

same 3T scanner (Magnetom TrioTim; Siemens, Erlangen, Ger-

many), while contrast-enhanced MR imaging by using intrave-

nous gadolinium was acquired in pedMS only (On-line Table).

The TOF–MR venography contrast-enhanced MR imaging eval-

uated the patency of the jugular bulbs, dural venous sinuses, and

internal cerebral veins.

Phase-Contrast MR Imaging. Axial-oblique phase-contrast MR

imaging measures of venous flow data were acquired from the

neck with the section oriented perpendicular to the dominant

vessel orientations at the C2–C3 level. Participants were imaged

supine during free breathing to maintain resting cardiovascular

physiology. A segmented and cardiac-gated 2D phase-contrast

MR imaging sequence with through-plane velocity encoding was

used (parameters listed in the On-line Table). Flow images were

acquired at 2 velocity sensitivities, the first to measure right and

left IJVs, internal carotid artery, and vertebral artery flows (max-

imum velocity without aliasing � 100 cm/s) and the second to

measure slower right and left epidural vein (EV) flows (maximum

velocity without aliasing � 30 cm/s). If aliasing was detected, the

velocity sensitivity of the acquisition was reduced and the scan

was repeated. The scan time for each series was approximately 2

minutes. To ensure that intraindividual flow values were stable,

we acquired these sequences twice, within the first 10 minutes of

imaging and just before completion of the MR imaging examina-

tion. The 2 flow values for each participant were compared for

each of the 8 vessels.

For each vessel, total flow per minute (milliliter/min) was cal-

culated by using the analysis package Segment (Version 1.8; Med-

viso, Lund, Sweden).15 This validated software provided auto-

matic detection of the vessel lumen throughout the cardiac cycle,

based on an initial manual contour prescribed by the user, and

enabled cinematic playback of the region of interest superim-

posed on the images to verify placement. Background phase cor-

rection was also applied on the basis of surrounding static tissue.16

Region-of-interest assessment was performed independently by 2

investigators (K.C., C.K.M.). Data from a subset of subjects were

analyzed twice by both investigators to test inter- and intraob-

server reliability according to the intraclass correlation coefficient

on a per-vessel basis.

If flow in a specific vessel could not be determined (vessel not

visualized, aliasing of flow, artifacts) at both time points, the net

flow rate for that participant was not calculated. To detect the

potential redistribution of venous flow secondary to venous ste-

noses, we calculated the ratio of total measured venous flow to

total measured arterial flow, (IJV � EV) / (Internal Carotid �

Vertebral Artery). We hypothesized that this ratio would be lower

in participants with venous insufficiency secondary to flow redis-

tribution to alternative venous pathways.17,18

Statistical Analysis
Continuous variables were summarized as mean (SD) or median

(interquartile range) as appropriate. Categoric variables were de-

scribed as frequency (percentage). Continuous variables were

compared between the pedMS and HC groups by using a paired t

test or Wilcoxon matched pairs test as appropriate. Categoric

variables were compared by using the McNemar test. Exact con-

ditional logistic regression was used to examine the association of

CCSVI with pediatric MS among the pedMS and matched HCs;

the number of affected individuals was too small to adjust for

factors that were not matched. In the MS group, we evaluated

sonographic findings as a function of time by comparing the dis-

ease duration between MS cases with and without CCSVI (as de-

fined by the presence of 2 of the 5 VH criteria) by using a Wil-

coxon test. Furthermore, we correlated disease duration with the

total number of positive VH criteria by using a Spearman rank

correlation. The mean and SD were calculated for the venous-to-

arterial flow ratio for all pedMS and HCs, provided that values for

all 8 vessels were recorded on at least 1 of the 2 phase-con-

trast–MR imaging time points. For paired comparisons, both
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members of the matched pair were required to have results avail-

able for all 8 vessels. P values � .05 were considered significant.

Analyses were performed by using SAS, Version 9.2 (SAS Insti-

tute, Cary, North Carolina).

RESULTS

Participants. Table 1 details the demographic features of the 65

(26 pedMS, 26 HCs, and 13 APOMS) participants. Most patients

with MS were receiving disease-modifying therapy; all were con-

sidered to have RRMS and all had normal ambulation.

Sonography. Sonographic study findings were completely nor-

mal, with no evidence for any of the 5 VH criteria in 47 of 65

participants (72.3%). Eighteen participants demonstrated 1 or 2

of the VH criteria (Table 2). VH criterion 3 was the most common

finding, present in 14 of 65 participants (21.5%), while 6 partici-

pants met VH criterion 1 (9.2%) and 1 participant met VH crite-

rion 5 (1.5%). None of the participants met VH criterion 2 or 4.

The frequency of each criterion across the 3 participant groups is

also detailed in Table 2. In an unmatched analysis of the pedMS

and HC groups, the frequency of meeting any one criterion did

not differ between groups (Fisher exact test; all, P � .05); findings

were the same by using a matched analysis.

CCSVI criteria were met in 3 participants, 2 pedMS and 1

APOMS. All 3 participants met CCSVI criteria based on positive

findings for criterion 1 and criterion 3. Using exact conditional

logistic regression including the matched pedMS and HCs, we

found that the frequency of CCSVI did not differ between groups

(odds ratio, 2.41; 95% CI, 0.19- infinity). Unconditional logistic

regression adding the APOMS group produced similar findings

(odds ratio, 2.60; 95% CI, 0.27-infinity). The 3 patients with MS

meeting the criteria for CCSVI did not differ from the 36 who did

not in terms of sex, average age of onset, disease duration, or

Expanded Disability Status Scales score (data not shown).

MR Venography. On the TOF-MR venography (pedMS and HC)

and postgadolinium sagittal T1 3D MPRAGE sequences (pedMS

only), no MR imaging evidence of acute dural venous sinus

thrombosis was noted. Some participants had dominant right or

left transverse and/or sigmoid sinuses, while in others, these were

codominant. Expected anatomic variants were also noted, includ-

ing arachnoid granulations, accessory occipital sinuses, partial

duplication of the superior sagittal sinus, and transosseous emis-

sary veins. One patient with pediatric MS had a hypoplastic

straight sinus, which had also been noted on previous clinical MR

imaging and was stable. In addition to the MR venography, our

protocol also included a sagittal postcontrast T1 3D MPRAGE

sequence, which was reviewed carefully in all patients to confirm

patency of the dural venous sinuses.

Phase-Contrast Vascular Flow. The mean venous-to-arterial flow

ratio (l/min) did not differ between pedMS and HCs, being on

average 0.85 � 0.11 in the pedMS population and 0.87 � 0.16 in

HCs (t � �0.69, P � .50). The mean flow ratio in the 2 pedMS

who met the CCSVI criteria was 0.94 � 0.12, which did not differ

from the ratio in the 39 pedMS and HCs

who did not meet the CCSVI criteria

(0.86 � 0.14, P � .49). Thus no differ-

ence in venous-to-arterial flow ratios

was detected in subjects meeting CCSVI

criteria.

Consistent identification of the in-

ternal jugular veins was possible by us-

ing not only vessel area and position but

also flow direction (head-to-foot). In-

ter- and intraobserver agreement be-

tween flow measurements was excellent:

The intraobserver intraclass correlation

coefficient was �0.97, and the interob-

server intraclass correlation coefficient

Table 1: Demographic and clinical features of the 65 participants

Feature
Healthy Pediatric
Controls (n = 26)

Pediatric RRMS
(n = 26)

APOMS RRMS
(n = 13)

Female (No.) 18 (69.2%) 16 (61.5%) 8 (61.5%)
Age at enrollment (yr) (mean) (SD) 15.4 (3.6) 16.2 (2.5) 20.3 (2.9)

Range (yr) (8.94–18.61) (9.36–18.08) (18.24–23.76)
Age at first attack (mean) (SD) (yr) N/A 12.3 (3.9) 13.9 (3.6)
Disease duration (mean) (SD) (yr) N/A 3.9 (4.4) 6.5 (3.7)

Range (yr) (0.67–13.34) (4.01–10.42)
EDSS (median, IQR) N/A 1.5 (1.0, 2.5) 1.5 (1.0, 2.0)
Medications used (No.) (%) N/A

None 9 (34.7) 2 (15.4)
IFN 11 (42.3) 7 (53.9)
GA 4 (15.4) 2 (15.4)
Other 2 (7.7) 2 (15.4)

Note:—N/A indicates not applicable; EDSS, Expanded Disability Status Scale; IQR, interquartile range; IFN, interferon;
GA, glatiramer acetate.

Table 2: Ultrasound findings for adults and children with MS and HCs

Group

Venous Hemodynamic Insufficiency Criteria

1 2 3 4 5 CCSVI
Reflux in neck

vessels
Reflux in deep

cerebral veins
IJV stenosis,

noncompliance and
B-mode anomalies

Absence of
Doppler flow

Negative IJV
CSA

Minimum of 2
criteria

IJV supine ICV CSA � 0.3 cm2 IJV
IJV 900 Basal vein of

Rosenthal
VV

VV supine
VV 900

PedMS (n � 26) 3 (11.5%) 0 7 (26.9%) 0 1 (3.8%) 2 (7.7%)
APOMS (n � 13) 2 (15.4%) 0 2 (15.4%) 0 0 1 (7.7%)
HCs (n � 26) 1 (3.8%) 0 5 (19.2%) 0 0 0

Note:—VV indicates vertebral vein; CSA, cross-sectional area; ICV, internal cerebral vein.
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was �0.93, indicating that inherent flow differences between sub-

jects exceeded the variance of the measurement process itself. Ar-

terial flows were obtained in all participants in at least 1 time

point. In a small number of vessels, venous flows were not ob-

tained at either time point as follows: 3 right IJVs, 1 left IJV, 1 left

EVs, and 2 right EVs. These were the result of aliasing in 2 right

IJVs and poor vessel visualization in the remaining cases.

Flows measured in individual vessels were highly reproducible

between the start and end of the MR imaging examination (in-

cluding all vessels, r � 0.94; 95% CI, 0.92– 0.95; Fig 1). However,

absolute flows in a given vessel differed among individuals, par-

ticularly in the veins. For example, as shown in Table 3, the coef-

ficients of variation in the right and left IJVs of HCs were 64% and

60%, respectively. This finding underscores the difficulty of at-

tributing hemodynamic significance to individual venous flows at

a particular location within the complex vascular network.

DISCUSSION
In the original description of CCSVI, the 100% concordance with

MS and its absence in healthy controls led to postulates that

CCSVI might be congenital and etiologic in MS.4 We demonstrate

that CCSVI is not a key feature of pediatric MS, arguing against

impaired venous drainage playing a role in the etiology of relaps-

ing-remitting MS. We also failed to demonstrate a relationship

between CCSVI and prolonged disease duration in a group of

young adult patients with pediatric-onset MS, suggesting that

CCSVI is not an obligate feature of chronic MS, at least in patients

without other comorbidities or aging vasculature. Finally, we

demonstrated no difference in venous pulsatility in patients with

MS compared with healthy controls, arguing against the concept

of raised venous pressure in MS.

When comparing the sonographic features of the 26 pediatric

patients with RRMS in our study with the 35 patients with RRMS

originally described by Zamboni et al,3 several contrasts are nota-

ble. More than 50% of the adult patients with RRMS met criterion

2, and �60% met criterion 4, compared with none of our patients.

Furthermore, 50%–77% of adult patients with RRMS met crite-

rion 1 or 5, while only 4 children (7.7%) met either of these crite-

ria, including 4 pedMS and 1 HC. However, criterion 3 was met by

26% of the adult patients with RRMS and 7 (26%) of our pediatric

patients with RRMS. Here, the contrast between our work and

that of Zamboni et al3 relates to the frequency of criterion 3 de-

tection in controls. We detected criterion 3 in 5 of 26 (19%)

healthy children, no different from its detection in our pediatric

RRMS group. Zamboni et al reported that only 1 of 235 controls

met criterion 3. While criterion 3 emerged as the most common

sonographic finding in our study, we could not detect any evi-

dence of dural venous sinus thrombosis above the jugular bulbs

by MR venography, nor did our phase-contrast venous flow stud-

ies suggest IJV flow impairment at the level of C2. Thus, we ques-

tion whether the sonographic findings have physiologic rele-

vance. With respect to the frequency of meeting the diagnostic

requirements for CCSVI, only 2 of our pedMS (7.7%) met the

criteria for CCSVI, in contrast to 100% of the adult patients with

MS previously reported.4

Our study adds to the growing number of studies that have not

replicated a high prevalence of CCSVI in RRMS.19-23 In the largest

venous sonography study to date, 56% of adult patients with MS

met the criteria for CCSVI, compared with 42% of patients with

other neurologic disorders and 22% of healthy adult controls.24 In

2011, a meta-analysis supported a higher prevalence of sono-

graphic features of CCSVI in MS compared with controls, but it

highlighted numerous methodologic challenges, including a lack

of blinding in some studies.2 We used a stringent blinding proce-

dure, which ensured that the sonography technicians and radiol-

ogists were unaware of disease status. Our sonographic findings

are similar to those reported in an Italian pediatric MS cohort,25

in which CCSVI was diagnosed (by consensus of 2 ultrasonogra-

phers) in 4 of 15 (26%) pedMS and 3 (18.8%) HCs. Pooling the

data from both studies, which used similar sonographic tech-

niques, yields a frequency of CCSVI of 17% (7 of 41) in pediatric

patients with RRMS versus 7% (3 of 42) in age-matched healthy

controls (P � .11). Although the total number of pediatric pa-

tients with MS evaluated to date remains low, the number studied

was sufficient to address our original power calculations, which

were based on the 100% frequency of CCSVI in adult-onset MS

initially reported.4 As mentioned above, more recent analyses

have indicated either no relationship or a much lower prevalence

of CCSVI in some adult MS cohorts (summarized in Laupacis et

FIG 1. Reproducibility of vessel flow measurements on phase-con-
trast MR imaging between first and second measurements (across all
vessels examined).

Table 3: Average (SD) flow rates (L/min) in arteries and veinsa

Vessel pedMS HCs P Value
ICA, right 0.26 (0.058) 0.26 (0.033) .63
ICA, left 0.26 (0.058) 0.27 (0.038) .92
IJV, right �0.33 (0.18) �0.33 (0.21) .20
IJV, left �0.19 (0.13) �0.25 (0.15) .19
VA, right 0.096 (0.05) 0.11 (0.033) .14
VA, left 0.10 (0.037) 0.12 (0.045) .30
EVs, right �0.033 (0.029) �0.054 (0.047) .066
EVs, left �0.037 (0.036) �0.050 (0.030) .056

Note:—VA indicates vertebral artery.
a Negative values represent flow in the superior-to-inferior direction.
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al2). As such, our sample size is not sufficiently large to exclude the

possibility of a rare association of CCSVI in pediatric MS.

Our work adds to the work of Amato et al25 by not only failing

to find a relationship between CCSVI and pediatric MS but also

providing evidence of normal venous pulsatility in children with

MS. If raised venous pressure was an etiologic component of MS,

even in the absence of visualized alteration in venous flow, then

we would have expected to detect this in our pediatric patients

with MS.

We hypothesized that if CCSVI were a feature of pediatric MS,

then venous insufficiency should be identifiable by using quanti-

tative methods. Zamboni et al3 have proposed that CCSVI results

in venous congestion and increased intracerebral venous pressure

and ultimately in MS.26 As expected, absolute arterial and venous

flow rates varied among individuals owing to heart rate, body

mass index, and blood pressure differences. The measured arterial

inflow was highly comparable with measurable venous outflow

(Table 3), and flow measures were highly reproducible within

individuals (Fig 1). The venous-arterial flow ratios we measured

are consistent with prior reports in adults (0.85).17 Finally, ve-

nous-to-arterial flow ratios were similar in participants who did

and did not meet CCSVI criteria; this finding suggests unimpaired

venous outflow in the interrogated vessels of the subjects with

CCSVI. This finding is consistent with the MR imaging observa-

tions that did not identify dural venous sinus thrombosis in either

of the CCSVI-positive pedMS.

Some investigators have suggested that CCSVI is a conse-

quence of chronic CNS illness, because of the higher frequency of

CCSVI in patients with MS with longer disease duration and in

those with more severe disability5 and the low rate of CCSVI

(18%) in adults with a clinically isolated syndrome.27-29 In such

patient populations, it is difficult to disentangle the effects of long

disease duration, disability, increasing age of the cerebral vascu-

lature, and comorbid health issues.30 Therefore, we evaluated 13

young adults with pediatric-onset MS, a population with longer

disease duration, little disability, no comorbidities, and young

cerebral vasculature. Despite an average disease duration of 6.5

years, only 1 patient met the criteria for CCSVI and only 2 others

had any abnormal VH parameters.

The plausibility of CCSVI as a component of MS pathobiology

is further challenged by a recently published study using IJV liga-

tion in a murine model.31 Cerebral imaging and pathologic anal-

yses were compared among mice undergoing ligation of the IJV,

sham-operated animals, and mice induced to develop experimen-

tal allergic encephalomyelitis, an animal model of neuroinflam-

mation similar to MS. The IJV-ligated mice developed collateral

venous drainage but did not develop impaired blood-brain barri-

ers or CNS inflammation, even with bilateral IJV ligation.

CONCLUSIONS
We demonstrate that CCSVI is not a component of pediatric MS

and thus is unlikely to be an etiologic component of MS. The

controversy surrounding CCSVI was fueled by a powerful patient

lobby for engagement, which extended to the pediatric MS pop-

ulation. Our study addressed our research aims and met the needs

of our pediatric MS community. Many of the participants and

their families commented that the ability to participate in a re-

search program evaluating a new theory for MS was empowering.

Our ability to reassure our patients that CCSVI is not a key com-

ponent of pediatric MS will help ensure that persons with pediat-

ric-onset MS are not subjected to unwarranted procedures.
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
PEDIATRICS

Prevalence of Subdural Collections in Children
with Macrocrania

M.V. Greiner, T.J. Richards, M.M. Care, and J.L. Leach

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: The relationship between enlarged subarachnoid spaces and subdural collections is poorly understood
and creates challenges for clinicians investigating the etiology of subdural collections. The purpose of this study was to determine the
prevalence of subdural collections on cross sectional imaging in children with macrocephaly correlating with subarachnoid space
enlargement.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: The radiology information system of a large pediatric medical center was reviewed for “macrocrania” and
“macrocephaly” on reports of cranial MRI/CT examinations in children �24 months of age, over a 24-month period. Head circumference
was obtained from the clinical record. Studies were reviewed blindly for subdural collection presence and subarachnoid space size.
Children with prior cranial surgery, parenchymal abnormalities, hydrocephalus, or conditions predisposing to parenchymal volume loss
were excluded. Chart review was performed on those with subdural collections.

RESULTS: Imaging from 177 children with enlarged head circumference was reviewed. Nine were excluded, for a final cohort of 168
subjects (108 with enlarged subarachnoid space). Subdural collections were identified in 6 (3.6%), all with enlarged subarachnoid space
(6/108, 5.6%). In 4, subdural collections were small, homogeneous, and nonhemorrhagic. In 2, the collections were complex (septations or
hemorrhage). Two children were reported as victims of child abuse (both with complex collections). No definitive etiology was established
in the other cases.

CONCLUSIONS: The prevalence of subdural collections in imaged children with macrocrania was 3.6%, all occurring in children with
enlarged subarachnoid space. Our results suggest that enlarged subarachnoid space can be associated with some subdural collections in
this cohort. Despite this, we believe that unexpected subdural collections in children should receive close clinical evaluation for underlying
causes, including abusive head trauma.

ABBREVIATIONS: SS � subarachnoid spaces; BESS � benign enlargement of the subarachnoid spaces; SDH � subdural hemorrhage; SDC � subdural collections;
HC � head circumference; AHT � abusive head trauma; CAT � child abuse team

Enlargement of the subarachnoid spaces (SS) is a common find-

ing in children undergoing cranial imaging evaluation for var-

ious clinical conditions. In the setting of large or rapidly growing

head circumference (HC), normal or mildly enlarged ventricles

with enlargement of the SS, particularly over the frontal lobes,

these children are usually diagnosed with “benign enlargement of

the subarachnoid spaces” (BESS).1-5 Children with BESS typically

have no neurologic or long-term developmental abnormalities

with resolution of clinical and imaging findings within the first 2

years of life.6

Some investigators have suggested that children with mac-

rocrania and enlargement of the SS may be at increased risk for

subdural hemorrhage (SDH) after minimal or no trauma.7-15

A clinical dilemma often arises when subdural collections

(SDC) are identified in children with enlarged SS because the

identification of SDC in an infant without an appropriate trau-

matic history raises the concern for abusive head trauma

(AHT).3,12,16,17

The literature connecting enlarged SS and risk of SDC is based

predominately on case reports or small case series. No current

data are available on the prevalence of SDC in children with mac-

rocrania and enlarged SS.8 The lack of scientific evidence for the

relationship between enlarged SS and SDC creates uncertainty for
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clinicians in assessing for AHT. The purpose of this study was to

determine the prevalence of SDC discovered on cross-sectional

imaging in children with macrocrania during a defined time in-

terval, correlating with SS enlargement.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This study was approved by the local institutional review board.

The radiology information system of a large tertiary care aca-

demic pediatric medical center was reviewed for the period be-

tween January 1, 2008, through December 31, 2009, for the terms

“macrocrania” and “macrocephaly” on reports of CT and MR

imaging examinations of the head in children �24 months of age.

Both CT and MR imaging were chosen to reflect clinical practice

because these are both commonly ordered for concerns related to

macrocrania. Children �24 months of age were excluded because

BESS is typically much less prevalent after this time.2 Subjects

with technically nondiagnostic examinations were excluded.

Only subjects with enlarged HC were included, defined as

�95th percentile.18,19 To limit secondary causes of SS enlarge-

ment and SDC development, subjects were first excluded if they

had brain tumors, prior intracranial surgery, shunts, craniosyn-

ostosis, prior intracranial hemorrhage, prior meningitis/abscess,

or parenchymal abnormalities on imaging. Patients with ventric-

ular enlargement out of proportion to cerebral sulcal prominence

suggesting the possibility of hydrocephalus were also excluded.

CT imaging was performed with the use of 5-mm contiguous

axial images. MRI included sagittal and axial T1-weighted, dual-

echo axial FSE PD/T2, axial gradient recalled-echo, and coronal

FSE T2-weighted images (5.0-mm section thickness, 1.0-mm

gap). Each examination was reviewed by a board-certified radiol-

ogist with added qualification in neuroradiology and 18 years’

experience interpreting neuroimaging (J.L.L.). Studies were re-

viewed in a blinded fashion for the presence and imaging charac-

teristics of SDC and SS size (normal or enlarged). Differentiation

of enlarged SS and SDC was made on the basis of standard imag-

ing findings.3,16,20,21 Results were compared with the clinical im-

aging report, and discrepancies were reviewed by another board-

certified radiologist with added qualification in pediatric

radiology and a pediatric neuroradiology fellowship (M.C.). Re-

maining discrepancies were resolved by consensus opinion. For

included cases, all subsequent imaging studies were reviewed.

A secondary exclusion was performed to exclude causes of

brain volume loss that could promote development of secondary

SDC, including prior chemotherapy, brain irradiation, failure to

thrive or malnutrition, chronic systemic illness, chronic cortico-

steroid therapy, significant prematurity (GA �28 weeks), con-

genital anomalies, or brain atrophy pattern by imaging.22 All cases

of identified SDC underwent a second chart review, to include

dedicated retinal examination, skeletal survey, and child abuse

team (CAT) reports.

Measurements of the SS were performed after qualitative as-

sessment and after secondary exclusion. Measurements were

made on axial CT images and axial T2-weighted MR images by

use of a previously described technique.23 The largest distance of

the frontal SS perpendicular to the calvaria was measured by a

single blinded reviewer (J.L.L.) by use of the electronic ruler in the

PACS. Measurements were made from the inner table to the cor-

tex surface, on images in which the ventricles were visible. The

largest value for each case was recorded. If an SDC was present,

the collection was not included in the measurement of the SS.

Statistical analysis was performed by use of Fisher exact test for

categoric data and t test for continuous data, with P � .05 deemed

statistically significant.

RESULTS
Two hundred seventy-nine CT/MR examinations fit initial study

criteria. After initial exclusion, 242 cases (136 CT, 106 MR)

formed the initial study group. Of these, 177 patients had an en-

larged HC. Nine were excluded, for a final study group of 168

cases. Of the 168 cases, 108 had enlarged SS and 60 had normal SS.

The final study group had an average age of 48.8 weeks (range,

9 –101 weeks), with a predominance of boys (65%). The group

with enlarged SS had a greater prevalence of boys (69%) com-

pared with the normal SS group (52%) (P � .0298) and was

younger (median age, 37.6 � 17.2 weeks versus 51.6 � 18.8 weeks,

P � .00001).

Mean size of the frontal SS in children with qualitatively en-

larged SS was 7.0 � 2.0 mm (range, 4.1–14.6 mm). Mean size of

the frontal SS in children with qualitatively normal SS was

smaller, at 2.8 � 1.1 mm (range, 1.1–5.6 mm) (P � .00001).

Six SDC were identified, for an overall prevalence of 3.6%. All

6 SDC were identified in subjects with enlarged SS, giving a prev-

alence in this group of 5.6% (6/108). No SDC were identified in

the 60 patients with normal SS. The prevalence difference between

groups approaches statistical significance (P � .06). The children

with SDC were predominately boys (5:1), averaged 30.2 weeks of

age, and were without reported recent accidental trauma (Table

1). Subjects with macrocrania and SDC were younger than those

subjects without SDC (mean age, 30.2 weeks versus 40 weeks,

respectively, P � .025).

The SDC were identified initially on CT in 2 cases and on MRI

in 4 (On-line Table). All SDC cases were referred because of mac-

rocrania. Both CT cases had MRI within 9 days, which confirmed

the CT findings. SDC were bilateral in 2 cases and unilateral in 4,

Table 1: Clinical presentation and follow-up in 6 children with enlarged subarachnoid spaces and subdural collections
Patient Age (weeks)/Sex Presentation Enlarged SS? Clinical

1 24/M Increased HC Yes CAT consult, normal Sk survey, characteristic RH. Reported as
probable AHT

2 44/M Increased HC Yes No CAT consult
3 35/F Increased HC Yes No CAT consult
4 14/M Increased HC, increased

crying
Yes CAT consult, normal Sk survey, no RH. Reported as probable AHT

5 33/M Increased HC Yes No CAT consult, no treatment
6 31/M Increased HC Yes No CAT consult, no treatment

Note:—RH indicates retinal hemorrhages; Sk survey, conventional radiographic skeletal survey; NS, neurosurgery.
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localized over the convexities, with a mean size of 5.4 mm (range,

1–9.6 mm). In 4 cases (cases 2, 3, 5, and 6), the SDC were homo-

geneous, unilateral, and small in size, with similar features on

MRI (Fig 1). None of these subjects had recent (within 2 weeks)

CT imaging for review. In 2 cases, the SDC were larger, bilateral,

and complex in appearance. In case 4, there were heterogeneous

signal changes on MRI and increased

attenuation on CT, which suggests re-

cent hemorrhage with identified mem-

branes within the collections (Fig 2). In

case 1, there was heterogeneous inter-

nal signal with visible membranes and

different signal intensity components.

No CT or gradient-echo evidence of

acute hemorrhage was identified.

A multidisciplinary CAT consulta-

tion was requested for 2 of 6 cases with

SDC (cases 1 and 4). Both had normal

initial and follow-up skeletal surveys,

and both had dedicated retinal exami-

nations. In case 1, there were retinal

hemorrhages characteristic for abuse.

Two additional children with SDC had

dedicated retinal examinations for hy-

peropia and astigmatism, and no reti-

nal hemorrhages were seen. None had

unexplained bruising. One child (case

6) with small, homogeneous, unilateral

right-sided SDC had a history of a left-

sided parietal skull fracture 3 months

before the index examination. A CAT

consultation at that time resulted in

clinical findings consistent with acci-

dental trauma. On CT examination at

the time of skull fracture, the SS were

noted to be prominent; however, no in-

tracranial hemorrhage or SDC were

identified. Ultimately, 2 children were

reported to Children’s Services as

probable abuse, including the case with

the retinal hemorrhages and complex

SDC (case 1) and the case with the sig-

nal changes suggesting recent hemor-

rhage (case 4). The remaining 4 cases

not reviewed by the CAT were not re-

ported to Children’s Services.

Four subjects with SDC had prior

cranial imaging varying from the same

day as the index study to 6 months pre-

viously. In case 3 (index MRI examina-

tion demonstrated small vertex SDC), a

head sonography was performed 4

weeks previously. The SDC were not

described on the original sonography

report but were visible on retrospective

review. In case 5, head sonography was

performed 6 and 2 months before the

index study and showed no evidence of SDC. In case 4, sonogra-

phy was performed the same date as the index study, identifying

bilateral SDC. In case 6, head CT was performed 4 months before

the index MR imaging examination, with no evidence of SDC.

Follow-up imaging was performed in 5 cases from 3 weeks to 7

months after the index study. The SDC became smaller or re-

FIG 1. Case 3. A, Axial FSE T2-weighted image. B, Axial proton density–weighted image. C, Coronal
FSE T2-weighted image; 8-month-old girl. Clinical indicatin for examination: macrocrania. Typical
small homogeneous subdural collection, similar to those identified in cases 2, 5, and 6. Note diffuse
prominence of subarachnoid spaces. Small left frontal vertex subdural collection is identified (arrows),
slightly hyperintense to CSF on T2-weighted images (A and C), and moderately hyperintense to CSF on
proton density images (B). The collection was isointense to CSF on T1-weighted images and showed no
blooming on gradient-echo sequences. Follow-up CT 3 months later showed decrease in prominence
of the subarachnoid space, normal ventricles, and no evidence of subdural collection.

FIG 2. Case 4. A, Axial CT image. B, Axial FSE T2-weighted image. C, Axial proton density–weighted
image. D, Axial gradient recalled-echo image. E, Sagittal T1-weighted image. F, Axial gradient-echo image:
3-month-old boy with macrocrania. Initial CT examination (A) demonstrates moderate sized bilateral
subdural collections (arrows), slightly hyperattenuated relative to CSF. MRI examination was performed
14 hours later. Bilateral subdural collections are again identified (white arrows, B, C, and D) hyperintense
to CSF on both T2 and proton density–weighted images (B and C). A thin septation is identified on the
right (black arrow, B). A layering region of decreased T2 signal is seen on the right (arrowhead, B), which
was hyperintense to CSF on T1-weighting (not shown) and blooms on the gradient-echo sequence
(arrowhead, D) compatible with blood products. A localized area of increased signal on T1-weighted
images in the right parietal vertex subdural collection was noted (arrowhead, E), which was hyperat-
tenuated to brain on CT (not shown) and exhibited blooming on the gradient-echo sequence (arrow-
head, F) consistent with additional blood products.
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solved in each case with no intervention. In 1 case (case 4) 6 weeks

after the index case showing bilateral SDC, a follow-up CT dem-

onstrated smaller size, but with new increased attenuation within

the right-sided collection. Repeat skeletal survey was negative.

Clinical follow-up (range, 1– 4 years) was available on 5 of 6 sub-

jects. None of the children with SDC had a known bleeding dis-

order or genetic condition. None of the subjects required surgical

drainage for treatment.

DISCUSSION
Previous reports state that the most common cause of subdural

hemorrhage in children is AHT.17,24 The finding of unexplained

SDC in a young child should initiate consideration of AHT; how-

ever, this must be closely correlated with the clinical context,

other imaging, and laboratory findings. Bleeding diatheses, vari-

ous genetic conditions (eg, glutaric aciduria type I), overshunting,

and rapid decreases in brain volume have been associated with

SDC in children after minimal or no trauma3,16,25 and should be

kept in mind when evaluating these patients.

Enlarged SS have been described in association with SDC in

children by several authors and have been implicated as a predis-

posing cause.7,9-11,20,26-31 Variable methodology, cohort makeup,

clinical assessments for AHT, and imaging techniques in these

studies make conclusions regarding SDC etiology difficult.

SDC in children can have a wide range of appearances, de-

pending on etiology, imaging test used, and age of the collec-

tion.12,14,16 “Subdural hematoma” has been used very loosely in

the literature in this population and probably has described a wide

range of SDC with different etiologies, including “subdural hy-

groma,”25 “chronic subdural hematoma,”16 “chronic subdural

hematoma with rebleeding,”12 and “hemato-hygroma.”14 In clin-

ical practice, it is often difficult to differentiate these, adding to the

complexity in evaluating these children.12,25 For this reason, we

chose to use the nonetiologic term “subdural collections” in our

study to describe these collections.

Five previous studies have described SDC in populations of

children with enlarged SS with prevalence estimates between

8 –23% in series with between 20 –142 subjects. The largest of

these studies described a mixed group of children with enlarged

extra-axial spaces on head sonography.30 They found 33 SDC in

142 subjects over a 4-year period. Twenty-five were anechoic

(CSF-like) and 8 were echogenic or complex; 103 of these subjects

had macrocrania, though the presence of macrocrania and en-

larged spaces was not correlated with SDC visualization. Al-

though children with prior major hemorrhage were excluded,

children with prior meningitic effusions, white matter injury of

prematurity, and “malformative syndromes” were included in

their cohort, limiting conclusions. Few subjects had CT imaging,

limiting detection of acute hemorrhage. Of the children with

SDC, 4 cases were “battered children”; however, AHT evaluation

details are limited. Azais and Echenne29 describe 5 SDC in 41

children with “benign enlargement of the SS” identified primarily

with sonography, 29 (72%) of whom had macrocrania. They ex-

cluded children with prematurity, intrauterine growth restric-

tion, malnutrition, and neonatal distress. Three SDC were “unex-

pected” and not associated with any reported trauma. One was

related to accidental trauma and 1 was related to probable AHT.

Hellbusch26 described 9 SDC in 47 highly selected children re-

ferred for neurosurgical evaluation of enlarged extra-axial spaces.

Traumatic cases (both accidental and AHT) were excluded, and

no detailed description of imaging findings was reported.

Three recent studies specifically evaluated SDC in children

with enlarged extra-axial spaces.10,11,32 However, because the

cases were identified on the basis of the presence of SDC, no

inference as to the true prevalence of SDC in the overall group

with enlarged extra-axial spaces is possible. Ghosh and Ghosh10

described 9 patients (3 months to 2 years of age) with SDH and

enlarged extra-axial spaces identified by searching for the ICD-9

diagnoses of “nontraumatic SDH” and “hydrocephalus” over a

10-year period. They excluded patients with true hydrocephalus,

shunts, head injury, and cerebral atrophy. The identified collec-

tions were bilateral in 6 and exhibited a wide range of imaging

appearances. All were evaluated for AHT, but only 1 subject was

reported to children’s services. McNeely et al11 described 7 chil-

dren with SDC and enlarged SS identified in a nonspecified man-

ner in a 6-year period. Children with known AHT and bleeding

diatheses were excluded. Collections were bilateral in 3. One was

involved in a major motor vehicle collision and 1 had a reported

fall with skull fracture. The others were identified on imaging

performed for macrocrania or lethargy, and no other etiology was

identified. Vinchon et al32 described 16 children with “spontane-

ous” SDH (no traumatic history, bleeding disorder, or AHT)

identified from a prospective neurosurgical data base; 12 had en-

larged SS, and 12 had macrocrania. They compared patients with

spontaneous SDH with a group with AHT or accidental trauma

and found that the children with spontaneous SDH were much

more commonly macrocephalic (75% versus 20%).

Although the published associations between enlarged SS and

SDC as well as data from our study suggest a link, documented

spontaneous SDC in children with enlarged SS and prior imaging

without SDC, are rare. We could find only 12 previously reported

spontaneous, nontraumatic SDC in children with prior imaging

documentation.7,20,26,31-33 The best documented of these reports

is from Amodio et al,20 who described a 3.5-month-old, former

32-week preterm boy, with grade 1 germinal matrix hemorrhage

presenting with macrocrania. Initial head ultrasound examina-

tion demonstrated enlarged extra-axial spaces but no SDC. With

continuing HC increase, a 6-week follow-up head ultrasound ex-

amination was performed that demonstrated new bilateral SDC

containing low-level echoes. A subsequent MRI demonstrated

large bilateral SDC with layering hemorrhagic material, con-

firmed at surgical drainage. Evaluation for AHT (including skel-

etal survey and retinal examination) was negative. In evaluating

the images in this report, marked diffuse subarachnoid space en-

largement is noted, however, suggesting brain volume loss. In our

study, 4 patients with SDC had previous imaging (ultrasound

examination, 3; CT, 1). In 3 patients, SDC were not identified on

prior imaging, though the size of the identified SDC probably

would have been too small to visualize on the imaging test per-

formed (ultrasound examination and CT). In 1 case, retrospective

assessment of a prior head ultrasound examination documented

small SDC, not mentioned on the clinical report.

Data from the current study and the limited literature do sup-

port that SDC may arise in children with enlarged SS, after mini-
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mal or no trauma. The exact etiology is incompletely understood.

However, some theories have been postulated.12,14 Enlargement

of the subarachnoid space may stretch and place increased strain

on bridging veins, with resultant rupture and SDH forma-

tion.7,13,29 This potential increased strain on bridging veins has

been modeled mathematically13 but is not universally accepted.34

Membranes surrounding an aging subdural hematoma are highly

vascularized and have been postulated to potentially allow re-

bleeding either spontaneously or with minimal trauma.12,35,36 A

rent in the arachnoid could occur, allowing communication of the

subdural and SS and subsequent subdural CSF collections to

form.14

Although numbers are small and the clinical child abuse di-

rected assessment was not performed on all patients, our report

suggests small homogeneous SDC on cross-sectional imaging,

without definite evidence of hemorrhage, may occur in the setting

of BESS and may not indicate inflicted injury. In our study, 2 of

the 6 children with SDC had findings suggesting child abuse. Both

of these subjects had moderate-sized, bilateral, heterogeneous

collections. The remaining 4 patients had radiographically similar

SDC that were small, homogeneous, and localized over the con-

vexities. Heterogeneous, more complex collections, particularly

with clear evidence of hemorrhage by CT or MRI, could represent

an important finding that suggests inflicted injury in the appro-

priate clinical scenario.

Only a few of the previous studies of SDC in children with

enlarged SS report documentation of a dedicated evaluation of

AHT.7,8,10,20 In these studies, a total of 14 cases of SDC in the

setting of enlarged SS have been described. All were investigated,

but only 1 was thought to be related to AHT. Although imaging

findings are incompletely described, 1 controversial case report

describes a small “acute” SDH in a 4-month-old boy with macro-

crania and enlarged extra-axial spaces who fell from a standing

position to a carpeted floor.8 CT images were not presented in the

report; however, MR images document small mixed intensity

SDC. Although these studies document SDC in children after

minimal or no trauma, they are all limited to varying degrees by

incomplete description of imaging findings, variability in clinical

assessment of potential abuse, and selection bias.

Age and sex differences were noted between subgroups of pa-

tients in our study. A male predominance in both the overall

group of patients with macrocrania and those with enlarged SS

was noted, consistent with prior studies.2 Subjects with macrocra-

nia and enlarged SS were younger than those subjects with normal

SS, a finding described in other studies of BESS.2 Enlarged SS

typically normalize by 2–3 years of age in BESS.2,22,37 The patients

with macrocrania and normal SS in our study may be at the later

stages of this condition.

There are some limitations to this study. Although all subjects

had enlarged HC and many (61%) had enlarged SS, how many of

this group fulfilled the full clinical scenario of “benign enlarge-

ment of the subarachnoid spaces” is unknown. Given our exten-

sive exclusionary process, most subjects with macrocrania and

enlarged SS probably did fit the criteria for BESS. Evaluation of

subarachnoid space size was subjective for categorization in our

study but did rely on the assessments of at least 2 radiologists. Our

subjective assessment was subsequently validated by a quantita-

tive analysis. Prior studies of normative subarachnoid space size

in children are few; however, findings on cross-sectional imaging

and ultrasound examination23,38 correlate well with the results of

our study. No sampling of the SDC was performed to assess the

etiology of the collections. In 1 case, there was definite imaging

evidence of hemorrhage. In the other cases, no hemorrhage could

be documented and the collection contents remain unknown.

Those cases in which sonography provided the only evaluation

were excluded, which potentially introduced selection bias. It is

possible that those evaluated by cross-sectional imaging may be a

different clinical group, with more concern regarding neurologic

function, than those evaluated only by sonography. Although

sonography can identify large SDC, its sensitivity for smaller col-

lections is limited compared with CT/MRI. We chose not to in-

clude this group for the purposes of this study. MRI is the most

sensitive test for SDC in this population,21 and small SDC could

have been missed in subjects who only had CT imaging. Of the

identified SDC in our study, 2 were initially identified by CT, with

subsequent confirmation by MRI. The remaining subjects were

identified by MRI. A study using only MRI for evaluation would

be expected to identify a larger number of SDC. Further prospec-

tive studies should consider the use of MRI for evaluation in this

cohort. Not all children with SDC received a dedicated clinical

assessment for child abuse, limiting the ability to draw definite

conclusions on the basis of imaging appearance of the collections.

The appearance of some of the collections on imaging (large,

complex, and clearly hemorrhagic) probably introduced bias for

investigation of potential AHT in these subjects. It is possible that

some of the other children with SDC identified in this study were,

in fact, victims of child abuse. On the basis of clinical and imaging

follow-up available, we believe that this is unlikely.

CONCLUSIONS
In summary, our CT and MR imaging study of children with

macrocrania demonstrates a 5.6% prevalence of unexpected SDC

in children with enlarged SS. No SDC were found in subjects with

normal SS. This study, in addition to prior anecdotal and descrip-

tive studies, supports that enlarged SS may predispose these chil-

dren to small, nonovertly hemorrhagic SDC overlying the con-

vexities, with little or no recognized trauma. Despite these

findings, we strongly believe that every unexpected subdural col-

lection in a young child requires close clinical evaluation for un-

derlying causes including AHT. Future studies building on this

detailed retrospective investigation are needed to further under-

stand the clinical and pathophysiologic relationships in this

scenario.
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
PEDIATRICS

White Matter Microstructural Abnormality in Children
with Hydrocephalus Detected by Probabilistic

Diffusion Tractography
A. Rajagopal, J.S. Shimony, R.C. McKinstry, M. Altaye, T. Maloney, F.T. Mangano, D.D. Limbrick, S.K. Holland, B.V. Jones, S. Simpson,

D. Mercer, and W. Yuan

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Hydrocephalus is a severe pathologic condition in which WM damage is a major factor associated with
poor outcomes. The goal of the study was to investigate tract-based WM connectivity and DTI measurements in children with hydro-
cephalus by using the probabilistic diffusion tractography method.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Twelve children with hydrocephalus and 16 age-matched controls were included in the study. Probabilistic
diffusion tractography was conducted to generate tract-based connectivity distribution and DTI measures for the genu of the corpus
callosum and the connectivity index. Tract-based summary measurements, including the connectivity index and DTI measures (fractional
anisotropy, mean diffusivity, axial diffusivity, and radial diffusivity), were calculated and compared between the 2 study groups.

RESULTS: Tract-based summary measurement showed a higher percentage of voxels with lower normalized connectivity index values in
the WM tracts in children with hydrocephalus. In the genu of the corpus callosum, the left midsegment of the corticospinal tract, and the
right midsegment of the corticospinal tract, the normalized connectivity index value in children with hydrocephalus was found to be
significantly lower (P � .05, corrected). The tract-based DTI measures showed that the children with hydrocephalus had significantly higher
mean diffusivity, axial diffusivity, and radial diffusivity in the genu of the corpus callosum, left midsegment of the corticospinal tract, and
right midsegment of corticospinal tract and lower fractional anisotropy in the genu of the corpus callosum (P � .05, corrected).

CONCLUSIONS: The analysis of WM connectivity showed that the probabilistic diffusion tractography method is a sensitive tool to
detect the decreased continuity in WM tracts that are under the direct influence of mechanical distortion and increased intracranial
pressure in hydrocephalus. This voxel-based connectivity method can provide quantitative information complementary to the standard
DTI summary measures.

ABBREVIATIONS: AD � axial diffusivity; CI � connectivity index; FA � fractional anisotropy; CC � corpus callosum; mCST � midsegment of corticospinal tract;
MD � mean diffusivity; PDT � probabilistic diffusion tractography; RD � radial diffusivity

Pediatric hydrocephalus is a common medical condition char-

acterized by an imbalance in CSF production and absorption,

leading to elevated intracranial pressure and ventriculomegaly.

Previous studies of hydrocephalus have consistently found func-

tional deficits in a series of neuropsychological domains, includ-

ing visuospatial, motor,1 and nonverbal learning,2 presumably

resulting from white matter damage or degeneration.3

DTI is a noninvasive MR imaging technique that quantifies

diffusion properties of in vivo brain structures, especially in the

white matter. Fractional anisotropy (FA) values allow us to infer

WM integrity, or the lack thereof, for underlying pathologic

changes in myelin sheaths, axonal membranes, and intercellular/

extracellular spaces. Past DTI studies in hydrocephalus have iden-

tified structural damage in the corpus callosum and internal cap-

sule on the basis of abnormal diffusion properties in these

important WM structures.4,5

The severe deformation in the hydrocephalic brain presents a

unique challenge for imaging data processing and analysis. Past

DTI studies of pediatric hydrocephalus have been based on re-

gion-of-interest analysis.1,6 Although region of interest– based

analysis has helped demonstrate evidence of structural abnormal-

ities in key WM regions, there are limitations inherent in this type
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of analysis: The delineation of the region of interest is limited to 1

or a small number of sections, usually subjectively selected, that

may or may not lead to a full representation of the WM structure

of interest. There have been new developments in image registration

methods that have shown initial success in their applications in

brains with large ventricles and/or distortion7-9; however, they are

not tailored for application in the pediatric hydrocephalic brains with

severe distortion, especially in children at a very young age.

The aim of the present study was to explore the feasibility of

applying probabilistic diffusion tractography (PDT) in children

with hydrocephalus to quantify structural integrity in a series of

WM fiber tracts, including the genu of the corpus callosum (CC),

splenium of the CC, and midsegment of corticospinal tract

(mCST). The connectivity index (CI) (a measure of WM connec-

tivity between 2 brain regions) was calculated for each voxel as the

sum of the number of streamlines that started from the seed re-

gion, passed through the voxel, and reached the target region. The

deviation of the CI from the normal range may indicate compro-

mised integrity in the myelin sheath and axons under pathologic

conditions. We examined the tract-based CI values and DTI val-

ues and explored the complementary aspect of the CI and FA in

differentiating the hydrocephalus group from controls.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects
Twelve children (age range, 0 –38.5 months) who were diagnosed

with hydrocephalus and referred for surgical treatment were in-

cluded in the present study. An age-matched control group (n �

16; age range, 0.6 –37.5 months) was also included for compari-

son. All participants were recruited for a multicenter study from

either the Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center (7 patients

with hydrocephalus, 15 controls) or St. Louis Children’s Hospital (5

patients with hydrocephalus, 1 control). The inclusion/exclusion cri-

teria have been described elsewhere.1 Both local institutional review

board committees approved the study protocol, and written in-

formed consent was obtained from parents of the participants.

DTI Data Acquisition
DTI data were acquired at both sites during the clinical scans by

using a 1.5T MR imaging system (either Signa; GE Healthcare,

Milwaukee, Wisconsin or Avanto; Siemens, Erlangen, Germany).

The imaging protocol included a single-shot EPI diffusion-

weighted spin-echo sequence (FOV � 240 � 240 mm; matrix �

96 � 96; resolution � 2.5 mm isotropic; TR/TE � 9400/93.2 ms;

NEX � 2) and a 3D anatomic T1 sequence (FOV � 256 � 256

mm; matrix � 256 � 256; resolution � 1 mm isotropic). Diffu-

sion-weighting was applied along 15 directions with a b-value of

1000 s/mm2, and 1 additional image was acquired with no diffu-

sion-weighting (b-value � 0 s/mm2). Siemens gradient weight-

ings were programmed to match the implementation on the GE

Healthcare scanner. The compatibility of MR imaging data ac-

quired from different scanners at 2 different research sites was

established initially by using an MR phantom (BIRN: Biomedical

Informatics Research Network; http://www.nbirn.net) and a hu-

man phantom and then maintained annually. The interscanner

difference was minimal (�1.1%) on the basis of mean diffusivity

(MD) values measured from the BIRN phantom. The relative

interscanner difference based on the human phantom was �3.3%

and 3.5% for FA and MD, respectively. The details of the quality

assurance procedure have been reported in previous work.1,10

DTI Data Processing and Probabilistic Diffusion
Tractography
Image processing and analysis were performed by using the fMRI

of the Brain Software Library (FSL; http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/

fsl). DTI data were preprocessed with eddy current correction and

minor head motion by using affine registration to a reference

volume. The preprocessed images were then fit to a diffusion ten-

sor model at each voxel. Summary measures, including FA, MD,

axial diffusivity (AD), and radial diffusivity (RD), were calculated

on the basis of standard methods.

At each voxel, the Bayesian Estimation of Diffusion Parame-

ters Obtained by using Sampling Techniques (BEDPOSTX) func-

tion in FSL was used to build up the distributions on diffusion

parameters on the basis of the Markov Chain Monte Carlo sam-

pling.11 The outputs of the BEDPOSTX were used to compute the

PDT by using Probtrackx12 in FSL. The seed and target masks

used in the PDT for genu of the CC were created on sagittal sec-

tions as illustrated in Fig 1. The 2 masks for the left or right mCST

were created on axial sections placed between 1 section below the

body of the corpus callosum and the entry of the posterior limb of

the internal capsule to the cerebral peduncle (Fig 2). All masks

were delineated by 1 operator (W.Y.) and confirmed by 3 pediat-

ric radiologists (R.C.M., J.S.S., and B.V.J.) and 2 pediatric neuro-

surgeons (F.T.M., D.D.L.).

CI was extracted for all the voxels from the PDT-derived WM

tracts. The fiber tracking drew 5000 samples from each voxel in

the seed mask. The CI value for any voxel in the brain is the sum of

all the tracking samples that originated from the seed mask,

passed through the voxel, and reached the target region. Only the

voxels between the 2 masks were retained for analysis. A threshold

of 100 was used for the connectivity index to avoid spurious re-

sults as the consequence of partial volume effect and image

noise.13,14 We also tested more stringent threshold levels at 150

and 200, and the findings remained the same. Therefore, only the

data based on a threshold of 100 are reported in the present study.

Data Analysis
The comparison between the children with hydrocephalus and

the control group was made in 4 PDT-derived WM tracts (ie, the

genu of the CC, splenium of the CC, left mCST, and right mCST).

The fiber tracking was successful in all participants in the control

group for all the WM tracts. It was also successful in the hydro-

cephalus group for the genu of the CC, left mCST, and right

mCST (successful rates were 11/12, 12/12, 12/12 for the 3 tracts,

respectively). However, fiber tracking was not successful in the

splenium of the CC in 9/12 children with hydrocephalus. There-

fore, the data for the splenium of the CC were not included in the

eventual analysis. This outcome may be due to the expansion of

ventricle volume that caused the stretching of the occipital horn of

the ventricles, leading to a sharp bend in the splenium of the CC.

Histograms of the distribution of CI values within a tract

showed that they did not follow normal distribution. To quantify

the degree of skewness for the within-tract CI and DTI measures,

we used the following index: Skewness � �3/�3, where � is the

mean, �3 represents the third moment about the mean �, and � is
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the SD. A skew to the left or right direction of a distribution was

called a positive or negative skew, respectively. The skewness in-

dex was calculated for each tract in individual subjects first and

then for group comparison.

Due to the age range of the study population and the expected

developmental change in brain structures, it was not feasible to

maintain the size and shape of the seed or target masks as constant

across all subjects in the fiber tracking. Initial correlation analysis

showed that in some cases the seed and target mask, as well as the

tract volume, were significantly correlated with the median CI

value from all the voxels within the tract. Thus, a new index,

normalized CI (CI/tract volume, units of samples/voxel), was

used in the study for group comparison. The tract volume (the

number of voxels in the tract) is, in theory, affected by both seed

and target mask size (as confirmed by our initial data). The draw-

ing of these masks can also be affected by the brain tissue area,

which is age-related, and are operator-dependent. Using the tract

volume as the weighting factor in the index of normalized CI

minimizes the above-mentioned factors.

Statistical Analysis
The group difference of the skewness index was tested by using the

Mann-Whitney U test. Multiple regression analysis was per-

formed by using either the DTI measurement (FA, MD, AD, or

RD) or the normalized CI as a dependent variable and group and

age as independent variables. Multiple comparisons were cor-

rected by using the false discovery rate method.15

RESULTS
Comparison of Within-Tract Skewness in Connectivity
Index and FA Values
Skewness in CI for each tract is plotted in Fig 3. In all 3 tracts

analyzed, CI values within a tract were found to skew to the left of

the distribution with a long tail extended in the high CI direction

(Fig 3 and Table 1). The CI within-tract skewness in any group/

tract centered between 0.94 and 1.33, leading to a significant de-

viation from symmetric distribution in this index (P � .05 for all

groups). Therefore, the mean of the CI value is not considered a

reflection of the CI values across all the voxels within a certain

FIG 1. DTI maps demonstrating seed and target masks and resultant probabilistic fiber tracking of the genu of the CC in representative
participants. A–C, hydrocephalus. A and B, Color-coded FA maps. C, FA map. The masks shown in orange in the sagittal maps can be seen as short
blue lines on axial map.

FIG 2. DTI maps demonstrating seed and target masks and resultant probabilistic fiber tracking of the left and right midsegments of the cortical
spinal tracts in representative participants. A–C, Hydrocephalus. A and B, Color-coded FA maps. C, FA map. The masks shown in orange on the
axial DTI maps can be seen as short blue lines on coronal FA map.
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tract. For subsequent analysis of CI measures, the 25th, 50th and

75th percentile values were selected. On the other hand, the skew-

ness for within-tract FA was found to center close to zero; there-

fore, the mean value was an appropriate summary measure for

further analysis and comparison.

No statistically significant group difference was found between

the children with hydrocephalus and those in the control group in

either CI skewness or FA skewness in any of the 3 tracts analyzed.

Aggregated Normalized Connectivity Index Values in the
Genu of the CC, Left mCST, and Right mCST
Figure 4 shows the percentile histograms of the aggregated nor-

malized CI. In all 3 tracts, children with hydrocephalus were

found to have a lower percentage of voxels with high normalized

CI values. The percentage of the voxels with normalized CI

values higher than 20 (an arbitrary value selected at approxi-

mately where the 2 distribution curves cross) in the genu of the

CC (Fig 4A) was 30.5% for children with hydrocephalus and

56.3% for controls. Similar differences were also found in the

left mCST (Fig 4B, 13.1% versus 27.0%) and right mCST (Fig

4C, 8% versus 27.1%).

In the mCST, the distribution curve for the hydrocephalus

group skewed more toward the low end, with the tail ending at a

value of 40, while the control still had 6.4% and 8.4% of the voxels

in the left mCST and right mCST, respectively, which are higher

than 40 in normalized CI values (Fig 4E, -F).

Tract-Based Summary Connectivity Measures
(Normalized Connectivity Index Values)
As shown in Fig 5 and Table 2, the median within-tract normal-

ized CI values in the patients with hydrocephalus were signifi-

cantly lower than those in the control group (P � .05, corrected) in

all 3 WM tracts examined. The difference was also significant (P �

.05, corrected) or at trend level (right mCST in the first quartile of

normalized CI) at both the first and the third quartiles of the within-

tract normalized CI levels. Age was not found to be a significant

predictor of normalized CI in any of the analyses.

Tract-Based Summary DTI Measures (Mean FA, MD, AD,
and RD Values)
As shown in Fig 6 and Table 3, on the basis of the multiple regres-

sion analysis, age was found to be a factor that affected all the DTI

parameters examined in all 3 tracts at a statistically significant

level (P � .05, corrected) or at least at trend level (AD in genu of

the CC). After age was accounted for, significant group differ-

ences of tract-based DTI measurements were found in MD, AD,

and RD in all 3 WM tracts and the group difference was significant

in FA in the genu of the CC (all P � .05, corrected).

DISCUSSION
Probabilistic tractography is a powerful

fiber tracking method that calculates mul-

tiple pathways emanating from a seed re-

gion of interest and from each point along

the reconstructed trajectories. It avoids

the use of an FA threshold, thus allowing

tracking to continue through brain re-

gions where the level of uncertainty

would cause a deterministic algorithm to

fail.11,16-18 In this study, we investigated

tract-based WM connectivity and DTI

measurements in children with hydroceph-

alus by using PDT. We tested and proved

the working hypotheses: 1) The connectiv-

ity index derived from PDT is decreased in

children with hydrocephalus; and 2) DTI

measurements derived from PDT are ab-

normal in children with hydrocephalus, re-

flecting disruption in fiber continuity.

The most prominent functional deficits

that are consistently reported in pediatric
FIG 3. Boxplot showing the skewness index for connectivity index (A and B) and FA (C and D).

Table 1: Descriptive statistics of the within-tract connectivity index and FA skewness

Tracts Group

CI FA

Min Median Max Min Median Max
gCC Control (n � 16) 0.2 0.94 1.56 �0.61 �0.13 0.33

Hydrocephalus (n � 11) 0.44 1.04 1.66 �0.4 0.1 0.46
Left mCST Control (n � 16) 0.58 0.97 1.92 �0.37 0.00 0.23

Hydrocephalus (n � 12) 0.58 1.05 1.80 �0.55 0.19 0.52
Right mCST Control (n � 16) 0.42 1.10 1.91 �0.5 �0.01 0.61

Hydrocephalus (n � 12) 0.9 1.33 1.86 �0.47 0.18 0.39

Note:—Min indicates minimum; Max, maximum; gCC, genu of the CC.
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patients with hydrocephalus are in such domains as motor, visuospa-

tial, and other nonverbal intelligences.1-3 These deficits have been

associated with myelin sheath breakdown, axonal degeneration, or

even loss of axons in the corpus callosum and periventricular white

matter based on both human and animal neuropathologic studies.19

In the present study, statistically significant differences in both the

summary DTI measures and the connectivity measure were found in

the comparison between children with hydrocephalus and those

in the control group. We interpret this as evidence of WM changes as

the result of neuropathology seen in hydrocephalus.

The connectivity index maps (Figs 1 and 2) are the connectivity

distribution maps with the value at each voxel being the sum of the

sample streamlines passing through the voxel. In the present study,

we defined a seed mask and a target mask for each subject on the basis

of anatomic landmarks, to restrict the tractography in all the tracts

examined to yield the specific tracts of interest. The connectivity

measure is a quantification of the strength, or probability, of the con-

nectivity for all those connections initiated from the seed voxels and

reaching the target masks. Similar approaches based on PDT have

been adopted by other studies to investigate the pathologic progres-

sion in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis,14 to contrast the organization of

prefrontal projection pathways in humans and macaque monkeys.20

In the present study, the histogram based on the aggregated

normalized CI measures showed that children with hydrocepha-

lus had a lower percentage of voxels with

higher connectivity and a higher percent-

age of voxels with low connectivity in all 3

tracts examined. The comparison of the

within-tract summary connectivity mea-

sure between the 2 groups showed a con-

sistent significant decrease in normalized

CI values in children with hydrocephalus.

As expected, examination of the connec-

tivity index maps (Figs 1 and 2 as examples)

showed that the voxels with high connectiv-

ity were located in the central portion of the

tracts, while the voxels at the peripheral ar-

eas of a tract tended to have lower connec-

tivity. We examined the summary connec-

tivity measure (normalized CI) not only at

the median but also at the lower and upper

quartile values. The fact that the group con-

trast was significant at all 3 quartile levels

indicates that this summary connectivity in-

dex, normalized CI, is sensitive to the pa-

thology resulting from hydrocephalus

throughout different portions of WM tracts

in children with hydrocephalus.

Tract-based summary DTI measures

showed a significant increase of MD, AD,

and RD values, which was consistent in all

FIG 4. Percentile histograms of the normalized connectivity index (nCI) values for children with
hydrocephalus and controls, respectively, in the genu of the CC (A) (30.5% and 56.3%), left mCST
(B) (13.1% and 27.0%), and right mCST (C) (8% and 27.1%). The corresponding cumulative percentile
histograms for the genu of the CC, left mCST, and right mCST are shown in D–F, respectively.

FIG 5. Boxplot showing the normalized CI for left mCST by using 3 different quartile levels of the normalized CI as a summary measurement. A,
First quartile. B, Median. C, Third quartile.
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tracts examined in children with hydrocephalus after accounting

for age. FA in the genu of the CC was also found to be significantly

lower in the children with hydrocephalus. These tract-based find-

ings are consistent with previously reported region of interest–

based results in terms of the patterns of abnormality,5 and the

differences in the patterns of DTI abnormalities between the genu

of the CC and the mCST in the present study lend further cre-

dence to the concept of region-specific multifactorial variation in

underlying white matter injury mechanisms in hydrocephalus.1,6

Although the group difference of FA in the left mCST and right

mCST was not significant between the children with hydro-

cephalus and the controls (because some children with hydro-

cephalus had abnormally low FA while others had abnormally

high FA values), the reduction in the connectivity measures in

children with hydrocephalus remained statistically significant;

this outcome emphasizes the importance of including both

summary DTI measures and connectivity measures in future

studies.

FIG 6. Comparison of DTI measures derived from PDT in the genu of the CC. A, FA, B, MD, C, AD. D, RD.

Table 2: Multiple regression analysis for each tract at 3 quartiles of normalized CIa

df
Dependent
Variables

First Quartile Median Third Quartile

SE T Value P SE T Value P SE T Value P
gCC 24 Group 2.753 3.09 .015 6.452 3.26 .012 7.657 3.46 .018

Age 0.118 �0.76 NS 0.277 �0.63 NS 0.329 �0.90 NS
Left mCST 25 Group 0.557 3.25 .015 2.334 3.03 .015 4.137 3.61 .023

Age 0.024 �1.18 NS 0.103 �1.4 NS 0.182 �1.46 NS
Right mCST 25 Group 2.098 2.3 .059 4.997 2.92 .016 6.987 3.28 .019

Age 0.092 �1.25 NS 0.2201 �1.13 NS 0.308 �1.21 NS

Note:—NS indicates not significant; SE, standard error; gCC, genu of the CC.
a All P values have been corrected for multiple comparisons using the false discovery rate method.

Table 3: Multiple regression analysis for each tract and DTI variablea

df Source

FA MD AD RD

SE T Value P SE T Value P SE T Value P SE T Value P
gCC 24 Group 0.022 5.36 .0024 0.000 �6.41 .0008 0.000 �4.57 .0005 0.000 �6.57 .0004

Age 0.001 6.67 .0012 0.000 �4.62 .0006 0.000 �2.11 .0523 0.000 �5.33 .0003
Left mCST 25 Group 0.023 0.47 NS 0.000 �3.74 .0015 0.000 �4.25 .0005 0.000 �3.18 .0052

Age 0.001 6.60 .0003 0.000 �4.62 .0003 0.000 �2.79 .1080 0.000 �5.25 .0002
Right mCST 25 Group 0.020 0.89 NS 0.000 �4.26 .0005 0.000 �3.46 .0028 0.000 �2.91 .0090

Age 0.001 6.81 .0002 0.000 �5.26 .0002 0.000 �2.94 .0088 0.000 �5.19 .0002

Note:—NS indicates not significant; SE, standard error; gCC, genu of the CC.
a All P values have been corrected for multiple comparisons using the false discovery rate method.
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Differences in the normalized connectivity index between the

children with hydrocephalus and those in the control group in the left

and right mCSTs, illustrated in Fig 4D, -E, suggest that WM connec-

tivity is subtly decreased in these long pathways in the patient group.

This apparent reduction in the volume of WM with the highest con-

nectivity might suggest an expectation or decreased sensorimotor

function in children with hydrocephalus relative to the controls.

Limitations
We note that the success of the PDT method may depend on the

tract of interest, especially when it is performed in brains with

large deformations, such as those in children with hydrocephalus.

Even though the tracts were carefully examined to avoid extend-

ing into ventricle areas and different threshold levels were tested

to ensure the consistency of the methodology, partial volume ef-

fect is difficult to quantify and cannot be excluded as a potential

factor that may bias the results. The attempt to track the splenium

of the CC was not successful in 9 of 12 children with hydroceph-

alus; this outcome can be attributed to the significant damage or

even agenesis of the area. Our initial attempt to track the whole

corticospinal tract was unsuccessful, likely due to the severe dis-

tortion of anatomic structures, which may have caused imaging

and modeling errors, accumulated over a long pathway, to exceed

even a very lenient threshold set in the PDT. This study may also

suffer from the limited sample size and the lack of pathologic evi-

dence to support the predictive value of the PDT-based measures.

Nevertheless, the findings in the present study represent an initial

success in the application of PDT in analyzing WM abnormalities in

pediatric hydrocephalus. The success also points to possible applica-

tions of this approach in patients with other pathologies that distort

white matter tracts, such as brain tumors or tuberous sclerosis. Fu-

ture studies should include a larger sample size and both short- and

long-term follow-up so that we can investigate the longitudinal pro-

gression during the developmental stages of childhood.

CONCLUSIONS
It was demonstrated that the summary measures of connectivity

and DTI based on the results of probabilistic diffusion tractogra-

phy are sensitive to differences in WM microstructure in children

with hydrocephalus compared with healthy controls. The PDT

method may be a useful noninvasive tool to serve as an imaging

biomarker for predicting behavioral and neuropsychological out-

comes in this patient population with hydrocephalus or in assess-

ing therapeutic efficacy in the treatment of hydrocephalus.
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
PEDIATRICS

Abnormal Functional Network Connectivity among
Resting-State Networks in Children with Frontal Lobe Epilepsy

E. Widjaja, M. Zamyadi, C. Raybaud, O.C. Snead, and M.L. Smith

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Epilepsy is considered a disorder of neural networks. The aims of this study were to assess functional
connectivity within resting-state networks and functional network connectivity across resting-state networks by use of resting-state fMRI
in children with frontal lobe epilepsy and to relate changes in resting-state networks with neuropsychological function.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Fifteen patients with frontal lobe epilepsy and normal MR imaging and 14 healthy control subjects were
recruited. Spatial independent component analysis was used to identify the resting-state networks, including frontal, attention, default
mode network, sensorimotor, visual, and auditory networks. The Z-maps of resting-state networks were compared between patients and
control subjects. The relation between abnormal connectivity and neuropsychological function was assessed. Correlations from all
pair-wise combinations of independent components were performed for each group and compared between groups.

RESULTS: The frontal network was the only network that showed reduced connectivity in patients relative to control subjects. The
remaining 5 networks demonstrated both reduced and increased functional connectivity within resting-state networks in patients. There
was a weak association between connectivity in frontal network and executive function (P � .029) and a significant association between
sensorimotor network and fine motor function (P � .004). Control subjects had 79 pair-wise independent components that showed
significant temporal coherence across all resting-state networks except for default mode network–auditory network. Patients had 66 pairs
of independent components that showed significant temporal coherence across all resting-state networks. Group comparison showed
reduced functional network connectivity between default mode network–attention, frontal-sensorimotor, and frontal-visual networks
and increased functional network connectivity between frontal-attention, default mode network–sensorimotor, and frontal-visual net-
works in patients relative to control subjects.

CONCLUSIONS: We found abnormal functional connectivity within and across resting-state networks in children with frontal lobe
epilepsy. Impairment in functional connectivity was associated with impaired neuropsychological function.

ABBREVIATIONS: FLE � frontal lobe epilepsy; IC � independent component; ICA � independent component analysis; DMN � default mode network; RSN �
resting-state network; TLE � temporal lobe epilepsy; FNC � functional network connectivity; DKEFS � Delis-Kaplan Executive Function System

Functional connectivity as measured by the use of fMRI is de-

fined as the temporal synchronization of low-frequency fluc-

tuations arising from spontaneous neuronal activities in distant

brain regions.1 Resting-state networks (RSNs) refer to spatially

segregated brain regions that exhibit spontaneous low-frequency

fluctuations and may represent intrinsic brain functional connec-

tivity in discrete neuroanatomic systems.2 A variety of RSNs has

been identified including default mode network (DMN), atten-

tion, sensorimotor, visual, and auditory networks.3,4 Indepen-

dent component analysis (ICA) has been increasingly used to ex-

amine functional connectivity.5-7 ICA is a method for recovering

underlying signals from linear mixtures of these signals and draws

on higher-order signal statistics to determine a set of “compo-

nents” that are maximally independent of each other.8 ICA has

been found to be useful and able to capture the complex nature of

fMRI time courses as well as to produce consistent spatial com-

ponents.9 Within a given component, the regions are strongly

temporally coherent as the result of ICA assumption of linear

mixing. In spatial ICA, the different components are spatially in-

dependent but can have temporal dependencies. This temporal

dependency among ICA components has been defined as func-
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tional network connectivity (FNC). FNC provides a means of as-

sessing temporal connectivity among RSNs.

Epilepsy has been postulated to be a disorder of large neural

networks on the basis of electroencephalography, PET, and

SPECT studies.10 Several studies have evaluated RSNs by the use

of fMRI in adults with temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE), generalized

tonic-clonic seizures, and absence epilepsy11-16 and found im-

pairment in many of the individual RSNs. There is currently lim-

ited information available on functional connectivity in children

with epilepsy.17,18 Frontal lobe epilepsy (FLE) is a common local-

ization-related epilepsy in childhood.19 The interictal discharges

arising from a unilateral frontal lobe focus in FLE are more likely

to spread to both hemispheres and form secondary bilateral syn-

chrony, and children with FLE are also more likely to have sec-

ondarily generalized tonic-clonic seizures relative to TLE.20 Our

hypothesis is that in children with FLE, functional connectivity

within RSNs including frontal, DMN, and attention networks are

abnormal, related to spread of seizure activity, or caused by un-

derlying abnormal brain development that predisposed to epi-

lepsy. The aims of this study were to assess functional connectivity

within RSNs and FNC across RSNs by use of resting-state fMRI in

children with FLE and to relate changes in RSNs with neuropsy-

chological function.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects
This prospective study had the approval of the research ethics

board at the Hospital for Sick Children, and written informed

consent was obtained from parents and assent from subjects.

Children with FLE were recruited from the epilepsy surgery clinic.

Healthy control subjects without neurologic or psychiatric disor-

ders were recruited through community publications.

MR Imaging and Data Preprocessing
MR imaging was performed on a 3T scanner (Achieva; Philips,

Best, the Netherlands) with the use of an 8-channel phased-array

head coil in all patients and control subjects. Resting-state fMRI

was acquired with the eyes closed in all subjects, by use of the

following parameters: TR � 2000 ms, TE � 30 ms, flip angle �

90°, FOV � 220 mm, matrix � 88 � 86 mm, section thickness �

5 mm, and 180 volumes, aligned to the anterior/posterior com-

missure line. Axial and coronal FLAIR, axial and coronal T2 and

proton density, and volumetric T1 sequences were performed in

patients. An additional volumetric T1 sequence was performed in

control subjects.

A series of data preprocessing steps was carried out by use of

Analysis of Functional NeuroImages (AFNI21; http://afni.nimh.

nih.gov/afni/) and FMRIB Software Library (FSL22; http://www.

fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/) software packages. The preprocessing steps

included removing the first 10 volumes of each fMRI run to allow

for T1-equilibrium effects, and the remaining volumes of the

fMRI dataset were rigidly registered to the first volume of the same

run. Section-timing correction was then performed on the mo-

tion-corrected data. The anatomic T1 and fMRI datasets were

skull-stripped by use of AFNI. The fMRI dataset was first aligned

to T1 by affine transformation, and subsequently the T1 was af-

finely registered to Montreal Neurological Institute’s MNI152

brain template. The 2 transformations were then concatenated

and used to resample the fMRI image to the MNI atlas. The fMRI

data were then spatially smoothed by use of a gaussian kernel of

8-mm full width at half maximum.

Independent Component Analysis
To identify RSNs, spatial ICA was used to decompose the data of

all individuals in both control and patient groups into 75 inde-

pendent components (ICs). Each component is associated with a

waveform that corresponds to the temporal profile of a specific

pattern of coherent brain activity and a spatial map that expresses

the intensity with which this connectivity is found across the vox-

els.23 We used the Infomax algorithm implemented in the

group ICA of fMRI Toolbox (GIFT24; http://icatb.source-

forge.net/groupica.htm, version v2.0e). A high model order

ICA (75 components) was chosen because it has been shown that

higher orders resulted in refined components corresponding to

known anatomic and functional composition.25-28

All ICs were spatially correlated with the T-maps of the 27

RSNs reported by Allen et al28 (available on-line at http://mialab.

mrn.org/data/hcp/RSN_HC_unthresholded_tmaps.nii). Briefly,

they identified a subset of ICs as resting-state components by

inspecting the spatial maps and average power spectra. The rest-

ing-state components were grouped according to their anatomic

and functional properties and included auditory systems repre-

sented by a single component; sensorimotor, visual, and attention

networks, each captured by 6 components; and frontal and DMN,

each captured by 4 components. The components corresponding

to each RSN were extracted from all subjects in both groups. In-

tensity values in each spatial map were converted to z scores to

reflect the degree to which the time series of each voxel correlated

with the time series of a specific component, scaled by the stan-

dard deviation of the error term. In other words, the z score is a

measure of how many standard deviations the signal is from the

background noise.29

A random-effect analysis was done on the Z-maps of all RSN

components within each group by means of a 1-sample t test.

Thresholds were set at P � .005 (false discovery rate corrected).

Next, a 2-sample t test was performed to compare the Z-maps of

the RSNs between the patient and control groups. In this case, the

threshold was set at P � .005 (uncorrected), and a minimum

cluster size of 30 voxels was used. The group comparison was

masked to the voxels within the networks of either the control or

patient groups.15,30

Neuropsychological Assessment and Clinical Parameters
Neuropsychological assessment was conducted in patients and

control subjects to assess executive function (Delis-Kaplan Exec-

utive Function System [DKEFS] color-word interference test

inhibition, DKEFS category switch, DKEFS sorting test, DKEFS

verbal fluency, and Connor CPT II omission test), attention

(Trail-Making tests A and B), and fine motor function (grooved

pegboard dominant and nondominant tests). The raw scores of

the neuropsychological tests were converted to z scores. The mean

cognitive domain z scores for executive function, attention, and

fine motor function were computed. The z scores of the clusters

that were significant after group comparison for the frontal net-
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work were regressed on executive function, DMN and attention

networks were regressed on attention, and the sensorimotor net-

work was regressed on fine motor function in all subjects. A value

of P � .01 was considered statistically significant.

The z scores of the clusters that were significant after group

comparison were regressed against age at seizure onset and dura-

tion of epilepsy. A value of P � .01 was considered statistically

significant.

Functional Network Connectivity
The ICA algorithm assumes that the time courses of brain areas

within the same component are synchronous.31 Despite being

spatially independent, significant temporal correlations can exist

between the components. We studied such temporal relation-

ships by examining the time series of the resting-state compo-

nents of interest by use of the FNC toolbox (available on-line at

http://mialab.mrn.org/software/fnc/index.html). The constrained

maximal lagged correlation was calculated between component

time courses as previously described by Jafri et al.32

To enable detection of subrepetition time, hemodynamic de-

lay differences between subjects, the time courses from all the

resting-state components for all subjects were first interpolated by

use of a low-pass interpolation algorithm implemented in

Matlab (MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts, 2000). The maximal

lagged correlation between pair-wise combinations of all ICs of

interest was then calculated with the maximum possible lag be-

tween time courses set at �3 seconds. More specifically, the cor-

relation between 2 IC time courses, A and B, was calculated by

circularly shifting B around A from �3 to �3 seconds. The max-

imum absolute correlation value was saved for all pairs of IC time

courses for all subjects. Average correlation and lag values were

then calculated for all pairs of ICs for control and patient groups

separately. Statistically significant correlations from all possible

pair-wise combinations were extracted by use of the Student t test

for both groups,32 uncorrected for multiple comparisons because

of the exploratory nature of the analysis.

RESULTS
Subjects
Fifteen patients with FLE, with a mean age of 13.9 years (SD �

2.7), consisting of 8 female and 7 male subjects were recruited.

The diagnosis of FLE was based on video electroencephalography,

magnetoencephalography, and 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose PET

scan. Eight patients had left FLE and 7 had right FLE. All patients

had normal MR imaging at 3T. The mean age of seizure onset was

8.2 years (SD � 3.8), mean duration of epilepsy was 5.5 years

(SD � 3.1), mean seizure frequency was 12.3 per week (SD �

15.7), and mean number of antiepileptic medications was 2.3

(SD � 0.6). Fourteen healthy control subjects were recruited, with

a mean age of 14.7 years (SD � 2.7), consisting of 7 female and 7

male subjects. There was no significant difference between the age

of the patients and control subjects (P � .05).

RSNs in Control Subjects and Patients
There were no group differences between rotational (P � .6213)

and translational (P � .4731) motion. We identified 25 ICs as

resting-state components, which correlated with the T-maps of

RSNs reported by Allen et al28 (correlation ranging from 0.4 –

0.77). The frontal network was captured by 3 components (ICs 28,

40, and 46), including the bilateral middle frontal gyri and bilat-

eral inferior frontal gyri. Components 4, 36, 50, and 75 represent

DMN with activation in the areas of bilateral anterior cingulate

gyri, bilateral middle frontal gyri, bilateral precuneus, and bilat-

eral posterior cingulate gyri. The activation of the attention net-

work was captured in 5 ICs (33, 35, 48, 59, and 65) located at

bilateral insula, bilateral precuneus, bilateral superior parietal

lobule, bilateral middle frontal gyri, right inferior parietal lobule,

and right superior temporal gyrus. Six components (ICs 8, 12, 14,

42, 43, and 60) were classified as sensorimotor network with ac-

tivation patterns in bilateral precentral gyri, bilateral postcentral

gyri, bilateral inferior parietal lobule, bilateral paracentral lobule,

and bilateral midcingulate. The auditory network was represented

by a single component (IC 62) with activation focused in bilateral

superior temporal gyri. Finally, the visual network was captured

by 6 ICs (20, 41, 47, 52, 56, and 63) situated in bilateral inferior

temporal gyri, bilateral calcarine, bilateral lingual, bilateral fusi-

form gyri, and left cuneus. The spatial maps of the 6 RSNs are

shown in Fig 1. The identified RSNs were similar to those de-

scribed by previous studies that used high model order.25,26,28

Group Comparison of Functional Connectivity
within RSN
A summary of regions showing group differences in spatial maps

is presented in Fig 2. The frontal network was the only network

that showed only reduced connectivity. The remaining 5 net-

works demonstrated both reduced and also increased functional

connectivity within the RSNs. Within the frontal network, there

was reduced connectivity in the right superior frontal gyrus in

patients with FLE relative to control subjects. The DMN showed

reduced connectivity in the right anterior cingulate, left medial

superior frontal, and right superior frontal gyri in patients with

FLE and increased connectivity in the left inferior parietal lobule.

Within the attention network, there was decreased connectivity in

the right precuneus, right operculum, and right superior frontal

gyrus and increased connectivity in the left inferior parietal, right

inferior frontal, and right superior temporal gyri in patients with

FLE. The sensorimotor network demonstrated reduced connec-

tivity in the right and left precentral, left insula, right paracentral

lobule, right and left midcingulate, and right supplementary mo-

tor cortex in patients with FLE relative to control subjects and a

single cluster of increased connectivity in the right postcentral

gyrus. The auditory network showed reduced connectivity in the

right superior temporal gyrus and increased connectivity in the

left superior temporal gyrus in patients relative to control sub-

jects. Finally, the visual network had decreased connectivity in the

right parahippocampal and right fusiform gyri and increased con-

nectivity in the right calcarine and right lingual cortex in patients.

Relation Between RSNs and Neuropsychological Function
and Clinical Seizure Parameters
Patients performed worse than control subjects on executive

function (P � .004), attention (P � .011), and fine motor func-

tion (P � .002). There was a weak relation between reduced con-

nectivity in the right superior frontal gyrus of frontal network and
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impaired executive function (t � 2.361, P � .029). There was no

significant association between regions of abnormal connectivity

in DMN or attention networks with attention. Reduced connec-

tivity in the right paracentral lobule of sensorimotor network was

significantly associated with impaired fine motor function (t �

3.236, P � .004).

Within the attention network, increased connectivity of right

superior temporal gyrus was negatively associated with age at sei-

zure onset (� � �0.226, t � �3.21, P � .009). Within the audi-

tory network, reduced connectivity of right superior temporal

gyrus was positively associated with age at

seizure onset (� � 0.209, t � 3.291, P �

.008). There was no relation between sig-

nificant clusters in attention and auditory

networks and duration of epilepsy. There

was no relation between z scores of signif-

icant clusters in the frontal, DMN, senso-

rimotor, and visual networks with age at

seizure onset or duration of epilepsy.

Functional Network Connectivity
Within the control group, there were 79

pair-wise ICs that showed significant tem-

poral coherence, involving the following

pairs of RSNs: frontal-attention, frontal-

DMN, frontal-visual, frontal-sensorimotor,

frontal-auditory, DMN-sensorimotor,

DMN-attention, DMN-visual, attention-

sensorimotor, attention-auditory, attention-

visual, sensorimotor-visual, sensorimotor-

auditory, and visual-auditory (On-line

Table). The only pair of RSNs that did not

demonstrate significant FNC in the control

group was the DMN-auditory networks.

Within the patient group, there were 66

pairs of ICs that showed significant tempo-

ral coherence across of all the 6 combina-

tions of RSNs.

Group comparison of pair-wise ICs

showed reduced FNC between DMN-

attention (IC4-IC65), frontal-sensori-

motor (IC46-IC12), and frontal-visual

(IC46-IC52) and increased FNC between

frontal-attention (IC40-IC65), DMN-so-

matosensory (IC50-IC60), and frontal-

visual (IC40-IC63) (Fig 3) in patients rel-

ative to control subjects. There were no

significant changes in FNC between fron-

tal-DMN, frontal-auditory, DMN-visual,

DMN-auditory, attention-sensorimotor,

attention-visual, attention-auditory, sen-

sorimotor-visual, sensorimotor-auditory,

and visual-auditory.

DISCUSSION
We found reduced functional connectiv-

ity in the frontal network and both re-

duced and increased connectivity in

DMN, attention, sensorimotor, auditory, and visual RSNs in pa-

tients with FLE relative to control subjects. Reduced functional

connectivity was thought to reflect dysfunction of the network,

and increased functional connectivity has been interpreted as a

compensatory mechanism or reorganization of the network.33

Dysfunction of RSNs may be related to spread of seizures or may

be caused by underlying abnormal brain development that pre-

disposed to epilepsy. As shown in FNC analysis, these networks

are functionally connected, and dysfunction in one network may

lead to dysfunction in the other networks. We have also found

FIG 1. Spatial maps of the components identified as resting-state networks. Spatial maps are
plotted as T-maps and overlaid on Montreal Neurological Institute 152 template. Top row (from
left to right) shows the auditory, frontal, and default mode networks. Second, third, and fourth
rows represent the visual, sensorimotor, and attention networks.
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fewer pair-wise ICs across the networks in patients relative to

control subjects, and 6 of these pairs of ICs showed abnormal

FNC.

Our findings of reduced and increased functional connectivity

in the RSNs were similar to prior studies on adults with epilepsy.

In patients with generalized tonic-clonic seizures, both decreased

and increased functional connectivity in the DMN and dorsal

attention networks have been identified.11 In patients with left

mesial TLE, there was a trend for decreased connectivity of the left

anterior and posterior hippocampi link and a trend for increased

connectivity of the right anterior and posterior hippocampi

link.33 In another study of adults with mesial TLE, 8 regions of

reduced connectivity and 1 area of increased connectivity were

found in the attention network.12 More recently, Luo et al34 found

both reduced and increased functional connectivity in 16 patients

with a variety of partial epilepsies.

Executive function,35,36 attention,37,38 and motor coordina-

tion39 have previously been shown to be impaired in children with

FLE. We have found an association between decreased connectiv-

ity in the RSNs and impaired neuropsychological function. There

was a weak association between connectivity in the right superior

frontal gyrus of the frontal network and executive function and a

significant association between connectivity in the right paracen-

tral lobule of sensorimotor network and fine motor function.

Vaessen et al18 also found that higher modularity scores on rest-

ing-state fMRI were associated with decreased cognitive perfor-

mance, as measured by increased computerized visual searching

task reaction time. These findings suggest that impaired func-

tional networks may be part of the neural underpinning for neu-

ropsychological impairment. The lack of significant association

between connectivity in DMN and attention networks with atten-

tion in our study was not clear. Zhang et al12 found a negative

correlation between Trail-Making test (part B) scores and z scores

in dorsal attention networks in adults with mesial TLE. Rocca et

al40 found significant correlations between left medial prefrontal

and anterior cingulate DMN resting-state activity with the Paced

Auditory Serial Attention Test but not

with the Trail-Making test. Failure to de-

tect an association between resting-state

DMN or attention networks and atten-

tion have numerous causes. We obtained

the composite scores for 2 components of

Trail-Making test (part A and B) for the

purpose of data reduction. It is possible

that impaired connectivity within the

DMN or attention networks may have a

greater association with a certain atten-

tion task, or the sample size in our study

may be inadequate to detect the

association.

We found a negative association be-

tween increased functional connectivity

in the right superior temporal gyrus of the

attention network with age at seizure on-

set and a positive association between re-

duced connectivity in right superior tem-

poral gyrus of the auditory network with

age at seizure onset. The data suggest that earlier age at seizure

onset is associated with greater reduction in functional connec-

tivity in some RSNs and greater compensatory increase in func-

tional connectivity in other RSNs. However, it is not clear why

some networks (attention and auditory networks) showed a sig-

nificant association with age at seizure onset, whereas others did

not (frontal, DMN, sensorimotor, and visual networks). It could

be that the association is weaker with some networks, and a larger

sample size is required to demonstrate the smaller association. In

contrast, in the adult epilepsy literature, an association between

functional connectivity has been reported with duration of epi-

lepsy rather than age at seizure onset.11,15 We have not found an

association between functional connectivity and duration of epi-

lepsy. It could be that the maturing brain in children is more

vulnerable to disruption in functional connectivity, and this dis-

ruption occurs relatively early on in the disease. Alternatively,

there is pre-existing disruption in functional connectivity related

to subtle abnormal brain development not detected on structural

MR imaging and hence the lack of association between functional

connectivity and duration of epilepsy.

In our study, we found fewer FNCs in the FLE group than the

control group, with 66 pair-wise ICs in patients relative to 79

pairwise ICs in control subjects. There was less FNC in patients,

particularly those that involve the frontal network (frontal-atten-

tion, frontal-DMN, frontal-sensorimotor, frontal-auditory, and

frontal-visual). Because the seizure focus is in the frontal lobe,

spread of seizure activity may have led to fewer pair-wise IC cor-

relations among those networks that were connected to the fron-

tal network. Luo et al34 also found decreased FNC in patients with

TLE (15 pair-wise RSNs) and mixed partial epilepsy (10 pair-wise

RSNs) relative to control subjects (19 pair-wise RSNs). We found

more pair-wise ICs for the DMN-attention and DMN-auditory

networks in patients relative to control subjects and fewer pair-

wise ICs for the DMN-sensorimotor and DMN-visual networks.

Jafri et al32 found more pair-wise connectivity of the DMN with

FIG 2. Regions showing group differences in spatial maps for the sensorimotor, attention, and
default mode networks, and frontal, auditory, and visual networks.
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other networks in patients with schizophrenia, which was postu-

lated to be due to greater dependency of brain regions in the DMN

on the function of other neural circuits or vice versa during rest-

ing state. The greater number of pair-wise ICs for the DMN-

attention and DMN-auditory networks in our study could be for

the same reason. Vaessen et al18 evaluated the resting-state con-

nectivity by use of graph theoretical metrics of whole-brain net-

works. They found that children with FLE have a decrease in long-

range and an increase in interhemispheric connectivity, as well as

higher modularity scores, suggesting the presence of more func-

tionally isolated brain modules. The authors used a “global” ap-

proach to demonstrate a disruption of whole-brain networks. In

contrast, we have used both a “local” approach of evaluating in-

dividual RSNs and a more “global” approach of assessing FNC.

Despite differences in methodology, we arrived at the same con-

clusion that there is widespread disruption of brain networks in

children with FLE.

Because of the small number of patients, we have not assessed

differences in right and left FLE. Bettus et al33 evaluated adults

with mesial TLE and found that patients with left mesial TLE

showed disruption of the left external capsule–anterior hip-

pocampus link and a trend of decreased connectivity of the left

anterior hippocampus–posterior hippocampus link. On the other

hand, patients with right mesial TLE showed a trend of increased

connectivity of the right anterior hippocampus–posterior hip-

pocampus link.

CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we found abnormal functional connectivity both

within and across the RSNs in children with FLE, further support-

ing the concept that epilepsy is a disorder affecting neural net-

works. Impaired connectivity in the RSNs was associated with

impaired neuropsychological function, which suggests that RSNs

may be part of the neural underpinning of cognition. We have

found not only reduced but also elevated functional connectivity

within RSNs and also FNC across the RSNs, which suggests that

brain plasticity may play in role in the reorganization of the neural

networks.
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Surfer’s Myelopathy: A Radiologic Study of 23 Cases
B.K. Nakamoto, A.M. Siu, K.A. Hashiba, B.T. Sinclair, B.J. Baker, M.S. Gerber, A.M. McMurtray, A.M. Pearce, and J.W. Pearce

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Surfing is an uncommon cause of an acute nontraumatic myelopathy. This study describes the MR
imaging characteristics and clinical correlates in 23 subjects with surfer’s myelopathy.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: This was a retrospective review of 23 cases of surfer’s myelopathy from 2003–2012. Spinal cord MR imaging
characteristics and neurologic examinations with the use of the American Spinal Injury Association scale were reviewed. Logistic regression was
used to determine associations between MR imaging characteristics, American Spinal Injury Association scale, and clinical improvement.

RESULTS: All subjects (19 male, 4 female; mean age, 26.3 � 7.4 years) demonstrated “pencil-like,” central T2-hyperintense signal abnormalities in
the spinal cord extending from the midthoracic region to the conus with associated cord expansion and varying degrees of conus enlargement
on spinal cord MR imaging within 24 hours of symptom onset. T1 signal was normal. Faint gadolinium enhancement was present in a minority.
Although there was a strong correlation between initial American Spinal Injury Association score and clinical improvement (P� .0032), MR imaging
characteristics were not associated with American Spinal Injury Association score or clinical improvement.

CONCLUSIONS: Surfer’s myelopathy should be considered in the radiographic differential diagnosis of a longitudinally extensive T2-hyperin-
tense spinal cord lesion. MR imaging characteristics do not appear to be associated with severity on examination or clinical improvement.

ABBREVIATIONS: AP � anterior-posterior; ASIA � American Spinal Injury Association

First described in 2004 by Thompson et al,1 surfer’s myelopathy

is a rare, nontraumatic spinal cord injury that usually occurs in

novice surfers. A limited number of cases have been reported in

the literature.1-10 Most of the literature on surfer’s myelopathy

consists of single case reports.2-9 Surfer’s myelopathy affects nov-

ice surfers who have been lying prone on a surfboard with the

lumbar spine hyperextended for prolonged periods of time. These

individuals characteristically have a prodrome of back discomfort

followed by an acute myelopathy with variable motor-sensory

involvement and urinary incontinence.10 Given the rarity and

novelty of diagnosis, surfer’s myelopathy may be underdiagnosed

and under-reported. There are no treatments available that are

known to improve clinical outcomes. Recovery ranges from com-

plete return of function to persistent paraplegia.

The etiology of surfer’s myelopathy is unknown. Arterial in-

sufficiency from hyperextension of the lumbar spine, venous hy-

pertension associated with obstruction of the inferior vena cava

by the liver while lying in a prone position, fibrocartilagenous

embolism caused by retrograde embolism of the nucleus pulposus

into the radicular spinal cord arteries, or avulsion of perforating

arteries have all been proposed.10

Surfer’s myelopathy is usually associated with a T2-hyperintense

spinal cord lesion in the thoracic region, but the imaging findings of

this disorder and their clinical correlates have not been carefully char-

acterized.1,10 This case series aims to describe the MR imaging char-

acteristics in 23 individuals diagnosed with surfer’s myelopathy and

to determine if MR imaging characteristics are associated with sever-

ity on neurologic examination and clinical outcome.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Identification of Patients
Subjects were identified by use of the investigators’ data base of

surfer’s myelopathy cases treated or consulted on from 2003–

2012 from 3 community hospitals in the state of Hawaii. Data

collected from retrospective chart review included demographics,
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presenting symptoms, medical/trauma history, American Spinal

Injury Association (ASIA) score at admission and follow-up,

presence or absence of urinary retention by postvoid residual, and

treatment received.

ASIA Score
The ASIA scoring system is a widely used measurement of func-

tional impairment from spinal cord injury.11 The ASIA score is an

ordinal scale labeled A–E and categorizes different severities of

spinal cord dysfunction. “A” indicates complete spinal cord tran-

section; no motor or sensory function is preserved in the sacral

segments S4 –S5. “B” describes preserved sensory but no motor

function below the level of injury including the sacral segments

S4 –S5, “C” indicates preservation of motor function with more than

half of the muscles being �3 on the Medical Research Council scale

for testing muscle strength, and “D” is incomplete injury with at least

half of the key muscles below the neurologic level being a muscle

grade of �3. “E” is normal motor and sensory function. ASIA scores

were recorded at admission and follow-up after evaluation by the

admitting neurologist or neurosurgeon.

Radiologic Assessment
MR imaging was performed at the treating hospital by use of

conventional thoracic and lumbar imaging protocols that in-

cluded sagittal T1-weighted (TR: 400/TE: 8/NEX: 1/section thick-

ness, 3 mm at 4-mm intervals), T2-weighted (TR: 3400/TE: 84/

NEX:1.5/section thickness, 3 mm at 4-mm intervals), axial T1-

weighted (TR: 617/TE: 11/NEX: 1/section thickness, 4 mm at

5-mm intervals), and T2-weighted fast spin-echo (TR: 4283/TE:

99/NEX: 2/section thickness, 4 mm at 5-mm intervals) sequences

on a 1.5T GE Signa (Milwaukee, Wisconsin) or Phillips Achieva

(Andover, Massacjusetts) scanner. Sagit-

tal STIR sequence (TR: 3100/TE: 39/NEX:

1/section thickness, 3 mm at 4-mm inter-

vals) was also used in 5 subjects. Intrave-

nous gadopentetate dimeglumine (0.2

mL/kg) contrast was administered at the

discretion of the radiologist at the time of

initial evaluation. MR imaging character-

istics were reviewed by 2 radiologists with

a Certificate of Added Qualification in

neuroradiology. Spinal cord MR imaging

characteristics reviewed included T1-sig-

nal intensity, extent of continuous T2-sig-

nal abnormality on sagittal imaging, loca-

tion of T2-signal abnormality on axial

sections, number of involved vertebral

body levels, continuous T2-signal abnor-

mality length, degree of T2-signal abnor-

mality, presence/absence of cord expan-

sion, anterior-posterior (AP) conus

diameter, and the presence of gadolinium

enhancement when performed. Subtle

T2-signal abnormalities in the spinal cord

were defined as mild (Fig 1). Obvious T2-

signal abnormalities were defined as

moderate (Fig 2), and T2-signal abnor-

malities in the spinal cord that were the

same as CSF intensity were defined as severe (Fig 3). T2 signal of

the vertebral bodies was also assessed.

Statistical Methods
Statistical analysis was performed with the use of STATA/IC11.1

for Windows (StataCorp, College Station, Texas). Standard de-

scriptive statistics were used to summarize clinical and MR imag-

ing characteristics. Logistic regression was used to analyze the

relationship between ASIA scores as the dependent variable and

MR imaging characteristics (ie, number of vertebral body levels of

involvement, continuous T2-signal abnormality length, degree of

T2-signal abnormality, presence/absence of cord expansion, and

AP diameter of conus) as the independent variables. ASIA score

on admission and on follow-up were analyzed separately against

MR imaging characteristics. Grouped ASIA scores (A and B, C–E)

on admission and follow-up were created and analyzed against

MR imaging characteristics. The degree of T2-signal abnormali-

ties was recorded as an ordinal categoric variable (ie, mild, mod-

erate, or severe). Fisher exact test was used for categoric variables

when appropriate. Variables that were not normally distributed

were analyzed by means of the nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis and

Mann-Whitney tests. Logistic regression was used to analyze the

relationship between clinical improvement as the dependent vari-

able and MR imaging characteristics and treatment received as the

independent variables. Clinical improvement was defined as an

improvement of �1 ASIA grade from admission to follow-up.

Spearman correlation was used with ordinal and nonparametric

variables.

A determination of exemption from Institutional Review

Board requirements and a waiver of Health Insurance Portability

FIG 1. A and B, Axial and sagittal T2-weighted images demonstrate mild increased signal in the
central aspect of the cord extending to the conus medullaris with cord enlargement. C, Axial
T1-weighted image demonstrates normal signal intensity. D, Axial T1-weighted postgadolinium
image with fat saturation demonstrates faint central cord enhancement.
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and Accountability Act authorization

were obtained for this retrospective chart

review.

RESULTS
Clinical Characteristics
A total of 24 cases were identified. Twen-

ty-three cases (19 male, 4 female; mean

age, 26.3 � 7.4 years) had both clinical

data and MR imaging data available for

review. Race/ethnicity was equally dis-

tributed between Asian (11) and white

(11), with 1 case reporting mixed race. All

subjects were healthy individuals without

a preceding systemic illness. Twenty-two

subjects (22/23) presented with the acute

low back pain associated with varying de-

grees of paraparesis while surfing. Fifteen

subjects (15/23) presented with an ASIA

score of C or better. On admission, 5 sub-

jects had an ASIA score of A, 3 subjects

had an ASIA score of B, 5 subjects had an

ASIA score of C, 9 subjects had an ASIA

score of D, and 1 subject presented with

an ASIA score of E. Sixteen subjects had a

sensory level ranging from T8 –L3,

whereas 6 subjects had a normal sensory

examination. Sensory examination was

not performed for 1 subject. Twenty-two

subjects (22/23) had urinary retention on

postvoid residual on admission. No sub-

ject reported a history of trauma. Seven sub-

jects were treated with a full course of intra-

venous methylprednisolone on the basis of

the Third National Acute Spinal Cord In-

jury Study protocol for acute spinal cord in-

jury (ie, an intravenous bolus dose of meth-

ylprednisolone 30 mg/kg over 15 minutes,

followed by a 45-minute pause, and then a

23-hour continuous intravenous infusion

of 5.4 mg/kg per hour).12

Most patients included in this review

were visitors to Hawaii and transferred to

hospitals in their home location for addi-

tional follow-up and treatment. Fol-

low-up data, therefore, were limited to

outcome at discharge for many of the

cases. Duration of follow-up ranged from

1 day to 8 years (median, 6 days; inter-

quartile range, 3–14 days).

MR Imaging Characteristics
All MR imaging studies were performed

within 24 hours of symptom onset. Fur-

ther details regarding time between

symptom onset and time when the MR

imaging was performed were unavail-

able. Follow-up MRI was not per-

FIG 2. A and B, Axial and sagittal T2-weighted images demonstrate moderate increased
signal in the central aspect of the cord extending to the conus medullaris with cord en-
largement. C and D, Axial and sagittal T1-weighted images demonstrate normal signal
intensity.

FIG 3. A and B, Axial and sagittal T2-weighted images demonstrate severe increased signal
in the central aspect of the cord extending to the conus medullaris with cord enlargement.
C and D, Axial and sagittal T1-weighted images demonstrate normal signal intensity.
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formed. Refer to the On-line Table for individual patient MR

imaging characteristics. All subjects had “pencil-like” longitu-

dinally extensive hyperintense T2-weighted signal abnormali-

ties extending from the midthoracic region to the conus with

associated cord expansion and varying degrees of conus en-

largement (mean, 8.4 � 0.8 mm; range, 7–10) on sagittal se-

quences, and these were located in the central cord on axial

sequences. The cranial extent of continuous T2-signal abnor-

mality ranged from T5–T10. The T2-signal abnormality ex-

tended down to the conus in all subjects. The number of ver-

tebral body levels of involvement ranged from 3–7.5 levels

(mean, 5.1 � 1.4). The mean length of T2-signal abnormality

was 13.8 � 3.1 cm (range, 9 –21). Degree of T2-signal hyper-

intensity ranged from mild (6/23, Fig 1), to moderate (7/23, Fig

2), to severe (10/23, Fig 3). The spinal cord was normal on

T1-weighted sequences. No intramedullary hemorrhage was

present. Gadolinium enhancement ranged from no gadolin-

ium enhancement (7/11) to trace gadolinium enhancement

(4/11). No other radiologic abnormalities were present. No

subject had central canal stenosis, disk prolapse or herniation

at the levels of T2-signal abnormalities, syrinx, fractures, dis-

locations, ligamentous injuries, hematomas, or perimedullary

or intramedullary vascular dilations. T2-signal of the vertebral

bodies was normal in all subjects. DWI sequences were not

performed. No subject had evidence of inferior vena cava

compromise.

Association Between MR Imaging Characteristics and
ASIA Score on Admission and Follow-Up
The relationship between MR imaging characteristics (degree

of T2-signal abnormality, P � .86; number of vertebral body

levels of involvement, P � .51; length of continuous T2-signal

abnormality, P � .25; AP diameter of conus, P � .45) and ASIA

score on admission showed no associations when tested with

the Fisher exact test. Similarly, there were no associations be-

tween MR imaging characteristics (degree of T2-signal abnor-

mality, P � .42; number of vertebral body levels of involve-

ment, P � .28; length of continuous T2-signal abnormality,

P � .57; AP diameter of conus, P � .99) and ASIA follow-up

score. There were no statistically significant associations be-

tween grouped ASIA scores on admission or follow-up and MR

imaging characteristics.

Association Between MR Imaging Characteristics and
Clinical Improvement
The median follow-up time was 6 days (interquartile range, 3–14

days). Approximately 65% of the cases showed no improvement

in ASIA score from admission (13/20). Clinical improvement was

not significantly associated with any MR imaging characteristics

(degree of T2-signal abnormality, P � .20; number of vertebral

body levels of involvement, P � .96; length of continuous T2-

signal abnormality, P � .51; AP diameter of conus, P � .79) when

tested with logistic regression. Follow-up time was not correlated

with follow-up ASIA score (P � .67, Kruskal-Wallis) or grouped

follow-up ASIA score (P � .23, Mann-Whitney).

Association Between ASIA Score on Admission and
Follow-Up
There was a strong correlation between ASIA score on admission

and clinical improvement (P � .0079, Spearman). All of the pa-

tients who presented with an ASIA score of A or B on admission

showed no improvement at follow-up (7/20). Grouped ASIA

scores on admission showed a strong association with clinical

improvement (P � 0.22, Fisher exact). Follow-up time (P � .684,

logistic regression) and treatment with intravenous methylpred-

nisolone (P � .613, Fisher exact) were not significantly associated

with improvement.

DISCUSSION
Study Significance
This is the largest case series to date detailing the radiologic char-

acteristics of surfer’s myelopathy. Little attention has been given

to MR imaging characteristics and their clinical correlates in pre-

vious case series of this rare disorder.10

Radiologic Characteristics of Surfer’s Myelopathy

In our study, spinal cord MR imaging demonstrates a longitudi-

nally extensive region of hyperintense T2-signal abnormality ex-

tending from the midthoracic region to the conus with associated

cord expansion and variable degrees of fusiform enlargement of

the conus on sagittal sequences. The hyperintense signal on T2-

weighted sequences usually extends cranially to the midthoracic

region, but the region of involvement can be as short as from the

conus to T10 or as far cranially as T5. The T2 abnormality involves

the central cord on axial sequences. Spinal cord signal is normal

on T1-weighted sequences with either absent or trace regions of

gadolinium enhancement. Our findings are consistent with pre-

vious descriptions of surfer’s myelopathy with the exception that

others have also reported sparing of the conus in addition to en-

hancement of the ventral roots of the cauda equina.1,4,10 Although

T1-weighted noncontrast sequences are usually normal, patchy

increased T1-weighted signal changes on initial presentation and

repeat imaging 1 month later, presumably from petechial hemor-

rhage, have rarely been described.2,6 The T1-weighted signal of

the spinal cord was normal in all subjects in our study, and no

subject had evidence of intramedullary hemorrhage. The trace

gadolinium enhancement seen in the spinal cords of 4 subjects in

our study and the rare case reports of petechial hemorrhage in

other studies2,6 are consistent with the slight inflammatory and

hemorrhagic changes demonstrated on CSF analysis in individu-

als with surfer’s myelopathy in whom a lumbar puncture was

performed.10

The evolution of the MR imaging findings associated with

surfer’s myelopathy has not been well described because of the

absence of consistent serial imaging and long-term follow-up in

reported cases. Five published papers detailed the time between

symptom onset and imaging, and conventional spinal cord MR

imaging was abnormal within 2–12 hours.1,2,4,5,8 One case re-

ported by Kelly and Wright3 was initially normal but was subse-

quently abnormal on repeat imaging within 24 hours of the initial

MR imaging.3 DWI with ADC mapping has inconsistently dem-

onstrated restricted diffusion in cases of surfer’s myelopathy.10
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In the acute setting, the abnormal T2-hyperintensity severity

can increase and extend rostrally up to 4 vertebral body seg-

ments.1,2 The abnormal T2-signal has been shown to resolve

spontaneously in some studies and improve when subjects are

treated with steroids in other studies.1,4,7 Descriptions of

chronic MR imaging changes in surfer’s myelopathy have not

been reported.

Radiologic Differential Diagnosis

A characteristic history aids in narrowing the radiographic differ-

ential diagnosis to surfer’s myelopathy. These individuals are

young, inexperienced surfers who lay prone on a surfboard for a

prolonged period and present with nontraumatic acute onset of

back pain followed by symptoms of a myelopathy. Other radio-

graphic considerations for a longitudinally extensive hyperin-

tense spinal cord lesion on T2-weighted images associated with an

acute intramedullary myelopathy have been reviewed elsewhere

and include an idiopathic transverse myelitis, MS, longitudinally

extensive transverse myelitis, venous hypertension associated

with spinal dural arteriovenous fistula, and arterial infarct.13-16

Idiopathic transverse myelitis, MS, and longitudinally extensive

transverse myelitis are all acute inflammatory spinal cord syn-

dromes that can be grouped under the umbrella term “transverse

myelitis.” Whereas there is a great deal of overlap in imaging ap-

pearances of these conditions, there are distinct imaging appear-

ances that are helpful for differentiation. Idiopathic transverse

myelitis, which is usually preceded by a viral illness or vaccination,

has low signal intensity on T1-weighted images and high signal

intensity on T2-weighted images. The spinal cord caliber can be

normal or mildly enlarged, affecting the cervical and/or thoracic

cord, and may have patchy or peripheral gadolinium enhance-

ment. MS plaques but are peripherally located, typically involve

the dorsolateral regions of the cord, and can also have brain in-

volvement. Most MS spinal lesions are smaller than 2 vertebral

body segments. In contrast, idiopathic transverse myelitis typi-

cally extends 3 to 4 vertebral segments in length, and longitudi-

nally extensive transverse myelitis is a contiguous spinal cord le-

sion extending over �3 vertebral segments.13 Neuromyelitis

optica, or Devic syndrome, is one cause of longitudinally exten-

sive myelitis that can also have an associated optic neuritis.

Whereas all these conditions can be considered in the radio-

graphic differential diagnosis, the characteristic contiguous, lon-

gitudinally extensive midthoracic to conus, central cord involve-

ment, and historical correlate differentiate these entities from

surfer’s myelopathy.

The radiographic findings of surfer’s myelopathy can be diffi-

cult to differentiate from venous hypertension and an arterial spi-

nal cord infarct. Venous hypertension associated with a spinal

dural arteriovenous fistula can be distinguished by the presence of

dilated, tortuous perimedullary vessels seen as flow voids dorsally

in the thecal sac and by the history of a chronic progressive my-

elopathy in contrast to the acute onset of symptoms after surfing

in those with surfer’s myelopathy. In our study, the radiologic

characteristics on spinal cord MR imaging may be indistinguish-

able from an arterial thoracic spinal cord infarct.

Pathogenesis
Although no definite histopathologic confirmation has been pub-

lished in this population, surfer’s myelopathy probably is the re-

sult of a vascular phenomenon involving dynamic compression,

vasospasm, or thrombotic infarction of the artery of Adamkie-

wicz, which occurs as the result of hyperextension of the spinal

cord while individuals are lying prone on a surfboard.10 The MR

imaging characteristics in our study support the hypothesis that

surfer’s myelopathy is the result of spinal cord infarction in the

vascular distribution of the artery of Adamkiewicz. Unlike the

cerebral vessels, the spinal arteries run along a mobile structure,

making them prone to mechanical damage as may occur with

prolonged hyperextension of the back during surfing. The tho-

racic spinal cord is at a greatest risk of ischemia as a result of poor

collateral vascular supply in this region and is consistent with the

variable levels of thoracic spinal cord involvement demonstrated

in our study.17 The variable levels of thoracic spinal cord involve-

ment may be explained by the variable origins of the artery of

Adamkiewicz, arising from T5–T8 in 15%, T9 –T12 in 75%, and

L1–L2 in 10% of the population.17 The central cord involvement

seen on MR imaging in all of our subjects may be explained by

the small central vascular supply of the thoracic spinal cord,

and, because the anterior and posterior spinal arteries run

along the surface of the cord, the central cord is also a water-

shed region. A few studies have demonstrated increased diffu-

sion restriction on DWI correlating with decreased signal on

ADC mapping in surfer’s myelopathy, supporting the hypoth-

esis that the T2-signal abnormalities represent cytotoxic

edema in the setting of an acute spinal cord infarction.8,10

Conventional spinal angiograms were normal when performed

in previously described cases.1,5,10

Clinical Correlates
In our study, MR imaging characteristics were not associated with

severity of the myelopathy as measured by the ASIA score and did

not predict clinical improvement on follow-up. In a case series

of 19 subjects, Chang et al10 also reported that restricted diffu-

sion on DWI with ADC mapping did not correlate with out-

come. This analysis, however, was performed on subset of 10

patients in the case series who had DWI with ADC mapping, of

whom 6 showed restriction. Our finding that ASIA score on

admission predicts clinical improvement is consistent with

those reported by Chang et al.10 Treatment with high-dose

intravenous methylprednisolone in 7 subjects in our study was

not associated with clinical improvement, but this probably

was a result of our small sample size.

Limitations
Although our case series is the largest to date, our sample size may

have been underpowered to detect a relationship between MR

imaging characteristics, disease severity, and clinical improve-

ment. Second, all subjects were not imaged with the same MR

imaging protocol at standard times, which may have increased

the variability of the abnormal T2-signal intensity, extent of

involvement, and AP diameter of the conus on obtained im-

ages. DWI with ADC mapping was not obtained in our study,

and the role of this sequence in the clinical evaluation of spinal
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cord ischemia and surfer’s myelopathy remains unclear. Third,

lack of consistent long-term follow-up limits characterization

of chronic radiographic characteristics of surfer’s myelopathy.

Finally, confirmatory histopathology to determine that surf-

er’s myelopathy is a result of an arterial infarction was not

feasible.

CONCLUSIONS
In summary, surfer’s myelopathy is a rare form of an acute my-

elopathy, which should be considered in the radiographic differ-

ential diagnosis of a longitudinally extensive T2-hyperintense spi-

nal cord lesion in the context of a surfing history. Greater

awareness of the characteristic history associated with this disor-

der is important to making the correct radiographic diagnosis.

Severity of the radiographic characteristics of surfer’s myelopathy

is not associated with severity on initial examination or clinical

improvement.
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Evaluation of the Intervertebral Disk Angle for the Assessment
of Anterior Cervical Diskoligamentous Injury

L.M. Alhilali and S. Fakhran

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: The anterior diskoligamentous complex is important for cervical spinal stability. Subjective widening of the
disk space after trauma has been used to gauge disruption of the anterior diskoligamentous complex on CT scanning, but no quantitative CT
measurements exist to evaluate injury. The purpose of our study was to evaluate if an increased intervertebral disk angle could serve as a more
sensitive, reproducible indicator of disruption of the anterior diskoligamentous complex compared with subjective assessment.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: The intervertebral disk angle was retrospectively measured on CT scanning for 122 disk levels with disrup-
tion of the anterior diskoligamentous complex by MR imaging and 1095 disk levels with an intact anterior diskoligamentous complex by MR
imaging. The intervertebral disk angle was measured between the anterior superior endplate and anterior inferior endplate, with angle apex
at the midposterior disk. Area under the receiver operating characteristic curves for subjective disk widening and specific angle values were
obtained. Intervertebral disk angle reproducibility was also evaluated.

RESULTS: Intervertebral disk angle measurements were “substantially reproducible.” No disk with an intact anterior diskoligamentous
complex had an intervertebral disk angle greater than 18° or 2 standard deviations from the average intervertebral disk angle of the
remaining disks. The area under the receiver operating characteristic curve for a criterion of subjective disk widening was 0.58. The area
under the receiver operating characteristic curve for objective criteria, an intervertebral disk angle greater than 13 or above 1 standard
deviation from normal values, was 0.85. The maximal area under the receiver operating characteristic curve was achieved if an interver-
tebral disk angle greater than 2 SD from the average angle of the other disks was used (0.86).

CONCLUSIONS: Subjective disk widening does not accurately detect disruption of the anterior diskoligamentous complex on CT scanning; an
elevated intervertebral disk angle provides a more sensitive and objective measurement to help direct further imaging in trauma patients.

ABBREVIATIONS: ADL � anterior diskoligamentous complex; IDA � intervertebral disk angle; ALL � anterior longitudinal ligament; AUC � area under the receiver
operating characteristic curve; ROC � receiver operating characteristic

Acute cervical diskoligamentous injury is difficult to detect

with standard trauma screening protocols, with the inci-

dence of occult cervical diskoligamentous injury, in patients with

persistent midline tenderness and a negative result on cervical

spine CT scan, estimated to be as high as 44%.1 Timely diagnosis

of these injuries is imperative, as the risk for neurologic sequelae is

10 times higher in patients with cervical injury missed on initial

screening.2 The anterior diskoligamentous complex (ADL), com-

posed of the anterior longitudinal ligament (ALL) and the inter-

vertebral disk, is a key component of anterior cervical spine sta-

bility. Catastrophic injury to the ADL may result in cervical

instability and acute disability, whereas subcatastrophic injury

may lead to chronic pathologic conditions including disk degen-

eration, facet osteoarthritis, and chronic instability.3 Instability

with ADL disruption may result in pain by compressing neural

structures or muscle fatigue from increased reliance on the spinal

musculature for stability.4 ADL injuries heal poorly, and a missed

ADL injury is thought to contribute to chronic neck pain.5 Even in

patients with other known cervical spine injuries, an unrecog-

nized disk injury can be devastating, as potentially a higher num-

ber of columns may be injured. Identifying disruption of ligamen-

tous integrity even in the setting of known fractures is critical, as

knowledge of the extent of cervical column compromise is impor-

tant in alerting clinicians to the potential for delayed instability.6

Although MR imaging is the standard method to analyze spi-

nal soft tissue injuries, CT scan remains the first-line screening

technique in cervical spine trauma, which relies heavily on verte-
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bral body alignment to evaluate for ligamentous injury. Assess-

ment of alignment is based on subjective evaluation of CT images

because of a lack of clinically validated and reproducible criteria

for alignment on CT scan. An overly sensitive assessment may

lead to unnecessary MR imaging and its associated risk for trans-

port in severely injured patients. Conversely, diminished sensitiv-

ity may result in missed injuries and the associated costs of both

acute and delayed morbidity. Uniform measurements to detect

ADL injury easily obtained on existing digitally based PACS sys-

tems could improve patient care by decreasing missed injuries

and allowing for more judicious use of MR imaging.

The purpose of this study was to evaluate if an increased inter-

vertebral disk angle (IDA) could serve as a more sensitive, repro-

ducible indicator of ADL disruption compared with subjective

assessment of disk space widening.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patient Selection and Image Acquisition
Our institutional review board approved this study with waiver of

informed consent. All CT and MR examinations included were

performed during the clinical care of patients, and results were

retrospectively reviewed.

We searched our enterprise-wide electronic medical record,

encompassing 20 academic and community hospitals, to identify

patients with ADL disruption on MR imaging examinations. We

searched for radiology reports of MR imaging examinations per-

formed from July 1, 2007, to May 1, 2012, on a PACS-capable

search system, by using the following individual keywords: ante-

rior longitudinal ligament, discoligamentous, ligament injury, liga-

ment tear, and ligament disruption. MR images were reviewed in

consensus by 2 fellowship-trained neuroradiologists (L.M.A.,

S.F.), without taking into account the initial diagnostic interpre-

tation, to confirm the findings of ADL disruption.

Multiple prior studies have demonstrated the usefulness and

accuracy of MR imaging of ligamentous injury in the cervical

spine.7-12 For our study, the ADL was considered torn if a focal

area of ALL/disk discontinuity could be identified on sagittal T2

or inversion recovery sequences. To further improve our specific-

ity, we excluded patients if a focal point of ligament/disk discon-

tinuity could not be definitively identified or if there was not

agreement between the 2 neuroradiologists regarding the pres-

ence of ADL disruption. Prevertebral soft tissue swelling, ALL

edema, or disk edema were not considered sufficient indicators of

ADL disruption. Patients were also excluded if they did not have a

comparison cervical spine CT examination performed within 7

days before the MR examination.

We identified control participants by searching the electronic

medical record for cervical spine MR reports by using the key-

words cervicalgia, stenosis, pain, and disk disease. Control partici-

pants were excluded if they had evidence of ADL disruption or

edema on MR imaging, a history of trauma within the last 6

months, or no cervical spine CT examination performed within 1

month of the MR examination. Demographic data collected in-

cluded age and sex. Clinical and imaging data collected included

clinical history, initial CT findings/interpretation, reasons for MR

imaging examination, level of ADL disruption, levels of disk de-

generation, and final clinical management.

CT examinations were performed on 16- or 64-MDCT scan-

ners (LightSpeed VCT; GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, Wisconsin).

CT acquisitions were obtained from the infraorbital rim to the

level of T1–T2 by use of the axial technique, 0.5 pitch, 1.2-mm

collimation, 350 maximal mA, 120 kVp, and 18-cm FOV, in bone

and standard algorithms, with 2.5-mm sagittal and coronal re-

constructions. Patients were immobilized in a cervical collar dur-

ing CT image acquisition.

MR imaging examinations were performed on 1.5T Optima

450W and 3T Discovery 750 systems (GE Healthcare) with neu-

tral positioning by use of a standard spine coil. Sagittal sequences

were obtained with 24-cm FOV and 256 � 192 matrix as follows:

sagittal spin-echo T1-weighted (TR, 500 ms; TE, minimal; section

thickness, 3 mm; NEX, 3), sagittal inversion recovery (TR, 9000 –

10000 ms; TE, 68 ms; section thickness, 3 mm; TI, 2200 ms), and

sagittal gradient-echo (TR, 800 ms; TE, 25 ms; flip angle 20°; sec-

tion thickness, 3 mm; NEX, 2). Additional axial 3D gradient-echo

images (TR, 35 ms; TE, 13 ms; flip angle, 5°; section thickness, 2

mm; NEX, 1) were obtained with a 22-cm FOV and 256 � 192

matrix. Sagittal diffusion images (single-shot echo-planar; TR,

10,000 ms; TE, minimal; section thickness, 5 mm; matrix, 128 �

128) were also performed.

IDA Measurements
For measurement of the IDA, 3 points are first identified: 1) the

first point at the midpoint of the disk space at its most posterior

margin, 2) a second point at the anterior aspect of the endplate of

the upper vertebral body, and 3) a third point at the anterior

aspect of the endplate of the lower vertebral body. A line is drawn

between the first and second points and the first and third points.

The IDA is defined as the angle formed between these 2 lines.

IDA was measured on midline sagittal CT images by use of the

angle measurement tool on our PACS. If there were anterior os-

teophytes, the angle excluded the osteophytes (Fig 1A,-B). Verte-

bral body distraction, or relative parallel configuration of verte-

bral body endplates, did not affect angle measurement, as the

angle apex is placed at the middle of the distracted disk at the

posterior vertebral body (Fig 1C,-D). IDA was measured for all

disk spaces from C2–3 to C7–T1 in both patients with ADL dis-

ruption and in control participants.

Reproducibility of the IDA was assessed by having 2 neurora-

diologists independently measure the IDA for all disk spaces from

C2–3 to C7–T1 in 17 randomly selected patients from both con-

trol and trauma groups (102 total disk spaces), with 10 of the

tested disk spaces demonstrating ADL disruption on MR imaging.

Radiologists were blinded to both each other’s measurements and

MR imaging findings. IDAs were then measured in all patients

and control participants, in random order, at all levels from C2–3

to C7–T1 by 1 of the 2 neuroradiologists blinded to the clinical

history and MR imaging findings.

Evaluation of subjective disk widening was performed with

use of the prospective interpretation of the CT study by the initial

interpreting radiologist. At our institution, cervical spine CT ex-

aminations are interpreted by fellowship-trained neuroradiolo-

gists and musculoskeletal radiologists. A true-positive finding for

subjective disk widening was considered an initial interpretation
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of the CT scan, suggesting disk space widening at a level of injury

seen on MR imaging.

Data Analysis
Confidence intervals for proportions used a continuity correc-

tion.13 IDA reproducibility was assessed by the Lin concordance

correlation coefficient,14 interpreted according to McBride,15

that is, poor agreement (� 0.90), moderate agreement (0.90 to �

0.95), substantial agreement (0.95– 0.99), and almost perfect

agreement (� 0.99). Sensitivity and specificity for subjective disk

widening and IDA measurements were obtained, with confidence

intervals obtained without a continuity correction.13 Sensitivity

and specificity for the various tests were compared with subjective

assessment by use of the extended McNemar test with 2-tailed P

values.16 Positive predictive value and negative predicative value

of subjective assessment of disk widening, IDA measurements,

and IDA variation were calculated. Receiver operating character-

istic (ROC) curves were created for IDA measurements. Areas

under the ROC curve (AUC) for subjective disk widening and

specific angle values and angle variation were obtained17 and were

interpreted according to Hosmer and Lemeshow,18 that is, no

discrimination (AUC � 0.5), acceptable discrimination (0.7 �

AUC � 0.8), excellent discrimination (0.8 � AUC � 0.9), and

outstanding discrimination (AUC � 0.9). Standard errors of the

AUC values were calculated for each test.19 P values comparing

the diagnostic performance of subjective disk widening and spe-

cific angle values were obtained by paired analysis.20 P values of �

.05 were considered statistically significant.

RESULTS
Patient Selection and Image Acquisition
A total of 139 cervical spine MR imaging studies with ADL dis-

ruption were evaluated based on our search of the electronic med-

ical record. A total of 172 MR imaging studies of control patients

were reviewed. Demographic data are summarized in Table 1.

Among trauma patients, the most common history was either

fall (41.7%; 95% CI, 32.2%–51.9%) or motor vehicle collision

(33.0%; 95% CI, 24.3%– 43.1%). Most of patients received an MR

imaging examination for fractures on CT (62.1%; 95% CI,

52.0%–71.4%), whereas additional studies were obtained for per-

sistent cervical pain (11.7%; 95% CI, 6.4%–19.8%) or continued

neurologic deficit (12.6%; 95% CI, 7.2%–21.0%) in the absence of

positive CT findings. MR imaging examinations in the remaining

patients were obtained because of concern for ligamentous injury

on the part of the radiologist interpreting the preceding CT study

without evidence of bony fracture (11.7%; 95% CI, 6.4%–19.8%).

Most patients required surgical stabilization for their injuries

(53.4%, 95% CI, 43.3%– 63.2%), whereas the remaining patients

were either discharged from the hospital wearing a cervical collar

(38.8%; 95% CI, 29.5%– 49.0%) or died from either spinal or

other injuries before treatment (5.8%; 95% CI, 2.4%–12.8%).

Measurements of IDA
The Lin correlation coefficient (�c) for IDA measurements on test

disk spaces, used to assess IDA reproducibility, was 0.9576 (95%

CI, 0.9417– 0.9692), indicating substantial agreement among ob-

servers. Concordance results are shown in Fig 2.

Among trauma patients, 122 levels of ADL disruption were

identified. IDAs for the 122 disk levels with ADL disruption as

well as the remaining 487 uninjured disk levels were measured.

Nine disk levels were excluded because of solid bony fusion.

Among control patients, the IDAs for 608 uninjured disk spaces

were evaluated, with 16 levels excluded for solid bony fusion. This

provided 122 IDA measurements at levels with ADL disruption

and 1095 IDA measurements at uninjured levels (487 IDA mea-

surements at uninjured levels in trauma patients and 608 IDA

FIG 1. A, Sagittal CT reconstruction of the cervical spine in a 65-year-
old man with blunt trauma demonstrating (B) measurement of the
IDA in a level with ADL disruption, measured between the anterior
superior endplate (black arrow) and anterior inferior endplate (ar-
rowhead), with the apex of the angle at the midpoint of the posterior
disk (white arrow) at the posterior vertebral body margin (broken
black line). C, Sagittal CT reconstruction of the cervical spine in an
82-year-old man with a history of fall demonstrating measurement of
an IDA in the presence of anterior osteophytes and vertebral body
distraction, resulting in parallel endplates, at a level with ADL disrup-
tion. D, The IDA measurement excludes the osteophytes and is still
measured at the midpoint of the distracted posterior disk.

Table 1. Patient demographics
Trauma
Patients

Control
Patients Total

No. of patients 103 104 207
No. of male patients (%) 77 (76) 73 (70) 150 (72)
Mean age, y (range) 56 (17–93) 52 (17–93) 54 (17–93)
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measurements at uninjured levels in nontrauma patients) for

analysis. Average uninjured IDA values for each disk level were

calculated (Table 2). The distribution of angles for uninjured and

injured disks is shown in Fig 3.

Subjective disk widening had a low sensitivity (16.4%; 95% CI,

10.5%–24.3%) but a high specificity (99.4%; 95% CI, 98.0%–

99.8%). The sensitivity increased with smaller IDA values as low as 13

(82.0%; 95% CI, 73.7%–88.1%) with a mild loss of specificity

(89.1%, 95% CI, 87.1%–90.9%). When an angle of 12 was used, the

sensitivity increased only marginally (85.2%; 95% CI, 77.4%–90.8%)

with significant decrease in specificity (75.8%; 95% CI, 73.1%–

78.2%). Maximal sensitivity was achieved by use of an IDA greater

than 1 SD from normal values (86.1%; 95% CI, 78.3%–91.4%) or the

average IDA of the remaining disks (86.1%; 95% CI, 74.7%–88.8%).

The highest diagnostic accuracy for a single IDA measurement

was achieved with an IDA of 13 (0.884; 95% CI, 0.869 – 0.896).

Using variation from normal values, we obtained the highest di-

agnostic accuracy by using an IDA greater than 1 SD from normal

values (0.849; 95% CI, 0.834 – 0.859). The overall highest diagnos-

tic accuracy was achieved by use of an IDA greater than 2 SDs

from the remaining disks (0.972; 95% CI, 0.965– 0.972). Diagnos-

tic performance for subjective disk widening, an IDA of 13, as well

as IDA measurement variations are compared in Table 3.

ROC curves for progressively smaller IDA measurements (Fig

4A) as well as for IDA variation (Fig 4B,-C) were obtained. The AUC

for subjective widening of the disk was 0.58 (95% CI, 0.52–0.64),

improving to 0.85 (95% CI, 0.81–0.90) if the criterion was an IDA of

13. Maximal AUC was achieved with an IDA greater than 2 SDs from

the average IDA of the other disks (0.86; 95% CI, 0.82–0.90).

DISCUSSION
CT scanning has excellent usefulness in the evaluation of the bony

integrity of the cervical spine; however, diskoligamentous injury,

particularly in the absence of listhesis, can be difficult to detect.

Although flexion/extension radiography is useful in the gauging

of potential cervical spine instability, it can be difficult to perform

in the setting of cervical spine trauma and has been shown to have

low usefulness in the evaluation of potential diskoligamentous

injury.21-25 Normative data have been published regarding the

upper limits of acceptable prevertebral soft tissue thickness on CT

scan,26 and spinous process widening on plain film27; however,

neither normative data regarding disk widening nor objective cri-

teria for evaluation of potential ADL disruption have been pub-

lished. Therefore, when evaluating the ADL on CT scan, radiolo-

gists are forced to rely on a subjective assessment of disk widening.

The purpose of our study was to evaluate the diagnostic per-

formance of subjective disk space widening on CT scan for deter-

mination of ADL disruption and to evaluate if objective criteria

based on the IDA can more accurately predict ADL disruption.

Our results indicate that subjective disk space widening on CT

scan is not adequate for evaluation of ADL disruption—achieving

an AUC of only 0.58 (95% CI, 0.52– 0.64) and a sensitivity of only

16.4% (95% CI, 10.5%–24.3%)—and that an elevated IDA pro-

vides a more objective, reproducible criterion to evaluate poten-

tial ADL disruption and guide further imaging.

Of all of the criteria evaluated for the detection of ADL disrup-

tion on CT scan, an IDA greater than 2 SDs from the average of the

remaining disks offered the best diagnostic accuracy, 0.972 (95%

CI, 0.965– 0.972), and an AUC of 0.860 (95% CI, 0.817– 0.903),

with 72.1% sensitivity (95% CI, 63.2%–79.7%) and 100% speci-

ficity (95% CI, 99.6%–100%). However, we realize that a test

requiring calculation of an SD is impractical for everyday use. Our

results, however, also indicate that more practical tests relying on

only a single angle measurement, easily performed on most PACS

systems, can reliably predict ADL disruption.

Of 1095 total disks with an intact ADL evaluated (in both control

patients and in those with ADL disruption at other levels), none had

an IDA 18 or greater. We believe that an IDA of 18 or greater should

always be considered abnormal and worthy of further evaluation

with MR imaging. In our study, subjective assessment of disk widen-

ing on CT scan only detected ADL disruption when the IDA was 22

or greater; below this angle, subjective assessment failed to detect any

of the abnormal levels. Considering an angle of 18 or greater as always

being abnormal will improve detection of ADL disruption beyond

subjective evaluation (P � .01).

Although an angle of 18 was always abnormal in our study, as a

criterion for ADL disruption, it still failed to detect a significant num-

ber of abnormal levels (sensitivity, 41.8%; 95% CI, 33.0%–51.1%).

An angle of 13 or greater had a similar AUC to an IDA 2 SDs from the

FIG 2. Concordance correlation coefficient plot measuring both pre-
cision and accuracy to determine how far the measured IDAs from
the 2 different observers deviate from the line of perfect concor-
dance (the line at 45° on a square scatterplot). The Lin coefficient
increases in value as a function of the nearness of the data’s reduced
major axis to the line of perfect concordance (the accuracy of the
data) and of the tightness of the data about its reduced major axis
(the precision of the data).

Table 2. IDA measurements in 1095 uninjured disks
Disk Level Average IDA 95% CI

C2–3 9.9 5.3–14.5
C3–4 9.4 3.8–15.1
C4–5 9.2 3.1–15.3
C5–6 8.6 2.2–14.9
C6–7 8.9 3.0–14.8
C7–T1 9.6 4.9–14.4
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average of the remaining disks (0.854; 95% CI, 0.832–0.876), with a

sensitivity of 82.0% (95% CI, 73.7%–88.1%) and a specificity of

89.1% (95% CI, 87.1%–90.9%), with significantly greater ease of use.

An IDA of 13 or greater may serve as a screening tool for ADL dis-

ruption, detecting significantly more injured levels than subjective

widening alone (P� .01), with knowledge that this will result in some

false-positive results.

IDA measurements were less sensitive in patients with cervical

kyphosis, because an injured disk com-

presses with flexion, possibly even more

easily than a normal disk, and an injured

disk may decompress through the dis-

rupted anterior margin. However, in our

study, injured disks with normal or de-

creased IDA in kyphosis usually demon-
strated some degree of listhesis related to
the ADL injury in combination with other

ligamentous or bony injury. Therefore,

although the IDA measurement alone did

not detect these injured levels, in clinical

practice, these abnormal levels may be de-

tected by the overall constellation of find-

ings. Therefore, our study underestimates

the overall sensitivity provided by the IDA

measurement in clinical practice, as the

IDA should never be used in isolation

from other imaging or clinical findings

suggestive of injury.

In our study, approximately one-quar-

ter of patients with ADL disruption under-

went MR imaging because of clinical criteria

of persistent pain or neurologic deficit. In

consideration of the significant number of

FIG 3. Distribution of disk angles among injured and uninjured disks, showing a Gaussian-like
distribution of angles among uninjured disks, somewhat overlapping with angles in injured disks
predominantly at 14° and below. Above an angle of 14°, there is minimal overlap.

FIG 4. ROC curves for IDA measurements. A, ROC curve for progressively smaller IDAs, demonstrating marked increase in sensitivity with only
minor loss in specificity as the angle is decreased from 20° (white diamond) to 13° (black diamond). B, ROC curve for deviation of the IDA from
normal values, demonstrating an increase in sensitivity with only mild loss in specificity as the range is changed from 2 SDs from normal values
(white triangle) to 1 SD (black triangle). C, ROC curve for deviation of IDA from the average IDA of the remaining disks also demonstrating an
increase in sensitivity with only mild loss in specificity as the range is changed from 2 SDs from the average (white open circle) to 1 SD (black open
circle).

Table 3. Comparison of diagnostic performance among subjective disk angle measurements and IDA measurements
Subjective Disk

Widening IDA of 13
IDA > 2 SD from

Other Levels
IDA > 1 SD from
Normal Values

Sensitivity (%) 16.4 82.0 72.1 86.1
Specificity (%) 99.4 89.1 100 84.7
PPV (%) 87.0 45.7 100 38.6
NPV (%) 82.3 97.8 97.0 98.2
AUC 0.580 0.854 0.860 0.853
Interpretation Poor discrimination Excellent discrimination Excellent discrimination Excellent discrimination

Note:— NPV indicates negative predictive value; PPV, positive predictive value; SD, standard deviation.
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trauma patients with possible cervical injury who are obtunded or are

otherwise unable to cooperate with a full clinical examination, an

objective, highly sensitive criterion for ADL disruption on CT scan-

ning would be a vital tool to prevent missed injuries in obtunded

patients unable to compensate for CT oversights by providing phys-

ical examination clues to their injury.

Furthermore, multiple studies have demonstrated that the

force required to disrupt the ADL are similar to, if not greater

than, the forces required to disrupt the posterior longitudinal lig-

ament and ligamentum flavum.28,29 These findings suggest that

patients with ADL disruption have received a significant blunt

force, and if the force is sufficient to disrupt the ADL, they are at

higher risk for additional ligamentous injury, making an MR im-

aging examination of these injuries even more important.

There were limitations to our study. First, as our study was

retrospective, some images were evaluated by the same reader

who performed the initial diagnostic evaluation. To eliminate po-

tential recall bias, readers were blinded to patient information,

and no study was re-evaluated by the same reader within 4

months of the initial reading. Second, we used MR imaging as our

reference standard to identify ADL injuries. Although intraoper-

ative correlation would have been ideal, most patients in our

study who underwent intraoperative stabilization did not un-

dergo an anterior fusion procedure, rendering direct operative

correlation impossible. However, as prior studies have shown the

high diagnostic accuracy of MR imaging in the detection of ALL

and disk injury,7-12 we do not believe that this affects our overall

conclusions. Furthermore, we attempted to imbue our reference

standard with a high specificity by setting stringent imaging cri-

teria for the diagnosis of ADL disruption and requiring concor-

dance between 2 neuroradiologists. A further limitation of the

IDA measurement was that although an elevated IDA is associated

with ADL disruption, the reverse does not hold true; namely, a

normal IDA does not exclude ADL disruption and should not be

used to do so. Finally, although our data strongly indicate a useful

role for the IDA in cervical spine trauma, further validation of this

through a prospective trial would be ideal.

CONCLUSIONS
In trauma patients, subjective disk widening on CT scan does not

accurately detect ADL disruption. An elevated IDA provides a

more sensitive, objective, and reproducible measurement to help

direct further evaluation with MR imaging. We recommend that

an IDA greater then 13 warrants an MR imaging examination to

exclude ADL disruption, noting that an IDA greater than 18 is

always associated with ADL disruption.
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The possibility of serious or life-threatening anaphylactoid/anaphylactic 
reactions with cardiovascular, respiratory or cutaneous manifestations, 
ranging from mild to severe, including death, should be considered. 
Monitor patients closely for need of emergency cardiorespiratory support.
In patients with chronically reduced renal function, acute kidney injury 
requiring dialysis has occurred with the use of GBCAs. The risk of acute 
kidney injury may increase with increasing dose of the contrast agent; 
administer the lowest dose necessary for adequate imaging. Screen all 
patients for renal impairment by obtaining a history and/or laboratory 
tests. Consider follow-up renal function assessments for patients with a 
history of renal dysfunction.
The most common adverse reactions associated with DOTAREM in 
clinical studies were nausea, headache, injection site pain, injection site 
coldness, and burning sensation.
For more information about DOTAREM, including full Boxed WARNING, 
please see the Full Prescribing Information.
Please see adjacent Brief Summary of Prescribing Information.
DOTAREM is a registered trademark of Guerbet and is available by 
prescription only.
GU09131071
References: 1. Dotarem [package insert]. Bloomington, IN: Guerbet LLC; 
2013. 2. Data on fi le, Guerbet LLC.

INDICATION1

DOTAREM is a gadolinium-based contrast agent indicated for intravenous use with 
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) in brain (intracranial), spine and associated tissues 
in adult and pediatric patients (2 years of age and older) to detect and visualize areas 
with disruption of the blood brain barrier (BBB) and/or abnormal vascularity.

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION1

WARNING: NEPHROGENIC SYSTEMIC FIBROSIS (NSF)
Gadolinium-based contrast agents (GBCAs) increase the risk for NSF among 
patients with impaired elimination of the drugs. Avoid use of GBCAs in these 
patients unless the diagnostic information is essential and not available with 
non-contrasted MRI or other modalities. NSF may result in fatal or debilitating 
fi brosis affecting the skin, muscle and internal organs.
• The risk for NSF appears highest among patients with:

– Chronic, severe kidney disease (GFR < 30 mL/min/1.73m2), or
– Acute kidney injury.

• Screen patients for acute kidney injury and other conditions that may reduce 
renal function. For patients at risk for chronically reduced renal function 
(e.g. age > 60 years, hypertension, diabetes), estimate the glomerular 
fi ltration rate (GFR) through laboratory testing (5.1).

• For patients at highest risk for NSF, do not exceed the recommended 
DOTAREM dose and allow a suffi cient period of time for elimination of the 
drug from the body prior to any re-administration (5.1).

Contraindicated in patients with a history of clinically important hypersensitivity 
reactions to DOTAREM.

Global clinical experience with over 37 million doses administered outside the US.2

www.guerbet-us.com

Macrocyclic and Ionic...

 DOTAREM
  ...There is only One.

The first and only macrocyclic and 
ionic gadolinium agent in its class.1
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